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I The California Debt Advisory Commission (CDAC) is pleased to release Recommended
Changes to the Mello-Roos Act o/1982." Oral and Written Testimony, a report which
includes the transcript of a hearing conducted by CDAC on January 15, 1992 on the

t Mello-Roos Act, and written comments received by CDAC regarding potential changesto the Act. This collection of statements should he viewed as a supplement to
Recommended Changes to the Mello-Roos Act of 1982: Report to the Legislature and

i Governor, a separate CDAC report which is also available upon request.• The Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 has been extremely valuable in
helping local governments finance needed infrastructure improvements in California.

I To date, nearly $3.7 billion in Mello-Roos bonds have been issued by local agencies tofund roads, sewers, schools, and other public improvements. These bonds, which are
repaid from a special tax on property, have been particularly popular in high-growth

i counties such as Riverside, San Bernardino, and Orange.The expansive use of M¢llo-Roos financing, however, has created its share of concerns.
With the downturn in our state's economy, bondholders have become increasingly

I worried about the underlying value of the property which secures these bonds• At thesame time, some taxpayers have complained about the equity of Mcllo-goos taxes and
the overall burden being placed on homeowners in growing areas. Finally, the

i increased scrutiny of the press and the public has focused on questionable funding
practices which undermine the integrity of the Mello-Roos financing process.

In response, CDAC conducted a hearing in January which explored many of the

I questions being raised. As a result of that hearing, and additional research' undertaken by the CDAC staff, the Commission has issued a report to the Legislature
and Governor outlining recommended changes to the Mcllo-Roos Act and identifying

i other related issuesfor their consideration. In order to provide a complete record, the
Commission is releasing this supplemental report of testimony and written comments.

Sincerely,

KATHLEEN BROWN

I California State TreasurerChair, California Debt Advisory Commission
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I CDAC HEARING ON THE MELLO-ROOS ACT

Orange County Hail of Administration

I 10 Civic Center PlazaSanta Ana, California 92701
9:00 AM to 1:30 PM

I Kathleen Brown, State TreasurerChair, California Debt Advisory Commission

i
Brown: As most of you know the Commission recently issued a report on Mello-Roos

I bonds. This morning I would have been here a few minutes earlier, but I headed for San. Pedrofirst.Itlookedfine.There was no problemsin San Pedro,and we are now happily
inOrange County. And I would liketo introducethemembers of theCaliforniaDebt

I Advisory Commission that are here with us this morning. First, we have Sonoma CountyTreasurer Don Merz to my left, Anaheim Treasurer Mary Turner to my right. We will be
joined, I understand, by Susie Burton from the Department of Finance, and I understand
that Senator Marian Bergeson is going to be attending our hearing--is Senator Bergeson

I here as yet? I want to make sure to recognize her when she comes. She wants to listen totoday's testimony which is the first step in our understanding of where we are with
respect to Mello-Roos bonds. I would start with some opening comments with respect to

I the context of this morning's hearings• And first and foremost, I want to thank all of youfor attending, l ran into Mike Roos last night, and he said to me "what arc you doing
with Mello-Roos bonds?" And I said, "just trying to protect your good name, Mr. Roos."
And he seemed appreciative of that. One other person I want to introduce is David

I Hartley from Stone Youngberg who is the Chair of CDAC's Technical Advisory• Committee-and thank you for being here, Mr. Hartley. You've been a great resource to
us as has our entire technical advisory committee on the subject of Mello-Roos bonds.

I Well, we're here today in Orange County at the one-decade point in the Mello-Roos
Community Facilities Act of 1982. So I believe it is an appropriate time for taxpayers
and local officials and municipal finance experts to come together and, in this forum, try

I to separate fact from fiction regarding this very important infrastructure tool. First andforemost, we must endeavor to educate our public about these bonds. Yes, there have
been reported cases of abuses and at least one default. Potentially, taxpayers could end

i up payingmoney, significantsums,and bondholderscouldend up losingmillionsofdollarspayingforbond dealsgone awry,but theseremaintheexception.The lion'sshare
of all Mello-Roos bonds issued over the last decade remain success stories for taxpayers,
for investors and local governments alike. Without them, dozens of California

', communities, complete with schools, roads, sewers and water systems would not be in
g existence today. But we must also keep our minds open that the problems that have

occurred may represent a kind of early warning system. With the after shocks of the S&L

i crisis and scandals still being felt, it is not a time for closing our eyes or closing ourminds to the possibility that reforms may be in order, both to protect California taxpayers
and to preserve these bonds as an effective financing tool for at least another decade. So
it is in that spirit that we will be looking at a number of things today. Among them,

I these bonds' credit worthiness, part.icularly in light of California's recent real estateslump. We'll be looking at the issue of tax equity which has been raised by many Mcllo-
Roos homeowners who feel they're being required to pay more than their fair share. And

i what, if any, future roles should the state and local governments play in ensuring theproper use of these bonds and in protecting taxpayers from possible abuses.

I
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What's the background of Mello-Roos bonds so that we have a context and a frame of
reference? The Mello-Roos Act was enacted largely in response to the property tax
limitations of Prop. 13. At the same time local governments were grappling with Prop. 13 m
shortfalls, the federal government sharply reduced funding for local infrastructure needs. m
.The result: local officials with the responsibility for building infrastructure no longer
had revenue sources to pay for it. And while Prop. 13 imposed limits on property taxes, In
no such limits were imposed on California's growth which during that period (since the =
adoption of Prop. 13 and the tax revolt)--since that period-- California has grown by 25
percent,enough to build six new cities the size of San Francisco. In response, the
Legislature enacted the Mello-Roos Act. It provided a more flexible financing tool by
permitting land owners/developers, upon receiving approval from a local government Hi
agency, to form a community facilities district, a CFD, as we'll probably be hearing about
today, to levy a special tax and to authorize bondssecured by that special tax. As the is
properties in the Mello-Roos district are developed and sold, new homeowners assumethe |
responsibility for paying the Mello-Roos special tax which is included on their property
tax bills.

What's the status of Mello-Roos bonds today? Mello-Roos bonds have proved enormously I
popular, particularly in counties like Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino because these
have been the California counties that have experienced much of the state's recent a.
growth. Currently, there are $3.5 billion in outstanding Mello-Roos bonds providing the l
primary funding mechanisms for construction of everything from sewersand roads, to
curbs and classrooms.

.am

What are the concerns? But for all the benefits of our Mello-Roos bonds there are now i
some very serious concerns. Chief among them is the vulnerability of these land-backed
securities, commonly known as dirt bonds, to economic downturns. Because they are m
secured by real estate, any decline in real estate values over the past year has added to II
the risks surrounding Mello-Roos financing. In addition, the decline in housing demands
because of the recession means developers may be forced to hold on to newly developed
properties longer than anticipated. If they become financially overextended as a result, •
the payment of debt service on outstanding Mello-Roos bonds may be threatened. And
even Mother Nature has conspired against Mello-Roos bonds in the last decade as the state
entered its fifth year of drought, which has reduced the number of building permits m
issued, which adds yet another burden on the Mello-Roos developers. Taxpayers have II
somewhat different concerns. For instance, the homeowners in a Mello-Roos district carry
the burden of financing the facilities that sometimes benefit the broader community.
This, they feel, means they are having to pay more than their fair share for public •
improvements. Secondly, there are complaints that the Mello-Roos tax formulas unfairly |
require homeowners to subsidize developers since developed and undeveloped land is
taxed at different rates. Third, many landowners feel that the use of the landowner vote m,
to form Mello-Roos districts amounts to "taxation without representation," despite |
provisions in the law which require that the tax be disclosed to home buyers.

What should we do? For all the concerns, there is one option, I believe, that should be •
taken off the table from the start: that is the outright elimination of this valuable
financing tool. To do so would require the finding of new forms of revenue to pay for
water and schools and roads; or face further 8ridlock on our highways; more children in
our already overcrowded classrooms;more pollution; and a greater loss of business and •
jobs; and economic development. But there arc things that we can look at. Among them,
ways to lessen our reliance on Mello-Roos bonds. Perhaps, through the passage of a
constitutional amendment, repealing the two-thirds requirement for infrastructure or for •
schools. The way to create tax equity may be to allow a return to "majority rule" when it II
comes to the passageof local general obligation bonds for schoolsor for other

I
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I infrastructure needs. I'd like to hear your thoughts on that. Or we may need to look at
new state and local regulations, including those outlined by CDAC which include

I guidelines for stricter standards for issuance, including minimum land valuerequirements, a guarantee of tax fairness so that taxes paid reflect the benefits received,
tax rate limitations, the integration of Mello-Roos financings into overall government
management strategies. And finally, we need to explore how to best ensure sufficient

I opportunities for democratic expression. Mello-Roos homeowners
may vote with their feet

in deciding to purchase homes in Mello-Roos districts, but that should not mean that they
forfeit their right to influence tax and spending policies affecting their communities.

I In conclusion, let me say it's my judgment that the Mello-Roos bonds have proved an
effective financing tool over the last decade. But no tool is appropriate for all tasks, and
sometimes even the best instruments eventually grow dull from overuse, from misuse or

I abuse. It's our job here today to take a fresh look at Mello-Roos bonds and decide
to just

how we might sharpen these tools so they can better be used for the growth and the
infrastructure tasks that await California in the decade ahead.

I And that, I hope, sets out the agenda, the concerns, the status and the context. I'd like to
note that we have a sign-up sheet for public testimony to my left, up in the front, as well
as a sheet whereby you may request forms for the report after this hearing, and we'd be

I happy to share that with you. Steve Juarez, who's the Executive Director of theCalifornia Debt Advisory Commission, is also here to assist in any administrative way
that members of the public might need assistance. And I'd like now to ask if Treasurer

I Merz or Treasurer Turner would like to make any opening comments. Treasurer Merz?

Merz: No, I don't believe I have any at this time.

I Brown: Great. And Treasurer Turner?
IIW

Turner: Not at this time.

I Brown: And we've been joined by Susie Burton representing the Department of Finance.
Welcome. Would you like to make any opening comment?

I Burton: Not at all. Just here to learn.

Brown: Great. Thank you. Alright. Well, why don't we begin. We've tried to group the

i speakers by their perspective, if you will. And so first, we will be hearing from thetaxpayers' perspective, then the public agency perspective. Then we'll hear from
developers and a finance perspective. We'll hear from the lawyers, of course, and then get
a credit quality perspective. Finally, a legislative perspective, and then we will turn to

i other members of the public. I would ask that you try and limit your remarks to theshortest, most concise framework. I think that as you can get to the point that you want
to make as quickly as possible, we will be able to get more information into the record.
So let me begin with Walter Hueck from Palmia, presenting a taxpayer perspective. Mr.

m Hueck.

Hueek: Thank you, Ms. Brown. Good. I would like to pass out a map here on 87-3,

I which will pertain to what I have to say.
Brown: Great. Thank you. Good morning. Please state your name for the record.

i Hueck: My name is Walter Hueck. I'm with the Palmia Adult Community in Mission
giejo. Ms. Brown, Members of the California Debt Advisory Committee, guests and guest

I
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speakers: We're here from Palmia Adult Community to address the M¢llo-Roos Mission I
Viejo Community Facilities District #87°3. While most of our comments will be directed
toward this district, I'm sure they will also relate to the overall Mello-Roos picture. First,
some of the background on the formation of the district and the improvements to be
funded under theMello-Roosbonds.

Viejo was incorporated as a city on March 31, 1988 and consists of approximately IMission

10,000 acres in South Orange County. District #87-3 was formed in February of 1988 on
,am

a vote of eight property owners as the only qualified electors within the district. Because
the formation commenced prior to the formation of the city, the County Board of •
Supervisors serves as the legislative body for the district and has authorized a bonded |
indebtedness of $85 million. Our district consists of approximately 1,946 acres of vacant,
unimproved land, or about one-fifth of the total community acreage. Most of the vacant m

adjoins the eastern and northern boundaries of the city. Other vacant parcels lieacreage
within the developed areas" of the community. The district will have developed J

approximately 5,013 single and multi-family dwellings and various commercial and public
facilities. The proceeds of the bonds will be used to finance certain roadway
improvements included within a regional transportation program known as the Foothills I
Circulation Phasing Plan and the Foothill Transportation Corridor. This program
provides for a system of roads and highways in the foothill area of Orange County and is a,,
expected to cost approximately $235 million. With this brief background we will attempt |to respond to the questions presented in CDAC's letter of 12/30/91, particularly as they
relate to the perception of our district.

What are the concerns regarding the implementation of Mello-Roos taxes in your I
community? That's the first question. The 87-3 improvements are to support a regional
roadway system. While the entire community should support this system as they will am
certainly benefit from its improvements, it is unfair that only one-fifth of the district |property owners are bearing the full cost of these benefits. In this instance, the vote of
eight property owners placed an entire community's tax obligation on the shoulders of

5,013 homeowners and a few commercial enterprises. I
I,

Question No. 2: Are there specific projects in your community that have been financed
by Mello-Roos bonds which you believe were not legally authorized? If so, what are the am
projects? g
We believe some of the roadways and improvements have been developed prior to the
establishment of a district, yet the projects were designated to be funded by 87-3
proceeds..lust to mention a few, it's Santa Margarita Roadway, Melinda Road and Felipe
Road.

If the unissued Mello-Roos bonds--question again--in Palmia were deauthorized, what do j
you see are the consequences for public services in your community? Do you believe
there are other forms of financing which are available to support public improvements

which are possibly fairer than Mello-Roos? I

We should clarify that Palmia is a single development within the district, and the bonds
affect us as homeowners in the district. At this time, it appears that the unissued bonds, am
$33 million, will not need to be issued. The $52 million issued to date are reported to •
complete listed improvements, therefore, this deauthorization will have little effect on the g

community. However, we feel that such major arterial highways and roads connecting the
Foothill Transportation Corridor should more properly be the responsibility of the county, !1[
state, or federal government instead of a few overburdened taxpayers. |

!
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I The last question: What specific changes in Mello-Roos Act would you like to see

undertaken? We agree with many of the proposed guidelines set forth in CDAC's report.

I We agree with the recommendation to establish review committees to scrutinize and assessdeveloper applications, but our concerns are more with the fairness of the burden to the
ultimate property owner than with the financial security of the bonds. Item B: W¢ agree
it is appropriate to set the maximum special taxes at one percent of the anticipated fair

I market value limiting the total tax burden on the residential property of two percent. Wealso agree with the recommendation to limit the annual increases and the maximum
special tax rate of two percent instead of 3.5 percent each additional year. We agree it is

i necessary to present homeowners with more detailed information regarding these specialtaxes. For instance, the annual percentage increases, the number of years a special tax
will be assessed, and the fact that homeowners will be the first to pay additional amounts
in the event of bond deficiency or default. Now, we know we can't make Mello-Roos

I disappear. However, when a bill is passed in the California Legislature, it should beenacted with fairness to all and we don't feel that Mello-Ro'os does that.

i Thank you very much.
Brown: Thank you very much. Are there questions from the Commission? Let's also
recognize Senator Marian Bergeson who just arrived. Welcome, we're really happy that

I you're here. Would you like to make any comments Senator Bergeson?
Bergesoo: First, I'd like to thank Treasurer Brown and members of the Commission. I

a think it's very important that this opportunity he given, particularly in an area that we

| have seen the extensive use of Mello-Roos. I'm also here today because any legislation
dealing with Mello-Roos comes through my Senate Local Government Committee. I think
that despite the problems, we have seen, certainly, evidence that Mello-Roos does work

I and builds schools and infrastructure and builds communities for the people to enjoy. It'sa sound mechanism to fund the construction of local infrastructure. And voters who
support Mello-Roos special taxes do so knowing that their dollars are going to fund

i specific local improvements. Dozens of new elementary schools in local neighborhoods arein existence today simply because voters knew the project; they knew the costs and were
willing to assume that. in Orange County the school districts in Los Alamitos, Costa
Mesa, Trabuco Highlands issued $31.6 million worth of bonds backed by Mello-Roos

I special taxes in 1991 alone. The bonds will help construct school buildings to housechildren whom the districts would otherwise he unable to facilitate. These district bonds
are sound issues with secure and predictable revenue streams. The homes are sold: the
homeowners recognize the needs for the schools; and they see their tax dollars at work in

I their neighborhoods.

As we know, not all Mello-Roos districts are so popular. Too many developers perhaps

I " create new districts backed by unsecured revenue sources. 1 believe that it's completelyunacceptable for developers to form new Mello-Roos districts and issue bonds in areas
where inflated property values and unsold homes can lead to taxpayer bailouts of

i developer blunders. Local officials who approve the formations of the districts maydeserve scrutiny, too, and I say that as a former local official myself. And that's why I
think ire really need to rein in the trust side of the Mello-Roos equation.

i I would also like .to commend again the staff of CDAC--and the report I found to beexcellent. I hope that if many of you have not had the opportunity, that you take
advantage. It's one of the best reports on the Mello-Roos that I have seen. The

i suggestions are good ones. I think we should seriously consider them, and so, again, thank
you very much for the opportunity. I'm going to enjoy listening and returning to the

!
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Legislature,hopefullytoenactthewishesthatthepeopleof Californiafeelare in the I
bestinterestof our communities.

Brown: Thank you very much, Senator. And thank you Mr. Hucck. I

Hueck: Did you have some questions? II

Brown: I did. I wanted to see if any of the Commission members hadquestions following •
your presentation.

Hueck: I would like to have Ms. Pat Mosler with me. She's the one who did the research I

m

on this.

Brown: Okay, fine. If you just would both come to the microphone and let me ask other I
Commission members whether they have any questions of Mr. Hueck. I would then have J
just two short questions. First, when you purchased your property, were you aware of the

Mello-Roosspecial tax? •

Mosler:Yes,itwas givento me thattherewas a Mello-Roostax. Ididn'tunderstandthe
implicationsof it.I thinkyour statementin your reportwhich impliedthatthe
homeowner was involvedin buying hishome and so excitedabouteverything,so thatthey •
didn'treallyunderstandallof theimplicationsof the tax,exceptthattherewas one. I
did not understandthatitwould increase3.5percentper yearas a given.I understood
that it possibly could increase 3.5 percent. ! also did not know, and did not find out until /
this Monday. how long I would be paying this tax. II
Brown: So the amount of the tax and the length of time that it would be imposed and the

nature of the increase was not something that you... Iqp
Mosler: The initial amount of the 88-89 tax was given to me, but it didn't imply that it

would go up 3.5percentin 89-90,90-91,and 91-92. •

Brown: Very good. And one lastquestion.Given your...lthinkthemain thrust,ifI
understoodit,of your comments was fairness--taxfairness.That you feltyou were being
asked topay forthedevelopmentof infrastructurethatbenefittedthebroader •
community. Would you be supportiveof a constitutionalamendment thatwould bring II
back majorityruletomake infrastructurefinancingforschoolsor otherinfrastructure

back to a simplemajority? •

Mosler: In this particular instance, I felt that the improvements that were imposed on 8%
3 were of a broader regional nature, oven broader beyond the community of Mission , ill

Viejo. Therefore, the immediate benefits did not accrue to those of us who were paying.
They weren't neighborhood benefits; they weren't local community benefits. So in that
instance, I think that probably some other sort of county and roadway funding should
have been implemented.To schooldistrictsI wouldn'tobjecttoa Mello-Roosbeing lib
withina districtwhere my childrenor childrenwere tobe going. I
Brown: So you would supportmajorityruleor you would not forinfrastructureand

schoolfinancing? i
Mosler:I would probablysupporta majorityrule,yes.

Brown: I'm just trying to get at "what do we do." How do we make it fair and not just !
pass the buck?

I
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Mosler: Itindeedisa puzzlement.

I Brown: Thank you. Our nextspeakerisJohn Becklcyfrom AlisoVicjo.

Beckley:Ladiesand gentlemen,Chairwoman Brown, members of theCommission. I am

I John Becklcy. I am from Aliso Vicjo. I'm a taxpayer and resident of Aliso Vicjo. Assuch, I live within two CFDs. The first CFD covers schools; the second CFD covers Aliso
Vie j# infrastructure. Most of my comments here today will be directed to this CFD,

i known as CFD #8g-l, and to Mcllo-Roos CFDs in general. CFD #88-1 is authorized toissue up to $270 million in bonds for Aliso Vicjo's infrastructure. The cost estimates for
the works paid by this CFD include approximately $50 million for the San Joaquin
Tollway; another $50 million for the arterial highways; only approximately $2 million for

I public facilities such as gas mains and electricity backbone; and only $8 million for a firestation, a sheriff substation, and a library. In 1988, Orange County and the developer, the
Mission Vie j# Company, entered into an original developer agreement, whereby in return

i for developing the area of Aliso Vie j#, Mission Vicjo Company in turn would provide $68
million in fccs towards the San Joaquin Tollway or provide work in kind.

In late 1991, after many Aliso Vie j# taxpayers had moved into the district, they entered

I into an amendment to this agreement whereby $34 million of the $68 million previouslymentioned would be forgiven and would bc passed on to the taxpayers within Aliso
Vicjo's CFD o88-1. In turn, that $34 million would be given to the San Joaquin Tollway

i Agency.
Thisamendment has not yetbeen finalized;but ifitis,itwillhave seriousramifications
for the taxpayers within CFD #88-1. First, it has resulted in the cost estimates for the

I tollway being financed by this CFD be increased to approximately $85 million,approximately one-third of the bond issue amount. It will likely result in a diversion of
funds from other planned improvements within the CFD. It will likely result in Aliso

i Vie j# taxpayers being forced to forego other planned improvements such as libraries and
police substations which they get a direct benefit from or result in a less desirable or
lower quality project than previously planned. If this amendment is finalized, it will
encourage Orange County and the developer, Mission Vie j# Company, to enter into future

I amendments to the original developer agreement to decrease the amount going into thetollway. Right now, there is nothing in the Mello-Roos Act or in the CFD #g8-1 to
prevent the County and Mission Vie j# Company from using the entire $270 million that

i have been issuedand authorizedby CFD #8g-Iforthe tollway..This amendment willalsoresultin a change in taxpayerexpectationsregardingwhat portionof theirtaxeswould
be goingtocertainimprovementsincludingthetollwayaftertheymoved in,most of them
two to threeyearsago beforethisamendment. To preventtheselocalabusesof theMcllo-

i Roos and ensure more protection for MclIo-Roos taxpayers, I make the followingrecommendations to strengthen and improve the Mello-Roos Act:

I Number one, there should be a state review committee to review all applications fromdevelopers for CFD Mcllo-Roos taxes, and all CFDs should bc reviewed yearly by a state
committee to prevent abuse and to make sure they are financially stable. A state
committee makes more sense and is more prudent than a local committee as they arc more

I likely to be removed from the local scene; they are more likely to bc independent; they'reless likely to be susceptible to local developer and local politician influence. A state
committee also makes sense as it ensures uniformity and Mcllo-Roos scrutiny throughout
the state.

I
I
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I also recommend that all major changes such as the $34 million amendment, after a
certain number of voters have moved in, be put to the voters, to a majority vote within

the district, or at least be subject to state committee review, g
I

I also recommend changes to the current petition process which is now in the Mello-Roos
Act. As it now stands, a petition signed by 100 percent of the Mello-Roos taxpayers Im
within that district can be defeated, right off the bat, by a landowner with just 50 II
percent of the land within that district.

I recommend again that any petition for the changes of the facilities within that district •
should be up to a majority of the vote of the registered voters within that district. I also
recommend that the Act forbid taxpayers being forced to pay for revenue-generating
facilities such as a tollway. This is forcing taxpayers to pay something that probably is I
going to be self-supporting anyway, whether they use it or not. This also promotes If
inequities as people who live outside the district only pay for it once--and that's when
they use it. In any event, if residents are obligated topay for such a revenue-generating
facility, such as the tollway, they should be given a credit or a waiver of the toll or fee •
when they use it to prevent multiple taxation.

Finally, all local agencies that receive Mello-Roos funds, such as water districts, school I
districts and transportation agencies, should have at least one taxpayer from each CFD I
that is contributing substantial monies to that agency. To do otherwise results in a
taxpayer having no say in how their money is spent, and other residents who do not live
within that CFD telling those taxpayers how that money is going to be spent. This is the •
current situation now in Aliso Vicjo. For example, the San Joaquin Tollway Agency is
composed of residents from the surrounding communities of Laguna Nigel, Newport
Beach, San Juan Capistrano, Mission giejo, Dana Point, and San Clemente. None of these a,
communities that surround Aliso Viejo and that surround the tollway--and get a direct II
benefit from the tollway--are contributing one cent toward the San Joaquin Tollway.
However, these residents get a say on how the Aliso Viejo Tollway money is spent.

m

I thank you. B

Brown: Thank you very much. Arc there questions from the Commission members for m
our speaker? Very good. Thank you for your thoughtful suggestions as well. We will |take note of those and consider them. I think we now have Robert Beaulieu. Is Mr.
Beaulieu here? From Tracy.

am

Beaullea: I'll just wait a minute so that you can receive your copies and can read along B
with me. You'll have to excuse my voice; I'm recovering from the current flu...Trcasurer
Brown, members of the panel, we'd like to thank you for the opportunity to present our I
concerns over the Mello-Roos funding in Tracy, California. t
We believe the implementation of the Mello-Roos Act in Tracy has been a fraud. Under
the guise of using this funding mechanism for new growth, the City of Tracy and its i
administrators have subsidized the funding for projects like schools, transportation
facilities, busing costs which all serve the entire community. A master plan is being
carried out in which the taxpayers in the Mello-Roos districts are paying for facilities m
which are the responsibility of the entire community. Along with this plan, the Tracy |City officials have gerrymandered the school districts in order to service these older areas
as well. For one example, Mello-Roos taxpayers are financing a $26 million high school.
Currently, 40 percent of its population will be non-Mello-Roos children. The present t
gerrymandering often displaces children of Mello-Roos households because the new
schools are filled with non-Mello-Roos students as soon as they are open. The children of

I
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I the Mello-Roos taxpayers are then sent from their new neighborhoods to the old schools

outside the Mello-Roos districts. The Mello-Roos taxpayers have no guarantee they will

I benefit from their special tax dollars. We believe this is in direct conflict with one of thebasic principles of the Mello-Roos Act--that all property owners in the CFD must benefit
from improvements. This is clearly not happening in Tracy.

I Also built into the Mello-Roos funding vehicle is a nice loophole for select
very

landowners in Tracy. They may build up to four homes a year within the CFD which are
exempt from the Mello-Roos tax. For example, the city council member Richard Pombal's

I family has used this loophole by developing homesfor resale inside the CFD. Cunningly,these homes sit in the middle of two subdivisions paying Mello-Roos, but his homesare
exempt from the tax.

I governing board of the Mello-Roos funds, called the Tracy Area Public Facilities
The
Financing Agency (TAPFFA), is appointed, not elected, comprising members from local
school boards and the Tracy City Council. Not one member of this board represents the

I Mello-Roos taxpayer. To us, this is like a thief with a stolen checkbook and an unlimitedsupply of funds.

Also implemented in the Tracy CFD is authorization to increase taxes by two percent a

I year with no cap. Currently, the yearly amount for each single family resident is $1,048.The response of our local representatives regarding the wishes of the Mcllo-Roos taxpayer
has been one of contempt. All requests have been disregarded. Finally, in desperation, a

I coalition was formed to tackle the resistance from this abbreviated TAPFFA Board. Ourcoalition presented a petition signed by the CFD resident. It asked for an immediate
freeze on any new bonds for the district by way of a ballot election. The governing
board is allowing an election but has changed our petition, negating its effect by adding

I that alternative funding must be found by members of the CFD before a freeze can takeeffect.

I During the course of the implementation of Mello-Roos in Tracy, we homeowners havewatched the value of our homes decrease. New home buyers see that they can buy a home
outside the CFD and can still benefit from the use of Mello-Roos schools and facilities
without ever paying the tax. Realtors promote homes outside the CFD as a better

I investment. The sale of homes in the CFD suffer tremendously. Conversely, buyers inthe CFD were originally told their extra tax dollars would 8o to create more desirable
neighborhoods and therefore increase the value. As homeowner and taxpayers, we believe

I the establishment of a M¢llo-Roos CFD should only be the result of an election byhomeowners instead of one done in the shadows in which developers and landowners
shirk their responsibilities onto future home buyers. We believe only Mello-Roos money
can be used in Mcllo-Roos CFDs--not to carry the burden for an entire community.

I •Also, the M¢llo-Roos Act is not a necessary tool for financing developing areas. We
believe there are other options. Among them, developer financing, use of sales taxes, state

I and local government resources, and as another option, year-round schools. At the presenttime, action is desperately needed by the state to stop the injustices to homeowners by city
officials and developers. Mello-Roos taxpayers need an agency to oversee, audit, and
direct existing Mello-Roos CFDs. Finally, the ultimate authority in any CFD should be

I the Mello-Roos taxpayer.
Thank you very much.

I Brown: Thank you. Let's see if we have some questions from the Commission members.

I
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Burton: I have a couple. To clarify your point about the members of your MeIIo-Roos
board not being elected, they represent city council members who are elected, aren't they? I

Beaulleu: Yes, they are. They're city council members and board members which are I
elected. Basically most of them, I believe, prior to most of the new homeowners moving
in... They're not elected to this Tracy Area Public Facilities Financing Agency. They're m
appointed, and it's kind of a rotating door. They take turns for a one-year length of time. |
Burton: Okay, but they are elected for the originating bodies that they sit on.

A

Beaulleu: They are elected officials for the City of Tracy for school board and city I
council.

Burton: Do the taxpayer in your Mello-Roos district have an opportunity to vote for I
these people who sit on the school board.

Beaulleu: In upcoming general elections, yes. We will have an opportunity to vote on M
some of the positions. But we have no representation for us at this point in time. g

Burton: But you think that these representatives should be separately elected to represent am
the taxpayers in the Mello-Roos district? Is that the point you were making? |
Beaulleu: Yes, the main point I want to make is that we have no representation at all.
There should be a better establishment to provide representation for the Mello-Roos I_
taxpayer. At this point in time we feel there is no representation.

Burton: Okay. You also make reference...since I'm from the Department of Finance, and ==
I know that we don't have any money either...you quickly went over the other options...I I
wanted to delve into those a little bit more because you make some really cogent points.
But we're looking for options, and the first option that you mentioned was the developer

financing; the second was sales tax... B
D

Benulleu: I can give you an example. Developer financing: we believe a greater
percentage of fees to be paid to promote or pay for some of the facilities should be the tim
responsibility of the developers instead of more of it being passed on to the taxpayer. IIRecently, in the city of San Francisco I believe a quarter cent sales tax was voted into
law to help supplement the school system there.

,=

Brown: Which is now subject to review by the California Supreme Court because of a J
Supreme Court decision dealing with what's called the "Rider" case, and the possibility

that a majority vote was inappropriate and unconstitutional in terms of Prop. 13. S
|Brown: Do the other families with students that attend the schools within the Mello-Roos

districts--do those families pay taxes at all that are contributed to the building of those
schools? Or are the schools in the Mello-Roos district financed solely by the Mello-Roos Ill
taxpayer?

Beaulleu: In most cases, they are solely financed. Now, the TAPFFA Board, this Tracy m
Area Public Facilities Financing Agency, has taken some of the Mello-Roos funds to help |in non-Mello-Roos schools also, which is outside the CFD, which is in question also. We
feel it's just a totally abusive setup that we have now in Tracy.

m

Brown: Currently, state G.O. bonds to finance school facilities can be passed with a I
majority vote. There is, in turn, no revenue that is generated by that approval of the

!
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I state G.O. bond to finance schools. That money has to come out of the general fund
which as Ms. Burton knows is sorely stressed right now and will continue to be sorely

I stressed at a time in which California is looking, in terms of education, at 200,000 newschool kids a year. And, boy, in Tracy and Manteca and Ceres and Modesto, and all
throughout the Valley, you're feeling it just like they are in Orange County and Riverside
and San Bernardino. So my question that ! asked to the first speaker, given this fairness

I issue and given this equity issue, would you consider putting the local tax for schools, forexample, which now requires a two-thirds vote, which has forced the creation of these
alternative financing strategies, like Mello-Roos--would you consider that it would be fair

a and more appropriate to finance these facilities with a majority vote of all of the citizens

| of that community as opposed to requiring a two-thirds vote which is not majority rule?

Beaulleu: Yes, we would be in favor of that.

I . Brown: Okay. There is something currently in the Legislature...the governor has
supported it; the Legislature supports it--ACA 6 which (and the Senate supports it as well,

i not the Assembly)...
Burton: Yes, that's true. It's been stymied in one of the committees there for some time.
And there's a question about whether it can garner sufficient support because it's now

I being viewed as it's too easy to tax people with a majority vote.

Brown: So I just put that out there. We're hearing from taxpayers. They are raising, you

i are raising, very legitimate concerns. In the alternative, the state is growing. It's going tocontinue to grow. We can't limit that; we can plan for it. To plan for it, your public
policymakers, your elected officials need to have tools that will work so that we can be
fair. And that's why I raise this other option and ask you to consider that--and it's

I stymied and caught up in the processes of government; it's not enjoyed the kind ofenthusiastic support that it's going to need to move forward to give you the opportunity
to just vote on it as an option.

I Beaulleu: If I may make one more comment. When we first were getting together with
our coalition, we looked for one certain agency or one place that we felt would have to
watch over these Mello-Roos CFDs, and we were told there isn't really one body that does

I that. And I think that that has given an unfair license to local communities to do whatthey're doing to us.

Brown: That is why we're having this hearing today. And that is why we appreciate all

I the input.

Beaulleu: I'm sorry but 1 cannot stress enough the urgency to create a body to do just

m that.
Brown: We appreciate very much your coming the long distance here today to share with

i us your concerns. I know there are other representatives in the community. We just wantyou to know that there is this larger problem of how we manage to do the job that is the
most basic job of government--which is to educate and provide transportation and these
public facilities. But we hear you, I think, quite clearly. Thank you so much.

I Beaulleu: Thank you very much,

i Brown: Next is Julie Gordon also from Tracy. That's right, he's (Mr. Beaulieu) spokenfor you. Next, we'll turn to the public agency perspective, and Eileen Walsh from County
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of Orange. Ms. Walsh, we want to thank you for your hospitality today. You have very J
nice quarters. U

Walsh: Thank you. I might at this point take that opportunity to remind people standing •
in the aisles that there are seats here, or the Fire Marshall will come in and ask us to |
clear the aisles.

Good morning, Ms. Brown, Honorable Senator Bergeson, and the CDAC members. We have 1
five questions this morning that we have been asked to respond to, and I'll go through

J

them in the order they were asked.
m

1. What are the county's objectives in the implementation of Mello-Roos? I

In Orange County, officials have worked in partnership with landowners to attain Ill

two objectives: assuring adequate infrastructure to support the orderly •
development of the South County and achieving tax equity via the benefit
principle. During the 1980's, the County developed new planning tools and fee
programs in a focused infrastructure planning effort. We monitored local and •
regional service availability, evaluated the cost of new services, and tied provision
of new services to new development.

The 1980's also saw an increase in public awareness of growth and infrastructure m
issues--a public concern which led to the qualification of the "Citizen's Sensible II

Growth and Traffic Control" initiative. This ballot initiative's purpose was to

control future growth and to require certain levels of public service. I
Im

Although the voters rejected the measure, the threat of its passage provided serious
motivation to developers of large land holdings to negotiate development
agreements with the County. In August of 1988, the Board of Supervisors adopted •
a resolution approving a growth management element of the county's general plan
which, in the spirit of the initiative, required adequate infrastructure and public
facilities concurrent with growth. As a result, the County entered into •
development agreements with most of the major landowners in the unincorporated
areas. These development agreements quantify and set timelines for needed
facilities. The agreements call for early construction of fire stations, libraries and _t=
arterial highways funded by developer contributions and by debt placed on their tlandholdings.

The County wants to emphasize that the development agreements extracted public II
benefits which went well beyond those required of developers under the California
Government Code. The County uses its authority to issue tax exempt bonds in
support of regional projects. The public purpose served by both creation of the m
district and issuance of debt is the early opening of public roads and services to •
this growing region. Exactions on a smaller scale, those customarily viewed as the IB

developer's responsibility in new tracks, are not typically included in bond-funded

programs. I
Creation of community facility districts offered a win-win solution to the conflict
among those in the community who, on the one hand, saw growth as essential to Blml

the continuing prosperity of the County and, on the other, wanted assurance that •
quality of life and level of service within the County would not be eroded by new
growth's challenge to our limited resources.

!
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I The Mello-Roos Act provides a local financing mechanism to allow construction of
needed facilities, particularly highways and schools, which are not adequately

I funded by the state. Keep in mind, with respects to the property tax, OrangeCounty is a donor county receiving only 18 cents for every dollar of assessed
property tax. The statewide average for counties is 33 cents.

I In Orange County the use of community facilities districts is
not a fragmented

developer-driven, hit-or-miss affair. It is a planned program of orderly phased
growth in which the county and a group of committed forward-thinking

I landowners are full partners to attain shared objectives. We believe it is the onlyfinance tool which funds public improvements to create self-sufficient, planned
communities. It does this without spreading the tax burden for growth-related
improvements to older established neighborhoods.

I 2. What is the role of Mello-Roos in congestion management?

I We often refer to Orange County's Mcllo-Roos districts as our "roads first" program.Our primary intent is to assure an adequate network of streets and arterial
highways to keep the cars of the new South County residents from clogging the
near capacity roads and freeways of the region. One important goal of the Mello-

I Roos program is to generate more than $210 million for the development of aninterlinking network of 40 road projects known as the Foothill Circulation Phasing
Plan which makes South County accessible to workers, businesses and residents. We

i have used the level of service standard in determining needs and tax level impactsto avoid further congestion.

3. Can Mello-Roos result in some taxpayers subsidizing a larger community?

I Mello-Roos, as nearly all other available taxing strategies, places disparate burden
on taxpayers. Living as we have with the effects of Proposition 13 and declining

i federal and state assistance for infrastructure for the last decade, we're well awarethat Prop. 13 shifts a greater burden to the community's newcomers and to those
who changed residency since its enactment. One of the messagestaxpayers sent to
the government through Prop. 13 was that the general taxpayer was no longer

I willing to pay for new communities, new schools or new roads that were not ofdirect local benefit to them. The businesses and homeowners in our developing
South County bear the costs of the new infrastructure. They do this either through

I developer fees added to their purchase price or through a special tax levied ontheir property for 20 or 30 years. Others will drive on the roads they have paid
for. Future generations will use the libraries they have built. Had more equitable
strategies been available, we would have preferred them. Our options were few

I and the needs are great. Mello-Roos became the best available solution to permitthe County to grow economically.

i 4. What are the consequencesto service levels if unissued bonds were deauthorized?
We are presently just past the halfway point in the issuance of debt needed to
support the full construction of the Foothill Circulation Phasing Plan. If we could

I no longer issue bonds authorized under the existing districts, the development ofroads would he slowed, but it would continue in the future as sufficient developer
fees trickle in to permit the County to enter into construction contracts. As noted

i above, these fees are passed on to new homeowners and businesses. The delaycould result in a patchwork of unconnected road fragments awaiting buildout
segments in the future. Some pockets of development might remain reachable only

I
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by narrow or overcrowded roads. Businesses could quite likely relocate to regions
better served by public infrastructure.

m

5. State and local actions needed to protect taxpayers and investors:

We feel that Orange County's guidelines for the issue of Mello-Roos debt developed •
over the past several years can serve as a model for other issuers. We would gladly U
work with your office and share the eight features that are central criteria to our
guidelines.

1) A clear identification of the public purpose and regional impact of U
facilities to be funded. We think that's first and foremost the most

important element of a good Mello-Roos program. •
g

2) Taxes are related to the benefit, the use, and the cost of facilities.
Identified ceilings exist for the taxes for prospective purchasers on their rob,

property. These maximum taxes must be disclosed by the developer or •
merchant builder before a sale is complete.

3) We issue no debt without a review of the developer's history in obtaining •
and paying on other loans as an indicator of their financial ability to pay =
their taxes on undeveloped land within the district.

4) We issue no debt without retention of an independent economist and a •
review appraiser. The economist projects probable land absorption rates I
basedon very conservative projections regarding the local economy. These
projections are used by the appraiser in assessing land value. The review Ill
appraisers are hired by the county and use our appraisal guidelines to assure =
the valuation of property are based on its present condition and on a worst
case scenario of value in a bulk sale.

n

5) We issue no debt unless the land value is at least triple the debt on a U
district, and coverage under a district's rate and method of taxation must
well exceed the maximum debt service payment =/property could sustain in
any year. If any one large parcel or tract within an otherwise sound II
district fails to meet this two-fold test, additional surety is required to
assure that the district can sustain its obligations, not only in the aggregate,
but tract by tract. Our intention is to preclude one payer's default from •
adding to the burden of his neighbor's. We analyze overlapping debt in this
formula, as well.

6) We review tax delinquencies regularly on the districts as a _vhol¢, and as N
needed, of builders within a district, as well. We intend, if it is ever

Ill

necessary, to aggressively pursue foreclosure proceedings against any tax

delinquent developer. I
7) We are diligent in disclosure to prospective bond buyers about the nature of

the district: who the developers are; what environmental considerations am
may exist, such as water availability or endangered species; and how the =
district is able to sustain proposed debt.

8) We are careful to invest proceeds with highly rated investment providers. I

!
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I In sum, we believe there are two factors to a successful Mello-Roos program: (a) that
homeowners and businesses know clearly what their maximum tax obligation can be, and

I what they will receive for their taxes, and (b) that bond holders understand the nature, aswell as the potential risks of these securities.

i We thank you for conducting this hearing. And we welcome the State Treasurer's Mello-Roos guidelines dated September 19, 1991. We're confident that Orange County-issued
Mello-Roos debt meets or exceeds all of the standards in that document.

I And I have written copy of testimony.
Brown: Thank you very much, Ms. Walsh. Yes, Senator Bergeson.

I Bergesoo: I'd like to ask a question that of
was brought up by one the earlier speakers,

and that is regarding amendments to Mello-Roos. How is that handled? How is
notification handled and how does that deal with the original agreement by the

I homeowner at the time of purchase?
Walsh: There have been no amendments executed which affect the maximum tax on
residents. I think the amendment that was referenced is an amendment that has also not

I been executed relating to the amount of the CFD in Aliso Viejo will contribute
money

towards the construction of the San 3oaquin Hills Corridor. There is no project in any of
our CFDs which was not disclosed in the initial district engineer's report. That's part of

I the formation process. And I think when the attorneys speak later on the legalperspective they can answer any technical questions about amending the original district
engineer's report. It's my understanding--and we have never done that--that should we
want to include a project that was not included and discloseable at the time homeowners

I moved in, it would take a two-thirds approval of the residents in that CFD.

Brown: Thank you. Other questions? I do have one last question and it relates again to

I the earlier speaker's comments, and it relates to the benefit basis. How can you justifythe decision on the benefit basis--and I'm just trying to understand what benefits do
accrue--when persons just outside the CFD will benefit from the tollway just as much as
those inside. What is that benefit analysis?

I Walsh: The benefit analysis is done by an engineering firm. It's not something that
pulled out of blue smoke and mirrors. It's done in a similar fashion to the rules that

i follow an assessment district. We do have a benefit analysis done by the engineeringfirms to determine the tax benefit to residents. On a larger issue about whether the toll
road benefits only the residents in a particular CFD or the larger, I think it would be fair
to make the factual correction that there are lots of additional funds from the

I surrounding communities that are being put into the San Joaquin Hills Corridor. It is notbeing funded out of one CFD.

i Brown: It is not being funded out of one CFD; it's being funded out of...?
Walsh:' Out of all the communities to which it benefits. The benefit assessment, if you
will look at it from our perspective that we took early on when I tried to lay out the

I philosophical underpinnings by which this County undertook Mello-Roos financing, is thatwe did not want to spread the burden for South County growth to the existing North
County homeowners.

I Brown: Is it possible that it could be disproportionate on one CFD, such as Aliso Viejo?

I
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Walsh: The reason I'm hesitating to answer... As you may know, we have three or four I
taxpayer lawsuits on the Allan Viejo/San Joaquin issue, and I'm looking toward County
Counsel because this is not the arena in which to discuss issues if I'm not to discuss them. am
So I kind of need a head nod of whether or not to answer that. Seeing none, I suppose |
the litigation prevents us from really getting into a thorough discussion of that right here.
There are some factual pieces of information in one of the earlier testimonies that

probably could be corrected. 1

Brown: Okay. Very good. Thank you for your testimony and your responsiveness. Next
is Timothy Davis, County of Riverside. And I know we asked five questions. If you m
think you can answer the five questions in shorter terms we would be appreciative. We |
have a very lengthy agenda. So we welcome you and appreciate your comments, Mr.
Davis.

m

Davis: Thank you. The written statement addresses all five of the questions that you I
have posed. I've also attached to that as exhibits a listing of all the community facilities
districts which the County of Riverside has formed. And attached secondly is the policy m
procedures with regard to our forming of any of the assessments... |
Brown: Could you just state your name and who you represent for the record.

lit

Davis: Timothy J. Davis, Deputy County Counsel with the County of Riverside. I

And attached as Exhibit 2 are the adopted rules and procedures of the County of mt
Riverside with regard to the formation of any district, the structuring of the rate method, |apportionment of the tax, as well as various guidelines with regard to the actual
structuring of the bond transaction itself.

• INow, I'm not going to get into those in any great detail, and I'm not going to go through
all five questions. I wanted, and I've taken three pages in my written statement, to focus
on one of the issues which has come up through all of the testimony so far this morning, tit
And that is: how does one go about approaching in a CFD, which primarily is directed |
towards constructing regional facilities, an equitable balance between the obligation of
homeowners that eventually will live, or the businesses that are located within the
district, when the facility will necessarily, as a regional facility, benefit persons and II
businesses outside of the boundaries? And this has bothered me since I started in this
about six years ago. And the County of Riverside approaches these things from the
perspective that we are the only existing advocate for the homeowner at the time these
things are formed. And if we can't justify them to ourselves, we're not going to be able •
to justify them to the homeowners five years from now when they're knocking on our

w

door and ringing our phones, "How could you have done this to us?" So consequently,
when we have gone out to construct the major thoroughfares, the freeway interchanges, Ill
the overpasses, the trunk sewer mains, the waste treatment plants, and so on, we have II
approached all of the other public entities that we have to deal with that, in fact, we are
building something that you need. But other people are going to benefit from it so you m
have to, in the joint financing agreements, contribute your fair share toward those •
facilities. Now, I've gone into examples in my written testimony as to how that can

II

occur, and I'm going to briefly over the two examples that I've given.
all

With regard to a large thoroughfare or even an interchange, the County has started to I
utilize road and bridge benefit districts which are allowed under the Government Code.
They include a rather substantial area, and the CFD may be a small portion of that road ass
and bridge benefit district. The CFD may build two or three of the ten facilities that •
this road and bridge benefit district is going to build. And the road and bridge benefit g

I
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I district is seen as a pay-as-you=go type of mechanism, where it sets a fee every time a

building permit is pulled that will go toward the construction of all ten items. But the

I CFD can accelerate that pay-as-you-go because it's going to front end two or threefacilities. $o consequently, what we do is that we: (I) All fees that have been collected
to date that can be attributed to those two or three facilities are then pooled over into the

i CFD monies to lower the amount of principle bonds that are initially sold. Those thenare contributed toward the actual construction. (2) With regard to all of the developers
and all the homeowners and property owners, we say you get a dollar-for-dollar credit
against your road and bridge benefit district fees for every dollar that you actually

I utilize from bond proceeds to construct these facilities. So that in many instances we canwipe out the road and bridge benefit district fee altogether. And finally, we say we're
going to have this road and bridge benefit district in place for 20, 25, 30 years. All fees

i collected in the next 20-25 years that can he attributed to these two facilities are paidback into your debt service fund, and we go out and redeem bonds. And so consequently,
the property owners within the district do not pay on the analysis of both the road and
bridge benefit district, as well as the community facilities district, one more dollar than

I the entire region is going to get out of the benefit of these regional facilities.
Now that's real easy to do when you're running the whole show because the board runs
both the road and bridge benefit district and the CFD, so you don't get into flack there.

I But let's go to the water districts. We have built lots of trunk mains and
sewer treatment

plants, and so on and so forth. And in those instances, we go in with the same attitude
with regard to the water facilities as part of the joint financing agreement which we're

I obligated to negotiate. I make sure that for those facilities which are regional facilities,those water districts collect connection fees. And out of those connection fees there is a
capital facilities component. It may not be labeled as such hut they have them. And out
of that capital facilities portion of the connection fee there are dollars. It may be only 50

I cents; it may be $1.50 that is to toward those same facilities that the CFD is
go very

accelerating the construction of. And I get out of each of the water districts a
commitment that for that portion of the connection fee that would otherwise have been

I directed toward the facilities that the CFD is constructing, those" monies will be paid backover again to the CFD for the purposes of redeeming bonds and taking down the debt
obligation on these people. In addition to that we also go back and negotiate that these

i people also get the same credits toward connection fees and other fees charged by the
water and sewer districts in relationship to the facilities that they're putting in. So that
there is a real active position on the County of Riverside to deal with these regional
facilities and not to overpay or cause these people to pay twice.

I In addition, when we go to look at the various other fee programs of the County of
Riverside we make sure that the facilities that we're constructing through the Mcllo-Roos
program are not facilities that we're also collecting developer fees for, traffic and signal

I mitigation fees for, and so on; so that the that buys that home is not to be
person going

paying twice for essentially the same facility. And that is a very important position of
the County of Riverside. We feel that we have to advocate for the homeowner because he

I isn't there to do it for himself. And we arc not going to have him double taxed or paytwice for the same facility; and to the best extent possible, they are not going to pay a
disproportionately large amount for that particular facility.

I Now, with regard to the last question that you pose. The rules and regulations of thecounty on these districts goes on for five or six pages with addendum on top of that. l
want to augment a little hit on what Eileen earlier testified to. With regard to the County

I of Riverside, the land-to-lien ratio before we'll go out to debt is 4:1. We will not sellbonds unless there is a 4:1 land-to-lien ratio. We structure our taxes so that the tax
ultimately, including the special tax when coupled with ad valorcm and all other

I
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overlapping debt on that property, does not exceed two percent of the anticipated assessed I
valuation of the property. Now, in my written comments I've indicated to you it's
becoming more evident to the County that if we're not building everything infrastructure- -,
wise with regard to a particular CFD, we've got to bring that two percent overlap down leven further to let's say 1.75 percent or 1.50 percent to accommodate for schools or other
people or other entities that will be taxing or using other mechanisms. And it may not be
CFDs; it could be assessment districts; it could be general obligation bonds; it could be •
any one of a number of things. The goal is to try and keep the ultimate debt obligation
on any parcel within a CFD, or an assessment district for that matter, not greater than
two percent as far as its assessed valuation is concerned.

• IAnother thing that I want you to understand with regard to something that's unique in
Riverside County that we don't do any place else--and also deals with this fact of whether
or not the developer of the vacant property is paying loss than it should--is that in the •
County of Riverside, at the time that we close any community facilities district, we
require any property owner who is responsible for more than 33 percent of the special tax
obligation associated with the bond to post a letter of credit. That letter of credit is a am=

letter of credit equal to two times the debt service for the special tax obligation •one-year
on his property annually renewable. If it isn't renewed we hit that letter of credit and I

put the money into an escrow account. That letter of credit will be reduced over time

until that property owner's liability is less than 33 percent. We feel that coupling that
initial letter of credit with the reserve funds that we establish with regard to all of these
transactions provides the County of Riverside with at least 3.5 to 4 years of cash flow
with regard to that district which would be more than sufficient time to get us through a
complicated foreclosure and bankruptcy situation so that we could exercise our rights •
with regard to that property. Now that is relatively unique. We're the only entity that I
know that does it, and we don't advertise it in our official statements. We do that simply
for the self-serving purposes of having a cash flow and not having the bonds bearing our •
names go belly up.

Brown: Thank you. Are there questions from the Commission members. Yes, Senator

Bergeson. I

Bergesou: l'm not at all certain that it's even appropriate to bring it up. But perhaps you
could give me some idea on how the response to the Temecula School District Mello-Roos J
situation.., what the prognosis and how this might impact since the concern, of course, of II
foreclosure is always a very real concern; and if there has been some thinking as to how
that result might take place?

Davis: That particular issue the County of Riverside had nothing to do with. Neither the •
issue, nor do we have any joint financing agreements with the entity, and so anything
that I might say on that is perfectly hearsay. It's only what I've read in the papers or •
have heard form other individuals. And so I don't feel comfortable responding to that
one at all.

Brown: I'd just like to ask one question about the letter of credit notion. Is there a m
problem with the letter of credit today in attaining it, given the credit crunch in the B

marketplace? I know with the industrial development bonds that we finance through the
state we lost $29 million in viable applications because of the inability to get a letter of
credit. Or does it add an undo additional cost to the property owner because of that
letter of credit.

Davis: Interesting you should bring that up. Yes, and we have solved that problem. I
Okay. We require a letter of credit from the developer and have from 1986 to date. In g
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I the last year we discovered that in many instances the banks were not willing to give the
letter of credit that we required from the developer. We still require the letter of credit

I with regard to residential CFDs. We will not shift the burden because they arc not of thegreat priority to us that the commercialindustrial CFD is.

i With regard to the commercial CFD, we have now come up with a very unique document.We have a surety company that will issuea surety bond. And we have a companion
surety agreement. Now it took us a couple of months to draft this document up, but we
have a surety bond with a companion surety agreement that read exactly like our letter of

I credit. And we consider the cost of this and the purpose of this to be related to theadministrative responsibilities of the district so we take it out of the administrative costs
of the district and the CFD actually pays the points associated with the surety bond. And

i the bonds generally cost us two points for the face value of the bond. So that if it's a $4million dollar bond it cost us about $80,000 a year. And we increase the special tax as
part of our administrative expenses to cover that. It goes down essentially if it is still
principally the sole property owner. Hc's paying that through his tax. But we still have

I the liquidity objective that we had intended with the letter of credit, only the CFD ispaying for it and we have come up with this mechanism.

Brown: Is everybody in the district paying for the surety bond?

I Davis: Yes, but invariably what we have here is a large commercial developer who is
going to be in that position for a substantial period of time. And so consequently, it's a

I shopping center; and they're going to be continuing to pay the shopping center and they'renot going to diversify ownership. And so consequently, they're paying for it for the
entire length of time.

I Browh: Very good. Thank much, Mr. Davis. Our is
you very next speaker Ray Wood

from Lake Elsinor¢. Mr. Wood-Good morning. Again, I would respectfully ask you to
keep your comments as succinct as possible.

I Wood: I will attempt to do that. I'm Ray Wood, Special Projects Coordinator for the City
of Lake Elsinore. And of course, as you are well aware, we've been the brunt of some

i rather unfavorable, I think grossly uninformed, publicity through the newspapers. I'm not
here to defend that. I'm here primarily to tell you what we are trying to do and try to
respond to the questions that you have specifically asked.

I I'd like to read the three questions you proposed; but rather than answering themspecifically point-by-point, I will answer them in terms of a general discussion. The first
question you asked was:

I I. What do you see as the opportunities and potential problems with your
1B community's aggressive use of Mello-Roos financing?

I 2. If your city's growth projections do not materialize, what will b¢ the impact oncredit quality of your outstanding Mello-Roos bonds?

3. What actions has your city undertaken to ensure that it does not become over-

I indebted through the issuance of Mello-Roos bonds other of debt?
or types

By way of background, of course, Lake Elsinor¢ is right in the midst of what is

I acknowledged to be the most rapidly growing area of the state. We have independentlydeveloped demographic studies which indicate that our population is now somewhere
between 19,000 to 20,000. It was 6,000 six years ago. We'll he in the neighborhood of
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75,000 to I00,000 by the turn of the century. Obviously this indicates substantial and
rapid growth. We have in various stages of planning by major developers, some 20,000
residential units anticipated over the next ten years within the City. Obviously, we have i
to have some vehicle for financing the infrastructure that all of this is going to require. II
We feel, and have felt, that the Mello-Roos Act provides for us an excellent method.

Reference was made a little earlier to developer financing. In today's world that is I
almost an impossibility. As we know, the commercial area will not give developers
financing to put the infrastructure in. We recognize that the infrastructure that is going
in is going to be paid for by the property owner ultimately, one way or the other, either I
through a mortgage or through financing. II

The example which was in your report is an excellent example of how in the long run it •
may cost the property owner less to have CFD financing for his infrastructure than if he II
has to pay for it through a mortgage. We have made a very detailed analysis of the
CDAC report, and item by item in your guidelines. We already had everyone of them in

place plus, prior to the time that report came out. I

We are making every effort in everything we do to be conservative in the application of
the CFDs and the maximum tax. We do have an independent team consisting of •
independent engineers, attorneys, I being the only City representative on a team that in |
detail reviews with the developers every project to be accomplished within the City in
multiple meetings prior to the time we even consider establishing a CFD. We have three
in place right now. None of them have reached the two percent guideline which we are
using, or one percent for the CFDs. Everyone of them is under one percent in the total
tax burden, considering overlapping debt and other matters, so that we have attempted to
be very conservative. Of the three that are in place, all of them have at least 3:1, one of •
them has 9:1 value-to-lien ratio going in. And we will not, in our case, consider less than II
a 3:1 value-to-lien ratio.

There have been comments as to the tremendous aggressiveness of our City and the $500 •
million authorizations and so forth. We have issued to date $38 million worth of Mello-
Roos bonds. There are other types of debt that have been issued totaling only $70
million, not $500 million. The $500 million is nothing more than an authorization to be t
spread over the next 20 or 30 years as it may be needed.

Brown: You've authorized $500 million; you've issued in total $38 million?
am

Wood: That's in our Marks-Roos pool. And all of our Mello-Rooses are acquired by our B
Marks-Roos pool, our public financing authority. So that the ultimate public risk is at the
Marks-Roos level, which I know your Commission is studying that and going to put out a •
report on it. But in terms of Mello-Roos, we have only the three outstanding; we have I
several pending that we anticipate will come to maturity over the next several months.
All of these criteria will be met or they will not be issued.

!In terms of assuring, as best we can, the values going in, we require an independent MAI
appraisal. And "independent" means an appraiser approved and/or selected by the City,
not by a developer, so that we overcome the potential that has been expressed of having •
developers pad their appraisals in order to increase the value of the bonds that might be II
issued against them. An MAI appraiser is a member indirectly of our team.

We feel that if there is any problems with tax collections that we are covered. First, we •
do follow the guidelines that you set up requiring at least two years of capitalized
interest. We have already ascertained at this point in time whether the developers that

I
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I have outstanding Mello-Roos have paid their December 10 installments of taxes. Our

procedure calls for, the minute we can learn from the County, that any property owner,

I developer or otherwise has defaulted, we will immediately institute foreclosureproceedings to force the issue. Our bond indentures require that we institute such
proceedings within 150 days. Without question, we do not plan to wait any longer than it
takes to get the information out of Riverside County as to that.

I So we feel, overall, that we have a very strong position. We feel that if there is a default
with the ability--and I've already had several calls about this--if it happens, somebody can

I walk in for a penny or two on the dollar and acquire an already developed area. And allof our CFDs are acquisitions; they are not constructions at this point in time.

Brown: Thank you very much, Mr. Wood. Do we have questions from the Commission

I members? I just have a few questions because you have been covered widely in the mediaand I'd like some clarification. First of all, would you say that the current recession and
contraction in demand for real estate, as well as some of the problems caused by the

i draught a year or so ago, poses any threat to the Mello-Roos bonds which have alreadybeen issued for development, such as the Tuscany Hills?

Wood: No, as a matter of fact those that have been issued on behalf of developers who

I are in fact developing today and pulling permits.
Brown: They are developing?

I Wood: They are developing, yes. They slowed down obviously, as everybody has with
recession. The Tuscany Hills developer has built over 200 homes.

I Brown: How many has he sold?
Wood: Over 100.

I Brown: Sold 100 out of the 200? Have they closed?

Wood: Yes, and incidentally we know they closedbecause we designed our own disclosure

I which discloses all the things about the tax including the tables and everything. And werequire an original signed copy of that to be filed with the City before escrow closes.

i Brown: Also, with respect to the Tuscany Hills development, it was reported that LakeElsinore approved $14.1 million of Mello-Roos bonds even though the City was aware that
the savings and loan institution, which owned the development firm, was in serious
financial trouble and a candidate for seizure by the Resolution Trust Corporation. Was

I this reported correctly?

Wood: Hardly. Yes, we were aware. We had several meetings with Homestead. But the

i part that is not revealed in the publicity is that less than 20 percent of that project wasHomestead Savings and Loan. The other 80 percent were merchant developers who had
acquired the land and are, in fact, today still working. And Homestead did build a lot of
homes.

I Brown: So the S&L in question owned only 10 percent.

i Wood: About 16 percent actually.
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Brown: And does the City of Lake Elsinore have the first lien on the Tuscany Hills I
property?

Wood: The Public Financing Authority owns the Mcllo-Roos bonds which, in that case, I I
guess I would say that we have the first lien. But all the developers, including

I

Homestead, have paid their taxes this year so far.
B

Brown: Finally, there were reports that the consultant fees paid by your city arc almost I
twice that paid in other cities.

Wood: That also is a fallacious report. The overall costs of issuing using the Marks-Roos I

i

flexibility is there, It actually is less than it would be if these bonds had boca issued on
the open market. And we can substantiate that,

I

Brown: But in comparison to other Mello-Roos districts? I

Wood: No, that is simply not a true statement. Our overall costs of issuance have never I
exceeded about 2.5 to 3 percent for the total cost of issuance. I
Brown: But you've authorized $500 million, but you've only sold,.,?

m

Wood: $70 million--Marks-Roos. We've authorized $500 million Marks-Roos; we've only I
sold $'/0 million of the Marks-Roos. A big part of that went for tax allocation bonds.
And there were some assessment districts involved in that as well. The CFD total is about BI

$38
million of that. I

Brown: Okay. Very good. Thank you very much, Mr. Wood. Next is David Doomey,

Capistrano Unified School District. I
I

Doomey: Thank you. I'm Dave Doomey with the Capistrano Unified School District. The
Capistrano Unified School District would like to thank you for this opportunity to I
present the following material related to the Mello-Roos Act of 1982. Specifically, I Iwould like to address the three questions that were asked of the district:

1. How has Mello-Roos financing benefitted our district? I
II

The MeUo-goos Act of 1982 has been extremely important as a vehicle to raise
local funds to secure land and fund school construction projects in our district. We lIB
have a funding program that currently is in place for our current ten approved •
50/50 projects. The plan includes combining three types of sources of funds:
Mcllo-Roos bonds proceeds, developer fees, and funds from the State School

Building Program. I
The financial plan identifies that we currently have purchased five school sites
with Mello-Roos bonds proceeds, and we have also set aside funding for future I
expenditures for construction and furniture expenses. Of the ten 50/50 state •
projects, we are currently under construction for a K-6 site in Royal Vista located Im

in Rancho Santa Margarita. And additionally on January 6, 1992, the Board
approved a $22 million const_:uction contract four our fourth high school in the m
district.

2. In the absence of Mello-Roos financing would we be able to provide adequate

service levels for our district? I

I
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I The simple answer to that is "no". The state's school bond measures have provided

funding for school districts, but unfortunately it has not been enough to meet all

I the demands in California. The California Debt Advisory Commission did releasean excellent report which has been referenced several times already this morning,
titled "The Mello-Roos Financing in California," in which it's implied that the
state's construction program is severely undcrfunded and probably will be for some

I time. At the current time, Capistrano Unified has state approval for ten newschools that would be under construction at this time if the state's school
construction program was fully funded. CUSD has been able to combine Mello-

I Roos funds and developer fees for its 50 percent share of our ten approved currentprojects. Without Mello-Roos bonds proceeds of approximately $93 million we
would not be in that position.

I 3. What are other viable options that exist in addition to Mello-Roos financing foraddressing school capacity issues?

I This is an interesting question in that I think we need to look at it from afinancial concern of other financial mechanisms available to districts, as well as
maybe other non-financial or potentially perceived non-financial mechanisms.
Other financial options might include the use of general obligation bonds which

I has been mentioned.
Brown: Local or state?

I Doomey: Local. We would certainly love to see a majority vote for local bond passage for
the approval of school facilities in California. Hopefully, we are following ACA 6. We
know that it is running into some difficulty, but we are actively following that, as well as

I some other potential legislative measures that have addressed simple majority vote issuesin California such as Senator Greene's bill, SB 485, for simple majority vote for Mello-
Roos school districts.

I Developer fees are another area that provides a financial vehicle for addressing capacity
issues in California and for school districts, hut due to the economic conditions today the
developer fee fund income has been drastically reduced. Redevelopment agencies provide

I a third mechanism for potential revenues. But again those funds usually come some timein the future and must be carefully evaluated when preparing a financial plan.
Potentially, two other ways to evaluate school capacities would he the use of multi-track

i year-round education or possible double sessions.
Respectfully, I'd like to make the following recommendations concerning strengthening
the Mello-Roos Act.

I The first would be that the initial homebuyer in our districts receive a notice of a special
tax lien which is signed and then submitted to the district as verification that they are

I aware of the special tax. However, subsequent homebuyers are only notified through thepreliminary title reports that appear on the property. I think it would be helpful if
secondary buyers also had some vehicle in which the special tax was specifically
identified for them.

I The other recommendation would hopefully be to reduce the vote requirement for the
passageof Mello-Roos bonds to a simple majority vote, as has been addressed in some

i legislative pieces in Sacramento.

I
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The Capistrano Unified School District currently has five Mello-Roos community I
facilities districts in which we have sold bonds in three of those districts. We have
worked very cooperatively with whom we feel are very proactive developers and realize
that there is a tremendous need for school facilities in California. The position has been m
established in the district, the Director of Facilities Funding Administration, who works
as a direct liaison to members in the community, bond counsel, to evaluate all of the
questions and concerns that may come up in our districts regarding our Mello-Roos •
financing programs. The team has been extremely beneficial and helpful.

We have reviewed the project evaluation guidelines as outlined in the September 1991
report by CDAC, and we have implemented all of those guidelines since our first district
was formed in 1987. II

And I'd be happy to answer any questions if you may... And I also have a copy of my •
presentation.

Brown: Great. Any questions? m

Barton: Is your Mello-Roos district contiguous with your school district? I

Doomey: No, it is not contiguous with the school district. •

Barton: So you have overlapping Mello-Roos districts within the school district?

Doomey: We have districts that are set up in certain pockets of the district. We are a 200 •
square mile school district, and many areas of that school district are in the development II
stages at this point.

Burton: Okay...So the point that was raised earlier by one of the taxpayers who spoke was I
that (I think it was the man from Tracy) their Mello-Roos district has built the schools to
which their children are not allowed to go. Does that happen in your district?

Doomey: That won't happen in our district, l might add personally, that I do pay a •
Mello-Roos tax myself in the City of Irvine and have for the last five to six years and
feel very strongly in the support of that, not only as a taxpayer but as an administrator •
of CFD districts. Ii
Burton: Do you know whether if you had a school district-wide vote if bonds would pass

with the two-thirds vote? I

Doomey: Interestingly enough our district did have a district wide vote. We received 52
percent of the vote. The simple majority issue is one that is a major concern for school •
districts because at two-thirds majority vote it is extremely difficult to get the voter II
approval, and majority would certainly make a major difference.

Burton: And districtwide, are you on year-round schools.'? I

Doomey: We have two schools that are on year-round.

Burton: Okay. I

Brown: Thank you very much for your testimony. Are there any other questions. Next

speaker is Mike Vail, Coalition for Adequate School Housing, or CASH. Mr Vail. I
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Valh Good morning. As you mentioned I'm the State Chair of the Coalition for
Adequate School Housing and also the Senior Director of Facilities at Santa Ana Unified

I School District.
Just briefly, I wanted to start by describing CASH and what it's trying to do. It's a true

I statewide coalition of the fastest growing school districts in the state, plus others that arc
interested in financing for school construction. In the past, CASH has provided
leadership for all the statewide school construction bond measures that have been before
the voters of the state since 1980. As you know, all of those measures have been

I successful and have raised about $4 billion for school construction. CASH has also beeninvolved in the formation of almost every piece of legislation that has been passed by the
State Legislature since 1980 affecting school facilities. And CASH now has on the table
during this current legislative session a major proposal for reforming the State School

I Building Lease-Purchase Program, which you've heard several times is
now inadequate to

meet the needs in California. And I'll talk about that a little bit more in a few minutes.

I My purpose today is to review with you the challenge that's facing California schooldistricts in the area of facilities. And in that regard ! feel almost like I'm speaking to the
choir with the parties that are here and the involvement that they have had in that issue,
including the membership of Ms. Burton on the State Allocation Board. But to briefly

I review that, the State Department of Finance believes that K-12 enrollment in Californiais going to continue to grow at about 230,000 students a year during this present decade.
At the same time, the State School Building Lease-Purchase Program has about a $6 billion

I plus backlog in applications waiting for funding. And the State Department of Financeestimates that that backlog will grow by the year 2000 to approximately $30 billion of
need for new construction. So we truly are facing a school facilities crisis.

I If we compare that current and projected need to the available sources that we're familiarwith, we know that we're collecting between $350 million and $500 million annually in
developer fees. In the past, statewide general obligation bonds, those bonds that I spoke

I of that CASH has been in a leadership role in obtaining passage from the voters of thestate for, are garnishing about $600 million annually for new construction on average. So
we're looking at developer fees and state general obligation bonds generating less than $10
billion over the next nine years to meet what we think is going to be almost a $30 billion

I need. This projection assumes that voters are going to continue to statewide
support

school construction bond measures. [ think we all know that the last proposition that was
presented to the voters in November 1990 got a less than 52 percent "yes" vote, and that

i was before we truly entered the recession that we're all experiencing now.
Additionally, the State Department of Finance has issued a report which suggests that
1992 state school construction bond measures would be the last statewide bond measures

I for school construction purposes. So there is even uncertainty as far as Sacramentosupport for continuing to have statewide bond measures for school construction purposes.

I Districts are able to present local bond measures to the voters within their district. But asyou've heard and as we're all familiar with, that requires a two-thirds vote. Every "no"
vote counts twice, in other words. It's not democracy. It's not vote of the majority. And
because of that law and because of the rules that we have to comply with, on the ballot in

I November, only eight of 35 local bond measures put before the voters of various districtsby local school districts passed. Eight of 35 only were successful.

I Brown: It's astonishing that eight passed the two-thirds vote in the face of the otherproblems.
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Vail: ACA6 we've heard about today, and that's part of CASH's comprehensive platform. I
We believe that it's fair to ask for a majority vote on bond measures that would build
schools for an entire community. We feel that the community should be supporting school •
construction.

As you may know, comprehensive information in the use of Mclio-Roos by school districts I

is not available. What is available is outstanding Mello-Roos debt by school districts for •
school construction. As of July 1991, that debt equaled about $565 million which will
someday translate and is currently translating into literally thousands of new schools. As
I mentioned, what we don't know is authorizations that have been gained by local school •
districts using the Mello-Roos. Clearly, Mello-Roos is a major school construction funding II
source at this time. We can only speculate what the authorizations might be, but I'm sure
they're in the hundreds of millions of dollars.

am

In the Coalition for Adequate School Housing, we've heard of the criticism that's been U
levied against Mello-Roos. We would support any reforms that make sure that investments
are made soundly with Mello-Roos funding, and that the money is utilized properly--and I •
think that the testimony from other public agency representatives today indicates that m
there is a great deal of discretion currently being used in the use of Mello-Roos. For
instance, with the debt to lien ratios we've heard about and the limitations on total debt.
We, within our coalition, are unaware of any widespread problems with school districts m
using Mello-Roos funds. We have not heard criticisms or complaints that would indicate
to us that there is any widespread problem.

And to conclude my testimony I would simply emphasize the fact... I

Brown: You're not familiar with the Tracy school district concerns?

Vail: We know of isolated incidents where there have been problems. But if you talk U
about widespread concern in the list of districts that are currently using Mello-Roos, both
as far as bonds that have been issued and authorizations, the problems have definitely •
been in a minority of School districts. II
I would conclude my testimony today by stating that it would be a tremendous tragedy as
far as our coalition is concerned if the baby was thrown out with the bath water, and this
very valuable tool was tampered with to an extent where it wasn't one of the menus of
funding sources that was available in the future to meet this tremendous school facility

crisis that we're currently dealing with. •

Brown: Thank you very much. Questions? You've answered all the ones that I had.
Thank you very much. Next, we turn to the developer perspective and first is Mr. David
Booher, California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance. i

u
Booher: Morning. Treasurer Brown, Senator Bergeson, members of the Commission. I

have written comments for you if you would like to have them. •

Brown: We'll get them, and we'll receive them and enter them into the record. Thank
you.

am

Booher: My name is David Booher. I'm representing the California Council for N
Environmental and Economic Balance, which is a coalition of business and labor that's
been active for several years in the areas related to California growth and infrastructure am
financing. I'd also like to tell you that [ have Mr../ohn Murphy here from Stradling, l
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I Yocca, Carlson, & Rauth--if you throw me any technical questions I can't handle--to call
up, but he doesn't necessarily endorse my comments.

I We were one of the original sponsors of the legislation that ultimately led up to passage of
Mello-Roos. And we were because we recognized the implications of Proposition 13, and
we recognized the implications of the shutdown of federal financing of infrastructure

I when those events first happened. And we've been asked to present the developerperspective here. Now, given all the developer bashing and Mello-Roos bashing that's
going on, I kind of feel like a flower at a skunk party.

I But I want to make my comments brief--maybe I should have made them even briefer!

Brown: Please do try and keep them to the five minutes. All flowers at skunk parties are

I limited to five minutes.

Booher: So I'm going to focus on the questions that the Commission posed. They're

I divided into two categories: (1) What do we perceive about the existing situation and (2)
what do we think needs to be done?

First, the existing situation. The major advantage of Mello-Roos financing is what it was

I when it was passed. It provides a means of providing the capital up front to financeinfrastructure to accommodate new growth and development. You can't provide it all
with developer fees; you can't provide it all with assessment district financing because

i we're talking about infrastructure that doesn't just serve specific homeowners. Mello-Roostax is a tax--it can benefit the general public. Some of the infrastructure that has to be
provided, because we can't provide it since Proposition 13, is general-based infrastructure
like the schools and so on. That's also the major disadvantage. One of the questions was

I "what's a major disadvantage?" Well, because it can provide that flexibility, and becauseit can finance infrastructure for the broad-based benefit of the community, that's a
disadvantage because we, as developers, are having to load the price of that enhanced

i infrastructure for the broad-based community on the potential customers to buy thosehouses. And so it's a balancing act. It's a balancing act for the developer;.it's a balancing
act for the local government. That's the advantage and disadvantage.

I On the housing cost--what's the effect of Mello-Roos on housing costs.'? We pretty muchagree with the assessment of the Commission's report on that topic. In some cases Mello-
Roos does result, to individual homeowners, in a reduced cost. In some cases it doesn't.

i And it just depends how it is done in that community. But the. major thing here is notthe cost of financing. The major issue here is to the extent the local government requires
the proponents of a development to finance broader-based community facilities for the
entire community. Obviously, that's going to result in a higher cost to those homebuyers

I than if it was financed with development fees because under existing laws, developmentfees can't be higher than what each individual property owner is going to benefit from
those fees. So the analysis in your Commission report is pretty accurate in terms of the

i basic issues here.
Now you ask the second of two questions, which relates to what do we think needs to be
done. And we have some suggestions on that and have had some suggestions. I'm going to

I divide it up into two categories which the Commission report dealt with: what I callproject evaluation and disclosure and then the planning issues in the Commission report.

I First, on project evaluation and disclosure we agree basically with the guidelines that theCommission came up with in terms of project evaluation. We wouldn't necessarily support
enacting that into legislation. But we would support legislation requiring local
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governments or CFD district governing hoards to review these guidelines each time they
act in this area, and even certify to the Commission, or some other appropriate state body,
that review of the guidelines in the context of this particular CFD had been done. And II
we would support the Commission on a periodic basis looking at this issue and updating
and revising those guidelines to recognize what's been going on.

mt

Secondly, on the disclosure we also would support earlier disclosure to the homebuyers of I
the Mello-Roos implications. I think there is some, having closed on a couple of loans
myself as a homebuyer, there is some amount of stresswhen you go into an escrow office
and are presented with this stack of papers. And we can understand that. I think what •
needs to happen here is at the time the purchasing document is signed, that's when the
disclosure should take place--not only the level of taxation, but some of the issues that
people are concerned about that have been raised here today; so, up front, the homeowner •
knows. And we would support legislation requiring that. I
Now on to the planning issues,which is really what this is all about. What it comes down
to is people want to have the infrastructure, to have high quality communities, but •
nobody wants to pay for it. You know, the new homcbuyer whose coming in now and
paying these Mello-Roos taxes, they don't want to have to be paying when the people are
already there. And this is intrinsic to Proposition 13 becauseProposition 13 basically •
creates a situation where you have a disparity between new homebuyers and people who I
have been there for a long time. And that's a fundamental issue, and Mello-Roos works
around that and can't solve that. But we believe that two things have to happen here
first. And I'd like to incorporate the Treasurer's comments at the beginning into our •
comments by reference because we've got to have broader-based financing for
infrastructure, and we've been pressing that for several years. Secondly, we've got to
integrate infrastructure financing into the planning process. Specific recommendations lit
that you'll see are: we support legislation and a constitutional amendment providing for a I
majority vote for local bonds for infrastructure. There's nobody who is better aware of
the problems we're having with ACA 6 in the Assembly than I am, and I don't know

what's going to happen, lw
Brown: You are supportive of that in your organization? And who you represent would

be supportive of that? •

Booher: Yes we are. That is correct, and the constituents in that organization. Now
ACA 6 though, I caution you, only deals with schools and jails, and there's a lot more
infrastructure at issue here. But that's a good first step. And we strongly support that. •
We also support requiring local governments, as part of their general plan process to II
include a capital improvement program. And we supported that for a number of years,
and have had resistance.

Brown: Very good. If I could just ask you to sum up. We're running over our time. I've •
been handed a note that I have to "pick up the pace." So talk fast...

m

Booher: Okay. Well, that was the last, actually that the last... Oh, the last I
recommendation is the Commission report called for integrating school facilities into the
general plan. We have supported that in the past and continue to support it along with IB
requiring it to be consistent with the general plan and requiring schools to improve I
efficiency like year-round schools and those kinds of things. Thank you very much.

Brown. Very good. Thank you very much. Any questions from the Commission. Thank •
you. You answered questions that l had. Next speaker is David Cclcstin, and he is from
Orange County.

I
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Celestln: Thank you and good morning. In respect to your last comment, my comments

I are less than five minutes. We do have a handout which is a position paper by theBuilding Industry Association of Orange County. My name is David Celestin. I am
President of the Building Industry Association, Orange County Region. I am also
representing the Building Industry Association of Southern California. BIASC represents

I over 2500 member companies, or approximately 25,000 people from the counties ofVentura, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino.

I The passageof Proposition 13 and the resulting ebb in the flow of revenue to state andlocal government changed dramatically the way that infrastructure and capital
improvements necessary to accommodate growth was funded and provided. Since 1980,
emerging new communities and growth areas have been required to fund the

I infrastructure and capital improvements needed. These improvements beyond typical
go

subdivision exactions to include regional transportation systems, schools, fire stations,
libraries, public safety facilities and other capital facilities. These improvements were

I traditionally provided by government.
The end result in the shift in responsibility is higher home construction costs,higher
home down payments, and higher mortgage payments. As traditional financing became

I less available, developers turned to alternative sources. Legislation drafted by HenryM¢llo and Mike Roos and enacted by the state provided that needed source, Because
public infrastructure and capital facilities improvements can now be funded through

i Mello-Roos capital facility and district bond proceeds, construction of roads, sewers, stormdrains and other public works projects can be accelerated. Schools, libraries, fire stations,
police facilities, court and civic center facilities can be in place when needed. Housing
becomes more affordable with lower down payments, lower mortgage payments and lower

I tax exempt interest rates on the Mcllo-Roos special tax, as opposed to paying a higherinterest rate on home mortgage to pay for community infrastructure.

I Taxpayers are clearly told that they are in a Mello-Roos district and that their tax ratewill be approximately 2 percent. The buyers are signing separate disclosure documents to
that effect. In general, the disclosure has been greater than that provided any other taxes
that will appear on their tax bill. However, due to the sudden interest of many, it may be

I appropriate to provide the homeowner with even greater detail, and the BIA is workingon an expanded format that all builders can use. To assure a better understanding of the
benefits of Mello-Roos programs by homeowners and buyers and others, BIA is working

i with real estate groups to develop a more informative disclosure program. The programwill utilize a separate and distinct form that will be simple and understandable and that
will explain what public infrastructure and public facility projects are being financed
through the Mello-Roos special tax.

I In closing, let me offer the following comments. Until government can reassume its prior
role of financing public infrastructure and capital facilities, Mello-Roos is the best and

i only source of funding available to us. Mello-Roos helps to keep housing affordable tomore people. Mello-Roos assures that infrastructure and capital facility needs to
accommodate growth are in place when needed. There's an old saying: "if it ain't broke,
don't fix it." We don't believe the Mello-Roos is broke. There are some problems.

I Problems related to public misinformation, misinformation fostered by inaccurate anddistorted newspaper articles, and also disclosure. BIA, as I stated, will cause a better
understanding by the public and will develop a simple and understandable standard form

i on disclosure for not only the first-time buyer but subsequent buyers as well.
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• !There was an early question asked relative tO support of a constitutional amendment. All

the BIAs throughout this state, and I know for sure this region down here, have directed
the California Building Industry Association to become very active in support of the m
simple majority vote for capital improvement facilities and infrastructure needs. At the •
end of this month, the chair of our legal committee for BIAOCR has convened a meeting

m

with the real estate people, with the builders, and with developers to begin development
of a standardized form of disclosure that will make it clear to our buyers, and so to •
ensure that our sales people in our model home complexes have a better understanding
and are more capable of disclosing what Mello-Roos is all about and what is happening.
And finally, we are having a workshop on Mello-Roos on the fifth of February. The =,
Building Industry Association urges this Commission to resist the urge to tinker with a •
program that is working well, providing needed infrastructure and capital facilities in a J

timely manner and helping to keep housing affordable. Thank you.
m

Brown: Thank you very much. Are there questions. Our next speaker is Ursula Hyman I
from Latham & Watkins.

Hyman: Treasurer Brown, members of CDAC. My name is Ursula Hyman, and I'm a I
partner at the law firm of Latham & Watkins. But I'm not here speaking from the legal m

perspective but rather because I represent a wide range of developers, both in the urban
context as well as the raw or undeveloped land context which have used Mello-Roos. And •
since we've responded to the questions in writing, what I wanted to use our time for
instead was to respond to some of the comments made earlier.

First of all, we support, and I think everybody accepts, that well-planned growth is in I
fact necessary in California, but it's also desirable. It provides jobs; it provides homes; it III

provides opportunities for people entering the state. We support ACA 6 but quite frankly
we're not as optimistic as others might be about whether or not this will be a panacea at I
all for curing the problems we have with financing infrastructure. We're very concerned
that the same kind of movement we see in no growth areas will apply when ACA 6 types
of bonds or measures are put before the people because there is always that tendency: "I iIim

don't want to pay for it in the future." I

There was a suggestion made that a state clearinghouse be formed or some kind of state
oversight group. We, in fact, would oppose that. Right now one of the biggest problems •
we have in the State of California is time delay. Land use entitlements can take in some
areas years. And if we add one more step, one more mechanism, one more bureaucratic
level that has to be gone through, we see both additional time and additional money being Ill

spent. And quite frankly, additional money being spent, in whatever form, gets passed •
through to the homeowners in some sense of the word. g

Ms. Walsh mentioned, and I think she's the only person who used this phrase, •
"partnership." And that in fact is what Mello-Roos should be and what we urge
jurisdictions to do. Use Mello-Roos in partnership with the developer community, and in
fact sometimes that developer's lending community, to plan an integrated financing plan
moving forward in the community. That's why one of the suggestions that we should •
allow a vote partway through, once some residents have moved in, to adjust the financing
scheme is so very potentially dangerous and why the act is written as it is now so that
while the developer holds 51 percent of the land, that plan can't be changed. If you have •
started with a master plan with respect to your financing and have it changed midway
through, your lender will have a problem and the future homeowners will probably bear
an even greater disproportionate cost. In addition, as you started to front end

infrastructure you're now going to be in the situation where you back end it. I
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I Just a few comments on the concept of benefit because that's a very difficult concept,

and we've grappled with that issue with some of the earlier speakers. First of all, part of

I the problem is you want that infrastructure to outpace the growth so that things such assewage treatment plants have to be built as a whole--you don't do it sort of in little parts-
-and yet it has a capacity that exceeds that which is needed for that new local
community.

I The ideas that are implemented in the County of Riverside and other jurisdictions, such
as the County of Los Angeles, are very helpful where fees are collected later from

i subsequent developers and then used to reduce debt service. But that's not always goingto happen becausecosts grow and other needs happen. And when new developments occur
in the future, there sometimes is just not available money there for that type of
infrastructure. So new communities are paying for the right to develop in certain areas.

I The other concept is how do you measure benefit? And I understand the concerns of the
person who testified from the City of Tracy. But you have to take a look at a broader

i concept, I think, when you think about benefitting a school district. Hopefully, in ourschool district you have a wide range of schools. Some are older, some are brand new--but
the level and the quality of the education should be the same, whether or not that's the
brand new building down the street or one a little hit farther away in the district. And

I hopefully, if they've got problems with their district there, they should be fighting that;but we certainly should not move to the idea that the school that is built, the absolute
school down the street or down at the corner, must he the one that the taxpayer attends.

i There are other benefits received. A community that has a good school district has a
higher value in its homes. We all know that. They're perceived as a better place to live.

Brown: Not if you can't go to that school.

I Hyman: In that school district... However, I think that should be the central issue--is the
school district and the quality of the education throughout the school district as the

i school district in Los Angeles is facing?
The question of disclosure: we've made some recommendations as well. We support the
concept of subsequent purchaser disclosure. The current real estate transfer disclosure

I statement that's required under law for subsequent purchasers could easily be amended toinclude information on a Mcllo-Roos tax. We agree that the preliminary title report is
sometimesa document that just terrifies people and they don't read when they're a
subsequent purchaser. In addition, we recommend that the current exclusion in the Mello-

I Roos Act to allow to the of Real Estate include
you use Department guidelines and your

disclosure in the DRE report not be allowed. That, in fact, either that act should conform
to the Mello-Roos Act, or we should have stand-alone Mello-Roos disclosure that is given

I earlier.
And finally on the letter of credit concept: we support the approach taken by the County
of Orange which is a much more individualized concept. To uniformly require a letter of

I credit is probably again going to in the the individual
COSt, long run, homeowners. The

background on quality of the developer in question should be considered. And in
addition more creative alternatives should be considered. For example, if you think of

I this as a partnership and you work with the developer and the developer's constructionlender, you can arrange for the construction lender to hold back a certain amount, equal
to one-year Mello-Roos taxes for example, to he assured, or under the credit agreement
that that be a requirement--that there always be held back in the loan amount available

I an amount to special taxes. That gives the lender early warning signal and they
pay an

can move in before there's any nonpayment of taxes.
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We have also made a number of technical suggestions to the act which we found that the
use of Mello-Roos in the urban context, and recently you've probably read that the City
of Los Angeles just formed what I believe to be a landmark, public-private partnership m
CFD district, where the community redevelopment agency joined with lg property owners
in the middle of Los Angeles to refurbish Pershing Square. But in that process we have

found items in the Act that need technical correction and we've made suggestions, m

Brown: Very good. Thank you very much. I do appreciate your responding to the
comments as they've been made. Senator Bergeson.

IBergeson: Ms. Hyman, considering concerns over devalucd property at the present time
and perhaps the comfort level of those that would be investing in the Mello-Roos bonds,
what would your response be to a mandatory bond insurance for developers so that in the •
event of default it would fall with them, as opposed to on local government? I
Hyman: I don't believe at this point that such a program would be acceptable to the
insurance community. If we could find such a program [ think our response to it would •
depend on what the terms would be, and what the additional cost that would ultimately
be passed either to our commercial tenants or the homeowners would be.

Bergesou: But would you feel that this might perhaps give a greater level of comfort to i
the investors who are a great concern right now?

m

Hyman: We would not be adverse, for example, to the state considering a reinsurance •
program of some sort, similar to what's used in the health care industry and some kind of
alternative along those lines. But we're just not optimistic about any opportunities in the

commercial insurance market, but we could support them depending on their terms. •

Brown: It's analogous to the letter of credit. It's the security for the bond holder, and if
I heard Ms. Hyman's comments correctly, she was less inclined to be supportive of a
blanket letter of credit which is analogous to bond insurance, but to take it on a case-by- •
case basis along the lines that Orange County does, where you have a developer or you
have circumstances that might make it more risky than to interject...

Hyman: I think you have to look at the package as a whole, and what the elements are: I
Who the developer is? Where is the real estate located? What's the history of the value?

w

And so on. And make those individual decisions as you move together in the partnership

mode. 1
Brown: Very good. Thank you. Let me just ask one last question. Would the clients that

you represent be supportive of ACA 6? •

Hyman: Yes, we support it.

Brown: Thank you. Next, from a finance perspective, John Gibson and Scott Sellers of •
Stone & Youngberg--this is the dynamic duo that has just exactly five,minutes between
the two of you.

Madam Treasurer, Senator Bergeson,committee IGibson: A little visual distraction.

members. We appreciate the opportunity to be here today, and we look forward to
I

continuing to work to improve Mello-Roos as a financing tool. I
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I The recent downturn in the economy has emphasized certain aspects of planned secured
financings that deserve this scrutiny that we're giving them today. But overall we feel

I that the Mello-Roos financing is an extremely valuable tool that should be sustained. Butwe know it can be improved, and we're willing to work to help do that.

And we thank CDAC for your efforts to date. And the CDAC report is part of an

I education process that we think is important in the viability of this financing tool. Anda point that we want to make strongly is that as the Mello-Roos financing tool has
evolved and become more intricate, the market has responded with higher buyer

I awareness and sophistication. In fact, investor discrimination is helping to promotetighter underwriter criteria, issuer involvement and ultimately better security.

Now you asked us four questions. And I'm going to address three, and Scott's going to

I address the fourth one and make some general remarks. And we will keep it short.
What is your firm's objectives when structuring a Melio-Roos financing?

I
(Due to recording problems, the remainder of Mr. Gibson's and Mr. Sollers' testimony was.
lost. Accordingly, their written comments have been Included In Section 2 of this report.)

!
Brown: Okay. Very good. The next speaker is Anthony Wetherbee from Chilton &

m O'Connor.
Wetherhee: Good morning. I am pleased to be able to speak to your committee regarding
Mello-Roos. I am Anthony Wetherbee, and I'm with Chilton & O'Connor. My experience

I with Mello-Roos is both as Deputy County Counsel for the County of Riverside prior tomid-19g6, and since then as an investment banker with Chilton & O'Connor. During that
time, I participated in some 30 Mello-Roos issues totaling nearly $300 million. I've also

i participated in another 20 or so assessment districts totalling another $100 million, imention assessment districts because while they're not quite as well suited to a new
development situation as Mello-Roos, the credit analysis has evolved to be practically the
same.

I In my view, these financings have been extremely important for at least three reasons.
First, they've been invaluable to the development community in providing low cost and

i available funds for construction of required public improvements. This source of fundshas never been more important to developers than today when conventional funds for
these improvements are essentially not available. It's a shame that so many erroneous
articles concerning Mello-Roos have been circulated. The result is to make even this last

I vestige of funds more expensive by as much as a percent and less available. Secondly,Mello-Roos properly conceived, structured, and disclosed has been a benefit to
homeowners_ Mello-Roos tends to keep prices more affordable, qualifying somewhat

i easier, and total all-end monthly payments somewhat lower. But most importantly, Mello-Roos has made thousands of attractive homes available for purchase, that may have never
been constructed without this financing technique. And third, Mello-Roos has been
important to many governmental entities, especially in rapidly developing cities and

I counties where more public facilities have been made available sooner due to the reducedcost associated with Mello-Roos.

i You've asked that I address a few specific questions, and the first of which is Chilton &O'Connor's objective when structuring a Mello-Roos issue. We truly believe for a Mello-
Roos issue to work at all, it must work for everyone: the developer, the issuer, and the
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homeowner. If the developer wants too much, the issuer will generally not approve the I
financing. If the issuer wants too much in terms of additional improvements or unusual
enhancement, the financing is no longer attractive to the developer who is motivated at I

least in part by margin concerns. And finally, assuming proper disclosure, the ultimate •
homeowner should reject a home with a special tax that's out of line. At the same time,
we recognize that each bond issue must be fiscally secure in order to protect both bond
holders and issuers. So what are our objectives? I say, initially, to facilitate productive •
communication between issuers and developers, making sure that they're each aware of
essential concerns such as credit criteria and homeowner disclosure. Next, we must make
sure that the credit works for both bondholders and developers. Besides just a sound m
financing plan, this security element involves working with essential consultants, such as •
lawyers and the appraiser, to make sure that they understand the plan and that they're
aware of criteria proposed by the issuer and ourselves.

• |You've also asked if in this process we believe the interest of the ultimate taxpayer is
protected. I do believe that that interest is protected. A well-informed developer is
sensitive to market resistance, and a well-informed issuer is sensitive to taxpayer i

resistance. As the underwriter, we are sensitive to the fact that taxpayer displeasures are •
likely to raise tax delinquency rates and increase the likelihood of default.

Your third question was how vital Mello-Roos is in ensuring public service levels in •
developing areas, and what would result if it were easier for taxpayers to prevent the |
issuance of authorized but unissued Mello-Roos debt. Mello-Roos is essential in
developing areas. We have been involved in cities where the population has quadrupled in
a four- or five-year period of time. In such a situation citywide facilities have tripled B
under the pressure of development. Recreation facilities, parks, major roads, police
facilities and general governmental facilities, such as small council chambers and

outmoded office equipment, are all severely impacted. And Mello=Roos has significantly •
helped such situations. As to the easing of the taxpayer's ability to prevent the issuance
of unissued bonds--well, that would not be positive. The issuer and the developer
undertook the development pursuant to a plan. If that plan is subsequently thwarted I

someone will lose, and it's probably going to be the governmental entity that's been •
involved in that financing. On the other hand, we try to structure issues is such a way as
to cause little reason or incentive for taxpayers to resist the future issuance of the bonds.

Your next question was if we foresaw any default of any Mello-Roos bonds that we have E
underwritten. The answer is "no'. While declining property values and slow development
is never good news, we believe that the California Mello-Roos law, combined with
conscientious underwriting, has left these issues in a much different state, so to speak, I
than the often alluded defaults in Colorado. In fact, over 25 percent of our issues have
been rated, and we plan to apply for ratings on at least another 25 percent shortly.

ill

The last area you asked for comment was on the need or desire for additional legislation. I
There are some areas that could be strengthened. First, one consistent concern is
disclosure in the secondary home sale market. While the law has been continually fine-
tuned in this area, and while it seems to work as is, it could be better. One suggestion 1
would be to require sellers to provide essential Mcllo-Roos disclosure, as sellers are now
required to provide about such things as homeowners fees in condominium projects and
construction defects. Another would be for this committee to expand on the appraisal •
guidelines that are alluded to in your report. It is my understanding that somewhat of a I
disparity has developed in appraisal criteria so the two issues represented as 4:1 may, in

fact, be quite different securities. I
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I And lastly, a methodology for bdfidholders to easily obtain fundamental facts regarding

Mello-Roos issues on a current basis would greatly protect the secondary market in these

i bonds. This is because the security for Mcllo-Roos bonds by their very nature changesquickly and dramatically. We've attempted to ease that problem by applying for ratings
once meaningful development has occurred. But this is not enough, since it can take too
long for new issue to become rateable.

I In summary, I believe that Mello-Roos works. Significant new restrictions would
adversely impact an economy already in distress and governments already under great

i fiscal pressure. The emphasis is and should be on security disclosure providing necessary
public facilities, the availability of affordable housing, and the economy. And in that
respect I believe that the State of California has done well. Thank you.

I Brown: Thank you very much. Are there questions from the Commission members? Idon't have any questions; you covered it well. Do you have a copy of your statement?
Mr. Harry Clark is next. Has he arrived yet? Fine. We'll be here--I will be here. David
Taussig, Taussig & Associates. Actually, we're doing quite well. We assumed this hearing

I would go to 1:30 p.m., and if continues to be succinct, we should... Oh, I hope
everyone

they're quick overheads...

I Taussig: They're very quick overheads. I'll be as succinct as I can. You did ask threefairly complicated questions. My name is David Taussig. I'm with David Taussig &
Associates. Those are unreadable from back here...but I guess it will have to do...I'v¢ got
copies of my remarks here which you can give out to the board members. Actually, 1

I have much more detail in there than I'll be able to give in five minutes, l have afinancial consulting firm. We do a lot of special tax consulting in Mello-Roos districts.

I I was asked to talk today in my letter about some of the objectives we have in setting upthese Mello-Roos special tax formulas and also talk a little bit about the developed
property tax versus the undeveloped property tax and whether homeowners are somehow
subsidizing developers. I know that's a key issue that's been mentioned several times in

I some of the newspaper articles that I've read.

Very quickly, the primary objectives in designing a special tax formula: you've got a

I developed property tax and undeveloped property tax. Developed property tax applies toproperties after some point of entitlement, usually we use building permit issuance;
sometimes we use re-accreditation of a final map, but building permit issuance is fairly
common. So before a building permit is issued the property is considered undeveloped.

I Once a building permit is issued it's considered developed property. You understand thatsometimes the developer owns the property and is paying a developed property tax
because he hasn't sold the home yet. Once he sells the home then the homeowner pays

I that tax.
The four major criteria we use: (1) We always want to make sure that the highest special
tax does not exceed some kind of community marketing political standard. That varies by

I community. Tim Davis talked before about Riverside County. They have a two percentmaximum tax rate, two percent of the sales price, usually starting out with a tax rate
around 1.1 percent under Prop. 13, so you've got an additional .9 percent or 90 basis points

I to work with. And that would be the worst case. The highest tax somebody could paywould be a two percent tax.

l work with Mary Turner, of the City of Anaheim. They're a little bit more conservative;

I they had a 1.7 percent maximum tax rate; so we're starting out with about a 1.1 percenttax; we're adding 60 basis points to that. So it varies by community. And developers are

|
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also very concerned because they have had a lot of trouble selling homes with Mello-Roos i
taxes. The higher the taxes the more disadvantaged you are in competing with other
developers who don't have Mello-Roos taxes. So now we find many developers saying we

don't want our taxes to exceed 1.5, 1.6 percent of sales prices. So that's one major criteria, i
i

A second, which is very important, is that we have a very stable tax that's unaffected by
any kind of development risk. Normally, we either have a level tax where a homebuycr •
buys a home. Year one, the tax is $800. It goeson $800 every year for the next 25 years. g
Or we have a two percent escalator. The tax starts at $800 year one; it's disclosed; there's
a two percent escalator--just like Prop. 13, just like the regular taxes--tax goesup by two
percent per year. That's $800 year one, $816 year two, $832 year three. We found over •
time, especially when prices were rising, that what we started out with as a 1.9 or 1.95
percent tax rate winds up being 1.6or 1.65 percent tax rate, once the sale price increases
have occurred. Remember that a normal property tax, when a homeowner sells his home, i
if the property value is higher on the sale, you've got that jump in taxes. With Mello- g
Roos, at least the programs that we work on, don't work that way. You continue
muddling along at a set level tax every year or tax escalator by two percent per year

unaffected by any kind of transfer of property, i
i

Third, a major requirement: a 110 percent gross debt service coverage. Underwriters,
investment bankers, and the investment community in general require that when Mello- ==
Roos bonds are sold, that the maximum taxes that can be collected are not just enough to D
pay the debt service on the bonds but also an additional I0 percent to cover problems that
might occur. So that you'll have developed property taxes at a certain level that's
disclosed. The actual tax we'll collect will usually he about 90 percent of what we •
disclose. If worse comes to worse, there's millions of delinquencies; the reserve fund gets
depleted and we have to replenish the reserve fund; the increased tax on developed
property is a maximum of 10 percent. It goes right back to the level that was disclosed, m
We charge less than what was disclosed but if the defaults and delinquencies occur you go |
right back up to the level that was disclosed. And I'll show you a graph in a minute that
shows that a little more graphically.

i

Last thing is that we always try to get our tax to reflect a level of general benefit that i
varies totally upon the particular type of program, the community, what types of
facilities are being built. But generally what we do is use the size of the home as the line ==
of demarcation. A larger home with more square feet will pay a higher tax; a smaller I
home with fewer square feet will pay a lower tax. Sometimes we do it on lot sizes. It
depends a lot on the particular project and the types of improvements that are being built.

i

If you turn to the next slide, I'm going to show an example of a Mello-Roos tax--and this i
is very typical.of the programs that we do. This shows what's happened in this real estate
recession, or depression, or whatever you want to call it. We've got taxes on the board m
there. The blue lines are the lines for developed property. We have four categories of •
developed property. The largest homes are in the top category, and you can see the four

i

other lines below that. You notice the taxes increased every year by two percent, and it
looks almost like a level tax. But you've got a two percent escalator there. How about •
undeveloped property? Well, what's happened is the developer did not build nearly as
quickly as he thought he would. So we've got taxes in the initial year that arc $1,174 per
acre. Those jumped up by 19.3 percent, not two percent, but 19.3 percent in '90-'91 to go i
to $1401. Then again there was no development occurring. The undeveloped property tax |
went up by 43.7 percent to $2,013. And finally, our projection for this upcoming year ([
called the developer to find out how he's doing--this year he's not going so well again) we
project a 41.8 percent increase, ending up at $2,854 per undeveloped acre. •
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I All of the risk connected with development has been placed on that undeveloped property.

It is what we call our shock absorber. It absorbsany problems that occur. The developed

i property, if you buy that home, you're locked into that two percent escalator per yearfrom now until whenever the bonds are paid off. Undeveloped property, you've got a
maximum tax which is significantly higher than what we project you have to pay. That
maximum tax covers our worst case, our worst case scenario. And we got some brilliant

I people in my office who figure out some incredibly bad situations. What we've is
got now

not nearly as bad as what we felt was the worst case. And on this particular Mello-Roos
project, which was a Lake Elsinore Unified School District project, the maximum tax on

I undeveloped property is $6,000 per acre.
Next slide. This shows the developed property tax. Again, the blue tax is what has
actually been paid in 1991-92, or is being paid, by developed units. These are three-

I dimensional so it's hard to see from out here. On top of that is a very slim yellow layer.• That's the 10 percent coverage I talked about before. That's as high as a developed
property tax can go. Undeveloped property, on the other hand--the tax last year as a

i percentage of the value of the property was 2.01 percent of the value of the property.You can see that the maximum taxes on the other properties, the developed properties,
start out at .91 percent on the largest homes,.95 percent on the second largest, .gg percent
on the third,.77 percent on the fourth. So the maximum tax on developed property as a

I percentage of value of the property is less than half of what was actually charged onundeveloped property this year which is 2.01 percent.

i The maximum tax, which is that $6,000 I talked about, based upon the latest sales pricesof undeveloped property is 6.2 percent of the sales price of undeveloped property. So
we've got, as an advalorem tax, this Mello-Roos tax, is highly punitive towards the
developer. The developer is basically paying six times the tax as percentage of value as

I developed property. Remember ad valorem taxes, that's in Prop. 13, that one percent taxis totally ad valorem, general obligation bonds, all the debt prior to 1978, not all but quite
a bit of it, all based on a general ad valorem-type tax which is based on value. And

i Mello-Roos really is very negative. And a number of developers--and having worked withpublic agencies and developers in the past--have mentioned to me how much better off
they'd be with an ad valorem-type tax. So when you're thinking about this being anti-
homeowner/pro-developer compared to ad valorem, there's no question about it. This is

I much, much more heavy on the developer.
Next slide. Very quickly. This shows what happens. We've got that developed property

i in that lower area on the right hand side that is supposedto be blue but doesn't look veryblue here, blue hatching marks. The yellow is the undeveloped property. They pay the
difference until buildout. This is what the developer projected: six-year buildout. His
latest projection is 10-year buildout. (If you can switch it to that.) You can see how

I much tax the undeveloped property pays. All that risk--the developed property doesn'tcome on line until later. We can only count tax a certain amount per unit. All we can do
is wait and wait and wait until enough developed units come on line so that developed

i property carries the entire debt service. You can see the difference between six yearswhich is what was projected in 1988, and ten years which is what is projected now. and in
terms of how much more tax the undeveloped property pays.

I The last question you asked was what I would think if legislation was adopted thatlimited undeveloped and developed property taxes to or required undeveloped and
developed property taxes be identical. There'd be no difference. There are situations

i where we do have the same taxes on developed and undeveloped property under Mello-Roos, but there are also many situations where it would be totally inappropriate. For
example, and this is so common, particularly in Orange County and also Riverside County,

I
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any time you have a planned community where you plan on having more than one bond i
issue--let's say it's year one--we go out and sell $10 million worth of Mello-Roos bonds.
That's a million dollars of debt service a year, all paid by undeveloped property. Two i

years go by. We now are half developed, just for example, so we've got $500,000 being •
paid by developed property, $500,000 being paid by undeveloped property. Now we go
out and issue that secondseries of bonds. Let's say another $20 million in bonds. Now
instead of having $10 million in outstanding bonded indebtedness, we have $30 million in •
outstanding bonded indebtedness. Our debt service is no longer a million dollars; it's now
$3 million. So let's see, the developed property was paying half a million before; now
they're paying a million and a half. That means that I've just tripled the taxes on every i

homeowner in the district. If you want to talk about political suicide, that's it. I mean •
you might as well either not run for election again, or you're the head of your own recall
committee because that's exactly what's going to happen.

i

We strongly believe that two percent escalator is as far as you can go politically on D
developed PrOPerty. I'm all for having a limitation that the escalator cannot be greater
than two percent once an individual moves into the home. I think that's fair. Having mi

that kind of situation would not work at all. i
i

I've also worked in many communities where--this particular project here, Horse Thief
Canyon--where they planned on certain densities existing. You're saying, let's see, •
undeveloped property looks to seewhat the zoning is. The zoning is 10 units per acre, so II
we're going to set a tax--a thousand bucks per unit is $I0,000 on that acreage, and we're
going to charge that land developer $10,000 per year. Four years later this recessionhas
occurred. The developer comesback and as he's doing now completely reformats what his •
plan is. What was ten units per acre is now flv¢ units per acre. Can we change the tax?
No, it's $10,000. All of a sudden we have five units paying $10_000,once development has
occurred, instead of ten units. Is that below two percent of the sales price of the home? •
Maybe, maybe not. I run into assessmentdistricts all the time where I'm brought in to do II
a Mello-Roos by school district. I'm told, "don't exceed two percent." l go out and look at
the existing overlapping debt. The assessmentdistrict is already above two percent. I'd i

have to have a negative tax to get back to two percent. So, it just doesn't work in that •
situation.

And lastly, in rural areas in particular where we have a developer coming in. He needs to i
build an overpass. He doesn't have the value of the property to do that. We ask the II
surrounding landowners, many of whom are farmers who may be selling their property in
the future for development, to help join into the program. Help give us enough value to
go out and sell enough bonds to build the overcrossing. We go out there and we say, gee, •
the undeveloped property tax is going to be $10,000 an acre, and those guys--they make
$10,000 a year, $20,000 a year--they couldn't possibly pay that per acre. So what they
would do is refuse to participate in the pro8ram. We often have to entice landowners who •
arc not going ahead and developing right now into participating in these programs by i
offering them a low tax rate until they get a tentative map approved, or a final map
recorded. Then they're considered developers, and they go into another undeveloped
property tax rate which is significantly higher. It's very important to have that kind of
flexibility if you want them to participate in the program. And to be perfectly honest, if
I was a newspaper reporter and 1 was looking to find something about landowner taxes
being low and looking to change something in legislation--I'm all in favor of the •
Williamson Act--but that's the first place I'd look. Compared to Mello-Roos, the =
Williamson Act is really a break for landowners because agricultural land is taxed at such
a low level. Now I understand there's a purpose to it; but compared to the Williamson
Act, Mello-Roos is no abuse at all. It's totally different. Much, much more minimal in
scope, I think. Anyway, that's it in 25 words or less.
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Brown: Actually, 12 minutes or less. You did try, and I like fast talkers. You did really

I great, and I do like a lot of these folders. You did give us a very thorough and veryhelpful analysis and very much focused on some of the tough questions that we're looking
at. One question that l would have: you do seem to argue, and with the documentation
you presented, that there is not this inequity between the developed and the undeveloped

I land. We hear differently. Do you have any documentation for those other Mello-Roosdistricts that are out there? Can you quantify the number of districts that you represent,
or you are familiar with, where this where this is not the case as opposed to those you

i might not be familiar with?
Taussig: We're administering about 35, and I know the maximum tax in every single one
of them is significantly higher for undeveloped property than developed property. Now

I whether the actual rate charged is higher depends upon the level of development. So itdoes vary in each case. I guess I'm just saying you can set a floor on undeveloped
property if you want to, where undeveloped property has to pay at least a certain level to

i make sure they're paying something. That might be one way to work it. I just think ifyou mandated something like that you'd be really hurting yourself. You would not be
able to do a multi series Mello-Roos CFD. And Aliso Viejo, Mission Viejo, Santa
Margarita, or any of the large planned communities out in Riverside County--they're all

I multi-issue districts. You've got to set this whole thing up year one. You have to set thetaxes up year one. And to have equal tax on developed property and undeveloped
property would mean you'd have giant leaps in taxes on developed property. Now, l

i supposeyou could disclose that to the homcbuyer and say, "your taxes could go up by 41percent in 1993." It may make it tough to sell homes to do that. That would be one way
you could work that. But I think a lot of people don't budget or are not prepared for that
kind of increase, particularly elderly people on fixed income. And the fact that you have

I a stable tax, or two percent escalator, is so important on developed property that I reallythink that that's so important that you really shouldn't do any kind of legislation that has
that effect. There's another question there...

I Brown: Yes, Mr. Juarez has a question.

Juarez: What about if the floor--you brought up this point--were the developed property

I tax rate?
Taussi8: Okay. You could work it that way. But, again, you'd have the same problem on

I multi-series districts. You'd have developed property carrying so much of the burden that
if you suddenly had another sale of bonds, you'd have to have that increase in developed
property tax. I think it would he very difficult to work it otherwise. I had not thought
about it being that exact same level. Usually, it's below the level per acre that developed

I property is paying. It's something that might work. I have never tried it that way.
Juarez: I'm saying if the developed rate is the floor, then you still have the ability to put

i the risk on undeveloped property, as you indicate is done with Lake Elsinore. Thatapproach is different from what we've been hearing about. That's why it's interesting.

Tnusslg: That is correct. All of ours work that way. So... And I would be glad to sit

I down with you--obviously, we don't have the forum here to do that--and go over all thatin detail.

i Brown: Great. We appreciate that. Other questions from the Commission members?
Thank you very much. Next speaker is Joe Evans from Empire Economics.

I
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Evans: Good morning. Joe Janczyk Evans with Empire Economics. In preparing my i
comments today, I gave serious consideration to taking some speech lessons from Dave
Taussig. I thought it might have been expensive in terms of his fees, but in retrospect it •
would have been well worthwhile. VII keep that in mind for next time. VII try and keep
to five minutes. I believe [ can.

Briefly, my educational credentials are as a Ph.D. in economics. And previously, I was an H
economics professor at California State University. i

During the past six years, we have conducted market absorption studies for over 80 M¢IIo- •
Roos assessmentdistricts, primarily in Southern California. Furthermore, we do not n
conduct market absorption studies for developers and builders, so that we do not have a
potential conflict of interest in providing services to public entities. Before I get to the mm

two points which will directly affect the opening comments by Chairperson Brown on the •
impacts of the recession and how much purchasers of homes pay, I'd like to first of all i

emphasize that the market absorption study provides the economic framework for the
entire bond issue because it's used not only to inform prospective purchasers of the •
marketing prospectsof the project and the potential risk factors, but additionally it goes II
into the appraisal to do a discounted cash flow analysis. And furthermore, it goesinto
the special tax analysis to evaluate how much the property owner will be liable to pay. m

Consequently, a conservative market absorption study, when used properly, results in the •
entire bond issue being approached from a reasonable perspective.

My first of two points is as follows: that the use of an independent market absorption •
study consultant who utilizes a conservative, economic framework for evaluating the II
absorption prospects of a project does, in fact, provide a reasonable level of security for
the bond purchasers as well as for the issuer. As an example of this, we were retained by
Orange County to conduct a market absorption study in March of 1990. Despite m
California's continued economic expansion over seven successfulprior years, Orange
County (based on discussionsI had with Eileen Walsh) opted to use a recessionscenario.
Orange County took a recession scenario perspective in March of 1990 despite the fact •
that the recessiondid not even start until July of 1990. I have a copy of that study here II
which VII submit to the committee.

As Orange County went through the year issuing additional Mello-Roos bonds, we 1
constantly evaluated how the recession scenario looked relative to what was actually
occurring. We did that in each bond issue that was offered, and we found that recession
scenario in Orange County's framework was below whatactually occurred for 1990. And •
I have for the committee a bond issue done in October of 1990 which specifically l
compared the recession scenario expectations with what actually transpired in the
marketplace. So in conclusion, I recommend that the absorption schedule come from an
independent market absorption study consultant rather than the builder/developer i
property owner. And furthermore, that that consultant use a conservative economic
scenario. We've seen these scenarios utilized not only by Orange County but also

Riverside County, Los Angeles County and San Bernardino County. •

The second and final point I have is as follows--and this is extremely important, I believe.
The marketplace is currently discounting prices of homesso that purchasers are
effectively paying for the Mello-Roos improvements through the special taxes only, rather
than also through the price of the homes. Thus, purchasers are not in fact paying twice.
Since we have been doing market absorption studies for Mello-Roos districts over the past
six years, we have conducted studies on a semi-annual basis which looked at over 1,000 •
active residential projects in Southern California. We then made adjustments based on the I
locations of those projects and other factors, the resulting final price differential
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I reflecting the difference in the projects attributable to the Mello-Roos special tax. What

we found is that the discount will vary by location, by product type and price range. But

i in general, for each dollar of special tax per year, the price of a home is lower by some
$8 to $10 given adjustments for all other factors.

Brown: The total price or...?

I Evans: The total price. So for instance, if we have two projects each selling $200,000
homes and one project has a special tax of $1,000 and the other one has no special tax, the

i project with a special tax will have a price of $190,000 and the buyer of the home
assumes a special tax; and the other project that is otherwise comparable will have a price
of $200,000. We've confirmed that through statistical studies (and we have gone to over
250 projects and interviewed sales representatives). What we have found is that during

I the past two years this price differential has become clearly identified. And we attributeit to two reasons, one of which you've heard a lot to date, the other one which will be a
surprise. The first reason which you've heard is that there is disclosure. There is

i disclosure going. When we visit the sales offices we are informed of the project having a
special tax. The surprising reason, which is fascinating, is that projects that do not have
special taxes are aggressively using that as a marketing point to attract buyers to their
projects. When [ go to some projects that do not have special taxes they give me handouts

I which talk about the difference between the projected tax and the maximum tax. Theytalk about potential for a backup tax. Very, very sophisticated things that would
certainly make a prospective purchaser aware of the special tax.

I Brown: Very good.

Evans: So my conclusion here is that I recommend that disciosure be required as it is

I now, and that it be made as effective as possible based on a lot of comments we heard.And given that effective disclosure the marketplace will then result in the appropriate
discounting.

I Brown: Thank much, Mr. Evans. Are there questions from committee members?
you very

We appreciate your comments. And I think you did just fine. You don't need to take any
speaking lessons from our previous speaker or anybody else. Next, we're going to turn to

I our legal perspective, George McFarlin from Orrick, Herrington, & Sutcliffe.
MeFarlin: Thank you. Treasurer Brown, members of the Commission, and staff. My
name is George McFarlin. I'm with the law firm of Orrick, Herrington, & Sutcliffe in the

I Los Angeles office, and in this of bond counsel. Our
type financing we generally serve as

responsibility with respect to that function is to identify all of the legal alternatives
available to an issuer, to focus on the objectives of that issuer in performing this type of

I financing or offering it to the property owners, and to ensure there is compliance withthe act and the tax law. The final step that we take procedurally is to issue an opinion
which enable the bonds to be sold as tax-exempt bonds, and then we assist in the
administrative process following the closing of the issue.

I The legal issue which the Commission asked me to respond to was with respect to the
landowner vote, and that is an uncertain legal issue that has not been fully resolved in

I the courts. The Mello-Roos Act has been around for ten years, and there still is nodefinitive case relating to the landowner vote. The issue really is that the constitution
requires a one-person, one-vote scenario when the issue is of general interest to the public.
In the case of a Mello-Roos, there is a relatively limited purpose for which the tax is

I being proposed, and that is the construction of facilities authorized by the act or
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provision of services, and in that instance, the landowner vote in some cases has been I
upheld.

m

One of the ways of getting around--not getting around--but getting comfortable with the I
landowner vote is through the validation process which many issuers and bond counsel
require in putting together a Mello-Roos district. The two principal issues that are m

validated in that legal proceeding are the landowner vote, as I discussed, and also the fact •
that the tax is imposed on a reasonable basis in the CFD. Now you can tell from those m

two statements, there are words in each of those which require interpretation by the
courts, and so far there has been no definitive interpretation with respect to MelIo-Roos •
districts. |
With respect to service levels without Mello-Roos--that's the third question that was posed inn

to me in the letter from the Commission--that has been fairly well addressed by the other •
consultants. The limitations have been pretty thoroughly discussed in financing m
infrastructure and other community-based facilities due to Prop. 13. There are other
land-backed financing alternatives, and specifically assessment districts, that have been •
around since before the turn of the century in 1900. Those, however, were rather limited |
to infrastructure type improvements; and, as someone mentioned, there is a requirement
that there be a direct and special benefit from those improvements, and that varies from m

the reasonable basis that I talked about in the validation issue. And also Mello-Roos has •
the additional ability to finance more community-based facilities such as schools, parks,
museums, libraries, justice facilities, things of that sort. The Mello-Roos has provided
issuers with an additional incentive to provide homes, to provide commercial and •
industrial facilities, which in turn generate additional tax revenues for the community. m
So it is not without that benefit as well, as the projects are built out.

Finally with respect to recommendations for additional action, I perceive this (and I n
believe the Legislature did) as a local program. And as such to the extent that a local
agency can adopt guidelines and impose policies with respect to financing this type of
infrastructure and community facilities, I think it improves the program for that public •
agency. Obviously there is a need for a case by case review of each of the projects, each m
of the programs, as each of the facilities are being considered to ensure that they meet
the objectives of the public agency with particular elnphasis on the fairness issue so that
one geographical area is not overburdened with the construction of these facilities. I also m
agree that additional disclosure to subsequent purchasers is needed. I must point out that
when the act was originally enacted there was a gap there; and that in the years
following, '84 or '85, the act was amended to require a notice of special tax lien to be •
recorded which does give constructive notice to the extent that's effective to purchasers m
and subsequent purchasers.

And finally, I believe that the State could do something in providing additional financing
alternatives, particularly targeted at parks, schools, museums, justice centers, which would
take some of the pressure off of Mello-Roos, which has kind of become a "catch all" for a
lot of community facilities, as well as infrastructure. And possibly that's why the •
publicity has generated to the point that it has. Thank you very much. |
Brown: Thank you very much, Mr. McFarlin. Are there any questions?

Burton: Just one. Could you be more specific about what the state could provide in U
terms of alternative financing?

MeFarllu: What I had in mind was something similar to a Mello-Roos Act targeted more I
to, for instance, parks, recreation, which is a great use of Mello-Roos; or schools, which
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would be more facilitating to the approval, adoption, and financing of those particular
improvements. Right now the Mello-Roos is being used for such a wide variety of

I improvements that it possibly could be split up with particular objectives being put inother acts.

I Burton: Okay. If you have anything more specific than that I'd be interested in seeing it.
McFarlln: Okay. Thank you.

I Brown: Very good. Thank you very much, Mr. McFarlin. Next, Marie Martineau fromO'Melvcny & Myers, who taught me everything I knew about Mello-Roos bonds at
O'Melveny.

I Martineau: Oh dear! With that kind of pressure...Thank you very much, Treasurer Brown
and members of the Commission. I'm Marie Martineau with O'Melveny & Myers. And my
firm and I have been doing Mello-Roos financing for some time.

I My perspective is slightly different from George's, as I've been acting mostly as
underwriter's counsel so I'm more on the disclosure end. And I'll try to answer the

i questions, although not necessarily in the order I was given. I was trying to keep it short,and George helped me quite a bit in that because I can echo a lot or agree with him in a
lot of what he said.

I My perception is that Mello-Roos financing has become necessary to local governments,especially in developing areas. We've heard a lot of discussion of other financing
alternatives and they all have their limitations. 1 won't go into those. So I think Mello-

i Roos is becoming a tool. And, as George said, other mechanisms that could be used therewould really need to be enacted. And I think the constitutional amendment allowing a
majority vote would be very helpful. We all have stories of jurisdictions that have gotten
55 percent, even 60 percent, of the vote, but failed to get the two-thirds.

I In terms of my firm's objectives and my objectives as legal counsel, in thinking about that
question, they are really no different from any other type of bond deal. One of my

am underwriter clients says our job is to seethat truth and light prevail, and I hope that's

| right. But to make sure the bonds are legal, the district was formed with all requirements
of law, the bonds are tax-exempt if they're supposedto be, and that proper disclosure is
made to the potential investors.

I My job is made a great deal easier as counsel if long before the financing occurs the local
entity has adopted guidelines that cover their policy decisions. The lawyer and the other

i experts are really supposed to implement the policy of the local jurisdiction, and I thinkthey need to think that out well ahead of getting into the fray of a deal. On the other
hand, ! think that the lawyers and consultants have a real role to play in giving input on
those policy guidelines. We've all been learning a lot as this process has gone along. And

I we've learned from each other's and our own mistakes, and learn from experience. So Ithink it needs to be a fluid process. And I think guidelines should be in place and should
be periodically revisited in light of changing circumstances. I think the State has a real

i role to play there, and the Commission has already played that role and I hope will
continue with their report setting out standards for guidelines. I think the State should
be wary of actually trying to set guidelines for local issuers because a lot of the things
that they have to respond to are dependent on local conditions. But I think that the

I encouragement of the need for guidelines is very helpful. And the education role is alsohelpful.
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One area that I do think needsto be addressed more is disclosure. I don't really have i
anything to add to what George had described with our concerns with the landowner vote.
We also require a validation suit when acting as bond counsel and like to see it when i

acting as underwriter's counsel. We have some concerns about the vulnerability of the •
landowner vote. And for that reason I'd like to see the notice to taxpayers strengthened. i

I think that a taxpayer who understands the process and knows what they're getting into
is less likely to feel mistreated or that they don't have any method of voting, even if it is •
just with just their feet.

I remember my own experience buying a home, where you get a stack of paper like this, i
and my escrow officer was visibly annoyed with me because I insisted on knowing what •
each piece of paper was before 1 signed it. So i think that that notice process has to be i

earlier. The notice has to be given earlier in the process and not just at the closing. I
also, having acted as underwriter's counsel, have a lot to say that I'll submit in the •
writing on disclosure to investors.

(Due to recording problems, the remainder of Ms. Martineau's testimony was lost. i
Accordingly, her written comments have been included in Section 2 of this report.)

Brown: Thank you, Ms. Martineau. Next, Greg Harrington from the Franklin Fund is i
with us today. Welcome, Mr. Harrington.

Harrlugton: Thank you. And I definitely do promise to make it as short as possible. I i
think your opening remarks, as well as all the remarks by many of the people that
preceded me, I think covered the subject pretty well. So I will try definitely to make it

brief. I
I just want to say that I've been in this business 47 years--my gosh! And I come out after
coming out of New York after spending 12 years in the business, and I come out here and
1 found there were some strange animals called the 1911 Act and the 1915 Act. Of course •
being a New Yorker--obviously a New Yorker knows everything about everything--so I
couldn't imagine why I had never heard of this. But anyway, as I spent the next number
of years living in California and watching it grow, certainly the 1911 Act and the 1915 •
Act played a tremendous part in development of the state. And of course Prop. 13 came B
along and certainly hindered the local issuers in taking care of whatever financing they
needed, so Mello-Roos was born.

Now, I think I can probably best give you our feeling on Mello-Roos if I can give you a m
few numbers. As I recall there's about $350 million that's been issued, and we own $90
million of that $350 million. So obviously we like them. I think the last number I saw •
was something like 288 issues. We own 90. So obviously we think Mello-Roos is a good II
vehicle.

What about some improvements? What could be done? Well, we do have a few thoughts R
in mind there which I think would be helpful to those of us who are buyers. Probably if
we could get a standardized appraisal format. I think that would be very helpful. Have

an even playing field. •

Brown: Standard what?

Harrlngton: Appraisal format. Then we do go over every issue we have. We have
secondary issues, and we do review all the issues we own on an annual or semi-annual
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I basis. And quite often we have difficulty getting the information from the local people.
So we'd like to see something in an annual requirement such as current assessed values of

I the CFD, delinquency reporting, foreclosure actions, all fund balances, (We call and wecan't even find out what the fund balances are in some cases. Now this is not true in all
but in a number of issuances. In essence, we've got your money now, don't ask us any

i questions.) and all construction activity within the CFD as well as public improvementsand project buildout. So I think if we could receive that information, certainly, we'd feel
more comfortable. We can get some; some have been cooperative, but I'm sorry to say that
we have met some resistance in certain areas.

I Now we have a letter here where you did ask a few questions, here, where I'll try to
answer, very briefly.

I How has the investor's view of Mello-Roos bonds
changed over the last six months?

Well, after you've seen those articles, obviously the public is concerned. And we at

I Franklin, because we are heavy holders of the securities, we've received numerous phonecalls--we have over a million shareholders--and we've had a lot of calls from shareholders
as well brokers and so forth who distribute our funds. The reporting, by the way, we

m found very unsatisfactory. When one reporter confessed that she'd just come off three
years of bashing the junk bond business; well, she considered, frankly, that Mello-Roos
was in the same category--that in her mind, Mello-Roos was junk bond. So we had
difficulty in converting her to our thoughts that we did not consider them junk bonds.

I So...
Brown: They are unrated paper though, aren't they?

I had 10 percent of our bonds rated over recent months and we
Harrington: Not all. We've
hope to have more. 1 believe somebody else made the statement just earlier that, what was
it? Chilton, O'Connor mentioned it. That 25 percent of their issues have been rated.

I Brown: How would you distinguish the Mello-Roos bond rated or unrated from junk
bond?

I Harrlngton: By the said, which if I take the liberty of
way, you may correcting you...

The very fact that a bond issue is not rated--I mean this bond is not rated--does not make
it a junk bond. If you.went to many states, you'll find a lot of issuance, even in the State

I of Connecticut, of course that might be a poor state to use at the moment... But I'm goingto say they issue many

Brown: What other state can we use?

I Harrlngton: But in a state such as that, but I could use Virginia. Many of their bond
issues are small--small school districts, water districts, so forth. They're too small to rate.

I Fine credits. So for one reason or another, there's a lot of issuance of municipal creditsthat are not rated and should not be classified as junk bonds. And I think that's a
perception that seems to be in the minds of the people.

I Brown: And I just want to draw you out a little. What are the distinguishingcharacteristics between junk and the Mello-Roos bonds, which obviously have enjoyed
wide support in the investor marketplace.

I 'Harrlngton: Well, the number one perception out there, on the part of some of the
reporters, and I think on the part of even some people in the fraternity--in the investing
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fraternity--is that they do compare it to the junk bond where if a bond did get in trouble, I
you go through a bankruptcy proceeding and you're lucky to get 10, 20, 30, 40 cents on
the dollar. When the fact of the matter is that all that must be satisfied is delinquent •
taxes. And when the bond issue is brought current, the bond then continues. The |
property owner will then be hilled over the life of the issue. So it is not unlike a
bankruptcy proceeding, where you're going to have a settlement. And I think we've seen
in someof the reporting why people will only get 10 or 20 cents on the dollar. I think the n
unfairness in some of this reporting is that right after it, why we didn't buy any--we
didn't sell any, by the way--but we let the street know that we would buy if there were
enough in size. But there were some odd lots, or small size, that I'm told traded around a m
9 level. And that's a shame. Somebody sold that bond--knee-jerk reaction based on that I
article. So somebody took a loss that L.. those bonds were definitely not.., worth a lot
more than that. But knee jerk reaction; they were frightened. Read about junk bonds,
read all about the problems in the corporate field, and I don't think that some people that HI
write these articles take into mind that they are costing some people money. Now, good
reporting none of us have any objection to... Accurate reporting...

we, ourselves, every issue we have bought we have an onsit¢ visit. I realize IBy and large,
all investors can't do that, but we do. We interview the developer. So we do have an in- n

depth investigation of every issue we buy. Obviously, we've bought roughly 25 percent of
the issuesissued. Why didn't we buy the other 75 percent? Probably for various reasons.
Some we didn't quite care for. I think the majority of the ones we didn't buy was
probably more on price. We had disagreements as to how the underwriter was pricing
them. I would think that would he the major cause of our turndown of an issue. Some D

we did turn down. They didn't meet our credit qualifications, n

Obviously, the secondquestion, could the growing wariness of investors toward the Mello-

Roos bonds jeopardize the'ability of local governments to issue bonds in the future? I
[]

Well, yes, because with this type of publicity, unless we get the word out just what a
Mello-Roos bond truly is, why, the local governments are going to have to pay a higher m
interest rate. It's going to take a high interest rate to sell, to market the bond. As an I
investor, maybe I like that but it certainly puts a burden on the property owner,
unnecessarily so.

aa

What type of actions might local governments take? n

Well, i think I mentioned a few here as mainly keeping us up to date on issues that are II
outstanding, which we have found very difficult on occasion to get. The information has •
been difficult. m

What legislation should be enacted? I
==

Well, I think another gentleman made the statement, and I quite agree with him, "if it
ain't broke, don't fix it." I think by and large the Mello-Roos is a good vehicle. Maybe it n
needs s.ome fine tuning, hut basically the Mello-Roos... I think we are effective...We own as Imuch as we do... Certainly, we have full faith and confidence in the Mello-Roos issue.
Thank you.

IIII

Brown: Thank you very much, Mr. Harrington. I would just note for the record that we I
have a total of $3.6 billion in Mello-Roos bonds outstanding. That have been sold: 288
issues, not... I think you said $350 million. So it is just a much greater magnitude. You m
have some more yon can buy! Right? You bought 90 out of $3.6 billion. $900 million. IGood.
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I Harrlngton: $900 million, yes. I just left the zero off both sides, but the percentage is

the same.

Brown: 1 take pride in watching out for zeros. Your zeros and mine line up.

I Harrlngton: know 1 do.
You

Brown: Okay. Thank you so much, Mr. Harrlngton. If there are no questions, we'll go to

I our next speaker who is Steve Zimmermann from Standard & Poor's. Is Mr. Zimmermannhere? This gives you the rating agency perspective,

i Zlmmermann: Good morning. Thank you for inviting me to testify. I'm here on behalfof Standard & Poet's..Our perspective on the Mcllo-Roos market... First of all, I'd like to
' say I think based on the information that we have and the discussionsthat we have had,

it's S&P's opinion that the majority of Mello-Roos bonds that are not rated are of non-

I investment grade quality. This does not mean, of course, that some issuesstructuredcorrectly cannot become investment grade securities. This is an enormous market. And
it's one, however, With a very limited disclosure. And l think it serves no one's purpose_

i not suggesting that all debt needs to be investment grade, but I think people should be
aware of the risk of their investments and the exposure of the funds they hold. The
corporate market readily acceptsspeculative grade securities, those rated double-B, triple-
C, double-C. These securities may be appropriate investments for investors for whom

I timeliness is not such an important factor, timeliness of payment. And as a matter offact, I think it's fair to say that mostdouble-B bonds probably wouldn't default.

i When we rate securities it's a fairly large universe that we have to compare to. It's the
whole universe of debt. And therefore a good Mello-Roos bond may be equivalent to a
strong general obligation bond. But many others may not be equivalent at all, and may
never be equivalent due to size, legal structure, underlining economic base. Rating these

i issues is a complex process. And it's important to realize that value to lien is a verylimited measure and it shouldn't be used as a proxy for investment grade rating.

You'd asked us in the questions that you gave us ahead of time to talk about the

I definition of overlapping debt. Well, our definition of debt is fund
overlapping general

obligations of overlapping taxing jurisdictions. We do not include revenue bonds that are
self-supporting in the overlapping tax calculation.

I The other question was what is the result of excess levels of overlapping debt. Well,
excess levels of overlapping debt create strain on a household's ability to pay for existing
debt and for municipal services. Mcllo-Roos carries with it its own tax. Other types of

I special district debt, like TABs can actually into the and over-issuance
tap millage rate,

there can actually drain off monies from the general fund, and I'd cite, as an example,
the City of Fontana. We actually lowered the rating on their certificates of participation

i and the general fund actually suffered, while the TAB districts flourished because theyactually took away the revenue from the City's general fund.

In talking about the discussions that we've hcard in the media, i think as far as S&P is

I concerned, we've never said that the City of Oceanside is going to default on their Mello-Roos issue. I'd actually like to credit them becausethey knew that there were problems,
and they stepped in and they had the ability and the wherewithal to help. I would have

I to say, however, that not every district may be so fortunate.
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I think one thing, as far as recommendation for the future, there needs to be more
information available on an ongoing basis after the sale of these issues. If we at S&P
have difficulty getting information on the issues we rate, you can imagine the difficulty •
of getting information by the individual investor. I would like to submit to you a list of m
information that we require when we rate these issues, and perhaps that would give you

an idea of some of the information that may be worthwhile in collecting.

I think it's also important... Rumors in this industry are to no one's benefit. And I think
to the extent that there is more information available, it limits the amount of damage
done by idle rumor. Perhaps, if you were requiring an annual audit, or perhaps key '_
information be reported from these districts and that way it would be in the public
domain. People would have the advantage of being able to access it.

In conclusion, I'd like to say 1 think this market contains some very strong investment I
grade credits and some very weak, non-investment grade credits, but without information
people don't have the opportunity to know which is which. Thank you.

Brown: Thank you very much, Mr. Zimmermann. Questions? Then we'll move to the i
next speaker from Moody's Investors Service, David Ambler. Mr. Ambler. What is it that

makes people go to the right microphone or the left microphone? Is there something...? i

Ambler: Right down the middle. Is this effective? I'm David Ambler with Moody's
Investors Service. And I'd like to thank you for this opportunity to make a presentation.
I will try to be as succinct as possible and edit m_ notes somewhat to do so. I'll also, as a •
starting point for my discussion, mention that it is true that most of the Mello-Roos bonds
are not seen as investment grade by Moody's Investors Service. There are a few
fundamental reasons I'll just run through. There tends to be--and I'm just talking about II
this since there primarily tends to be this raw land Mello-Roos sales--there are usually too |
few taxpayers which have issues of diversity. It also, we find those few taxpayers, it is
difficult, as was mentioned earlier, to obtain financial information on them. And also,
the issue of this handful of taxpayers basically making decisions as to the fate of future i
taxpayers. And it's always a hard thing to analytically predict what the reaction will be,
but I think some of the comments today suggest there is some room for problems there.

And then underlying, there is the issue of that debt related to the value of the property. I

m

That we are looking at transactions that can be fairly highly leveraged. On the flip side,
m

and it also must be mentioned just to try to be fair in presentation, there's been very,
very few cases, at this point in time, of any problems of Mello-Roos debt. However, as m
has been stated, the current situation in the real estate market in California, and certain
media attention to the issue, has focused a fair amount of attention on the issue.

The questions that were posed to me... It seems that in some ways you wanted me to cover I

i

the concept of overlapping debt. And it seemsin some ways you would like me to discuss
m

the issuesof not the Mello-Roos district itself but the potential impact of a Mello-Roos
district affecting some other jurisdiction that it overlaps with. Steve Zimmermann, prior, m
has already given us the definition of overlapping debt which pretty much holds
industrywide. So what [ will discuss after that is pretty much the concept of, basically,
does it have a serious impact of credit quality in California? To date, because California •
has so many restrictions, as is, with issuance of debt, I must admit it's only a handful of I
entities where overlapping at this point in time has become a credit problem. It certainly
is something to keep one's eye on, but I also have to be honest. There are very few
credits that we have looked at where the issue of overlapping debt has been a large issue •
and has impacted credit quality.
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I On the other hand, many of the Mello-Roos districts, or many of them, do overlap with
entities that are not rated. And, also (I think this might be helpful for you to get some

I sense of how much of the Mello-Roos market is rated and is not rated), as a percentage ofvolume last year, my company rated 89 percent of municipal bonds in the marketplace.
And so if Mello-Roos bonds, and I don't know the total percentage of rated debt there,

i but it's still--even the numbers being discussed as far as rated debt--are a small percentagerelative to their peer group, so to speak, of municipal debt. So, I'm basically saying nine
out of every ten dollars is rated by Moody's Investors Service. And so the fraction
mentioned before is a minority which doesn't mean that there's a problem, hut there

I' definitely is. They have not been reviewed by our rating agency.
Beyond that, and trying to move quickly, I thought what I would mention is some areas

that I do see problems, and basically some recommendations of, or maybe questions of,places that you might want to investigate. One place that's been of concern in dealing
with issuers is what I would kind of call a shopping syndrome by developers pursuing a
Mello-Roos financing. It is very common for a school district in essence to lend its name

I to be the vehicle by which Mello-Roos debt is issued. And it is not uncommon, throughsome discussions with school districts and with overlapping entities, to find that they
were not the first approached entity. And that one has worked their way down from a
more sophisticated entity--and this is not meant in any way to belittle a school district,

I as as availability staff, also basically that a larger
but I mean sophistication far of and

municipality or a city may have those on staff who might be in a better position to assess
an option being offered in front of them by a developer--hut I find it's of interest to me

that you can basically shop around and basically find the vehicle you want and that...
Brown: It may be that the school district is more desperate than other organizations

i because they don't have fee-generating ability which the other entities do.Ambler: Well, there's two issues at hand. The school district would he more desperate
because there's a lot of pent-up capital need. And school districts certainly are in need so

I you could say they're somewhat hungry. On the other hand, and it's a point of questionanalytically, is the question of whether they're in a stronger position to basically evaluate
the proposal. And that's one thing I leave to you as a question for investigation.

I The other thing which I'll hit here cause to be asked this--the two-thirds
everyone seems

vote issue going down to a majority vote. Certainly, credit-wise for most localities in
California it would certainly have positive credit impact. G.O. bonds are seen as some of

I the strongest obligations. It would relieve some of the pressures that are on municipalitieswho tend to use leases. But I also want to point out to you that it seems to me with all
the pent-up capital needs in California, one must recognize that the window of
opportunity for G.O. bonds is somewhat limited. And given politics and the power of a

I local vote, I suspect most G.O. potential will to school districts. And I realize what's in
go

front of the legislative body does address school district needs, but it does leave the other
pent-up capital needs of other districts kind of more in question. And they tend to be, I

i think, some of the more difficult issues because they tend to be more of the generalbenefit issues and how to deal with those. So I just point that as a question as one
investigates this to, I think, school districts might he in a category of their own, and there
may be relief for them, hut one has to address other entities.

I The final issue, which I find curious on a macro basis, is a lot of good suggestions have
been posed. There's been thoughts of letters of credit, suggestions of possibly looking to

I the insurance industry to deal with some of the short-term potential credit problems forMello-Roos bonds. But what I find curious, which I think is a question that should be
addressed by CDAC is basically the "why'. Why can one not receive a letter of credit
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from a hank? Why would a private insurance industry not be interested in providing the I
vehicle by which to go through the higher risk credit period in the short-term? Now
there could be answers that may not be totally credit issues. But it seems those are m
definitely worthy of investigation because the issue is the cost of money. In part, a Ifunction of it is credit, and the determination is where is the credit risk being displaced
or not. And those discrepancies are something that CDAC might additionally want to be
involved in analyzing. As to why public entities are being looked to as the vehicle where •
it seems in many cases private entities are not interested in lending the money. And I
pose these all as questions which, to he honest, I have not had the opportunity to explore
since we rate so little of the market. But they leave me curious because they do not exist .m
in other municipal markets for other bonds. And I thank you. |
Brown: Very good. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambler. Are there questions from the
Commission members? Our next and second to last agenda speaker, before we turn to •
public speakers--and I think we have still just one--I would invite Mr. Mann of California M
Municipal Bond Advisor to address us. Welcome, Mr. Mann.

Mann: Good afternoon to you all. My name is Zane Mann. I'm the publisher of the I
California Municipal Bond Advisor. It's an investment newsletter directed toward g

individual owners of California municipal bonds. Coming as I do at the end of this long
discussion I'm really going to sum up or emphasize those points that have been raised that •
certainly affect individual owners of municipal bonds. II
To begin with there is no question but what the chicken little, henny-penny articles that J

have been appearing on financial pages have indeed concerned the individual owners. As •
Gre8 Harrington pointed out, there have been panic sales of Mello-Roos bonds that have
cost the investors a considerable sum of money, and unnecessarily so, as far as I'm
concerned. There has been an effect, in addition, from the issuer's point of view, since Ill
certainly the interest cost of a new issue of Mello-Roos today is quite a hit more than it II
was six or eight months ago. Roughly, 1 would say interest rates on Mello-Roos bonds are
up about a full percentage point over the past year, and this is in the face of, as we all a=
know, a declining interest rate environment where interest rates for the state, let us say, |have been reduced by a half point. So we're talking about possibly as much as a point
and a half differential, most of it--I don't want to say most of it--a portion of it, as a
result of the bad publicity. On the other hand, let us not be too complacent. There are •
some very good reasons why there is concern in the Mello-Roos market. And it is indeed
the real estate recession that's going on in the state.

I would like to go over, as I say, mainly to emphasize some of the points that have been I
raised here and to indicate the concerns that individual investors have. Certainly, if the
individual investor could attend a meeting like this, and in fact hear Ms. Walsh's
presentation, their concerns would be put aside to some extent. In fact, I would suggest •
that her address be put on the front page of the Orange County Mello-Roos prospectuses. I
That is not... Her point of view, or Orange County's point of view, is not universal. Far,
far too many local governments consider the Mello-Roos financing as a form of conduit ,.h.
financing. Yes, we put our name on it, but we have absolutely no responsibilities. If you !want to find out something call the contractor. And, by the way, when you call the
contractor you can't find out anything either.

I

What we need more than anything... What the individual investor needs more than !
anything else is disclosure. We have to have access to information. I'm going to turn to
that in just a minute. I noted that many of the speakers refer to this lien-to-asset m

valuations. And we have this magic number of 3:1, and that's supposed to make •
everything fine. The fact of the matter is who establishes the value of the asset--the land.
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I I have deep suspicion of MAI appraisals. Every bond issue I know of that is in default

has a marvelous MAI appraisal I did write down for the committee two bond issues that

i have been in default and are about to have their default cured. One is a $9.7 millionLong Beach office building. The appraisal was about 125 percent. The new appraisal for
the resale is $2 million. In some way we got from $10 million to $2 million. And the
bond holders will receive about 19 cents on the dollar after all the fees. The other one is

I the L.A. Garfield Building COP that went bankrupt six or eight months ago. That had a$9.3 million appraisal and the sale is for $2.2 million. So that we can't simply say, "oh,
everything's going to be alright" because we've got an appraisal here that is three times

. the debt as represented by the bonds.
I also would emphasize and I thought Dave was going to--I'm going to be meaner than
Dave. This business of school districts putting their name on Mcllo-Roos bonds, whose

major purpose is to finance land development, I believe, actually should be outlawed.When you see a school district bond issue, the impression certainly is that it's to finance
school buildings. And when we vote for school board members, we vote for them. Their

i purpose is to educate our children, to hire teachers, to establish curriculum, to buildbuildings. I'm not so sure that they're authorities on real estate development. The famous
Tcmccula default; it was $27+ million, I think, of which $2 million went to build schools.
It has always been our impression that school bonds are the safest, most secure of all

I bonds. But this cannot be said if the school district is in the real estate developmentbusiness. And that is of deep concern, i think, to the individual. Remember, the
individual, even though they should, does not have the opportunity, does not read his

i prospectus, number one, certainly not all of it, and does not have the opportunity thatFranklin Fund, or the resources that Franklin Fund has, to investigate the bond issue.

One of your questions to me was: Will this continuing difficulty with Mcllo-Roos bonds

i cause the market to dry up? The answer is "no" because you have people like GrogHarrington and the other fund managers who have the resources to go out, look at the
land, talk to the developer, talk to the contractor, and follow up on the bond issue. The

l individual cannot do that, and in fact it is our advice that until the real estate recessionis over that he not buy Mcllo-Roos bonds unless he has some secondary information that's
not normally available. But thanks to the funds there will be a continuing market for
Mcllo-Roos bonds.

I I was interested in Orange County's and Riverside County's use of letter of credit and
then the suggestion by the Commission of the possibility of insurance. If indeed the state

i could establish a revolving fund insurance such as the one used for health facilities
Brown: Cai Mortgage.

I Mann: Yes. That would be most valuable. And one of the greatest reasons that I wouldendorse it is because I know that the state would not insure until it had carefully
investigated the project. Just as they do with health facilities. That reassurance alone

i would make the bonds more marketable.Brown:" It would add additional costs as the speakers...

I Mann: Yes. But well worth it as I'm sure as individual investors do today, when we buyinsured bonds we know that the premium for that insurance comes out of our yield. And
there's no objection to that.

i i had one last point and then I am through. I wanted to call the Commission's attention
to the fact that the State of Colorado as of January 1 has passed legislation requiring full
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disclosure on their special district bonds. And for the most... I have various portions of i
the law, but it's not necessary to repeat it. It simply requires that the local issuer, the
local governmental body that issuesthe bonds, must make annual reports not only on tax m
collections, but on buildout, on rate of delinquency--all of the things that the analyst •
wants to look at when he makes a judgment as to the security of the bond issue. i

Brown: Very good. Questions for Mr. Mann? Thank you for coming, Mr. Mann. Carla •
Stallings is here on behalf of Harry Clark. Ms. Stallings. Please begin and state your
name for therecord.

Stalling: My name is Carla Stalling. I'm with Muni Financial Services, and here on 1
behalf of Harry Clark. I'd first like to commend Stephen Shea and CDAC for preparing a II
fabulous report on Mello-Roos. And I believe that report may have some of the best
recommendations for Mcllo-Roosyet published. M¢llo-Rooswould be greatly improved if •
many of the policy recommendations included in the report wore adopted within the •
industry.

Mello-Roos bond issueshave been recently spotlighted in a number of publications. Much i
of the negative press was brought on by the unfortunate seizure of Executive Life
Insurance Company assetsand its effect on the Tem¢cula Valley Unified School District
bond issue. The reality is that bond holders are secure, and California has experienced i
considerable economic expansion since the implementation of Mello-Roos funding. I
Your question is: Arc bond holders secure? For Mello-Roos bonds, investors are secure
because of the built-in mechanisms for meeting debtservice, most importantly, the reserve i
fund and the value-to-lien ratio. The reserve fund is a portion of the bond proceeds set
aside upon issuance to cure any delinquencies which may occur. This ensures, on a short-
term basis, that bond holders will receive interest payments. Typically, the reserve fund Bl_
is up to 10 percent of the outstanding bond issue amount, and the replenishment of the |
reser_,e fund, in the event of its drawdown, is often provided for and calculated in a
yearly special tax requirement. Investors are further secured by the fact that collateral
for the bonds is the real property itself. In the appraisal, the value of the land and •
improvements is generally required to be at least three times as great as a proposed bond
issue amount. This means in effect that a development with an appraised value of $3
million can issue up to $1 million in Mello-Roos bonds. Taking this further, the $1 /
million issue has an annual tax levied of about $100,000 a year. If a developer doesn't II
pay any tax in one year, the reserve fund would be used to meet the debt service
payment. At this point the issuing agency would initiate foreclosure pursuant to a typical .,-
bond covenant. I
During the second year, a default may occur, assuming the agency does not feel pressure
to cure the delinquency with a transference from agency funds. However, the second •
year's tax payment for the developer would again'equal approximately $100,000, making II
the outstanding special tax obligation about $200,000. As foreclosure proceedings
continue, it becomes apparent that the property initially valued at $3 million dollars will -,

be sold for $200,000 plusdelinquent taxes and penalties and legal costs, i

Perhaps the most unfortunate thing which has happened since the beginning uses of
community facilities districts is bias placed on the financing tool by developer influence, l
Many professionals knowledgeable in the community facilities district arena have a I
developer background. This has resulted in the creation of special tax formulas which are
biased toward the developer, shifting the burden to the future homeowners and the public
agencies. In fact, most CFDs issued have been biased toward the developer. Furthermore, •
Mello-Roos has effectively increased profits for many developers. Most developers will
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I agree--behind closed doors--that the market determines the price of the house, and the
price determines the developer's profit. The lower the developer's cost, the higher the

I profit to the developers. In effect these two mechanisms--profit and no taxes--translate tobenefit the developer. Mello-Roos funding is attractive to developers.

I All developments require the installation of infrastructure, including roads, curbs, gutter,water and storm drains. The developer has three ways to fund this infrastructure: cash
in the bank, loan from a bank, or tax-exempt financing by either Mollo-Roos or
assessment district. With either cash or bank loan, the cost of the infrastructure will be

I deducted from the profits of the house directly to repay the investment. However, withassessment and Mello-Roos, the cost of the infrastructure is turned into profit because the
repayment is made by future property owners over 25 years. And typically the price of
the house is not reduced accordingly. This allows once again for increased profit for

I most developers.

Mello-Roos has been more popular than assessment districts for developers because Mello-
Roos allows a tax burden to be shifted from undeveloped land to developed land.

II Assessment districts strictly prohibit such shift in tax burden. All property owners are to
pay their fair share of the debt. Muni Financial Services Inc., as administrators of

i hundreds of assessment and Mello-Roos districts throughout the State of California, sees
Mellos where the first year of tax payment is paid by capitalized interest from the bond
issue, and the second year tax is shifted to the minority of the property that has
developed. The result is a developer that has authorized and benefitted from tens of

I millions of dollars of tax-exempt financing, and increased profits without any costwhatsoever.

i We believe also that many projects have been issued which should not have. A major
motivator for the issuance of certain Mello-Roos was greed by many of the parties

• involved. We recommend that an investigation be conducted into certain issues including
that of the Temecula Valley Unified School District.

I In conclusion, the community facilities districts benefits cities and residents. They arc
secure investments. They improve the quality of llfe for many residents and attract

i businesses to a community. Businesses provide jobs which help to bring about healthy
economic conditions within a city, which again secures bond holders' investments.
Community facilities districts have been victimized by lack of foresight and haste. What
should be a useful funding tool for cities and property owners has turned into a huge

I misunderstanding between property owners, developers, bond holders, professionals andcity officials. This misunderstanding could serve to undermine the very objective of the
Mello-Roos laws, mainly to enhance California's economic growth and security. The
negative press surrounding Mello-Roos has been good for California. By establishingIll

• policy standards for Mello-Roos as outlined by CDAC, by requiring special tax formulas
g to be fair, and finally with indentures and tax formulas working together to attract

investors, California administrators can learn from these issues so that it may continue to

I have a viable economy.
Brown: Thank you very much, Ms. Stalling. Are there any questions from the
Commission members. Hearing none, we do appreciate your testimony and appreciate

I your attendance today. Our final speaker then on our agenda is Dean Mysczinski of theCalifornia Research Bureau. Mr. Mysczinski. Welcome. What made you come to that
mike?

I Mysczlnskh Thank you. I'm aware of the tension here. Well, I thought what I'd do is
spend half of my time at this one and then move over. Is that alright?

!
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Brown: That's two and a half, and two and a half. I

Mysezinskl: I would like to start by thanking the Commission, and particularly the Chair,
for conducting what has been an astoundingly constructive and thoughtful and rational I

hearing on what could well have been a much more sensational subject• And it's not only •
commendable but remarkable that you were able to do that--although it's not over. I

Mysezinskl: The most useful thing that l can do in a few minutes, I think, is first of all •.
to say that Mello-Roos didn't happen all at once. It happened over ten years of constant 1
legislative revision. _.nd that's going to continue, partially in response to the current
controversy, partially in response to the first experience that we've had with Mello-Roos
in the depths of a recession. Senator Mcllo asked that I prepare a draft of a bill that he 1
plans to carry, another cleanup bill, and to address a lot of the issues that were talked
about today. And as you well know, the deadline forgetting the bill to Legislative
Counsel is Friday of this week and so I have two days to write. 1 thought the most useful •
thing I could do would be to run through the list that I now have of possible proposals. +l
And I cannot say that Senator Mello will agree to do these, any or all, but they're the
agenda as I know it right now.

I

One is that there are a number of things having to do with notice to homebuyers, notice '1
to the secondary buyers as well as the first buyers:

o The notion that the notice should be given out earlier, possibly at the time that the I
offer is signed or time of purchase;

Ill

o That the current exemption in cases where a DRE White Report is given should be 1
eliminated;

o Possibly the law should go so far as to spell out word for word what the format of I
the disclosure should be, so that there is no room for local attorneys to contrive |
artful and confusing wording-at least more artful and confusing than the
Legislature might do.

Second, it doesn't really help to disclose if the tax formula is so complicated that no one 1i
who doesn't spend full time working on this can understand it. It might be that it would

he a good idea to require: 1
1

o That where residences are being taxed that the formula be simplified;

o That it not exceed 1 percent of value; 1
I

o That the escalation factor not exceed two percent a year;

o That what the money be used for would be clearly specified in some form. I
The intent of current law is that these things would be spelled out quite clearly but it is
always done, I know. 1

I

A third possibility, partially in response to Harry Clark's complaint, is that there probably
have been some abuses of this capitalizing of interest for two years, and there should i
probably be some limits on capitalizing of interest. I

• rl
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I Four, there is a complaint made by some of the taxpayers that major changes were made

in the use of money after people had moved in. Now, [ thought that was illegal. And i

think we need to find out how that occurs. And make sure that it's illegal. Because thatshouldn't happen. They're supposedto setup the district and specify the usesand then
that's that and not to be changed without a vote.

I There is a problem which has not been talked about today with the of MelIo-Roos
use

districts in conjunction with Marks-Roos districts that I think needs some time and
attention, and perhaps you'll get to it in your other projects.

I There is a problem with what I call subsidiary districts, such as school districts being the
fronts for developer-structured Mello-Rooses. It does no good if Orange County or
Riverside County are terribly sophisticated and have good policies if the developers can

I go to the local water district or mosquito abatement district and have them set up thedistrict. Now I proposed language last year that would have changed that and made that
unlawful, and 1 heard a lot of complaints from school districts who said essentially,

I "Look, we're poor; we have no money. This is the only way we've got to come up withsome money. Leave us alone!" And since last year nobody cared but me and we left it
alone. But it may be that this year will be different. At least it's worth thinking about..

l It might be that the law ought to specify something about the value-to-lien requirements,that there should be a finding of a minimum of 3:1 or some ratio. It might be that the
law ought to specify the assumption used in the appraisal process. Now that isn't going to

i solve the appraisal problem of appraisers are funny people (no offense), but they deal inan art not a science. But we could at least specify the basic assumptions.

A proposal that was made here today that I don't think seriously ought to be on the list is

i this notion that there should be a state commission empowered to review all Mello-Rooses• before they were issued. I don't think that's realistic. I don't think the scale of problems
we've seen justifies that; although it's open for discussion of course.

I I would perhaps, as an aside, say that one of the most persistent problems and confusing
problems in the state has to do with the Tracy district and what happened there. And it
might be that the Commission would care to direct its staff to undertake some inquiry

I into Tracy and into the peculiar problems of how school kids were assigned away fromthe Mello-Roos district. And make some recommendations. As I've never had the time to
do that, and there is clearly something that happened there.

I There was a suggestion that appraisals and absorption studies be done by people who work
independently of the developer. It's not in truth easy to do that. But we could perhaps
find words that would at least say that. As you know, there's been a debate in Los

I Angeles about a similar provision and it's not easy.
There was a proposal that the State ought to guarantee, in some form or other, Mello-

I Rooses. I confess I think that's a little crazy. The State's not going to do that. We cannotdo it analogously to the way we guarantee hospital funds without a change in the State's
Constitution. And I think that's probably not likely to happen. It would be fine if it
could.

I I think that's basically my list, which is a little disorganized. Oh!--there were proposals
that we should specify more clearly what ought to be on official statement type of

i disclosure. Disclosure to investors and bond buyers. And although that's not normallythought of as the province of state law, but rather federal law, it may be that we should
do something like that.

I
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And then finally, we almost certainly need better secondary market disclosure. And there
was language added to the law last year which encouraged secondary market disclosure, _.
but on a voluntary basis-and there was opposition going farther than that. And a most Iinteresting question, perhaps, for this group is if we were to require that cities report
regularly on the condition of their Mello-Roos districts, the question arises to whom
should they report? And the most obvious repository is right before us. And I don't _l
know whether that would make you nervous or not. But you might think about it. It
might make other people nervous, I promise you.

IThat's my basic list. One other request as long as... maybe I could make is... With respect
to improving disclosure the law currently requires extensive disclosure, but no one has
ever collected the disclosure forms that arc actually used by local agencies. If the
Commission staff could do that and collect 50 or 60 different forms, we would then know I
a good deal more about what is currently going on and also have probably a better basis
for drafting some sort of collective form.

That's my list. I read the list in part because I thought it would test my hearing and see I
if I had missed anything. m

Brown: You did just fine. Mr. Mysczinski, thank you. Senator Bergeson has a question, i

Bergesou: Mr. Mysczinski, one of the concerns indicated by one of the witnesses was
whether or not there would be changes in assessment. Say, with declining values within _m

the residents or within the project, or whatever. And I was wondering if there is or if _•
there has been any attention given to provisions for declining value. You mention I
appraisal but what about re-appraisal as we see changing economic situations. And also
the buildout within those communities that was predicated upon a presumption of revenue fat
and whether that would materialize. Whether that again would impact those homebuyers. .!
I guess it's kind of a multi-faceted question as to really where is the taxpayer going to
end up with changing conditions, whether it be a changing economy or whether it be a m

revenue stream that fails to materialize. I

Mysezinski: Well, the way I understand it, at least the first part of that concerns what
Mr. Taussig called "coverage'. The extent to which the tax levied against residences can •
be sufficient to cover the debt service plus l0 percent or some other amount sufficient to
cover disasters, particularly the disaster that the developer goes bankrupt. The current
law does not set a limit on the amount of coverage. In theory it's possible for a bond m

attorney to set up one of these districts so that if the developer failed, the tax on the •
homeowner could double or triple or quadruple. I've never heard of that happening but it J

could legally happen. And maybe there Ought to be some statutory limit on that. The
other way at looking at the question is, people talk about MelIo-Roos bonds as though •
they were one kind of thing, but in truth they're two completely different kinds of |
things. There is a relatively high-risk bond for a relatively short period of time when the
project is developing. Once the project is developed, in my view, most Mello-Roos bonds c,
arc almost like G.O.'s. There's a widely distributed tax base, and they're remarkably •
secure. By now, a fair amount of the $3.6 billion of debt is in the second category. And g

it's that first part that's the danger and that we need to be careful about, and where we
particularly need secondary market reporting. Which is another way of getting at the
point that you're making. If there's been evidence of a major drop in land values, |
something like that ought to be reported so that the world at large knew about it--not just
some investors who were able to unload their bonds. Not that anybody would do that...

Brown: Further questions, Senator? I
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Bergeson: Lots of them. But I'll save them for later.

Brown: Thank you very much, Mr. Mysczinski. Our one public speaker is Donald Swift
from Aliso Yiejo. Mr. Swift. We might have another one?

Swift: Madam Chairwoman. Senator and Commissioners. My name is Donald Swift. Ilive in Aliso Vicjo. And in the past few months I have undergone quite a bit, taken a lot
of time, to study Mello-Roos taxing in our district, which is CFD #88-1.

l When I looked at the agenda I was a bit disappointed that there were so few taxpayers.

1

And I have a feeling there are very few taxpayers here.

I Brown: I think we all pay taxes. At least I do:
Swift: I mean Mello-Roos taxpayers. Excuse me.

1 taxpayers. Yes, you could be correct.
Brown: M¢llo-Roos

Swift: But there arc lots of developers, county people, bond consultants, bond

I underwriters, bond funds, market absorption analysis--and they love Mello-Rooses becausethey all live off them. They all make a lot of money off of those. But the taxpayers--the
ones that are paying these taxes--they're at work today. And they're having to struggle

i because these taxes are, in many cases, not fair. And I want to give you an example,
when we come to tax rates, what our rates are in Aliso Viejo, CFD #88-1. Now the
developers are not amiss to putting in 30 homes per acre. Now 30 homes--the average
Mello-Roos tax rate is close to $30,000. The developer's tax rate at the first level is $600

i an acre. That's two percent. And it may not ever go beyond the first level of taxation to• step two. If it goes to step two he may pay $700; he may pay $1,000. And the most he
can pay is $12,000 an acre. This is almost one third of what the developed property is

i going to pay. Now I ask you not to have any tears for the developer that's stuck with
land in a Mello-Roos. Not on those rates. And moreover, it is important to know that the
developer, even though he may not be selling his land as fast, has other means of getting
rid of this land. Much of it is dedicated to the County. That's out of his inventory.

I Much of it is dedicated to our master association. Out of the inventory. And in one ofthe projections for our Mello-Roos, the developer is out of land in about four or five
years. And the load goes solely to the developed property, and in that projection the total

i debt service paid by the developer was somewhere in the area of 3 percent.Now as far disclosure is concerned. Of course, the buyer needs to be told of the Mello-
Roos. The resale buyer needs to know it. But now we're worrying about the bond

, investor. He must be disclosed. No one has said anything about disclosing to the
J taxpayer, who pays year after year after year. Hegcts absolutely nothing from the

legislative body that is administering his Mcllo-Roos that he pays thousands of dollars for.

i He has no idea how the funds arc invested. He has no idea who's paying what taxes.
How much is the developer paying? How much is the commercial paying? And I
recommend seriously that although a constitutional amendment, I think, is one ! would
support, the time lag for that calls for immediate addressing the reporting of MelIo-Roos

I conditions to the taxpayers that pay the bills. And this would include a fiscal yearincome and expense statement, a fiscal year audited financial statement, fiscal year report
of tax receipts' from each of the following classes, and otl and on. Things that they need

to know. They can evaluate. They're smart. They just don't have time to go to the
County and get all that information. And when you go to the County you don't get much.
They say, "well, our bond consultant handles this." I called the bond consultant. I said

!
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how much did the developer pay in Mello-Roos taxes last year. "That's confidential I
information." We're in the dark[

Now, there are some provisions, and VII finish up with this. There are some provisions in 'i
the Mello-Roos Act for protest by taxpayers and registered voters. Once a certain
percentage vote for changes in the bond issues,or facilities to he built by the bond issues,
that has to be considered by the Legislature. Now it's come to my knowledge that in land •
sales contracts in Aliso Yiejo the buyer is having to sign waiver of his rights to protest.
That doesn't sound right. And I don't have something in front of me to show to you. But
it's something that I would ask the Commission to look into. Because if the teeth is out of

!the Act, then we're at the mercy of a plan that goes on for 50 years, 60 years, with no
recourse.

Brown: Mr. Swift, thank you very much. Are there questions from the Commission I
members? And we did make note of your question and we will be happy to investigate 1
that. The final speaker is Roger Rosshold, a real property consultant from Laguna Hills.
We are going to end precisely at 1:30 p.m. if you keep to your time.

• IRnsshuld: I've got five minutes. The rest is up to you. Thank you. I am a real property
consultant. My practice focuses on fiscal impact analysis, including annexation of
projects as large as 4,000 acres. I also do market feasibility analysis of residential and •
commercial development. In addition to that, I am privileged to serve as Finance I
Commissioner for the City of [rvine. And prior to that I was a Community Services
Commissioner, taking the lead on a $60 million Mello-Roos facilities district for parks for
the City of Irvine. We were defeated by a three-to-one margin. So with the Finance m
Commission giving me a perspective on the problems of city financing and local II
financing, what I'd like to do is address three issues that have been covered today.

/

Number one, professionally 1 would recommend that developer-supported improvements to ,!
the land (road, sewer, water, power, etc.) not exceed 0ne half of one percent of the
assessedvalue of the property. That leaves us one percent for the basic tax levy and it
leaves a half percent for future unanticipated costswhich may accrue down the road, be !
they additional fire stations, police, public safety, parks or what have you. I think that's
fair to homeowner and the future buyer. And I think from a market feasibility

standpoint, it's sustainable in the market. •
!1

Secondly, I would not recommend support of ACAd--th¢ first time I've heard about is
today--which is a simple majority. A simple majority does not provide for a margin of ,i
error. We've heard Mr. Taussig today address debt-service coverage ratio. We've heard •
value-lien ratios. All of these things address the issue of a margin for error. If we talk
about a simple majority, and given the fact that in some jurisdictions the majority of
residents are not registered to vote--the majority of registered voters don't turn up to •
vote--we have the possibility the way some propositions are written by George Orwell and II
Alice in Wonderland that "yes" is "no",and "no" is "yes". I think there's the element of
confusion on the part of the voter that a simple majority is not fair. I would recommend
a minimum of 55 percent which allows for a 1.22 "yes"coverage vote ratio to cover for II
the margin of error.

Finally, I'm glad of what Ms. Stalling said today. I thought I was going to alone in •
mentioning this. But in a free market the buyer/consumer sets the price, not the I
supplier/developer. When a developer says if you impose this cost I will passit through to
the huyer...hogwash. It affects profit; it affects the land value which the prior owner of
thelandassumed hislandwas worth,but itdoesn'talwaysgetpassedthroughto the i
buyer. Pricesof homes in Orange County thelasttwo yearshave dropped 25 percentin
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I some areas. And 1 would challenge any developer to say that it's because assessments were

reduced or the land value was reduced or whatever. The buyer dictated what they will

i pay for the home. So, yes, costs are an imposition and do ultimately affect the price ofthe home, but don't say it affects the affordability without also saying it affects
profitability and the value of the land. Thank you.

I you very any questions. If not, I would invite any of
Brown: Thank much. Are there

the Commission members and guests of the Commission to make any comments which they
might have regarding the hearing today. Start to my right.

I Merz: I think I'd just say that I feel this hearing was very worthwhile. I know I learned
a lot as a County official and as a Commissioner. And that it really revealed a lot to me
from the various perspectives here. And it will give us a lot of information that we

I .needed in order to make these decisions. And I want to thank that did
everybody come

forward today because it really provided the information that we needed to make
decisions. That's basically all I have to say.

I Brown: Thank you very much, Treasurer Merz. Senator Bergeson.

Bergeson: Well, I'd like to thank the Commission for the opportunity to participate in the

I hearing. It was very informative and I would like to invite continuing dialogue of theSenate Local Government Committee which will be looking at these issues if there is
legislation... And certainly we invite your continuing input and appreciate whatever

support you can give to making it a truly democratic process.
MI

Brown: Thank you very much. Treasurer Turner.

-I Turner: I'd just like to echo the comments that I think this has been a very informative
i presentation. And I'd like to thank Commissioner Brown for having the foresight to get

this hearing going for this benefit. Thank you, again.

I Brown: I would just conclude by summing up the issues that l heard. And they blend
rather well with those that Dean Mysczinski identified.

I We heard a great deal about the disclosure of the Mello-Roos tax to homebuyers and totaxpayers. We heard about disclosure in the secondary market. We heard, in addition,
about limiting the burden of the Mello-Roos tax, and different suggestions were made

I relating to that. We heard about the vulnerability of Mello-Roos bonds to the recessionand to declining real estate values. And we heard about the need for secondary market
disclosure and disclosure to Mcllo-Roos taxpayers. We heard, in addition, about the
vulnerability of local governments to unsavory developers and underwriters. And we

I heard about the so-called "shopping" for a Mello-Roos sponsor, and heard a good dealabout that. We heard some requests, though we also heard objections to, possible state
regulatory action, such as a state review committee. And we heard about greater

I representation of taxpayers on Mello-Roos boards at the local level. We heard about thenotion of equity over and over and over again.

I think if there is one theme that came through, we heard a lot of technical information.

I We heard a lot of very informative presentations that related to the range of the issuesthat confront us as we look at Mello-Roos bonds. But I think if there is one underlying
theme, it is that this question of fairness and equity. Which brings me to the final issue

i raised that Dean did not have on his list, and that is the G.O. bond measure and changingfrom a two-thirds vote requirement to a simple majority, or as suggested by our final
speaker, something in between. But who benefits and how they benefit and how they pay

I
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for the benefits of living in a society and in a community is fundamental to the whole I
Mello-Roos Bond Act.

I would like to conclude by thanking my Commissioners and thanking Senator Bergeson I
for her attention, her time and her presence here. It really does, I think, enhance the
deliberations of the Commission. And 1 especially want to thank Steve Shea and Steve

Juarez, the Executive Staff for the Commission who have really put together an Ioutstanding framework for this hearing so that we could generate as much information, as
much light, and the heat we were prepared to take. And I want to thank them. Is there

anyone else from the staff that is here, Steve? And Mary as well. Thank you very much. lIt has been my pleasure to hear from all of you today. And we will, as a Commission,
review the testimony. And we will make a report to the Legislature, Senator Bergeson,

andyourWillpatience.dOso inGoodatimelYday,manner. Thank you all for your time, for your attention, for I

!

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Re: Mello-Roos

Dear Steve:

This is just a follow-up to our telephone conversation of Wednesday
morning.

i Disclosure is an area that still needs strengthening in the law. I

am enclosing a sample disclosure form that I am proposing to use in
one of my projects now. I firmly believe that there should be a

I legal requirement for a developer to have such a form signed by a
prospective purchaser before the prospective purchaser is permitted
to sign even a contract of nurc_ase on a home.

I We might even go farther, and this is not something I mentioned in
our telephone conversation. If a prospective home purchaser were

required to make an election, at the time of purchase, •either to

i pay off the entire special tax obligation in escrow or, as an
alternative, to agree to accept the on-going tax, I believe this

would go a long way toward forcing the presence of the tax to
affect the purchase price (which is the practical measure of

i "fairness"). I enclose another form that attempts to accomplish• this. I am also proposing to use this in one of my projects,

although I have not had any experience in using it in the past.

'I The great difficulty in doing the payoff option, which is the
m reason why it has not often been done before, is that it can be

very difficult to calculate a payoff amount. If we are trying to

i base the amount of payoff on the amount of the taxes that the homewould otherwise pay in the future, it can become vlrtually
impossible. That is, we do not yet know precisely what the

i onstruction cost will be, we do not know what inflation will be

prior to the start of construction, we do not know what the

absorption rate of the development will be so we do not know when
the facilities will be built, we do not know what the interest rate

'i will be when bonds are sold in the future, and if schools are

I involved, we certainly do not know what contributions will come

from the State program. We would, therefore, have to make

I
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I
conservative assumptions on all those points which would mean that

the payoff option would, in practice, be very expensive. It may, i
nonetheless, be worth doing because of the attention it draws to |
the presence of the tax at the time of purchase.

Another option of prepayment might be to reduce all infrastructure
cost to a per house cost, and size the Mello-Roos as an appropriate

multiple of that figure. That figure can perhaps be adjusted
annually to reflect inflation, etc. The one-time payoff option in
that amount can be given to each purchaser. |
In either case, if a homeowner would later complain that he did not

get anything for his tax, he can be told that he got a purchase

price that was, in effect, lowered by the amount of the payoff |
option.

Again, a sign in real estate offices or on real estate purchase n

contracts, that is similar to the surgeon general's warnings on
n

cigarettes but related to Mello-Roos, might be an appropriate

legislative requirement, i
Finally, I want to reiterate my strong belief, based on substantial

experience, that there are many situations where it is not only i

appropriate, but a much better practice, to permit different tax •
rates on developed and undeveloped property. So long as this is u
done in a way such that the developed property does Dot subsidize
the undeveloped property, it is both fair and a means to avoid i

potential explosive political problems.

To briefly remind you of the example I used in the telephone im
conversation: If the ultimate fair share for a house will be i

$I,000 in Mello-Roos tax, it is better to start charging that i
amount on each house in Phase I of the development from the

beginning, even if the undeveloped Phase II pays a lesser amount m
initially. Phase I is paying its fair share; Phase II has less

infrastructure than Phase I, so it pays less; and most important of
all, when Phase II is built, the residents of Phase I will not see mmm

a sudden increase in their taxes. That is what is explosive. U

Finally, in the case of schools, if property has been required to

particlpate in a Mello-Roos because of the legislative authority to l
require it to mitigate its school impacts, then to require it to
pay a tax before it has any school impacts may exceed the

legislative mandate and actually be illegal. Note that if the

property never develops, it will never have any school impacts and •

that, in any case, it has no school impacts until it develops.

Again, if there is any thought ever given to codifying your IN
guideline on whether developed and undeveloped property should |

I
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!
always pay the same rate, I would like to have an opportunity to

I testify on that issue.
I have also enclosed a form letter I have developed for governing

i boards which are experiencing protests from Mello-Roos taxpayers,
in case it may be of interest to you.

I appreciate the time you took with me on the telephone on

I Wednesday morning and look forward to speaking with you again soon.
Very truly yours,

I STURGIS, NESS, BRUNSELL & SPE_Y

a__poration

i DanTel _ 'Bort

DCB/aw

I Enc.

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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ii
Mr. Steve Juerez J
Executive Director
California Debt Advisory commission J
815 Capitol Moll, Room 400
P,O, Box g42BOg
Sacramento, CA B4209-CX301 I

DearMr.Juerez: I'

VVith regret, we e're not able to attend the January 15, 1992 hearing which has been called by

the Chair of the California Debt Advisory Commission, Ms. Kethleen Brown, to openly discuss ••the benefits end liabilities associated with the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982, as
emended (the "Act'). However, we wish to respond in writing to some of the aspects of the
Act which have recently come under scrutiny. R
We are a financial pl_hning end advisory firm located in Sacramento. Our focus is facilities 1
financing. We serve more than 50 local government agencies throughout the State, the
majority of which ere school districts. We view the Act as providing one of the only several ml
available avenues local government agencies have to meet the growing infrastructure crisis in •
California, By our observation, Mello-Roos districts formed under the authority of the Act can IB
be either one of two types" landowner voted (or land-bsssd| districts or popularly approved

districts, IOur company has had direct experience with the formation end utilization of. five popularly
approved Molto-RoDs districts within the past two years with s combined bonding authorization
of over $150 million. We view popularly approved Mello-Roos districts, from e public policy •
point of view, to be similar to a general obligation funding source in many ways. Both ere |
approved by a vote of the people and require a two-thirds majority for paessge. The Act,
however, provides Merle-RoDs funding districts with much more flexibility with respect to tax
policy then e rigidly controlled ed velorem funding source. For instance, the ability to "custom
design" the boundaries of • Mello-Roos funding district, the tax rates end taxing methodology •
which can be implemented end the ability to provide exempttons to certain residents of s Mello-
RoDs funding district are just a few of the many benefits which the Act provides. The added
flexibilitiee of Msllo-Roos districts which ere authorized by the Act make them the only means •

by which numerous communities throughput the Stats can achieve a two-thiNe majority vote. II
Our experience with popularly approved Mello-Roos districts has been that the local
government agencies which form them and the communities which the Mello-Rooe districts •
serve have found the ACt to provide them an extremely important and valuable means by which
public infrastructure is funded.

On the other hand, I read with much interest a recent article which was published in the Wall I
Street Journal that described the risk of bond default in several Mello-Roos districts In
California, Our philosophy with respect to Mello-Roos finsncings for schools (that are not
popularly approved] is that the purpose of landowner approved Mello-Roos districts is to provide Im
• means of growth mitigation. As such, the mitigation is not needed until the point of impact, Iwhich, of course, is just after the construction of new homes.

1228 N Street, Suite 13, Sacramento, CA 95814-5609 I
Telephone (916) 444-5100 Fax [916] 444-5109

6,, |
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When forming Mello-Roos districts which ere lend-owner approved (i.e. approved before the
appearance of the homeowners), it is our strategy to design Msllo-Roos school taxes which

i ere levied only after the property is developedend after the homes have been constructed.Consequently, we do not recommend that our clients issue Msllo-Roos bonds secured by

projected development. The Mello-Roosbonds that ere issued by our clients ere quite different

than the Mello-Roos bonds described in the above referenced article. Those CFD's, and
specificallythe bonds that have been issued in conjunction with them, ere in fact secured by
future development unde_ the theory that "if we sell the bonds end put in infrastructure, the

.I peoplewill come."
It Is certainly the case that some infrastructure, if not s surefire growth inducement, is e
precursor to development, such es roads which ere required to gain access to s development
site. However, we object to the issuance of debt which is to be repaid by proscted
development unless it is absolutelynecessary, and then only if adequate protections ere put In

I place. ,

I On behalf of our chente, we need to be concerned about the negative puhlicityreganding Mello-

Rooa bonds because such negative publicity effects the capital markets and increases the
likelihoodthat borrowing costs on future bends, Mello-Roosor otherwise issued by our clients
will bs higher,

I When available, we would be Interested in receivingsn officialtranscript of the hearing, end, ofcourse, if you would like to discussany of this information with us further, please let us know.

i varytrulyyours,
1

GOVERNMENT INANCIAL STRATEGIES

President

patio

I
i
|
|
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Janus ry 14, 199 2 succeed in tomorrow's world." I

Mr. Steve Juarez, Executive Director I
California Debt Advisory Commission I
915 Capitol Mall Room 400
Sacramento, CA 94209-0001

11

Dear Mr. Juarez_ I

The Saddleback Valley Unified school District (the "District") IB
would like to take this opportunity to express our support for l
the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 (the "Act). The
District was one of the first school districts in the state to

utilize the provisions of the Act in order to provide funding for
necessary school facilities when state constructlon funds were m
nonexistent or extremely limited. The District formed its first
CFD under the Act in 1986, and since that time, has formed slx m

additional CFDs for school facilities. In addition, the District I
has participated with the County of Orange under a Joint
Financing Agreement for three additional CFDs.

m

As a result of our success wlth CFDs, the District has been able I

to complete the construction of two elementary schools end a

major addition to an existing high school. The District is about m
to begin construction on an intermediate school and another four Ielementary schools In the near future. Without Mello-Roos

financing the District simply would not have been able to provide

adequate school facilities to house students generated from new
residential development. In September 1986, the District's

enrollment was 21,184 students; by September 1991, this figure
had grown to 26,127 students. Major portions of the District i
remain to be developed, and through the CFDs formed over this I
undeveloped property under the Act, the District can be assured

of having financing available to build the necessary facilities.
I

The District strongly supports the current Mello-Roos financing I
structure and recommends the State Treasurer's office leave this

structure alone. Understandably, there have been some concerns m

over Mello-Roos Bond sales due to recent newspaper articles. The •

District believes that the key to sound Mello-Roos financing is
m

through careful and cautious formation of CFDs, based on

independent appraisals of land values, developing a rate and •
method of apportionment which provides for adequate debt service
payment, and use of a professional team with experience in the

field, i

SADDLEBACK VALLEY eOARO OUCAONII
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT  egh. Msthu_ PresidentII

R. Kent Harm, Vice President
25631 DISENO DRIVE SUPER_TENDENT Ms_la L. BHch, Cle_
MISSION WEJ_ CAL_ORN_ 92691 O_ Petsr A. Hs_man Bobbee CIIne, Member
_1_ 686-1234 Oore _ GIIbe_ M.D., Member66
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Mr. Steve Juarez, Executive Director
California Debt Advisory Commission

I January 14, 1992Page 2

I If Nello-Roos financing was no longer available to school
districts, the demand upon the state for funding for school
facilities would increase beyond the current back-log of funding

I requests. At the present time there is a $5 billion back-log ofrequests for funding for school facilities.

I The District appreciates the opportunity to provide thls letterof support for Mello-Roos Bond financing under the Act. We would
appreciate being kept Informed of any "reform" considerations
which may be circulated.

I Sincerely,

Assistant Superintendent

I Business Services

I (CFD.4734/sb)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Steve Juarez . •Califomi_Debt AdvisoryCommi_ion.
' 915 Capitol Mall, Room 400

• P.O. Box 942809

Sacramento, Ca 94209-0001 •

• ' ' _ • MeLIo-Roos:A System That Does Work

Dear Juarez: I
It waS exactly ten years ago, in 1982, that the California Mello-Roos Community I
Facilities District Act waS passed. Designed as a mechanism to make up for the I

' .... financial slack resulting from the restraints of Proposition 13, the Act provided a
"" means which wouldenable development activityto continue to meet the demands for /

ppblicinfg'astructure. I
• . Mello-Roos provedpopularamongdevelopers, bui'lders,and publicagencies alike, for

: . • ' the straightforwardreason that it providedaworkable meansto provide financing4"or. I
: ' , . . publicinfrastructut'e. " ' ., , . ..

: ' PRINCIPALS '
: ca,rodice,t_l,e,L Even in boom times,escalatingcosts of infrastructure,soaring developer fees, and the I

Complexitiesof mergingpublic and privateagencygoalsand interestshavemade
• l_.t,o_, e.& Mello-Roos an invaluable tool. In the current economic environment, in manyareas

i" . ' J._ L.S_Jnl,,td,ee. it is the virtual lifeblood of new development. I
i " DuaneT.Thomlxo_E& I

AlanR,V,II M,B.A, This crucial Importancewas not, however, Instantaneo_ly apparent. In the earlydays •
". " , of its use, the first lesson was_thatMelIo-ROOsis not nece_arilya simple answer. As.

_SOCI^TeS : public agencies, developmefit _oups, end other entities began to more aggressively •
w.l_re..^et_b,_,e& use the financing optio,'_ Me!lo-Rctc_ provided, it was 'quickly recogn/z_J that ,m

.' .MldmlR,Dequ|_,_& effective implementation required careful thought and planning. •

!,. MIchul],Ptlequln ,
• '. Criticalissues,suchasthemechanismforcleardisclosure,and theappropriate

' ' PAOJEL-"rMANAOBA$relationship between developers and public officials, have been resolved as the
•"' : ._ D.scum,P,& "processhas matured. I

I
i

M_kO_etld_m,l.._ From the beginning, Mello-Roos provided a tool to accomplish an important task. I
-. ,].e_rD.Th_'r_.,e,& But it [_asbeen necessaryto developspecialskillsto usethat tool to greatest

l, I_ P_mqn advantage.
KyI. Mmm

With hundreds of Mello-Roos Districts now successfully established throughout the I
: BUS_eSsOI'ee.ATIONS.... state, and bond financingto the tune of three billiondollars,it's clear that those skills

/oNnI. _Iamn| are now in place.

IIJ
L

' ' ; 20]YHmveAve._l_l ||0 * S_mmlnm,CA 9|815oM,iIlelAddml, EO,8el Dills * g_:llman¢o,CA 958SY.
' ffnaml(glGJg|9,J._3_* FAX,(9I_S)9|9.177|

_hm Cay•P_ (916)gll.}4Vt •
It
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Ironically, as the Mello-Roos system approached the ten-year mark, it Cameunder
intense mediascrutiny. Publicationsrangingfrom the WallStreet Jourua] andthe LA
Times. to local papers such as the Modesto Bee, have recently examined Mello-Roos
system and pronounced it shaky.

To the uninitiated, such reports were cause for alarm. ;To those who work with
Mello-Roos, they were either rehashed iterations of early problems now better
understood.and :,_lved, or. _nco,r_ cases, outright n_islnterpretationsof the Mello-
Roos structure. 1he predictionsof doom are driven by the alleged falling real estate
values m California and the resultant potential for delinquent tax payments and
foreclosures.

To those who question the prudence of invoking Mello-Roos, there is one simple
answer: ten years of demonstrable success. For thuse'who wish to delve a little
deeper the answers are just as clear. Mello-Roos works.., for those who have the
know-how to do it right.

In the case of Mello-Roos, "doing it right" means careful, reality-based planning. It
also means the implementation of safeguardsto ensure the process is correctlyused.

Mello-Roos financing is secured throughthe value of the land. Even in a strong real
estate market, land values must be realisticallyappraised,so the value-to-lien ratio
reflects a potential land value in a depressed market. With land-secured financing,
the bond marketgenerally looks to land being used for the security as having a value

• of at least three times the amount of the bonds.

I Some critics look at the system of bond financing and find it vulnerable. To my
knowledge there has been no bend defaults of Mello-Roos bonds in California to

I date. Certainprobl,_mareas have needed special attention so that defaults have notoccu/red.. " .. -_

The most criticalperiod the life span any owner
in of land Mcllo-RoosCFD isinthe

earlieststages,atthattimewhenbondshavebeencold,andthemajorityoftheland
intheCFD isundevelopedandisownedbyalimitednumberofowners.Butshould

I a delinquency occur during this phase, there is fiscal protection built into the bondprogram. Must Mello-Roos districts are structured with a reserve fund that generally
will pros/de up to one year of debt service for the bonds. If property owners do not

I make their tax payments, the administeringagencycan make the bend payments fromthe reserve fund.The agency then has the right to foreclose on any propertieswho
have defaulted on their tax payments. Funds received from the sale of property is

I* used to replenish the reserve fund and pay the bond holders.

I i"
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• IOnce development begins, and homeowners begin paying their Mello-Rons taxes,
even these minimal risks are reduced. Where homeowners are unable to pay the
special tax, the public agency could foreclose to secure payment. Realistically,
however, it is unlikely that a homeowner or mortgage holder will allow their $150,000 I

residenCe (for example).to be foreclnsed for non-payment of a $1,500 tax bill.
lid

Another key element in the planning process is timing facility construction to •
•. operational need. In its most basic terms, that means that it makes no sense to build

, a school or any other public infrastructure before the need for that facility is
demonstrated.

: |
Timing of the build-out, and sale of bonds, are processes which must be constantly
refined. Once the initial bond sale has been made; no further sales should occur until m

, growth is underway, and the subsequent debt is supportable by the developed I
property.

i.

•Where these guidelines are followed, Mello-Roos is proving effective and important
for growth, in virtually any economic climate. It does not, in and of itself, stimulate

development. It merely provides a practical, realistic, and fair means of funding public

impacts associated with the growth. I
Q

Why is the system now being questioned7
/

• !One reason is a lack of understanding of the process. In some cases normal events,
• such as a slowdown in growth due to the changing economy, have been laid at thc

dooi"of Mello-Roos. In other casns, events that are a natural part of the learning a

curve, such as too-qulck construction of facilitins, have been inaccurately cited as
evidence of a flawed system. W

There is no question that there have been problems with some districts, particularly i
thnse which were among the first formed. The misdirection of processwhich resulted

• " in those problemshas now been recognized,and corrected in more recently formed

districts. I
A more insidious problem, has been incorrectly finldng Melio-Rons with other
legislative tools whose weaknesses do often outweigh their potential usefulness. I
Marks-Rons financing, for example, provided cities with too-easy access to large bond I
pools, creating indebtedness woes that far offset potential benefits. Because of
extensive pi'oblems, Marks-Rons is now under legislative review.

A related system of financing, Metropolitan Districts, used in Colorado, has run into
trouble because of inherent flaws which have been well avoided in Mello;Roos

legislation. I

'70 I
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iU Beyond these points of consideration is another factor which merits attention. That
is, the current, economic turmoil.

!| .'... In the decade since Mello-Rom was introduced, we have come full circle. 1982.was
a year of economic slowdown,, and a time when new sources for development'

!:m "momentum were sorely needed. Mello-Roos was designed to offer such an option.
II

N . as . • ,er ,b ._s-al ... *..t*._4 iJ_,*. ,A; . ow, _,...,,,:_eue_i...'I,..,.._,.e_._.-._.._._,3- ",,?_tm3.,,.im;.zefinancinl.res,-:_rces.
The economy dictatesthat._ve.becau'tlous,_'andavoid'excessive,rlslcBut italso

i.i dictates that we make the h_t of 6ur tools.
possible use proven

A decade of success has demonstrhted amply that Mello'-Roos Community Facility

i Districts fall into that category.

My comments stem from personal experience in structuring and administering Mello-
MI Roos Districts in Northern California. Additionally, I have organized and sponsored

several day long seminars for the University of California it Davis providing education
and guidance to Public Agencies and private developers on the critical success factors
for Mello-Ro¢_ Districts.

"
Very truly yours,

Jerry L. Slinkard , P.E.

: Principal
JLS/ck'w/wpO004/]uarez.ltr

i ,
I
i ,.

I
i" .p
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MUNI-GUIDE CORPORATION
January 15,1992 l

Comments submitted to the California Debt Advisory commission special hearing on Mello-Roos bonds. I

Most of the questions raised in recent articles about Mello-Roos financing I
have been concerned with why issuers have exposed taxpayers and investors to a

variety of undisclosed risks just to finance private development projects. You are I

now seeking comments on these problems and trying to come up with some I
workable answers.

We think that carefully drafted legislation can improve the Mello-Roos I'

special tax formula rules as well as certain administrative practices including new I
requirements for full disclosure to affected taxpayers and property owners.

However, the question of Mello-Roos bond quality is more complex. The i

possibility of State imposed bond quality standards are of great concern to local I
governments. This type of change could adversely impact their control of

planning, environmental, economic and capital facility programs without I

addressing real world public financing management needs. I

It was Standard and PODrSCorporation that originally brought these MeIIo-

Roos bond default risks to national attention through a Wall Street Journal article. I

Regardless of whether their predictions prove accurate, we believe that there has I

beena key element missing from the financing process that could have helped local

public entities to measure and control the quality of Mello-Roos bond issues. In I

fact, it is possible that if local issuers had the proper tools available to measure I

Mello-Roos bond risks, we would not even be discussing these problems today. I

3790 VIA DE LA VALLE • SUITE 204 • DEL MAR, CA 92014 I
(619) 481-5520 FAX ½619) 481-2170

!



The question remains, if local agencies had fully understood the bond risks

they have been exposing investors to, would they have gone ahead anyway? In

our opinion, they probably would not have gone ahead. In our experience, when

local public agencies have a way to objectively measure this bond risk potential,

i they usually find ways to minimize it and keep it within acceptable public policy

limits. Unlike most municipal bonds, the quality of Mello-Roos bonds can be

largely controlled by the issuer and its financing team.

t Most municipal bonds are subjected to ratings issued by one or more of the

three national rating agencies. These ratings generally provide a yard-stick that

enables both the investor and the issuer to double-check the quality of the bonds

I being offered. Ratings also can help public agencies to make sure that the public

revenues and resourcessecuring the bonds are within generally accepted financing

I feasibility guidelines.

I There are several reasons why most of the Mello-Roos bonds now

outstanding have not been rated. Of particular concern are the "dirt bonds" or

I
bonds that are issued to finance the cost of public facilities for land development

I projects. One reason development bonds have not enjoyed the benefits theof

rating process iS because of the complexity of accurately evaluating the underlying
real estate security. Contrary to popular opinion, many of these bonds can meet

I investment quality standards. A number of industry participants recognize that the

i security aspects of Mello-Roos bonds are not widely understood. (Please see
Muni-Guide Rating Criteria attached.)

| / 73
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In a recent article, Dean Misczynski, Principal Consultant with the State I

Senate Office of Research is quoted as saying that Mello-Roos bonds are usually I

not rated because the long established rating agencies are only "equipped to tell

you this is a developed district and gets an 'A' rating, or Ihey can tell yon its I

undeveloped so it's a BBB - minus. They don't give you in between information I

for real world Mello-Roos bonds" he continued, "so there is no rating information

of any value to anybody." (California Public Finance, Brad Altman, December I

9,1991)

We believe that State legislation and regulatory control will not provide a

I
workable method of dealing with these complex questions of Mello-Roos bond

quality. At the same time, it is not realistic to expect that all public finance t

professionals will voluntarily change their ways and override their monetary I
interests by imposing on themselves meaningful credit and disclosure standards for

Mello-Roos bonds. Mello-Roos bond investors are also not apt to band together I

and insist on uniform standards for credit analysis and disclosure. I
A new comprehensive rating system designed specifically for Mello-Roos

bonds might be the key element needed by local government issuers to monitor and I

control bond quality. A better rating system also might help financial advisors and I
underwriters to communicate more accurately with issuers when the key credit

decisions are being made. Such a rating system is now available. Our conclusion I

is that this rating system is the most practical way for a local agency to control it's I
Mello-Roos bonds and make sure they meet minimum quality standards.

Thomas McPhail

!
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I Kathleen Brown

California State Treasurer

I Chair, California Debt Advisory Commission915 Capitol Mall, Room 400
Sacramento, CA 94209-00001

I Re: Mello-Roos Financin_ in California

Dear MS. Brown:

I I am an attorney In private practice who spends a
substantial amount of time working with developers and landowners
who are concerned with the provision of public facilities and

I services, including school facilities, in new communities
throughout California. My purpose in writing is to provide a
perspective on the use of the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act

I of 1992 (the "Mello-Roos Act"). The perspective I offer is thatof the developers and landowners who are faced with the often

conflicting tasks of providing housing and meeting the demands of
federal, state and local government and existing residents to

I provide the public facilities and services required to serve anew development and existing communities. I would also like to
offer some concrete suggestions for improving the Mello-Roos Act

I and some comments on the Commission's proposed Planning andProject Evaluation Guidelines.

BACKGROUND

I At the risk of using an often misused phrase, Mello-
Roos Districts are not the problem, they are the solutlon to a

I problem that has multiple causes. Proposition 13 began a patternof passing the bill but not the bucks for financing public
services and facilities in California. As a result of

Proposition 13, the burden of financing the costs of government

I
01-15-_ I_-(]_042
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have been disproportionately allocated among otherwise similarly I
situated residents to the point where the property taxes paid by

Ms. Jones on her 3-bedroom home may be five times the property •
taxes paid by her next door neighbor Ms. Smith. The State has l
passed and continues to pass the bill for financing essential
services and facilities to local governments and school

districts. Local governments and school districts have, in turn, m
attempted to pass the bill to the developers of new housing. The

resulting increased housing prices are paid by, guess who,

Ms. Smith. The Mello-Roos Act created the mechanism for paying m
the bill. It did nothing and cannot in any practical sense do l
anything to correct the pattern of inequities begun by
Proposition 13.

i

Many communities in California have insisted that, in g
order to maintain a certain "quality of life" for their existing
and future residents, the impacts of growth in their community i
must be remedied prior to the time growth occurs, not after. The I
Mello-Roos Act has provided a mechanism to achieve this

objective.
m

Now the bank and savings and loan industries have I
dropped cut of the business of providing the credit that has been
the lifeblood of economic growth and the provision of housing in
californla. The Mello-Roos Act has provided a mechanism to fill |
a portion of the void left by the retreating lending
institutions.

m

IFHERE _ ARZ TODAY g

In the face of the Mello-Rooe bashing that has become

popular in the press of late, it is important to reiterate the •

validity and utility of the Mello-Roos financing mechanism. The
D

Mello-Roos Act is sound. In application, the mechanism works

smoothly and fairly. Abuses of the law are rare. With the •

increasing involvement of experienced professionals in the m
process and exposure of those few abuses that have occurred
through the Commission's efforts and the press, abuses should

virtually disappear entirely. I

The Mello-Roos Act works and it has found acceptance in

the homebuying market. The January 3, 1992 Business Section of m
the Los Angeles Times, Orange County Edition (attached) listed |
the top-five best-selling detached and attached residential

projects in Orange County over the first three quarters of 1991.

of those ten projects, nine are included in Mello-Roos districts. I

01-15-_ 1_-000&2 •
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I It may be no small coincidence that the planned communities that
have utilized the Mello-Roos mechanism are those that are most

successful in these recessionary times.

I WHERE WE NEED TO GO

I i. Project Evaluation Guidelines.
The CDAC report entitled Mello-Roos Financinu in

Californ_ (the "Mello-Roos Report") does a very good Job of

I pointing out the post-Proposition 13 realities that have led tothe increased use of the Mello-Roos financing mechanism by local
governments. It would be very difficult to argue with the

i "Project Evaluation Guidelines" set forth in the report as soundgeneral parameters within which to analyze a proposed Mello-Roos
financing. This is no doubt due to staff's decision to seek the

input of well-quallfied practitioners in the public finance area.

I With one exception, none of those Guidelines need to be writteninto the Mello-Roos Act, however. The bond market itself

provides an excellent pollclng mechanism by rejecting proposed

i Mello-Roos issues that fall to meet many of the general
parameters proposed in your Project Evaluation Guidelines. The
Mello-Rooe Act could be strengthened by providing more focused
consideration in the formation process of disclosure of the

I Mello-Roos district and special tax to the ultimate taxpayer.Perhaps, a discussion of the means and content of disclosure

should be a requisite element of the resolution of intention or

i resolution of formation.
2. Planning Guidelines -- State Responsibility for

School Funding.
m

I Under the guise of providing so-called "Planning

Guidellnes," the Mello-Roos Report actually delivers a Trojan

i Horse to local governments that will lead them further down the
road towards fiscal disaster. With all due respect, the Mello-

Roos Report falls apart when it departs from its stated objective
of reviewing the Mello-Roos Act and providing guidelines on its

I use and ventures into furthering the State policy of passing thebill for educating California's children to local government and
new development. As stated in the Mello-Roos Report, Mello-Roos
Districts may only be a partial solution. The rest of the

I solution must come from the State. Looking to Mello-Roos
Districts to ball out the State will only further tarnish
Mello-Roos bonds in the press and bond market. That result is

I contrary to what I thought was the Commission's goal.

I _-_ 01-15-_ 1_-0e042
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!
Any suggested guidelines for addressing school •

facilities funding through local public financing mechanisms l
should never stray too far from the topic of how the State will

meet its responsibility. As is perhaps the natural tendency of

any State agency, the Commission's suggestions and l
interpretations of the law pay lip service to the State's W

responsibility and show a distinct bias towards passing the bill

without contributing the bucks. •
U

Contrary to the implications of the Mello-Roos Report,
recent court decisions in the area of school facilities financing
do not re_Ire cities and counties to shoulder the full B

responsibility for insuring adequate educational facilities. J
Moreover, the suggestion that school capacity issues should be

addressed in a community's Stats-mandated general plan is a i
thinly veiled attempt by the State to now further escape from its |
funding obligations through the State's planning and zoning laws.
The Report suggests that level of service standards should be

specified in the general plan for school facilities and the
standards should be the State-mandated costs and area standards

schools promulgated by the Stats Allocation Board. In pertinent

part, the Mello-Roos Report states that "[p]lacinq the standards a_
in the general plan demonstrates the commitment to mitigating the |
service impacts of growth according to specified criteria." Any
practicing land use lawyer, city attorney, county counsel or
school district lawyer knows that what this commitment means is •
that all new development will be required to guarantee 100%

financing of new school facilities in order to demonstrate the
"commitment" to meet the State-lmposed legal requirements of m

general plan consistency. My recommendation to any local |
government would be to not include within its general plan the

kind of specific school financing policy suggested by the

Mello-Roos Report until the State guarantees its participation in •

providing funding. To do otherwise is to let the State off the
hook and place the local government squarely on it.

The Mello-Roos Report suggests changes in existing law i

to permit simple majority, rather than two-thirds voter approval
of local general obligation bond issues and community facilities
districts for schools to allow for a more equitable distribution m

of the school facilities funding obligation across the community. |
While this is preferable to the solution of requiring new

development to pay 100% of the costs, it is not the entire eL

solution by any means. First, any change in the law that reduces •

the voting requirement for school general obligatlon bonds must
I

be accompanied by a change in the law that would exempt or

!
:, 01-15-_ 12500-00042
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otherwise give appropriate credit to those areas of a community

that are contributing school funding through an existing
community facility district or some other means. Failure to do
so will not only further the inequities created by the particular
general obligation bond issue vis-a-vis Prop. 13-benefitted
landowners, but may also throw an unsurmountable political

obstacle in the way of the proposed bond election. Second,

making it easier for a local community to finance school
facilities should not be viewed as a way of bailing the State out

of its obligations. Again, any change in the law permitting
simple majorlty-approved general obligation bond issues, or

community-wide community facilities districts for schools should
be accompanied by legislation guaranteeing to local government
that the State will shoulder its share of the obligation to
educate Callfornia's children.

Thank you for considering these comments and

suggestions. The Commission's efforts are greatly appreciated
and will hopefully result in a clearer understanding of
California's infrastructure financing problem and the means of

solving it.

Very truly yours,

John P. g

JPY/lcc
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I
January 20, 1992 I

Honorable Kathleen Brown •
Treasurer
State of Californla

915 Capitol Mall

Room ii0 I
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Ms. Brown: i

After attending the meeting you chaired on Mello-Roos financing on
January 15th in Orange County, I wanted to take the opportunity i

to add my own comments. As Director of Municipal Credit Research, •
my perspective is that of the bond buyer/investor. i

Obviously, one of our primary aims is to insure the safety of the R
investment we make on behalf of our cllents. However, one of the |
issues that was not adequately emphasized at the meeting was our
concern over bond liquidity. We, and many larger institutional

buyers, rarely hold our bonds to maturity. Concerns about safety, i
as is currently the case for Hello-Roos bonds, translate into leas g
liquidity,-i.e, greater dlfflculty in selling bonds at reasonable
prices. A more informed market would go a long way to resolving •
this problem.

In fact, one of the most important points to come out at the

meeting was the lack of adequate secondary market disclosure. I i
cannot emphasis strongly enough how important an issue this is as g

we rely on our own research in making any investment decision.
There is clearly the need for continuous and timely information on n

an ongoing basis, not Just at the time of bond sale. It's
interesting that most municipalities wouldn't think twice about

providing disclosure for their general obligation, lease

revenue/certiflcate of participation, or enterprise revenue bonds, i
Yet many assume no responsibility for disclosure about their Mello- i

Roos (or assessment bonds).

As a buyer of California bonds, we have hundreds of issuers and i

thousands of securities to choose from. Faced with the prospect

of lack of information, especially when the security is Inherently

more risky to begin with (as we feel Mello-Roos bonds are), Just •
leads us to avoid them in the first place.

!
g
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I That is why I found the suggestions to mandate minimum levels of

disclosure as worth pursuing. I know how difficult that whole

I process may be. In considering that approach, I urge you to pay

special attention to the issues of:

ii i) who would be a central repository of such information;

2) what information is to be collected;

3) how often information is to be collected;

4) who would be required to submit information;

I 5) how such information is to be stored; and,

6) how information will be disseminated (insuring timely

distribution and equitable accessto such information).

i nformation that I would like to see includes:I. Status of development:

I I. number and value of residential acres developed;

2. number and value of homes built;
3. number of homes sold;

I 4. default rates (CFD tax and any other tax);

5. number and value of commercial/industrial acres developed;
6. space developed;
7. vacancy rate;
8. default rates; and,

I 9. any lawsuits by homeowners or others.
II. Status of capital projects:

I. information on project and budget status;

I . fund balances in various accounts; and3. planned additlonal borrowing.

I III. Otheri. Overlapping debt statement;
2. Total tax rates;

3. Management comments on original appraisal and absorption

I reports; and,4. Current llst of information contacts.

I I would also llke to make a comment about some discussionsregarding bond insurance or the State of California insuring Mello-

Roos bonds. I doubt that any insurer will he willing to broadly
provide bond insurance for Mello-Roos bonds. Their own AAA ratings

I are dependent on maintaining certain underwriting standards andinsuring non-rated Mello Roos bonds could jeopardize their own

ratings.

I
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In the event the State would be willing to insure the bonds (as it •
does for certain health facility bonds), be aware that insured debt

could be considered as State obligations. Analytically, that could

then add to the State's own debt position, something the State can

ill afford, particularly at this time. I

I found the public hearing to be a positive first step by the State

in addressing developing concerns regarding Mello-Roos financing. •
I also noted your enthusiasm for seeing constitutional changes to
allow a majority vote for general obligation bond authorization.

Such a change would do much to help California's municipalities

meet their capital financing needs (and probably at lower borrowing I
costs).

Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions mm
regarding my comments or would llke some clarification. |

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Rosenblum lDirector - Municipal
Credit Research

I
cc. Steven Juarez

Executive Secretary 1
California Debt Advisory Commission
915 Capitol Mall
Room 400

PO Box 942809 •
Sacramento, CA 94209-0001

I
I
I
I
|
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Steve Shea

California Debt Advisory Commission
P.O. Box 942809

Sacramento, CA 94209-0001

Dear Mr. Shea:

I was disappointed to not be able to attend the Mello-Roos

hearing in Santa Ana. Unfortunately, the District's travel
budget is severely restricted and Z was not able to be there, so
I am sending these comments to be included in whatever analysis

the Debt Advisory Commission and its staff will be making.

As you know, Modesto City Schools has been active in pursuing a
variety of means to finance our expanding facility needs. We

have utilized developer fees, Certificates of Participation,

General Obligation Bonds, and Mello-Roos to finance a
construction program of approximately $I00,000,000 to date and
growing. We have housed an additional 8,655 students in six

years without State funds. Mello-Roos will be our primary tool

to meet continuing facility needs caused by new residential

development. With the declining ability of the State to help
local agencies with infrastructure needs, I firmly believe that
more school districts will need to develop similar comprehensive
and diverse funding programs to accommodate the growing school-

age population in California.

Based on my experiences as both a school planner and Mello-Roos
administrator, I would like to call attention to some specific

situations and to respond to some common criticisms.

OURFOURTHR IS RESPONSIBILITY
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m

Many complaints are heard that the new-home buyer should not bear i
the total cost of providing new infrastructure in a growing

community, especially as relates to schools. The new-home buyer mm

certainly should not be expected to pay for increased or improved B
school facilities necessitated by demographic trends (the "baby

boomlet") or deteriorating facilities rather than by new
development. However, a properly designed Mello-Roos Community •
Facilities District will allocate through the special tax the

cost to provide school facilities to serve only that new home,
without which those expenditures would not be needed.

I
Shouldn,_t the entire communit7 pay for schools?

Yes, up to a point. Our case in Modesto is an excellent example I
in which the entire community voted overwhelmingly (72%) to
approve general obligation bonds and tax itself to provide

adequate schools to serve the existing population. But what D
comes after a general obligation bond? New development in

Modesto is creating a need for school facilities beyond what we
could have provided with the general obligation bond mechanism, mm
Current voters are unlikely to feel it's fair to pay for |
additional schools to serve new homes. The Mello-Roos mechanism

providing that existing general obligation bond rates be frozen

at undeveloped property values when a Mello-Roos is added allows •
the new-home buyer to fully pay for his impact without paying for

pre-existing facilities as well.

Who qets to attend Mello-Roos schools? g

Some Mello-Roos taxpayers in Tracy have raised a concern that •
• their children are not all attending the new Mello-Roos schools

and that other non-Mello-Roos taxpayers' children are. This
argument at first appears compelling unless one understands the n

basic underlying premise of Mello-Roos districts and the B
educational realities of providing school facilities.

The best way to explain this is that a Mello-Roos house is buying •
capacity in the system, not a desk in a particular school. This

is especially obvious in a situation in which a new school will

not be built with the special tax funds, but existing schools m
simply expanded to meet the increased demand. It also applies to U
situations such as Tracy where the revenues from the special tax

are insufficient to fund the building of a school in the early

stagesof development. I

• 84 I
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iI When development starts in a Mello-Roos district, students will
require schools but the special taxes from the initial
development will be too small to finance the construction of a

I new school. The initial Mello-Roos residents must attend
an

existing school facility. This situation will continue until

enough funds are generated to build, open, and operate the new

'1 school.
At this point, the dynamics of phasing in attendance area

adjustments with the least disruption to all students - including
i." those from the Mello-Roos areas - takes over. As a veteran of
W fifteen years experience in making school attendance boundary

adjustments I can say that it is one of the most difficult tasks

i facing any school district. We try to cause as little disruption
and reassign as few students as possible but changes mustbe made

and often phased in over a period of time. Opening a new school
and the resulting reassignment of students throughout the

I district is a difficult task for all concerned. As the situationin Tracy evolves, more "Mello-Roos" children will probably attend

"Mello-Roos" schools. During the phase-in period, a school

i district simply does its best to get all students seats in a
classroom with as little negative impact on the individual

student,s educational program as possible.

I Non-contiguous CFDs are another example to support the premisethat the special tax contributes to the overall system rather
than a specific school. For example, if six developments in

i several different parts of a district all become part of a CFD
and one new school is built with those funds, it obviously can
only be built in one place and cannot directly serve the children

from all the developments. However, by restructuring existing

I school attendance areas to redistribute enrollment, Mello-Rooschildren will find that there is now room at their neighborhood

school because of the relief "their" Mello-Roos school provided
across town.

I I realize this has been a very convoluted and detailed attempt to
explain why a situation which may appear to a resident or

I taxpayer as unfair is in reality quite justifiable. The key isto emphasize that Mello-Roos contributes sTstem oapaolty rather
than buying a specific facility.

!
!
!
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Some argue that a developer should bear the same tax burden as I
the eventual home buyer nr_d ShOkl](| pay the mame amount per acre
as the homes eventually built on that acre will pay. In the best
of all worlds this would be wonderful and would allow a CFD to l

bond for more money earlier and get facilities in place faster. •

Unfortunately, economic realities dictate against this plan.
l

If this requirement were in place, Mello-Roos districts that are •
currently secure because of the lower level of debt in the early
years when ownership is concentrated in the hands of one or a few
owners would be in dire financial straits if the tax burden were l

too high and developers defaulted. A balance must be struck 1
which allows infrastructure development to begin early at a tax mm

level the developer can realistically pay. If the tax burden in
the early years is too large, a developer could not afford to put •

in all the infrastructure to support an entire, multi-phase

development. In addition, the actual impact on facility needs
does not occur until the homes are in place.

Fees versus special tax •
There Is one final reason I would like to point out why Mello- •
Roos is an excellent and important tool for funding school l
facilities. The courts have ruled that new development approvals

can legitimately be conditioned upon mitigation of school i

impacts. Absent a money tree being discovered by the State •
Allocation Board, this mitigation will most likely be from either

a Mello-Roos special tax or a developer fee. One way or another

new growth must pay its way and the eventual cost will devolve to •
the house buyer. So the question becomes which is better, a fee

or a special tax?

A fee is not paid by the developer, despite the term "developer l
fee" and what builders would have us believe. The fee is added

to the cost of the new home and is assumed by the buyer as part

of the cost of the home - and as part of the mortgage. Financing •
the cost of that infrastructure at tax exempt rates, instead of |
mortgage interest rates, will reduce the overall costs. And, if
the home buyer is well-informed and mortgage company appraisers

are doing their job, the purchase price of the Mello-Roos house •
will be lower. Additionally, the special tax is deductible on
income taxes whereas the portion of the purchase price

attributable to fees, other than the interest paid, is not. I

i
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All in all, a well-informed home buyer would opt for a Mello-Roos
home rather than a "fee" home, if all houses for sale in an area

were carrying their fair-share burden of infrastructure costs.
As is always the case during times of transition, we

unfortunately have a mixed bag right now so that clean
comparisons may not be easy for the average home buyer.

8%_K_arv

Having worked with both development of a comprehensive long-range
school funding plan and the administration of a Mello-Roos CFD, I

believe Mello-Roos must remain an integral part of California's _
infrastructure financing system. This is not to say improvements

are not needed. Disclosure requirements still need to be
strengthened and the public agency should have more control over
how that disclosure is made. A governing board should be able to
dictate to the home seller how disclosure will be made. Right

now, the public agency can only hope it won't be left later on
trying to explain to taxpayers something that should have been

disclosed by a seller who has long since left town.

An option for a "buy out" may be a reasonable requirement in
order to make it clear to a home buyer that infrastructure costs
are an integral part of the home - whether as a tax or in the

purchase price.

As always, I would be glad to answer any questions, explain this
dissertation in more (or less?) detail or help in any way I can

with the Commission's analysis of Mello-Roos financing. It is a
strong tool in California's arsenal and must be maintained if we

are to keep afloat.

Sincerely,

MO_TO CITY SCHOOLS
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY BEFORE THE

CALIFORNIA DEBT ADVISORY COMMISSION m
HEARING ON THE MELLO-ROOS ACT OF 1982 U

January 15, 1992

Prepared by I

MARIE L. MARTINEAU mm

O'MELVENY& MYERS U

I appreciate the opportunity to participate in these •

hearings as legal counsel in Mello-Roos financings. My firm has

been active in the Mello-Roos area for some time. I began
participating, mainly as underwriters' counsel, in Mello-Roos

financlngs in 1988. In that time, I have seen a growing •

awareness of the usefulness of such financings for regional and
W

local infrastructure needs. I have also found that most local

governments take their responsibilities to taxpayers and •
investors very seriously.

My perception is that Mello-Roos financing has become a i

necessary tool in getting infrastructure built in developing •
areas. The types of facilities and services which can be W

financed by Mello-Roos districts are well-sulted £o areas of new

development. Mello-Roos financing, used responsibly, can •

equitably spread the burden of paying for local and regional
improvements made necessary by new development.

Legal counsel often does not get involved until the l

point at which the sponsoring entity is ready to proceed with
actual formation and financing of a district. As either bond

counsel or underwriters' counsel, my firm's objectives at that •

point are to see that the district is properly formed, that the
special tax formula works within the bounds of the law, that the

bonds are legal and tax-exempt (if meant to be) and that proper
disclosure is made to potential investors. As one of my n
underwriter clients describes it, our Job is to see that truth

and light prevail. Put thls way, our goal in acting as counsel
in a Mello-R0os financing is no different from any other kind of •

financing. The nature of Mello-Roos financing is such, however, m
that reaching that goal can get complicated.

The job of counsel is made a great deal easier if, long n
before a financing begins, the governmental entity has adopted
guidelines detailing the circumstances under which they will form
and finance a Mello-Roos district. To be most useful, such •

guidelines set the policy of the sponsoring entity and address |
security issues such as appraisal standards, describe what is

expected from the developers, detail the types of infrastructure

which will be financed and similar matters. I

_I-156193.VI I
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I I am fortunate in that every issuer with whom I

regularly work has adopted such guidelines with significant input

I from their experts. Increasingly, the lawyers and otherconsultants are involved in the formulation or revision of

guidelines, a process which makes everyone's life easier in the

long run. Policy decisions are for the issuer to make but input

I from those with experience in the is invaluable.
area

The State has an opportunity to provide guidance in

I this area. The Mello-Roos report issued by the Commission lastfall was helpful in this respect. I would be reluctant to see
the State actually set guidelines for local entities because many

of the issues which need to be addressed are dependant on local

I conditions. However, the State's encouragement of the need forresponsible guidelines should continue. The State and the

Commission also have a role to play in the education of local

I governments, especially those new to Mello-Roos financing.Sample guidelines or lists of issues which should be considered

in promulgating guidelines would be very useful. Such guidance

would assist new and seasoned issuers by giving them the benefit

I of others' often painful experiences.

One area that doem neod to b_ addressed |m disclosure -

I both to taxpayers and to investors. My firm is concerned aboutthe possible vulnerability of the landowner vote used in most

cases to form districts and approve special tax methodologies.

We typically require a validation suit prior to the issuance of

I bonds and opining thereon. It is my understanding that most, ifnot all, bond counsel in the State have the same requirement.

Despite a successful validation action, concerns do exist

I regarding challenges to the landowner vote.
The issuers with whom I work all require that notice be

given to homebuyers in a form approved by the issuer. However,

I many of the notices which I have seen are not as clear as theycould be. Standardization in this area may be helpful.

Taxpayers who understand what they are getting into are less

I likely to feel mistreated by the process.
Recent negative publicity about Mello-Roos financings

underscores the need for full disclosure to investors as well as

I to taxpayers. Issuers frequently think that disclosure toinvestors and drafting the disclosure document are the
underwriters' problem. Rule 15c2-12 and the Supply System

i litigation which prompted it have made it clear that the
disclosure document is the issuer's document as well as the

underwriters' and that a great deal of attention needs to be paid
to disclosure of the risks of a financing.

I This point has not been lost on most issuers but small

or infrequent issuers may need some guidance in this area. I do

i not think it is possible to standardize disclosure although some

LA_'I56193.VI
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i
may disagree. However, the need for standards of disclosure is mm

there. For example, disclosure regarding the financial status of •
large landowners in an undeveloped district is often inadequate.

Developers are frequently reluctant to divulge their financials
or details about their financial arrangements. Until a year or •
so ago, not too much attention was paid to the details of a
developer's flnancials or who its lenders were. In this era of

developer bankruptcies and failed lending institutions, such
details are increasingly important. Issuers need to understand •

the importance of such disclosure and to insist that landowners
divulge such information and allow it to be disclosed in an
official statement. It would be helpful if such matters were •

addressed in the issuer's guidelines and made clear to the l
participating landowners at the start of the process.

Disclosure regarding the financial health of large D
landowners and their lenders is just one example. Similarly,

disclosure about the relative strength or weakness of the local

economy, the appraisal used to evaluate the district and the •
assumptions that went into it, the lien-to-value ratios of the l
district and in some cases of discrete parts of a district,

environmental, regulatory and other factors which might slow down

or stop development all need to be disclosed. All of these i
matters should be addressed by the issuer at an early stage.

The State should be wary of mandating specifics as •

disclosure is so dependent on individual circumstances. However, l
the State can assist educating issuers about their
responsibilities regarding dlsc]osure and in assisting in the

creation of standards of disclosure, i

In conclusion, additional local action may be needed in

many cases to improve the protection afforded to taxpayers and •
investors by the Mello-Roos Act and current practice. State |
action may be desirable but care should be taken in any

legislative response. In my view, the areas to be addressed do
not lend themselves to a statewide legislative response because •

they are dependent on local circumstances. The State does have a
role to play - by providing guidance to local governments and by

developing statewide standards for the protection of taxpayers •
and investors. l

Hearings such as this one are a good start. In my

experience most frequent users of Mello-Roos financing have given •
thoughtful attention to this area. Much can be learned from
their experience and the input of underwriters, experts and

taxpayers. Mello-Roos has been and will continue to be an •

important tool for local governments to address infrastructure g
needs. It is important for all of us who work in this area to

use our best efforts to prevent it from being used irresponsibly.

!
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I
"IT__TIMObFYFOR CDAC HEARING ON MEIJ.D-ROOS

i January15, 1992

I A. Overview
My name is John Gibson, Partnerat Stone & Youngberg. My work as an investment
banker for thepast seven years has concentrated In structuringa varietyof land

I secured InSouthern Caltforma, Prior time Ihadflnancfngs to that twentyyears
experiencemsalocalgovernmentfinancialmanagerw_thresponsibihtyforlongterm
financingprograms.

I We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on Mello-Roos financing,

Therecentdown turnIntheeconomyhasemphasizedcertainaspectsofland.securcd

I financing that deserve close scrutiny. Overallwe feel that Mcllo-Roos financing is anextremelyvaluabletoolthatshouldbesustainedbutthatcouldbeimprovedw_ththe
developmentofcomprehensivelocalgovernmentpoliciesandcertainamendmentsto

I the enabling legislation.
We wishtocomplementCDAC foritseffortstodateandtheMello-RoosFinancing
reportinparticular.Tl_eCDAC reportstartsaneducationprocesswhichwe feelis
importantforallparticxpants,Le.,theIssuercommunity,developers,bondbuyersand

I taxpayers.

I As this tool has evolved and has become more intricate, the markethas responded withhigher buyer awarenessand sophist!cation. In fact, lnvester discriminationts helping
promote tighterunderwrmng criteria,_ssuerinvolvement andultimately better security.

I
I •

L What are your firm'sobjectiveswhen structuring a MeUo-Roos Rnancmg7

I Our first objective Isto help identify the issues that affect the structure and securityfor
the financing and make sure they arediscussed withthe local officials, and that the
consequencesofchoosingonecourseofactionoveranotherispropertyunderstoodby

I the issuer.
In this regardwe attempt to balance the needs of a!l participants, t_e, issuer, deve!nper,

I taxpayerand bond buyerwith a long-termperspecuve, Since the Issuerhas ongoingresponsibility for the financing, we attempt to assist the Issuer look.ahead in the l!fe of
the project, to anticipate potential problems and address them dunng the formation

i process.

I 2. Doyou feel that the interests of the ultimate taxpayersare protected during theMeilo-Roos negotiations between developers and local governments7

We feel that the interests of the ultimate taxpayer are best s.e,reed in those situations

I where the special tax formulaIsdesigned to respond to specific pohcy goals that havebeen adopted by the Issuer.

I
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areas? Whatwould be the co.sequence._ of making it easier for taxpayersdeveloping areas? Whi

to deauthor/ze tmlssued Mello-Roos bonds? I
In the absence of alternative financingsources, both pub!!cand prlvat.e,It is our
.observatlon.that Mello-Roos and other available public financing vehicles are more
Important titan ever before to provide access to the capital marketsfor the timely IInstallation otrequired facilities.

Inasmuch as the law currentlyprovides a mechanism to reduce authorized but unsold
debt and the maximumtax,we do not feel that any change Is necessary. In fact,we are II
concerned that the Act may provide too much,fle,xibd_tybynot requiring that any
proposed reduction be approvedonly after a findm_ by the govermngbody that such

action will not result in an impairment of the securityfor the outstanding bonds. I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

. I
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My n_J'neis Scott Sollers, Partner at Stone & Youngberg. I have overall responsibility for
utvestment b,'mking_,clivJtieS at the firtlt. I've heed involved in public t"m-',,lcefor 16 ye_s.
! believe that Mello-Roos financing ._a rem_kable tool that can help local agencies
finance their capital pr0grants, but certain d{.sciplinesare justified.

4. Do you fc¢l that acid_onal .slateleR£slmJooL,_oee_Icdto sere.ngthenthe Mello-Roos Act in
may way? _ do you feel d,al a local _ b mole llpp_priale?

++Vebelieve certain aspects of the Act could be revised to strengtlren and clar/fy this
Financing If+el.

First|y, |l may be approprl0te to requh'e that _r,y is**_lceru! f',lelh, P,+,osdebt have a
•,. . . •

subshmli_linterestinthepublicfacilitiesbeingfinanced.(..ertamimbalancescanoccurif
dleissuerisonlyactingasa conduitforth_financing.

Once ll+eissuerisidentified,theshtglemost importantrequirementthatwould helpkniecf
disciplineinobesefinancings",,,'ouldbe thedevelopmentofa publicpolicypriortothe
issuanceofbouds. Thispolicyata minlrnom,sh,!uldadcbessdleguidelinessetforthinthe
CDAC report.Indevelopingthispolicywe feelitisappropriatetoforman inter
disciplanarycnnunitteeof appropriateIoc,'dgovermnentstaff.Thi_committeeshould
representallaffectedareasof toc_ governors includingpublic"+v,'+rks,taxcollection,legal
and adminislrativefunctions.The objectiveofthecon'u'ni_teeistopresenttrill.croatianIn

theete,.ledofficialsthatencott_passesthe basicstructureofthefinancing,thecashflow
requirememsand homebuyer d:sclosureamong otherth_n_s.We believethatthesep_licy
guidelinesshouldbe formalizedby theelectedofficialsaf_dsubjecttoperiodicreview.

We feelthatcertainilemssuchascoveragerequirements,useofcapitalizedinterest,fax
differentialsbetweendevelopedand undevelopedland,useofthereserve fundand
foreclosurecovenmllsshouldbe addressedattheIoc'aJlevel.Indlisregard,we feeltlm+any
discussionofvaluetolienratiosshouldcle_lyarticulate_ppraisalmethodologyin
cuntpulingvalue,"aldencompassallland_cured liensrioa paritywidltheSpecialTax in
totalingdebt.

To enmJrea:fappropriatelevelofohiectivity,we feelthatthe Act shmHd requirethal;In),
apprai.snl _,r al'_sorpli_,itl _tltdy cOl|lille fell +ii COllnecfioll IAilh + l+Olld stile lw u,tJe,take,_
iJtde|',eudeotly of"the property uwi+et by eilher the is,'+ucf's s_afl+or COllSUlttlnls retnioe<l hy
lh¢issuerevenifprofessionalfees,'u'epaidby theprupeny owner.

Inaddition,we believethatcerlainaspectsoflhespeci',dto,+,parlicularlyformulasthat
require itlflalors or escalators could be limited though legisl_tt_o,. We also t_lieve thaf Ihe
law should be expanded to, reqt)ire more cc_nplete and _impler disclosure to the ultimate
taxpayer, pCqlculcrly within the secondary or res_e market.

[11sunultal'y, We believe that this financing tool is veP,., valuable, that the vast' majorify +_f
'financ[l_gS have been resl..)usil)ly stn_ctured,bur wauld weh.,.onlefhe _ppo_tunity to wink
with CDAC and the legislature m strengthen the Ac(.

(_pr/163S}
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March 5, 1992
California Debt Advisory Commission

• 915 Capitol Mall, Room 400

P.O. Box 942809Sacramento. California 94209-0001

A_"u: Steve.ruarez,ExecutiveDirector

Dear Mr. Juarez:
[ appreciated the opportunity to speak with you earlier this week regarding CDAC's proposed

changestothe Mello-Roos Community Facilities Actof 1982.The CityandCountyofSanFranciscoiscurrentlyconsideringtheuseoftheAct inconjunction
withtheCity'sMissionBayProject.The MissionBay Projectistheculminationofovertenyearsof

planning,citizeninput,andnegotiationsbetweenthe CityandtheCatellusDevelopmentCorporation.The 300-acremixeduseprojectoffersoneofthelastopportunitiesformajornew developmentinthe
SanFrancisco,andwillinclude8000dwellingunitsand4..8millionsquarefeetofofficespace.

While we are still in the relatively early stages of the financial planning for the many publicimprovements contemplated in this project, it is likely we will use the Act to finance a variety of these
improvements involving several series of bonds.

For that reason, I am pleased that CDAC and others have been responsive to concerns expressed
with respect to various provisions of the Act and have offered revisions which will make the Act a

quality financing vehicle which will accomplish the purposes for which it was designed.I do, however, have concerns with respect to certain revisions, and respectthlly submit the
following comments:

ReconmlendalionNo, 2: Any annual reporting requirements imposed on a legislative body which has
issued bonds under the Act should be based on the reporting of the types of information which the

legislative body has reasonable assurance is accurate (i.e. information reported by its fiscal agents, itspublic works department, and the County tax collector). The legislative body may not have easy
access once a project is completed to certain items referenced under "Development Status" such as
vacancy rates for commercial and industrial property. Even if this information could be obtained from

our.sidesources such as developers and building owner a legislative body not have a of
5, may way

verifying the accuracy of this information. While the CDAC report states that the local agency would
not he liable for reporting !naccuracies. it is unclear whether this asse_nn would stand ,..-'.,o the test

of federal securities law. To the extent secondary market participants relied on these annual reports

": 94
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tomake investmentdecisions,itwouldseemthata legislativebody'sobligationtodiscloseshouldbe
limited to those items which it can determine to be accurate.

While reasonable on-going disclosure will help improve the marketability of Mello-Rooa bonds, it I
should be noted that local govea'nments will be faced with additional costs in providing this

information, which will then have to be passed on to taxpayers within the CFD. I

P-.ecommenctuflonNo. 3: It would seem that the limitation on the annual increase in the special tax of

2% is of primary importance m residential purchasers as distinguished from purchasers of Iundeveloped properties or propertyzoned for non-residential use. The recommendation appears to
make no distinction between th_e classification of purchasers.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on this well-conceived and thoughtful report. I I
'look forward to working with you in the future.

I
Sincerely,

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I
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l Law Omc_ ofSTL_GIS. _SS. BRLINSELL& SPERRY
EUGENE,I_92.,9,,,_ STURGB a prof_slon_ co_omtlon (8001543-6500

m EDeN N. N_SS (510) 652-7588ROBERTBRUNSELL 2000 PoweU S_eet. Suite 1890

SAMUEL_SPERRY Post O_ce Box 8808 FAx_(510} 652-0190DANIELC. BORT

m PHILIPD. _ Emeryvflle, C_l_rnia 94608-1804
March 6, 1992

m REC :VED
Steve Juarez MA_ 9 1992

m Executive Director
California Debt Advisory Commission C_ltFORNJAOE_T
915 Capitol Mall, Room 400 ._DVISORYC_MMI_I_j
Sacramento, CA 95814

m Re: CDAC Report on Proposed Legislative Changes to the Hello-
Roos Act

m Dear Steve:

Thank you for your telephone call the other day. The following are

m my comments on the above-referenced CDAC report.
On the whole I thought the report was excellent, and I agree with

most of its findings and recommendations. It is unfortunately in

m the nature of things that I am not going to spend time discussingthe parts of the report that are good, but will necessarily have to
direct my attention to the portions with which I differ.

m The first issue I wish to raise, and I will raise it on its own
because it seems to cross the boundaries of several of your

recommendations and findings, is the whole issue of the so-called

m "hidden subsidies" for the developers. There are those who wouldargue that the mere presence of public financing itself is a

developer subsidy, and under some circumstances they may be right.

m i do not believe the presence or absence of a developer subsidy isthe issue. The issue is how does the subsidy impact the
howmeowner, and is that impact reasonable.

m Certainly, homeowners can argue that had the issuer not permittedtwo years of funded interest, the bond issue would have been
smaller and the special tax would have been lower. But is that

m really true? It may be that without the two years of capitalized
interest, the bonds would never have been issued, the project would
never have been built and the owners would not have had a house to

buy. Or if the project had gone forward with a lower tax, the

m homeowners, as a direct result, might have had to pay more for thehouse. If the homeowners know the level of special tax burden at

the time they make the decision to buy, and get their "Mello-Roos
discount" based thereon, then they have not been treated .-=_:-_"

m _......._,

and the focus should be on the other issues involved in the subsidy

- such as credit quality or development policy.

!
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We should direct our attention to the proper use of the public 1
finance money. There may be good public policy reasons for not

permitting two years of capitalized interest. Very well, do not •
permit it. But the issue is the public policy of efficient use of
public funds, not on any so-called "unfair" burden on the

taxpayer - because the burden is manifestly not unfair.

Again, I agree with the principle that the developed proper_y •
should not subsidize the developers, but it is essential to

understand that this is a very different and _euY distinct issue •

from the question of whether the developed and undeveloped property
should be taxed at the same rate. If the developed property has

more infrastructure provided to it than the undeveloped property,
it is far more reasonable to require it to pay more than the 1
undeveloped property. I have outlined some of the difficulties 1

involved, in such a situation, in taxing developed and undeveloped
property the same, and the dislocations and political problems that •

will result therefrom, in my letter to the Commission prior to the m
January hearing. I read nuances of response to those arguments in

your current report, but your response must be said to be grudging.
Someone (maybe my friend Harry Clark) sold you on the idea that •

charging uniform rates solves the problem. In a few instances,
that might be the solution; but as a aenera_ rule that solution is

wrong, and was offered by someone who only felt one part of the 1
elephant. |
The argument that the various areasshould then be segregated into

separate improvement areas I find disingenuous. A rose by any •
other name would smell as sweet. Improvement areas add procedural
complexity and expense without any difference in substance or

perception, from the perspective of a homeowner. To merely call it 1
something else, and then say the very same fact situation is thus |
made acceptable, is precisely the kind of thing that gets local
government excoriated.

1

We need to face up to the fact that the developed area should pay 1
its fair share. If it pays more than its fair share, then it is

subsidizing the developers, and in that case I agree with you that
normally should not be permitted unless there are overriding 1
considerations (such as the survivability or existence of the
development itself) which are explicitly addressed and considered

by the local legislative body. If the developed property is merely •
paying its fair share, it has no cause to complain that the m
undeveloped property is paying less. If it agrees to pay more than
its fair share for a time, and knows it is doing so in order that

the development take place at all, it should be free to accept that 1
burden.

In light of the above, it should come as no surprise that I would •

disapprove of paragraph 4 in the proposed notice within your |recommendation No. I.

In your recommendation No. 2 I applaud the motive and share your 1
concern about the cost.

,7 I
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As an aside, there are occasional references in your report to the
"Governing Board of _he C_D." My understanding has always been

I (and I believe this understanding is shared by Dean Misczynski)that CFD's do not have governing boards. The local legislative

body, whatever it may be, acts _r the CFD, but it always acts as

i the legislative body of the local agency, not as the governing
board of the CFD. I do understand that there are some bond counsel

in southern California who take a contrary view.

I On your recommendation No. 3 I have always made the samerecommendation. I have been involved in a few districts where we

have exceeded the 2% (once with a 3.5% rate and once where we

stepped up the tax at pre-specified intervals for a few years and

I then transferred it to a 2% rate). There is always something lostwhen flexibility is taken away, and that is regrettable. I would
not be inclined to touch this area unless there really have been

I abuses that you feel need correcting.
In your recommendation No. 4 I urge caution. I heartilyapprove of

the general motive behind the recommendation. Presumably it would

I not apply to joint powers agencies which are formed by theparticipating local entities and invested with the power to conduct

Mello-Roos proceedings. I have three of such districts. In two of

i them all of the benefitting local entities are par_ies to the jointpower agreement and have representatives sitting on the joint
powers agency board. In one of my districts, four local entities

make up the joint powers agency, each has representation on the

I joint powers agency board, but the agency itself has a jointfinancing agreement with the local county (which declined to
participate directly in the JPA) in order to fund some of the

i county infrastructure. I believe that the total amount of
infrastructure being financed for the joint powers agency members
is greater than that being financed for the county, but even if

this were not so, I do not see the possibility of abuse in such a

I situation.
I would also assttme that you would like to permit a situation, for

l example, where a county conducted proceedings, even though it only
received 40% of the financing proceeds, where it was conducting the
Mello-Roos proceedings for itself and, say, two school districts,
each of which, pursuant to a joint financing agreement, were to

I receive 30% of the financing proceeds. I believe we shouldencourage joint financing agreements, where one entity conducts the
proceedings for all, rather than forcing in every case multiple
agencies to combine in a joint powers agency, which is

l administratively cumbersome and expensive.

Last year's amendment, which required joint financing agreements to
be entered into before the CFD could be formed, seems to me a

I better answer to the concern.

I also believe it is abso!utelv essential to apply any such

l requirement only to districts formed after the effective date ofthe authorizing legislation rather than to bonds iss_ after the

!
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date of the authorizing legislation. Otherwise, you would be in l

danger of wiping out essential mitigation measures which were put
into place to fulfill conditions of development. If the authority •

of the public agencies to implement that mitigation were now to be
wiped out by your legislation, you could create havoc, for it may

be impossible with registered voters now present - to obtain a 2/3 •
vote for a replacement measure. |
I am made uncomfortable by your recommendation No. 5. It strikes

me as the type of action that can result in unexpected and unwanted •

impacts for years to come. .

When I am assisting in the formation of a district where we

authorize a shopping list of possible facilities with no •
expectation that we will ever finance all of them via the Mello-
Roos, I always include a disclaimer to that effect in the documents
and in the Notice of Special Tax Lien. I have almost never •
includedcost estimates in any of the official resolutions. Cost |
estimates are included in the public report prepared for the public

hearing but they have never been more than that, estimates, and

have never been binding upon the local entities. The mind boggles •
at all the sorts of engineering games that would start to be played
if this recommendation were to be adopted. I admit I have not had

the benefit of reading the testimony of John Beckley or Donald •
Swift to see precisely what abuses they complain of. |
Again, making such a requirement applicable to existing CFDs is
equivalent to changing the rules after the game has started. In •
this world of Mello-Roos, where you really get one chance to set up

your authority at the beginning, and then must live with it ever
after, to undercut that authority after the one chance has passed •
could be devastating. |
On your recommendation No. 6, enclosed is a revised copy of the

article sent to you before, which is the best I can currently do in •
addressing this question. To let the financing "tail" wag the

school administration "dog" is clearly wrong.

I do want to take issue with some of the statements in your report, I

however, as they apply to Tracy. I believe there may have been
l

some misunderstanding on your part, although that understanding may
be clarified by the Joint Powers Agency's response to the letter •
from Kathleen Brown. Briefly, it is and always was the policy of |
the Tracy Public Schools to send all students to their neighborhood
school. I have been given to understand that there were situations
in which the children of Mello-Roos special taxpayers, attempting •

to register at their neighborhood school (which was, in fact, a
school paid for by the Mello-Roos financing) were not able to do so
because it had become _. This, of course, is something that •
could happen anywhere in the school district, Mellc-Roos area or |
not. Those students were assigned to the next nearest available

school: _nd it is my understanding tha_ the Text school yesr they
are given the option of either staying at the more distant school •

or of transferring to their neighborhood school. It may be, in

99 |
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m hindsight, that the school district should have left more vacant

room in the Mello-Roos schools at the beginning of a school year

m than it left in other schools to accommodate greater than averageanticipated growth in that area (they may well have done this, I do

not know), but the school district policy cannot be said to be

m "controversial", or any different from any other school district.
The policy which was requested of the school district, and which it

refused to adopt, was a policy which would, in the middle of an

m academic year, reach into a Mello-Roos school and eject anestablished student (assigned to that school under the normal

school attendence boundaries) from that school, and require of that

student a mid-year transfer to a non-neighborhood school, solely

I because that child's parents were not paying the Mello-Roos tax.That would be extremely disruptive educationally, would create a

"second-class citizen" status, and would be contrary to normal

m practice. The contrary practice of requiring a new student to
register in the next available school when the closest school is

already full, whether Mello-Roos is involved or not, is the
established educational practice, applicable statewide, and does

l not discriminate against anyone.

You must understand that no policy was ever established to attempt

I to require Mello-Roos students to attend more remote schools.
What is really irritating about this accusation by the Tracy
Coalition, which you folks appear to have accepted whole, is that

m in addition to being false, three of the people making theaccusation (Bob Beaulieu, Julie Gordon and Laurie Axford,) do not

even have kids in the system. They either do not have kids or they

l have put their kids in private schools. John Kraschinsky does have
kids in the system but they go to their neighborhood, Mello-Roos
school. The former head of the Coalition, Farid Ghalili, who has

kids in the system, has asserted in a letter to the newspapers that

m this problem has been resolved. Because of the School Districts'policy, and the passage of time, this issue has gone away. It was
not even mentioned, that I can recall, at the big public hearing in

December except in the context of non-Mello-Roos kids using "their"

I schools. The Coalition representatives, who have never beenaffected by the problem, are the only one s beating this dead horse.
I guess there's a market for horsemeat.

m The benefit of being able to have their homes built at all, and of
investing the school system with sufficient capacity to receive

their children, seem to me to be fairly direct benefits of paying

l the tax. I infer from your recommendation No. 6 that that is notsufficiently direct for you. Therefore, I must oppose your
recommendation No. 6. Further, I think your recommendation would

m be an absolute disaster if it were applied to all future Mello-
Roos bond issues as opposed to future Mello-Roos districts.

As to your _ssue No. 1, _ have already qenera!!y discussed that. !

m want to specifically comment on your discussion, under thesubheading "Accommodating Multi-Phased CFDs," that some financing

m I00
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decisions should be left to the determination of the voters after m
the CFD becomes inhabited. You also propose some rather strict

rules on differential tax rates for multi-phased CFDs. I would •
like to respectfully suggest that you are getting out of your depth

here (as would anyone who attempts to lay down these sort of
rules). There are two issues. One concerns voter approval, and NN

the other concerns differential tax rate formulae, m

if certain infrastructure is required before development can be

permitted, and the mechanism for supplying that infrastructure is •
the Mello-Roos, it is patently absurd to make the effectiveness of m
the Mello-Roos contingent upon future voter approval of the persons
who will occupy the development. If the infrastructure really is

optional, and is not required before the development can be m
permitted, then perhaps it should be subject to future voter

approval. But in this case, I cannot imagine the developer
agreeing in advance to burden his property with that obligation. •
In most instances the Mello-Roos is a mitigation measure necessary |
to permit development. It can now be unraveled, after the fact,
with the consent of the local agency; but if it becomes subject to

unraveling after the fact without the consent of the local agency, •
no local agency should permit development mitigated by Mello-Roos.

The question of what is a proper burden or an improper burden for
the Mello-Roos to carry is really a question of what is a proper m

burden or an improper burden for new development to be required to •

carry before it can be permitted. That is a question that may
M

require attention, but nQt within the Mello-Roos act. The Mello-

Roos act merely finances what is required in another forum, mm
A suggestion that might meet the concern you have in this context,
and that might be a good amendment to the Mello-Roos act, is to mm

simply require that a time limit be put on the tax. Presently the •
only statutory limit on the tax is when you finish funding what you

B

have authorized. In many instances we do put a time limit on the
tax when we define it, but I do not believe it would be an •
unreasonable requirement to require every Mello-Roos to set a time |
limit on the tax, so that a homeowner is told not only the maximum

tax, but that it cannot be levied on his property beyond a m

specified year. |
AS to the other issue of specifying, in the statute, the exact

relationship permitted between developed and undeveloped property, •
assumes an exactness in the premises that simply does not exist. m
You are not smart enough, no one is smart enough, to make that kind
of a rule in the face of all the possible situations that may occur

in the future, mm
Regarding cross-collateralization, I simply want to take issue with

your second paragraph. The only way in which property owners will mm
not be compensated for their subsidization of delinquent taxpayers l
is when property is not valuable enough to be sold for the amount
of delinquent taxes at a foreclosure sale. If the property is sold

for less than the amount of the delinquent taxes, then there is a •
permanent loss of tax revenue to the CFD. But if the property is

i01 m
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sold for the amount of the delinquent taxes, the subsidizing

i taxpayers will be reimbursed in ev_A'y _. _f the extra tax
to cover delinquencies is not put into the reserve fund but is used
directly for debt service, then when the tax delinquency is cured,
it will not be put into an already full reserve fund, but will be

I put into the redemption account and enure to the benefit of thetaxpayers. If, on the other hand, the extra tax revenue was used
to replenish an already depleted reserve fund (as would usually be
the case) then when the foreclosure proceeds are received, the

I reserve fund will again be already full, and again the foreclosureproceeds will go into the redemption fund and enure to the benefit

of the taxpayers.

I Another possibility is that when the foreclosure proceeds are
received, the reserve fund will be depleted by additional

delinquencies. In that case the foreclosure proceeds will be put

I into the reserve fund and there will be no immediate credit back tothe taxpayers. But when those additional delinquencies are cured
(and remember that these delinquencies bring penalties and interest

i income with them) they will enure to the benefit of the special tax
payers. Eventually the entire reseve fund goes to reduce special
taxes. Nothing is ever lost to the taxpayers unless the delinquent
property is not eventually sold or redeemed for the amount of the

I delinquencies.
There are Just two more points I would like to make. First, I want

i to point out that your discussion under "undesirable consequences
limitatlons includes a desire that each local agencyof tax rate ' "

be assured that either their service level needs will be addressed

Or the development will not be permitted to proceed. _ agree with

I this approach, but merely want to point out that it is at odds withyour earlier discussion of permitting Mello-Roos taxpayers, after
they move into the CFD, to have veto power over the provision of

service level needs. If you are able to define the financial

I responsibilities of local agencies for mitigating service levelimpact, as you also suggest, you might then have a basis for either
prohibiting landowner vote Mello-Roos districts from funding

I service level needs above that minimum requirement, or providingthat any provision of service level needs in excess of that minimum

requirement would be subject to the future vote of the Mello-Roos
residents.

I My last point concerns the proposed 3:1 ratio requirement. As you
point out, this has more or less been the standard, and I would not

i think it a terrible thing if this were adopted. But this is an
area where I feel the market is uniquely qualified to set the
standard, and far more qualified than government. Just a few

months ago the market was demanding 4:1. In that environment it

I might have been the case that some 3:1 deals would have been donebecause, if the 3:1 requirement had been adopted, the government
could be said to have "blessed" that ratio, where the deal

i otherwise would not have been done. There may well be situations
in the future where the market, in its flexible wisdom, would

accept a less than 3:1 ratio in a situation where it were
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appropriate to do so. Again, I do not believe that anyone is smart
enough, including government, to anUicipate everything within the

scope of some broad, inflexible rule. Sometimes that's just too Ibad; politics demands it and I understand that. But I do not

believe politics really demands it in this case, and if such a rule

were adopted I believe it would actually tend to work _ the Ipossibility of having uniform appraisal standards, which I think
would be far more valuable.

Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to comment on this Ireport. There is no question that the general effort is very
valuable_and very constructive.

Very truly yours, I

STURGIS, NESS, BRUNSELL & SPERRY

a professional corporation

Daniel C. Bort I

DCB\blq I

I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
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MELLO-ROOS IS A FAIR MEANS OF FINANCING

I SCHOOL CAPACITYFOR NEW"DEVELOPMENT
Daniel C. Bort

I Some who reside in Mello-Roos facilities districts covering new
citizens community

development, and who thus pay special taxes not paid by the community at large, are
ques[_oning the fairness of Mello-Roos. The issue seems to be most acute when schools

I are being financed.

It is not a happy prospect to contemplate a room fall of angry Mello-Roos taxpayers

I and a local school board faced with the choice of either angering them further byrefusing to give them special tax relief, or dooming the school district (and the angry
Mello-Roos taxpayers and all the other citizens of the school district) to inadequate

I schools.
In a recent public meeting a woman stood up and said, approximately:

I "All I know is I the Mello-Roos tax and son to the Newpay my goes
School, an d my friend Sally doesn't pay the Mello-Roos tax, and her son
also goes to the New School; and that's not fair. We're the on!y ones

I paying for the new schools, but everyone is using them. We're willing topay our fair share, but this isn't fair."

I To compound the feelings of unfairness, some Mello-Roos tax-payers will not even begetting new schools in their neigtoborbood, while some children whose families do not
pay the tax will go to the new schools.

I The question can be considered in three parts: (1) the fairness of requiring new
development to "pay its own way" with respect to schools; (2) the fairness to Meilo-
Roos families who do not actually get new schools in their neighborhood, and (3) the

I fairness of the financial of Mello-Roos.impact

Part (1_. First, recall that a number of California communities went through a period of

i debate, in the last decade, whether they should grow at all. In several of thosecommunities the result was a decision to allow limited growth provided tloe new growth
paid for the necessary expansion of the community's infrastructure. For example, if

I the sewage treatment system is already operating at full capacity; and its capacity mustbe ex'panded by 5 million gallons per day to accommodate the new development; that
new development must pay for that ex-pansion.

I That does not seem unreasonable. Whether it is, in some absolute sense, "fair" - can
be left to theorists. In a practical sense it/s fair, because it is the "deal" that the
developing property owners .accepted when they obtained approval to develop. No one

I to develop; they voluntarily accepted obligauons specified,
forced them the and without

that acceptance no development would have taken place. Today's home owners, in
essence, stand in the developers' shoes. No one forced them to buy their homes. They

I accepted the "deal" when they bought their homes. It is fair m hold them m that deal.
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This is also the answer to those who might claim they were deprived of their right to i
vote on the obligation. They voted with their feet - when they came to the area. It is
the same as if a general obligation bond were passed by city-wide vote the year before. •
The new resident did not get to vote on the tax, but the new resident must pay the tax.
The new resident necessarily accepts the tax by coming to the area, and can avoid it by

not coming to the area. m

New residents do not generally complain when the "deal" involves adding 5 million
ga[lons per day to the capacity of a sewage treatment system. If it's adding 5,000 im

students per day to the capacity of a school system, however, the perception is •
different. This may be because the practice of having new growth pay its way is

J

unfamiliar to us in the school context, or because treatment plants are more or less
invisible, and schools are not. No one is concerned whether their sewage is going to
the "old" capacity or the new or that some "old" residents' effluent may actually be
treated by the "new" capacity. Everyone recognizes that the new capacity, however
actually utilized by the public works people, has "created" or "freed up" capacity in the "•
system to permit the new development. No one says "We're the only ones paying for
the new capacity, but everyona is using it. We're willing to pay our fair share, but this
isn't fair." There is no intention here to equate schools and sewage treatment plants; •
but there is no readily apparent reason why, conceptually, the "pay your own way' |
principle should apply to one and not the other.

Part (2_. This has app!ication to the second question about proximity to the new I
schools. Suppose a new subdivision will generate 30 elementary schoolchildren, and it

m

forms a Mello-Roos district to build one classroom at the local elementary school. It
has mitigated its impact on the school through the MeHo-Roos district, even though
those specific 30 children will not all (and perhaps none of them) actually attend class
in that room. The construction of the classroom will have "created" or "freed up" 30
classroom places within the school which will be available for the new children. Query:
In this situation would it be appropriate to let none of the "old" "kids into the "new"
classroom because they hadn't paid for it; or to let none of the "new" kids into the "old"
classrooms because their properties had paid only a negligible amount for those? No. •
The new residents have, in effect, "bought-in" to the entire school by expanding its II
capacity to accommodate their arrival; and the "old" residents have, tacitly, accepted the

new classroom as a fair exchange for allowing the new people to use the pre-existing ia
facilities. I
This practice and principle has application when more than a single classroom is built.
If a new subdivision pays to help build new schools which, for planning reasons, are I
not nearby; it has nonetheless "created" or "freed up" classroom space in the school
system to mitigate the impact of the arrival of its children, even though they will not
attend the new schools. The impact on the need for school capacity is the same •
wherever the subdivision is located, and without the mitigation, the subdivision would
not have been permitted. The Mello-Roos tax needs to be thought of as a means of
"buying or expanding capacity in the system," just as has traditionally been done with •
other infrasu'ucture systems, such as treatment plants. II
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It is essential to realize that the "deal" the developers made and the home owners

i necessarily bought into is not: "You pay the m.x and in return you get your very ownbrand new schools (or treatment plants)." Rather, it is: "You pay the mx to ex-pand the
school system (or trea_raent plant) capadty, and in return your homes are allowed to
be built."

I This is the answer to those who argue that because new schools are not near their
homes, they receive no "benefit" from the special tax. Their very real benefit is that

I their homes were allowed to be built, and there will now be classroom space in theschool _stem for their children.

Note that Mello-Roos is a financing mechanism only; it does not control school

I attendance boundaries.

Part (3). The third part of the question is the financial impact of the Mello-Roos rex.

I house in they are not paying simply for the
When people buy ,'1 a new development,
house, but also for their share of the new water system capacity, sewer system capacity,

road, park, school and other systems' capacity that were required of their development.

I The Mello-Roosmx acts as a pre-arranged financing program for home-buyers for theschool-facility po_on of the cost of the new home. (Since developers cannot be
required to actually build schools or to pay developer fees sufficient to do so, it is rare

_ that the school cost can ever be directly included in the price of the new home). This
ex'tra mx payment is fair so long as the buyers are not required to pay _hat cost again
in the price of the home.

J That will be true if the house costs less than a comparable house without the special
tax. [n one area a real property appraiser has confirmed that Me[lo-Roos homes sell

i for approximately $11,000 less than comparable non-Mello-Roos homes. A recent studyby Seidler-Fir:'gera[d Public Finance found that MeHo-Roos financing lowers housing
prices by about 12% compared to a project where infrastructure is financed by the
developer, resulting in a total annual cost to the homeowner of about 3% less. Refer to

I the of real estate ads and billboards which cry, when such is the case, "No
presence

Mello-Roos Tax!" The absence of the mx is being advertised not to anger Mello-Roos

taxpayers (although it does), but because the seller desires that its proper_ be more

I am-active, and hence sell for more, than a Mello-Roos home.

The woman quoted earlier, who spoke at the public meeting, actually confirmed this

I point in her testimony. She went on to relate how, due to the recession, she had tosell her home. She said there were other homes awailab[e for sale in the vicinity which

were not subject to the Mello-Roos tax; and the buyers, at the price she wanted, were
buying those unencumbered homes instead. She eventually had to cut her price about

I $15,000 in order to complete a sale.

If that home, after that sale, were to be relieved of the obligation to pay the special tax

i (which was the objective of many at that public meeting), the buyers of chat home
would suddenly be handed a $15,000 windfall (that is: the market value of that home
would immediately increase by $15.000). The windfall would have to be paid[or
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either by financing no new school facilities, or by finding other taxpayers to carry the I
burden. The first is unacceptable; and the second is unlikely. The persons buying the
house for $15,000 less (what may be called the "Mello-Roos discounC_ because they are I
willing to accept paying the special tax, are not being treated unfairly in any sense when

g

they are told they must continue to pay the special tax. Nor is it surprising that longer-
term residents may be reluctant to vote to tax themselves in order to confer windfalls I
on newer residents. l

The Meilo-Roos tax shows up on the preliminary title report and either on the •
California State Depa, t,.ent of Real Estate Disclosure ("White") Report or on a disclosure
statement required to be provided by the developer. Experience has shown that this
level of disclosure has generally been adequate. However, based upon discussions with B

unhappy m.x'payers, it is possible that in extremely "hot" real estate markets, and before I
Mello-Roos was well known, this [eve[ of disclosure may not have been effecdve in

every case to generate the full "Mello-Roos discount." Based in part on these
discussions, this writer has proposed more vigorous disclosure legislation. The I
impression remains strong, however, that it was the frenzy in the real estate market and
then its sudden drop, rather than any deficiencies in disclosure, that created the

perception on the part of some current owners that they did not receive their "Mello-
Roos discount'' when they bought their homes.

MeIlo-Roos has been under fire because people are unfamiliar with the concept of new •
development providing its own school system capacity; and because many homeowners
subject to biello-Roos taxes bought their homes just before the recession and the
downturn in the real estate market - and they are now hurting - and they are looking, m
understandably, everywhere for relief. But the basic conceptual framework behind the I
use of Mello-Roos in this situation is simply the application, to schools, of the familiar

principle of new development paying its own way; and the market compensates the i

home-buyer by discounting the purchase price to reflect the presence of the special tax. •
In this application, Me[lo-Roos is both traditional and fair.

m

Daniel C. Bor_ is a member of the bond counsel tlnn o;r SCurfs. Nest. Brunseil & Sperry. Emer,nnlle. He has helped to form !
nume1_ull M©ilo-Roo6distri¢_ in Northern C_ifomia, and hl_ some direct ex_rlenCe with [hese isaue_l.
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l Match6,1992

The HonorableKathleenBrown,Chairwoman

I CaliforniaDebtAdvisoryCommission915CapitolMall,Suite400
" Sacramento,CA 95814

I RE: Mello-Roos F'mancing in California

I Dear Treasurer Brown.

ThankyoufortheopportunitytorespondtotheCaliforniaDebtAdvisoryCommission

I (CDAC) on the important issue of Mello-Roos District financing of public infrastructure.
As you undoubtedly know, Mello-Roos districts represent a unique and important tool

l availabletobuildersandlocalgovernmentstofundlongterminfrastructuredevelopmentin
I ourcommunides.WithoutMello-Roos,manyofthepublicworksprojectswhichare

necessaryfora well-planned,tullyfunctionalcommunitywouldnotbepossible.

l The members of the California Building Industry Association believe that in general, Mello-
Roos financing works well and that the people paying Metlo-Roos taxes receive the

i infrastructure and services they expect.
It is obvious that all parties involved in Mello-Roos districts should have access to the

i information necessary to make good decisions. Disclosure of int'ormadon to home buyers,land owners, local governments, builders, bond buyers and others can and should be
incorporated into law without damaging the basic integrity of the financing mechanism.

I Requirements which remove the flexibility of Mello-Roos, however, should be abandoned.
Without Mello-Roos, many school districts and other local government entities would rely on
up front fees from new home buyers and renters to accomplish what modest monthly

I from those same accomplish. The fee becomes of thepayments buyers now up-front part
price of the home for which the buyer must qualify, on which property taxes are paid, and
which will be financed at mortgage interest rates rather than the lower Mello-Roos rates.

I This would result in a toss of housing affordable to a large range of buyers and renters, an
outcome no one believes would be in the best interest of California.

CBIA, a state-wide trade association representing 6,000 firms involved in residential,
commercial and light ;,,,4",_al constr',c:!orl ir_California !s composed -'.f _.0-_":_--'
associations. One of those associations is the Building Industry Association of Southern
California (BIASC).
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CaliforniaDeMAdvkor7Commission I
CBIA ResponsetoStaff ReportonMella-Rnnsl_nanclng

page2 "!.

In a detailed report to the CaLifornia Debt Advisory Commission, the Orange County Chapter

of BIASC has comprehensively and effectively responded to the CDAC staff report on behalf I
of the building industry. To avoid unnecessary duplication of paper work, we refer the
CDAC staff to this report for a more detailed analysis.

Should you have any questions about our position, or if you nc_.d further information, please I
do not hesitate to call me at (916) 443-7933.

Wc look forward to working with you on this and other issues in the near future. I

Sincerely. I

Senior Sta.ff Vice President for Governmental Affairs

co: Thomas W. Hayes, Director, Department of Finance I
Gray Davis, State Controller

Senator Robert Beverly ISenator Lucy Killea

Assembly Member .,rim Costa

Assembly Member Patrick Nolan IDonald W. Mer'tz, Sonoma County Treasurer/Tax Collector
Mary E. Turner, City of Anaheim Treasurer

I
!
I
I
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_ARY_ February 18, 1992

california Debt A_viso_y Commission

I 915 capitol MallRoom 400
Box 9%2809

I Sacramento, Ca. 95814
Attention: Mr. Steve _uarez, Executive Director

Re: CASH Mello-Roos Review Committee Comments OnCDAC Staff Legislative Recommendations

I Dear Commission Members:
The Coalition for Adequate School Housing ("CASH") has

designated a CASH Mello-Roos Review Co;_mittee ("CASH M-R/RC"} to

I review and comment on the California Debt Advisory Commissionstaff recommendations ("CDAC", "CDAC Staff", and "CDAC Staff
Recommendations") relative to possible legislative amendments

dealing with the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982

I ("Mellc-Roos Act") and the issues addressed and raised prior toand at the CDAC hearing in Orange County on January 15, 1992,

dealing with financing of public facilities and services,

I including school facilities, by means of a community facilitiesdistrict ("CFD").

These comments are submitted on behalf of the CASH M-R/RC,

I including myself, Alexander Bowie of Bowie, Arneson, Eadi, Wiles& Giannone; Dave Doomey of Capistrano Unified School District:
and Bruce Kerns of Westhoff-Martin & Associates. These comments

i in the brief interim period available also were reviewed by staff
members of other school districts. The members of the CASH M-

R/RC will be present in Sacramento at the CDAC meeting on
February 19, 1992, to present these comments, answer amy

I questions in regard to these commen_s, and as appropriate, uake

!
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Californla Debt Advisory Commission

February 18, 1992
Page 2

further co.mments on behalf of CASH. In regard to the experience

and qualiflcations of.the members of the CASH M-R/RC, t-heir

blographzes are attached as Enclosures i, 2 and 3.

CDACtoKomebuysrs.STAPFRRCOMMENDATZON 01. "_

_mend the Not_=e of 8peoial TaZ Re_uirement to Improve Disclos_rs
an

....... I_

CASH M-R/RC COMMENTS ON CDA¢ STAFF RECOMMENDATION #I. I

CASH supports the proposed legislative amendment relative to •
Recommendation #i by the CDAC Staff for more tamely, deflnitive

and adequate notlce to purchaser3 of residential property. As to
the concluding comments relatlve to "beneflt" and school

facilities set forth in the CDAC Staff proposal as to •
Recommendation %1, a suggested alternative approach is set forth

I

in the response to CDAC Staff Recommendation #7.

!
cDA8  COm  m ATZON

•stab lish an Annual Reporting Retirement for Hello-RoDs CFOs. I

C_S_ M-R/RC CO_mmNTS ON CDAC STY7 _COMM__DATiON #2_ I

CASH ks supportive of the enactment of legislation providing
for annual reporting requirements as proposed by CDAC Staff
Recommendation _2. It would seem logical to include such

information as a requirement of the annual audit which is already m
required of local public agencies by statute. In most such I

i
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audits explanatory notes currently indicate _/_e existence of such

i debt, but not the detail suggested. This would be an expansion
and more detail relative to the reporting now being accomplished

by such annual audits. Any such legislation should.immunize a
local agency frem any liabllity or litigation relatlve to the

I furnishing of such information. Also, as to an existing CFD,r this cost would seem to be a ralmDursable state mandated cost.

The information as to assessed value should be as of a

I feasible prior data, such as March 1 of the preceding fiscalyear. Also, it would seem appropriate to require _he local
county assessor tO establish tax code areas for a CFD if the

i boundaries of the CFD have been filed with the county assessorand State Board of Equalization prior to January let of the
preceding fiscal year. _t is Our understanding assessment
valuations are determined for each such tax code area. This

I would facilitate ascertaining the assessed value data desired.(_n this regard, see Section 54900 of the Government Code.)
Also, an amendment to Section 647 of the Revenue & Tax Code may

i be appropriate to insure the timely availability of such
information relative to a CFD without additional substantial
COSt.

i The CASH M-R/RC suggests that it might be more logical inregard to the comments relating to "Development S_atus", in CDAC
Staff Recommendation #2, to revise the comments to read as

i follows: "7. A list of the names and business

addresses of all property owners in the CFD
who own at least 10% Of the assessed

| valuation of the CFD are responsible for 10%
of the total special _ax of the CFD."

I any as bankruptcy proceedings
Also, required information to

should relate to owners of property responsible for 10% or more
of the special tax of the CFD.

!
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California Debt Advisory Co_mission 1

February' 18, 1992

Page 4 l

!
CD_C 8_._AF7 P.ECOMM_NDATION _3. l' 1

Limit the Maximum speolal Tax on Residential Properties _o One

Percent (1%) of the Assessed Value for Landowner-approved •
Finanolngs, fl

CASH M-R/RC COMI%ENTS ON CDAC STAFF IKECOMMENDATION #3. l

The CASH M-R/RC suggests t_at in this regard the CDAC Staff i
recommendation does not go far enough. A substantial issue that
has confronted school districts in many instances is not

addressed. In many instances the city or county, being the 1

entity granting land use approvals, will have a captive •
participant of a developer for its CFD and will utilize _he
entire i%, leaving school facilities unfunded. _n many instances 1
excessive amounts of regional facilities are funded by a CFD but l
the developer refuses to fund school facilities, as the suandard
i% has been used up for long range future facilities or

development costs usually funded from acquisition and development 1
loans ("A/D/Ls") or construction loans (',C/Ls"). As indicated in
subsequent CDAC Staff comments, the available 1% in instances has

been used for financing facilities which can otherwise be funded. 1
The CASH M-R/RC submits that in some instances C_D financing 1
resources are used to fund fees and other COSts normally funded
by A/D/Ls or C/Ls obtained by the builder or developer while
school facilities are left unfunded. Also, these facts make a 1
subseqUent local school bond election pushing local taxes in 1
excess of 2% a futile gesture. The CASH M-R/RC suggests that an
amount in the magnitude of approximately 50% of the proposed I
permitted 1% additional special tax be set aside for funding 1
school facilities unless school facilities are othez'_ise funded

by the developer, the community through local bond elections, the
State of California, or the consent to encroach thereon has been 1
granted by the school district prior to the formation of a CFD. 1

!
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This amount plus statutory school fees presently in the amount of

I $1.65 per square foot of assessable area per dwelling unit("D/U") might reach 80% to 90% of the cost of school facilities
per D/U. This conclusion will vary based on land cost for school

i sites, varying from $60,000 to $1,000,000 per acre. The
recommended solution suggested by _hs CDAC Staff Recommendation
_3 does not address this inequity to school districts, and the
negative effect on local school bond elections when the 1% is

I used up without considering the funding of school facilities.J
Additionally, the CASH M-R/RC suggests that _he CDAC

i "Planning Guidelines" and _he fourth unnumbered paragraph in Page
9 of the CDAC staff proposal be amended to read as follows:

"For this reason, we continue to recommend that

I local governments adopt the "Planning Guidelines". outline in the CDAC report (see pages 57-59).
Essentially these guidelines require cities, and

counties and school distric%s to review..."

I There is no indicated rationale for excluding school districts
from such determination. The cos_ of school facilities is a

i major component of the public facilities costs resulting from newdevelopment and should not be excluded from such decision. In

this regard, please see pages 26 and 27 of Me "1991 Capital

Outlay and Infrastructure Report" of Thomas W. Hayes, Director of

I the State Department of Finance. The face sheets and pages 26and 27 are enclosed for your review. At page 27, you will note
it is stated:

I 1992, the remaining $6.4 Billion in
"After

idsntifzed fundin_ is estimated to be a
local responsibility".

I As to the $1.9 Billion dollars of bonds proposed for the June
primary election ballot, there are an estimated $6 Billion

i dollars of applications on file with the Stats Allocation Board
("SAB") and in excess of approximately $1.6 Billion dollars of

!
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!
approved but unfunded school construction projects ready to go to
bid after a favorable June election. The results of local school m

bond elections at t/%e general election in November of 1991 was a
dismal and discouraging defeat for 83% of such local bond
elections (29 of 35 local bond measures failed). Hence, n

landowner approved CFD funding of local school facilities seems |
tO be the last available resource to the extent the present $1.65

per square foot of assessable area funds only 20% to 30% of such
costs. Hence, the only available alternative is required •
concurrent availability of school facilities mandated when non-

urban property is rezoned for development pursuant to the
Mira/Hart/Murrieta decisions hereafter discussed, with funding of m
such obligations by land owner authorized bonds of a CFD. The lCDAC Staff correctly points out that this should be done in a

fair and equitable manner as to burden and use of the resulting

school facilities with adequate notice to all prospective •
purchasers.

CDAC STAP_ RECOMMENDATION #4. I

Limit the Annual Increase in the Maximum special Tax on m
Residential Properties to Two Percent (2%) for Landowner-approved

Financings.

1
C_SX M-R/RC COMMENTS ON OD_a STaY _COMMENDATION 04.

m

CASH is supportive of the proposed legislation limiting the l
annual increase in the maximum special tax on residential
proper_.ies to two percent (2%) after issuance of building permits •

for landowner-approved financings, provided 50% of the 1% is set |
aside for funding of E-12 school facilities unless the consent of

the school districts is obtained. However, the increase of the I

I
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special tax may have _o be greater than 2% per annum prior to

I issuance of building permits to cover increases in costs of landacquisition and school facility construc¢ion.

I CDAC STAP¥ RECOMMENDATION #5.

i Require the Issuing Aqenay to rave a Substantial Interest in theFaoilitles and Services Funded Throuq_ the Special Tax.

I C._SH M-R/RC COM/_ENTS ON CDAC ST_P RECOMMENDATION %5_

I The CASH M-R/RC's recommendation is that the prohibitionproposed by the CDAC Staff be modified and adopted. The

modification would be t2tat rather than there being a specific

I prohibition of an agency acting as the conducting authority inthe CFD proceedings where the amount to be financed is less than

any other entity for whom facilities are being financed through a
Joint financing agreement, there should be an opportunity for

l t/Rat entity to act in such regard subject to obtaining theapproval of the State Treasurer. The legislation in this regard
could be on a "no action" basis that appropriate information

I would be filed with the State Treasurer and it would be deemed tobe approved if no response is received wiUhin a specified period.

However if such request does not appear appropriate, the State
Treasurer would then take Jurisdiction for consideration of

I either a specific approval following deliberation end additionalfactual information being submitted or such a request would be

denied by the State Treasurer. The specifics of such procedures

i could be provided for by promulgation of appropriate regulations.This procedure might be a streamlined version of t.he procedures
formally existent relative to the Districts Securities Advisory
Commission to the State Treasurer. It should be noted that

I durin_ the approximately 60 years of such function being

!
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accomplished by the State Treasurer and the predecessor, the m
California Districts Securities Commission, no bond ever issued |
after such approval ever experienced a default. This result may
qlve credence to the applicability of such function through the
State Treasurer to this issue and other issues relative to m

financing by CFDs under carl:sin, hut not all, circumstances. If
on the one hand a procedure produced no defaults in 60 years and
various CFD financlnga without such oversight have produced
defaults in a short period of time, a comparison of the two •
procedures by CDAC would seem appropriate.

eml

CDAC ST_PF RECO._ENDATION #6. l

Require t_a_ Substantial Radiraotion of Yunds be SubJao_ _o I
R_eferendum.

!
CASH M-R/RC COMMENTS ON CDAC STAGY RECOMMENDATION #6.

The CASM M-R/RC is supportive of proposed legislation in l

regard to Recommendation #6 with modifications. This should not
be an absolute prohibition if the modification is in excess of i
10%. Such a change in eXCeSS of 10% should require a noticed |
public hearing and provide for a majority protest terminating the
right to modify the utilization of _he financing that has been

authorized as opposed to an election. The existing procedure of
the Mello*Roos Act sat forth at Section 53335 of the Gove_ent l
Code would appear to be adequate in this regard.

!
!
!
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I CD_C ST_PP RRCOMMZNDATION 17.

Require that Facilities and seL'Ylces ¥unded Through the Special

I TaX Provide a Direct Benefit to CPD Residents.

I CASH M-R/RC COMMENTS ON CDAC 8T_F RECOMMENDATION #7.

I It is the recommendation of the CASH M-R/RC that an approachbe pursued other than the "benefit" approach suggested by the
CDAC Staff relative to the manner in which school facilities

funded by means of a CFD are to be utilized.

I 'The "benefit" approach is not feasible relative to school

facilities for grade levels above either K-6 or K-8, depending on

i the local grade level configuration. While home owners in a CFDJustifiably would expect access to neighborhood K-6 or K-8 school
facilities funded by the CFD in or near their residence, middle
schools or high schools in many instances are not located in or

• near _he particular CFD, or _ere is more than one choice in

which seating capacity exists with varying attendant busing or
access costs. The "system purchase" approach referred to in the

i CDAC Staff Recommendations is t2_e only feasible alternative for
grade levels K-12. However, documentation of attendance policies
of the school district should be set forth in the CFD proceedings
and the notice to purchasers.

I The CDAC Staff proposal as to Recommendation #7 and a
statutory vested right for attendance in a specific school

facility for students residing in a'partlcular CFD would appear

I to raise Constitutional issues as to reasonable
equal public

availability to all public facilities and usurps the authority of
the governing body of t21e school district, and impairs its

i ability to react to changing circumstances in _he future.

!
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The_availability of such facilities, the financial •
contribution of the homeowner through the CFD and issues _as to 1

policies of a school district relative to attendance boundary

policies are proper questions that need to be answered. Zt may
be appropriate to enact statutory provisions for inclusion in Im

resolutions of intention and formation of a CFD as follows: 1
1

"To the extent consistent wi_h applicable
law, the District shall establish and •
maintain attendance boundaries in a manner l
to permit students Essiding within the CFD
to attend the school facilities

substantially funded with special tax or 1

bond proceeds of the CFD. The foregoing
shall be construed, if necessary, consistent
with the obligations and authority of the •
District to establish reasonable attendance l
boundaries to provide equal quality
education to all students of the District."

!
The foregoing would be in lisu of any suggested enactment of
determinations of "benefit". As noted by the CDAC staff, the 1
need to deal with this issue also relates to the notice |
provisions discussed in CDAC Staff Recommendation #I.

As to the poz_cion of the CDAC Staff Repor_ dealing with 1
"Other Issues", the comments of the CASH M-R/RC are as follows:

CDAC OT_ ISSUE #_ '" I

The subsidisation of Developers by Homebuyers in .Mello-Roos CFDs. I

!
!
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I C_ASH _-g/RC CC_t_NTS ON CD_C STA_'P ISSUm _.

I The CASH H-R/RC understands the CDAC Staff's concern as :owhethe_ undeveloped prope.--t7 should be taxed in a manner

comparable to developed property. However, it is no_ noted by
tl_e CDAC Staff Report that prior to the decisions in Mira

I Development Coz-oormtion, et el., v. city of San Diego. e_ a!.,205 Cal.App.3d. 1201, william S. Hart Union High School District
v. Regional Planning Commission of t_e County of Los Angeles, eu

i el., 277 Cal.Rptr. 645, Cal.App.2 Ois_. 1991), and Murr:e_a
Valley Unified School Distric_ v. County of Riverside, 279

Cal.Rptr. 421, Cal.App. 4 Dist. 1991), _erein ("Mira, Ha.":.and
Murrieta decisions"), many cities and counties refused _o

I consider school facilities as part of _he land use andentitlement process. Hence, the carrot extended by the school

districts in lieu of adversarial nonproductive litigation was to

bring school facilities on line concurrent with development by

I means of CFD funding. This was determined to be justificationfor providing capitalized interest a_ove the fiscal raquiremenu_
ac.ruzng prior _o the receipt of special tax proceeds. _'h,is

'l approach resulted in the funding of school facilities when the

l State of California had defaulted on its commitment expressed in

the 1986 School Facilities Legislation ("AB 2926"). Assuming :he
Legislature does not tamper with the holding of _he Mira, Her _.

I and Murrieta decisions as previously proposed by the CaliforniaBuilding Indust_ Z Association ("CBIA") and others, a fete!foment
that the special taxes be levied and oollected equally on

i developed and undeveloped property is not objectionable when
there is not to be a series of bond issues over time. The CDAC

Staff Recommendations may have the effect of making entrl level
housing less available and be contrary to seeking _o stimulate

I _he home building sector of the California economy. The CDACStaff Recommendation is fair in the sense of equalizing the
specific local burden of a CFD, but should consider these other

i possible effects as well. Any such legislation might grandfather
property having received land use entitlements prior to Janua_I

!
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I, 1995, Or some other date to avoid the possible inequity of m

changing the rules in midstream as to property already acquired •
for development purposes. n

The example in Lake Elsinore Unified School District
referred to in the Orange County CDAC hearing was not fully

explained to CDAC and left an erroneous impression. The
developer in that instance otherwise would have paid less than
$1.50 per square foot of assessable area, or less than $2,000 per •

dwelling unit {"D/U") by reason of a preexisting agreement with
the predecessor high school district. The developer, Presley of
Southern California, funded approximately $6,000 per D/U and i
delivered _he funds through a CFD to construct _he K-6 school I
facilities prior to exceeding approximately 250+ students. Other
developers in the area were refusing to cooperate with the school
district. This obviated substantial interim classroom costs and •
established a minimum financial contribution expected of future

development in the school district. This agreement included a
reimbursable advance of architect fees to expedite construction, m
The special tax of _2_e CFD in that instance related to no more l
than approximately 70% of each D/U's estimated share of the cost

of the K-12 school facilities estimated to be ultimately required
for housing students from each such D/U. This seams sound and m

equitable. It should also be noted that the CDAC Staff's
conclusion expressed relative to 12 D/U to the acre was in fact

2-I/2 D/U per gross acre.. While _he CDAC Staff's mathematical m

conclusions were in error, this is an agreed issue deserving of •
further review in light of this sole available means after 1992

m

for funding of K-12 school facilities.

As to a CFD where bonds will be issued in several series, I
experience indicates that the tax level which will exist on
issuance of all debt should be imposed at the outset. However,

to the extent this exceeds the existing debt service possibly any I
amount relating to debt not issued might be held and used to
reduce the amount of bonds to be sold. The effect of this if

applied also to undeveloped property would seem to be contrary to
expressed policies of the Legislature to facilitate economic I

I
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activity in California. Also, it may be desirable to project an

I effective date of any such change for a period of _hree or moreyears.

i It is a strong possibility that tee%ricking a school
district's ability to make concessions as to how and when

undeveloped property is to be taxed might have a disastrous

inhibiting effect on negotiating agreements with developers to

I provide funds on a timely basis to build school facilities thatthe CBIA and developers view as a defaulted responsibility of the
State of California.

I 2. The Cross-collatsralization of in CFDs.
P_opezty

The CASH M-R/RC concurs that this is an issue deserving of

i attention. The effect, however, of the suggestion may be tounnecessarily increase taxes or C?D financing costs on all
homebuyers. The first-tlme homebuyer in such event will be

further squeezed from the prospect of home ownership. This is

I contrary to previously expressed legislative policies.
Investment bankers and underwriters will require the levy of
taxes in excess of actual deb_ service unless the ability to do

._ SO in the event of default by others exists. Hence, it will have

to be levied as opposed to held in reserve. As indicated by the
CDAC Staff proposal, the solution may be legislation dealing with

reimbursement when the defaulted special taxes are paid. This

I approach seems preferable.

3. The Capitalization ef Interest.

i The CASH M-R/RC submits that the so-called "free ride" of
two years in some instances may be Justified and help meet the
past default of the State of California as to its AB 2926

i obligation to fund school facility costs after January i, 1987.Even the partial funding by the State of California to date is

proposed to be eliminated as set forth at page 27 of Mr. Hayes'

i report, included as Enclosure No. 4. Hence, the ability to make
such a concession may have a much greater benefit to education in

I
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the particular school district. Uniformity of policy and
consistency as to the financial obligations of future •
developments for funding of school facilities is a major point i
for consideration as to this issue. Landowner approved CFDs by
or for school districts are the only present source of funding JE
and reasonable help to the developer in the fronu end of project |
eXpenses, and may be desirable if the school burden is befng
accepted by the developer. Assuming the Mira/Hart/Mufflers
decisions are not altered by the Legislature, limiting
capitalized interest to what is necessary from date of issuance m
to receipt of special tax proceeds is a sound proposal. However,
a limited and arbitrary amount of capitalized interest would tend am
to force all CFD bonds to be issued during a several month |
interval each year. The amount of capitalized Lnterest permitted
should relate to fiscal needs from date of issuance to receipt of
special tax proceeds. The maximum amo_unt of capitalized interest
should be no less than 18 months.

CDAC ST_ ISSU2 #2. I

The Need fer Uniform Land _ppralsalStandards I

The CASH M-R/RC concurs in this CDAC Staff Recommendation, m
but feels it should go further. The CASH M-R/RC suggests that m

any such legislation specify that all requirements of the
Political Reform Act ("PRA") be satisfied so that not only the •
appraiser but the party preparing the marke_ s_udy and the
special tax formula for a CFD financing and the bond counsel meet
all requirements of _he PRA and not be the recipient of "income"
as defined in the PRA from the developer in the 12 months •
preceding any decision relative to a CFD or the sale or issuance
or bonds. The CDAC Staff Recommendation as broadened by the CASH
M-R/RC's suggestion seems consistent with the spirit of the I
recently released "A User's Guide to Conflict of Interest Rules |

!
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for Pttblic Finance Transactions" prepared and published by the
State Treasurer. :We suggest a more specific additional step as

to special tax consultants and bond counsel as opposed to just
the appraiser.

i ,

c,9cvszos

These comments of Messrs. Bowie, Doomey and Kerns are

respec=fu!ly submitted They may no= be the view of all school

I districts or school district members of CASH, but have beenexposed to the staff of various school district members of CASH

in the minimal period of rime available. In light of the limited
rime available to consider _he CDAC Staff Recommendations it is

I respectfully that no action me taken by CDAC on this
requested

matter on February 19, 1992, but that the matter be held and all
comments received be reviewed and further comments be solicited

I for a period of 60 days.

. CASH and the CASK M-R/RC look forward to a continuing effort
wlth the CDAC and its staff to insure availability of CFDs as a

of funding sohoc_ facilities in a fair and equitable manner
means
conslsten_ with maximum public benefit at the least possible cost

to the taxpayer. We appreciate the opportunity to submit these

I comments.
Respectfully submitted,

I BOWIE, ARNESON, KADI,WILES & GIANNONE

I By Alexander Bowie

AB/fb

I Enclosureco: Mr. Mike Vail, President/CASH
Mr. Jim Murdoch/cASH

i ,_. uavs _oomey/CASH M-R/RCMr. Bruce KeZ_S/CASH M-R/tO !_
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Mr. Steve Juarcz, Executive Director •
California Debt Advisory Commission
915 Capitol Mall, Room 400
Sacramento, CA 94209-0001

Dear Steve: I

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the candid discussion regarding the Mello-Roos Hearing II
Report and the recommendations and issues surrounding community facilities districts. I truly believe I
that the changes and ideas that have been expressed regarding Mello-Roos over the last several months
will result in positive legislation for issuers, property owners, and investors. In

As a broad statement, the recommendations and ideas that were presented in the draft staff report to I
CDAC regarding recommendations and issues has covered many of the major issues of concern. Many
of the items that the TAC members discussed focused on technical issues. However, there were some mlt

fundamental items that are worth your consideration. I

Recommendation No. 1 - Disclosure to first time home buyers and subsequent home buyers might
appropriately be different. Strong consideration should be given to residential resales offered I
through local Realtors or "For Sale By Owner." It is extremely difficult to believe that those I
sellers participating in these types of transactions will be able to comply with the disclosure that
is contemplated in Recommendation No. I. Therefore, a reduced amount of resale disclosure
might be better, with resale purchasers referred to additional information on file at CDAC, •
given Recommendation No. 2. I

Recommendation No. 2- The extensive list of items proposed to be provided annually to CDAC 1
will place an extensive flnancia[ burden on local government and special tax payers. I
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the information outlined under the "Capital Project Status" and
"Financial Status" is information that could he readily compiled and provided to CDAC.
However, the information under "Development Status" is more difficult. While a lengthy I
discussion ensued at the TAC meeting concerning the aspect of a cottage industry, it still
becomes an economic and human resource burden for public agencies to compile 'Development
Status" data. In addition, much of the information that is outlined in the "Development Status" ==
will either not be available on a timely basis or misses the marie (i.e., assessed valuation when I
greater concern should be given to issues surrounding percentages of special tax obligation).

It is my understanding that much of the "Development Status" information would be used to •
provide secondary market disclosure to bond investors. It is also my understanding that the
Public Securities Association is currently in the process of doing a study to determine if they can
retrieve and preserve this information through their own data bank. It would be my
recommendation that the information under "Development Status" be deferred until legislation is •
put into effect dealing with the issues under "Capital Project Status" and "Financial Status." As 1

you well know, each year additional legislation for Mello-Roos is introduced and it might be

more advantageous to put in place a reporting system that is less burdensome in the beginning. 1
1

Recommendation No. 3 - John Murphy, was extremely articulate on his concern with respect to
,_,, _,_ .,,_.t.._,,, .vr.,,_ _,_ "*_2_ tO !imit t_C _""":_ *"x "":'_'''; " " " " _ 0he .9erc-=nt.....,.p................... ,,....! .,. on .........._I probe.tie.TO
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of,h°asse,°dvnIn,.Asl ,,msureyounr=wella,vnro,theonopercent,"
in this recommendation is usually done as part of the originalcreation of the specialtax.

I However, as is currently being seen, anticipated sales prices change and land use changes,required by localgovernment can occur subsequent to the creationof specialtax. This willbe

an extremely difficultissueto put intostatute,but I certainlysupport the concept and our firm

I avtivcly participates in community facilities districts where caps with these limits is part of theplanned structure.

Recommendation No. 4 - Itshould bc understood thatif thisrecommendation isput intostatute,

I much of the cross collateralization that is provided through a back-up special taxes disappears.Land use changes or high special tax delinclucncies can cause insufficient revenue to be
generated, riskingtemporary or permanent bond defaults.

I Recommendation No. $ - This is a good solid "recommendation.

Recommendation No, 6 - Cost over-runs and/or the infusion of outside funds can cause major

I deviations from the estimated costs of facilities outlined in the Resolution of Intention. insteadof implementing this recommendation, [ would suggest that a list of facilities roe provided as part
of Recommendation No. 1 to home buyers, so that they are aware of the facilities that may be
funded within a community facilities district and then the buyers can make an intelligent

I decision of whether or not to purchase within the CFD.

Recommendation No. 7 - This provision is extremely difficult for school districts. Mello-Roos,

I one of the few viable financing tools, may be unusable for school districts that cannot, bypolicy, assure new homeowners within a community facilities district that they would be entitled
to attend specific schools built with CFD funds. Other than schools, it does not appear that any
other practical problems would occur with this recommendation.

I AS I stated at the TAG meeting, another issue for serious legistativ¢ consideration would include a
standardized procedure for appraisals (Issue No. 2). In addition, I would support a limitation of

I capitalized interest to a maximum of one (1) year•
I hope the foregoing is valuable to staff in preparing its report to the CDAC and if I may be any
further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

i Sincerely,

i FIELDMAN, ROLAPP & ASSOCIATES

|  =wrenc°0.R ,app
President

!
!
!
I INOEPENOENT FINANCIAl. ADVISORS
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California Debt Advisory Commission
915 Capitol Mall, Room 400 •

P.O. Box 942809 _ _'!_." r.__.".",_ i_
Sacramento, California 94209-0001

i9_,.
Attention: Steve Juarez II

Executive D/rector ":'L_'_'.'_::: :_-_:
_._._,_._;'_._.,. _._,';'._:',T _-')

Ladies and Gentlemen: I

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the recommendations and II
discussion of issues contained in the CDAC Re,on On Pronosed Legislative L--'ha_ges U

to the Mello-Roos Act (the "CDAC Report") discussed at the California Debt Advisory
Commission ("CDAC') meeting on February 19, 1992 (the "Meeting"). Although there ii
will be other times and forums to discuss the CDAC recommendations once they have III

been transmitted to the State Legislature, we believe that the Legislature will, and
should, _ve great weight to the thoughtful study and presentation of the issues made by I
CDAC. Thus, input at this stage is much more likely to affect the eventual legislation

m

than input at any other stage of the legis]ative process.

We would also like to take the opportunity to commend the CDAC •
professional staff for the excellent job they did in bringing together the diverse group of
commentators at the January 15, 1992 hearing on Mello-Roos held in Orange County I
(the "Hearing") and in creating a report for consideration by CDAC and the
l.,_gislature. The appropriate use of Melio-Roos is a complex issue, and it was difficult iiii

to distill the numerous points made at the Hearing into a comprehensive and compact •
presentation. In synthesizing the Hearing testimony into a set of definable issues, the

!1
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The purpose of our letter is to discuss certain of the issues and
recommendations raised in the CDAC Report, with the hope that we can suggest some
new avenues of inquiry. The members of the development community whom we
represent have their own significant, first-hand experience with MeIlo-Roos, and they
are grateful that CDAC is willing to give their concerns thoughtful consideration. Our :
clients understand and agree that in the current environment, certain policies should be :
adopted to make use of Metlo.Roos more acceptable, especially in light of its
recognizedusefulnessand conm'butions,tJ

As a preliminary matter, we note that several of CDAC's
recommendations impose a greater burden on agencies relying on Mello-Roos financing
than on agencies using other comparable public _inancing techniques. Because policies
should be adopted that work toward eliminating perceived, as well as actual,
shortcomings associated with Mello-Roos,_' additional burdens may be appropriate.
However, such policies should only be adopted if the resulting costs do not outweigh
the benefits of these new policies. We respectfuUy request, therefore, that CDAC
perform such a cost/benefit analysis when it reviews its recommendations in Lightof the
comments it receives.

For ease of reference, we have repeated the relevant CDAC
recommendation (or issue statement) in italics and followed it with our comments.

L For ,.rample, at the Hcanng, CaUfornia State Treasurer Brown stated, "The lion's _lmr* of all Mello-Rtm*
boa_ _etl over _e la..qdecade remain success stories for _ for mvestott, and local govemmenta
alike. Wlmout them, dcr/.em of California ¢ommunitle¢ complete with _tmo_ roads, sewers and ,,rater
$'#tem_ _uJd not be in em.stence today.'

2. CDAC Report, Fretting#t.
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CDAC 1
RECOMMEdVDATION #1

1

Amend the No_*e of Special Tax _ m lrnlm_e Disclosure m Homebuye_ 1

Consequen@, we recommend that the Legislature amend the Notice of Special Tax I
requirement to (1) advance the disclosure requirement to the time that the buyer bids on
the property by signing the contract of putvhase, and (2) disclose more information about I
the special tax and the projects that it will fund_ The same disclosure requirement will
appO to both the initial sale of homes in new CFDs and subsequent sale of homes in
CFDs. It will not be necessary to update the original Notice of Special Tax for secondary 1
buyers.

Specifical_, we recommend that the Notice of Special Tax form include the following I
information:

(1) A statement that the property is subject to the special tax, which is in addition to the 1
regular property taxes and any other charges, fees, special assessments, and special l

assessments on the parcel

(2) A statement that the buyer should consider the higher annual tax payments 1
associated with the properly when formulating his or her bid price.

(3) The amount of the max4.mum special tax which may be levied on the property and 1
the duration of the special tax.

I(4) In eases where developed and undeveloped proper@will be taxed at different rates, a
brief description of the special tax formula. The tax burden on developed property
shall be convened to an acreage basis, based upon the density of dwelling units per 1
acre, to provide a comparison between the developed and undeveloped tax rates 1

according to a common unit of measurement.
1

(5) A description of the facilities and services which will be paid for with the special tax, 1
along with the cost estimate prepared for each facility and service.

1

(6) A requirement that the prospective buyer sign and date the Notice of Special Tax •

form #rf_r ;o emerb_g "bti6;,'_ eantra."; of _u,r¢iui,a'e. 1
I
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This notification requiremenl would appty prospectively to all home sales in CFDs occurring
after the effective date of the authorizing legislation. In addidon_ should the Legislature
choose not to implement the requirement that Mello-Roos taxpayers receive a direct benefit
from all facilities and services funded through their special tax payments (see
Recommendation #6), we recommend that the Notice of Special Tax also disclose that the
buyer's special tax payments may be used to construct facilities which the buyer may not be
permitted to utilize.

Recommendation Comments:

The developers whom we represent generally applaud the expansion of
disclosure and the delivery, of disclosure at an earlier time. As you know, the Orange
County BIA is working on a standardized draft disclosure form which we hope you will
seriously consider.

This recommendation applies to both initial sales and subsequent sales of
homes in CF'Ds, yet the recommendation may not accurately reflect the way the resale

• market operates. In most resale eases, the buyer presents the seller with an offer
which the seller accepts or rejects. The seller's acceptance transforms the offer into a
bilateral contract to sell and purchase. As a result, it is unclear whether the
recommendation as currently formulated for resale can be easily administered or
monitored. In the written testimony we presented at the Hearing, we presented a
possible solution to this dilemma. We recommend that the disclosure be made /n the
Real Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement, which is required to be provided by a
homeowner to a subsequent purchaser. A prospective buyer has certain rights to
invalidate a purchase contract based on the information disclosed therein. While this is
not as beneficial as receiving the notice before a bid is made, it works within the
existing resale practices and has the benefit of permitting a prospective buyer to
reconsider his or 'her purchase became of the Mello-Roos tax levy on the property.

The other issue which must be considered is whether disclosure developed
at the time a home is first sold will be appropriate or accurate when that home is
resold in ten or 20 years. Because certain aspects of the disclosure (such as cost
estimates for facilities and services) may change over time, we recommend that the
Notice include a statement that the Notice of Special Tax has not been updated since
its original issuance and that more current information may be obtained from the CF'D.
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Paragraph 2 of this recommendation does not takeinto account two m
scenarios common in today's housing market: 1) the use of an auction to sell homes in
a new subdivision and 2) the fact that home prices may be set by the developer after

the present value of the special tax into account. Both of these variations •
deserve mention in the introduction to this recommendation and consideration in the I

language of paragraph 2 as discussed below.

The disclosure required in paragraph 2 seems to assume that the sales •
price for a home is never discounted by the existence of the Mello-Roos tax. In fact,
inthecurrentmarket,sellersdo oftendiscounttheaskingpricefortheirhomes •
becauseofa Mello-Roostax.As worded,paragraph2'sdisclosurerequirementwould

am

providea disincentiveforthiscurrentseller'spracticebecauseofan increased
likelihood that home purchasers would attempt to negotiate even more aggressively for m
an additional decrease in the already discounted sales price. Given a general change in
negotiating strategy, a seller may be wise to discontinue- a current practice of mm

discounting the asking price, so that it is prepared to reduce the price if the issue is •
subsequently raised by a potential buyer.

In addition, many factors must be considered in determining a sale price, I
only one of which is the infxastructure improvements required to mitigate the impacts

us

of new development. Thus, it is not unusual to find what appear to be comparable us
homes in an area priced differently. The disclosure required by paragraph I however, •
may cause buyers to over-simplify the pricing process. Accordingly, we recommend that
paragraph 2 be expanded to acknowledge other factors that affect the pricing of homes. m
These include, but arc not limited to the quality of the location, school district, open •
space and parks, access to public transportation and other public amenities; and the

I

existence of other assessments and liens. •

The disclosure requirement set forth in paragraph 3 should be clarified to
reflect the fact that some taxes for incremental services are perpetual. Additionally, m,
Mello-Roos taxes are usually structured to include minimum and maximum tax levies. •
The actual tax levied is often in between the minimum and the maximum, and the

homebuyer should be provided with information about the authorized tax range. Thus, m

we recommend that paragraph 3 be amended to read: "I'heminimum and maximum •
amount of the annual tax authorized and the duration of the special tax which may be
levied on the property for bond repayment and the amount and the duration, including a=
whether it is perpetual, of any special tax which may be levied on the property, for |
services."

!
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I A description of the special tax formula is appropriate. However, the
requirement set forth in paragraph 4 to compare the undeveloped property tax rate

i and developed property tax rate on an acreage basis is not. The developed propertytax rate reflects the fact that residents of deveJoped property utilize the _tructure
far more heavily than owners of undeveloped property, and ta.,dng heavy users more

I than light users is fundamental to many _g approaches. Additionally, taxingdeveloped property at a greater rate increases the credit-worthiness of Mello-Roos
bonds by providing a diversified tax base. Additionally, the disclosure required in

i paragraph 4 could be materially misleading, since taxes on undeveloped land often vary.dramatically during development as Mr. Taussig's example at the Hearing
demonstrated. Finally, assuming the requested disclosure was to be made, it is unclear

i what exactly should be compared. Should the maximum taxes per developed acre becalculated assuming only. development of the particular idnd of unit being sold (as
opposed to other allowable units in the development)? For all these reasons, we

I recommend that the second sentence of paragraph 4 be deleted.
Paragraph 5 should be amended to accommodate the situation in which a

I CFD approves several pieces of infrastructure for construction, with the knowledge andintent that not all of them will be financed. Because of the vaiue-to-//en ratio

requirements and other constraints of the marketplace, the actual dollar amount of

I bonds might be less than that approved. Additionally, because bonds are often issuedduring the design process, infrastructure descriptions and costs may change. We
therefore recommend that paragraph 5 include statements regarding whether bonds

I have been issued for the full amount of approved projects, which projects (if any) havefunding priorities or are alternatives, and the fact that the final determination of the
items which will be financed with Melio-Roos had not yet been made.

I In addition to paragraphs (1) - (6), we also recommend that the Notice of
Special Tax include a description of how the special tax may be prepaid, a prepayment

I provision has been included in the method and rate of apportionment of special tax.
RECOMMENDATION #2

I E.ffabliah an Annual Reporting Re.c_ for MelTo-Roos CFDs.

I Consequent_, we recommend that the Legislature establish an annual reporting requirement
for MeUo-Roos CFDs. 5pecifical_, we recommend that the governing board of each CFD

I
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be required to report the following information to CDAC at the conclusion of each Icalendar year:.

Development Status I

1. Number of residential properties developed.

2. Square footage of commercial and industrial properties developed. I

3. Current assessed valuation ofdeveloped and undeveloped properties. I

4. Number and value of properties sold-

" I5. Vacancy rates of commercialindustrial properties.

6. Percent of CFD developed by land useclassification. I

Z A list of the names and business addresses of all property owners in the CFD who

own at least 10 percent of the assessed valuation of the CFD. I

Capital proiects Status

1. A progress report on construction activity (status of individual projects included in I
the Notice of Special Tax).

2. Fund balances in construction accounts. I

Financial Statu_ I

1. Reserve fund balance.

• I
2. Capitalized interest fund balance.

3. Tax delinquency rates. I

4. Foreclosure actions. I
5. Outstanding principal and interest amounts.

I
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I 6. Debt authorization levels.

i 7. Overlapping tax rates.
In addition to the annual reporting requiremen_ we recommend that the governing board of
CFDs be required to submit an addendum to the annual report if,, at any time during the

I year, one of the following events takes place: (1) a payment
scheduled debt service is

missed; (2) funds are withdrawn from the reserve fund to meet a scheduled debt service
payment; or (3) an owner of 10% or more of the property within the CFD declares

I bankruptcy.

This reporting requirement would apply to all existing CFDs. Neither the reporting local

I agency or CDAC shall be liable for reporting
inaccuracies.

i Recommendation Comments:
Requiring secondary market disclosure on a particular municipal security

is costly and cumbersome, and the general need for such disclosure is hotly debated in

I the municipal bond community. This recommendation burdens
the issuers of Mello-

Roos bonds with these costs by statute, while other municipal instruments are not so

I burdened. Although it would be preferable for State funds to be used to finance thecost of compiling and distributing this information, it is unlikely such funds would be
available in light of the current fiscal crisis. Therefore, the cost of satisfying this

I disclosure requirement should be financeable with Mello-Roos proceeds. Because suchcosts result in less money being available to finance infrastructure, only disclosure
directly beneficial to bondholders in the secondary market should be required.

I The necessary disclosure may be less than that set forth in the
recommendation, since the majority of Mello-Roos bonds are held by sophisticated

i investors. In light of the expense of secondary market disclosure and the institutionalnature of Mello-Roos bond purchasers, we think it is important that representatives of
the current bond holding community review and comment on this recommendation.

i Such representatives can provide insights into what information may be useful (whichmay vary depending upon the stage of development), and yet be sensitive to the
associated costs. For example, once the value-to-lien ratio exceeds five or ten to one, it
is very poss_le that the secondary market would no longer be interested in vacancy

I rates and square footage numbers.

I
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The recommendation seems to identify C'DAC as the central repository of 1
secondary market disclosure. If this is the case, several questions remain unanswered,

1

such as how CDAC is going to distn'bute the information and how CDAC's disclosure
services will be funded. It may be more cost effective for the administrator of the CFD •
to compile the requested information and deliver it, along with the annual information 1

required to determine the special tax levy, to the Board of the _PL_ and, if MeLlo-
goes bonds have been issued, to the Bond Trustee. The Bond Trustee (or if there is •
none, the CFD Board) could distribute the information to investors or others upon

1

request. This suggestion helps minimi_e the expense of secondary disclosure because
much of the recommended information must already be compiled to determine the •
annual special tax levy. For similar reasons, we recommend that the recommended
information be provided concurrently with or shortly after determining the annual

tax levy. instead of at the conclusion of each calendar year, to necessitate only 1special
one annual information-gathering effort.

!

in addition to the general comments above, we offer the following 1
comments on specific disclosure items in the "Development Status" section. Paragraph

w

1 should be amended to clarify whether an annual or cumulative number of developed

residential properties is to be disclosed. 1

Paragraph 2 should be amended to clarify 1) whether square footage is to 1

be measured in terms of gross, net or taxable square feet, and 2) whether an annual or •
cumulative number of developed square footage of residential, commercial and

industrial properties is to be disclosed. •
1

The disclosure of assessed value required by paragraph 3 appears to be
unnecessary. The Mallo-Roos district was formed on the basis of appraised value - not am

assessed value. In fact, assessed value cannot be the basis of the taxing scheme 1
because of rules regarding ad valorem property taxes. Furthermore, assessed value is
not usually disclosed as part of the Official Statement for the initial offering, so its

relevance to secondary market sales is questionable.. Determining assessed value on an 1
annual basis (especially once development in the CFD is complete), therefore, seems to

be aft unwarranted expense, and we believe that paragraph 3 should be deleted. •
1

The disclosure required in paragraph 4 should be clarified regarding 1)
whether the number of properties sold is to be determined on an annual or cumulative •
basis, 2) whether resales are to be counted 3) how value is to be determined, and 4) if 1
value is to be determined based on a revised assessment or whether there is a duty to

I
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I report the sales price if no revised assessment has occurred. In addition, the treatmentof long-term leases should be addressed.

I Any value to disclosing vacancy rate information required by paragraph 5is outweighed by the cost of accumulating such information and the confusion such
information may cause. This would especially be the ease if the property within the

I CFD is widely held and if vacancy rates fluctuate a great deal. In addition, if thevacancy rate is to be determined by reference to a particular day, a figure could be
misleading, such as when a building is fully leased as of the reporting date, but all

I leases are due to expire shortly thereafter. On the other hand, more than merereporting of a fact on a date certain could lead to long and complex determinations on
what should be reported and when. In addition, it appears this information would be

I required for all properties, regardless of whether the special tax is to be paid by alandlord or its tenants. For these reasons, we recommend that paragraph 5 be deleted.

I Use of the words "land use classification" in paragraph 6 is ambiguous.This paragraph should be clarified to specifically provide for the disclosure of the
percentage of taxable property in the CFD being used for residential, commercial and

I industrial uses, respectively.

With respect to paragraph 7, we do not understand the purpose of

I reporting the address of the property owner. Address disclosure suggests that eitherCDAC or a bondholder has a right to question a property owner, who is simply a
taxpayer, not a bond issuer. Since no such right exists, we believe that such disclosure

I is inappropriate and unnecessary. Finally, see our comment regarding paragraph 3 onthe problems with using assessed value to determine the relevant property owners.

I With respect to the "Capital Project Status" information, it appears asthough this information is limited to the actual infrastructure to be constructed or
acquired with MeUo-Roos funds. The term "construction accounts" in Item 2 is

I somewhat unclear, however, and should be clarified to state the "fund balances inMel]o-R,oos construction accounts" must be reported.

I The "Financial Status" disclosure section should expressly state that itapplies only to the CFD's financial status, not to the financial status of any developer
or taxpayer in the C-"FD. It should also be clarified to state that only foreclosures

I resulting from the nonpayment of the special tax need be disclosed. The "debtauthorization" levels should be clarified as applying only to the CFD in question. In
..d.tlon,_'_ ; " ,..-'-*",,_.,._..r.¢,,,a..,. reque,'ted ;,,¢r,,--,-,*;r,__n c,,'er!a_._ing ,-',._.r=:es '._!! _'e.diffi.cu!t.

!
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While ad valorem taxes and most assessments translate intoa rate which is applied, 1
Mello-Roos taxes are a dollar amount. If the MeUo-Roos tax is to be translated into a l

rate, the rate could change annually and/or each time the property is reassessed. Since
total tax dollars cannot easi_j be determined, we recommend that this section be I
deleted. 1

RECOMME, NDATION #3 1

the Annual Increase in the M,,,,cwnon Special Tax on _ Properties to

Percent (2%) for Landowner-approved Financing_ I

Consequently, we recommend that the Legislature limit the annual increase in the 1
maximum special tax to two percent (2%) for landowner.approved flnancings. In cases
where special tax payments support the provision of services, ratl_r than capital facilities,
ongoing costs will be affected by the rate of inflation. Consequently, the appropriate 1
inflator in these cases is the state and local deflator for goods and services, which typically
is higher than 2 percent. This limit would apply prospectively to all Mello-Roas bonds

issued after the effective date of the authorizing legislation. 1
Recommendation Comments:

We believe this recommendation appropriately balances the certainty 1
desired by taxpayers with the flexibility needed in determining special tax rates. We

therefore have no comments on this proposal at this time. I

RECOMMENDATION #4
i

Require the [z_uingAgency to Have a Substa_a,,t Interest bl the FamTiti.._and Services •

I
Consequently, we recommend that the Legislature require that the local agency forming the
CFD be the governmental agency responsible for providing the majority of the facilities and l
services financed through the CFD. This requirement would apply prospectively to all

l

Mello-Roos bonds issued after the effective date of the authorizing legislation. I

I
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I Recommendation Comments:

As an initial matter, we note with grave concern the language contained

I in the introduction to this section which portrays developers as "preying" on agencies.
Thisisan unfairand unnecessarygeneralization,and we requestthatitbe deleted.

.! In addition, the recommendation ignores important factors other than the
provision of facil/des and services which should impact lead agent selection in a Joint
Community Facilities Agreement ("JCFA") situation. For example, one jurisdiction may

I have much more experience with Mello-Roos and/or may have the administrative staffnecessary to administer the district, even if it is not responsible for the majority of the
infrastructure. Conversely, the jurisdiction responsible for the majority of the

I tnfxastructure he new to Mello-Roos. Such a situation exists in the City and
may

County of Los Angeles, for example, where the County has significant Melio-Roos
experience, while the City has never issued Mello-Roos bonds. Alternatively, to the

I extent two jurisdictions are parties to a JCFA and one jurisdiction is somewhatcontrolled by the other jurisdiction, (such as a County Park District and a County), the
controlling jurisdiction may have public policy reasons, such as oversight with respect to

I for wanting to be the leadoverlapping taxes, agent.

Application of the proposed recommendation to a Joint Exercise of

I Powers situation is even more problematic. It is possible that eachAgreement ("JPA")
party to the J'PA may form its own separate CFD, with each of the CFD's contributing
funds for J'PA use. Additionally, in the JPA situation, the J'PA, not any one local

I is for the facilities and services to be financed. Theagency, responsible providing
concept behind the recommendation does not work in such an event.

I Most important, by depriving agencies
local of flexibility, the amendment

provides a disincentive for joint action, ff local agencies cannot control who forms the
district, they may choose not to act jointly. The recommendation could, therefore,

I districts, with each levying its own taxencourage the creation of inefficient overlapping
and issuing its own bonds, instead of advancing the goal of one large, more efficient
district. In fact, this requirement might make it more difficult to adopt Planning

I Guidelinesas suggested by (see herein).
CDAC It_SSU e 2"

I
!
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RECO_ENDArlON #5 1

Requ_ that Substa,,,_,,t_n of Fu.'u_beSubject to P_e_ndum. 1

recommend that the governing board of the CFD be required to place 1Consequently, we

before the voters any proposal to reallocate funds between the projects identified in the
1

resolution of intention if (1) the reallocation of funds would result in a deviation of more II

than 20 percent from the original cost estimate for any project identified in the resolution of •
intention, and (2) the governing board receives a petition signed by 25 percent or more of

1

the voters in the CFD objecting to the reallocation of funds.

This requirement would apply prospectively to all CFD fund redirections occurring after the •
effective date of the authorizing legislation. 1

IRecommendation Comments:

We applaud CDAC's change in position from the first draft of the staff 1
report on this issue, in which a mandatory election was required in all cases where

i

more than 10% of the funds are redirected. This would have caused a significant

expense which would have been borne by the jurisdiction and its taxpayers. 1
The current recommendation remains somewhat troubling, however. It is I

based on the erroneous assumption that the diversion of funds from one project to •
another means that the first project may not be butt. This does not reflect the realities
of modern day development. Almost all the items for which Mello-Roos bond proceeds 1
are used must be built under the development agreement or pursuant to a tract map 1
condition. The developer is then required to provide a completion bond that such
infrastructure will be completed before it can begin development. Moving funds among m

projects is usually due to cash flow management issues or delays in one portion of the 1
project which allow a reallocation of funds to another portion of the project, not to the

abandonment of needed infrastructure items. •
If the redirection of funds must be limited, two aspects of the revised

recommendation warrant further refinement. First, the 20% threshold may not be 1
reasonable when you apply it to particular fact situations. For example, a redirection l
of 20% of a $1 million dollar line item in a $30 million dollar bond issue is de minimis
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I the when redirection would cause a deviation of 20% of the totalprovisionapply onJy a

bond proceeds to be used in an alternative manner. Second, we recommend that a
hearing rather than an election be held on redirections of funds. The legislative body

I determine the of redirecting the funds based on the sentiments
can appropriateness

• expressed at a public hearing, which places the relevant information before the decision
makers without the costs of an election, which include printing and distn'buting ballots

I and and election The jurisdiction involvedwriting, printing distributing pamphlets.
Would have to pay these costs (assuming additional tax could not be levied by the

i existing CFD), which could be considerable.
In addition, it is unclear what election standard should apply. Is 2/3 the

applicable standard? Such a result seems unduly harsh, especially in the multi-phase

I shift of funds might be essential for crucial infrastructure.project in which completinga

L.aaddition, the time involved in holding an electiun could cause undue hardships. For
example, assume that because of unusual soils problems, the cost of a park system is

I increased. In theCFD's sewer came in under budget, and 22% of the
contrast, system4

sewer funds ate available for transfer to build the park. This substitution of funds is
very reasonable, but could not occur under the recommendations without a lengthy

I election process (instead hearing) requested by public.
of if the

I RECOMMENDATION #6
Require that Faclt;ti,,y_and Services Fua,d,,,t Through the Special Tax Provide a Direct

i BenefutoCFDReslda_

Consequent&, we recommend that the Legislature amend the Mello-Roos Act to require

I that CFD residents receive a direct benefit from all facilities and services funded through
their special tax payments. "Direct benefit" means that CFD residents must have full use of
all facilities and services funded through their tax payments. It does not restrict residents

I outside the CFD from also receiving benefit from thede facilities and services.
This

requirement would apply prospectively to all Mello-Roos bond issues occurring after the

i effective date of the authorizing legislation.
As mentioned earlier under Recommendation #L should the Legislature choose not to

i implement the direct benefit requiremen_ we recommend that the Notice ofSpecial Taxdisclose that the buyer's special tax payments may be used to construct facilities which the
buyer may not be permitted to utilize.

!
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Recommendation Comments: i

IAs a number of us expressed at the Meeting, this recommendation causes
considerable concern for future use of Mello-Roos by school districts. We also question
whether CDAC wants to characterize the school assignment situation in Traey as
"abuse" without interviewing Tracy school officials to explain how its school assignment I
decisions were reached. As the representative of the Modesto School District testified g

at the Meeting, school boundary decisions are complex matters. It would not be
poss_le to guarantee specifin school assignments for the term of a Mello-Roos bond I
issuance, which this recommendation would require. School assignment guarantees
could cause serious overcrowding or under-utilization of schools.

CDAC's discussion of "divisive distinctions" in a community might cause
the Legislature to miss the true issue here - the legal ability of a school district to make

kind of commitment regarding school assignments for the term of the bonds. If iany

this recommendation, which requires such a commitment, is enacted into law, school
districts could be practically barred from using Mello-Roos. Such a bar directly
conflicts with the State Legislature's existing determination that Mello-Roos is an i
appropriate financing vehicle for schools. In fact, the Legislature specifically

w

encouraged the use of Mello-Roos by changing the rules under which state funding Ill

could be sought. If enacted, this recommendation undermines the Legislature's existing i
determinations. iD

The recommendation's definition of "direct benefit" as "full use of all i
facilities and services funded through their tax payments" could also be carried to the

u

an unfair extreme. What about special programs needed for handicapped or other
special educationneeds? Does the recommendation mean that such programs could •
not be funded because certain taxpayers would not have full use of them? What about

I

facilities which are not "used" by property owners per se. such as sheriff or fire Ill

facilities? Does the recommendation preclude funding these items with Mello-Roos i
bonds? Finally, use of the words "direct benefit" is itself troublesome, since this is the
standard used in assessment act laws, and its use here (with a different meaning) is

extremely confusing. I

We recommend that CDAC withdraw this recommendation and use its ms

alternative instead - that the Notice of Special Tax include a statement regarding the i
fact that money may be used to construct facilities that a buyer may not be able to
":':-_ .M........... j, ,.,.,AC ._,, ........ e,,,, _chc_l ,/_:r_c_ " '-_

!
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I Roos tax into account (as one of many factors) making boundary
when its annual

determinations.

I Other Issues For Legislative
Consideration

Zs_wa I

I The Su,hs;,4;-.at;,_nof Doe/opera by Homebuyets in CFDs.
Mego-Roos

I Thisdiscussionturnson theconcept a developer"subsidy."
of Ifthat

characterizationofexistingMello-Roospracticesisadopted,theconclusionsdiscussed
follow.We suggest,however,thattheuseofcapitalizedinterest,cross-collatern!ir_tion

I of property and the taxation of raw differently developed property are
land from not

developer subsidies for the reasons set forth below.

I .4. Tar Differentials on DeveloFed Und_eloF_d
and Land

CDAC accepted the statement from Ms. Smiling of Muni Financial

I Services that the reason that developers preferred Mello-Roos financing to assessment
act financing is simply because MeUo-Roos shifts the tax burden to the developed land.
Actually, developers favor Mello-Roos financing for many reasons other than the one

I offered by Ms. Stalling, including those discussed below.

Mello-Roos is considered beneficial by developers for the foLlowing

I reasons:

i (i) Io_astrueture Phasing: Mello-Roos financing provides a source offunds by which new roads and other infrastructure improvements
may out'pace development. This is contrasted with developer fees,
which are constrained by the inherent limitations of a "pay-as-you-

I go" revenue source.

i (ii) General Berlefj): The infrastructure a developer must provide toobtain land use approvals for most modern day developments is
often regional in nature. The addition or expansion of backbone

i infrastructure such as freeway on/off ramps, sewage treatmentplants and collector roads are often a condition of land use
approval. Such infrastructure does not lend itself to assessment act

i /iz_dng b_caas_ o[ ti_ special or dice_t b_n_fit ,_hi_h _a_ be
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shown to levy an assessmenL The flexibility of MeLlo-Roos law I
enables more regional _tructure to be financed.

(iii) Funds for Services: MeLlo=Roos financing can be used to finance i
certain needed services, such as police, fire, paramedic, and park
and recreation services if such services are incremental to those IB

offered at the time the district was formed. With Melio-Roos, the
cost of providing such services will not be a drain on the local
agency's general fund, and purchasers can he assured that they will m
receive the serviceswhich

are crucial to some purchasers' decisions I
to buy in a particular locality. Thus, the developer is confident
that the purchasers within its development wLllreceive an ill

appropriate level of service. U

(iv) llliquiditv of the Fitlancial Markets: In the current lending

environment, Mello-Roos financing may often be the only source of I
financing for much needed public improvements. The financial
community is also embracing the public-private partnership concept am

with respect to financing new development. In fact, some financial
institutions require that public financing be used as a condition

precedent to its own financing.
J

(v) Lower Cost of Funds: MeLlo-Roos bond financings are usually tax-
exempt, and tax-exempt financing usually carries a lower interest m
rate than traditional construction financing. Therefore, the cost of II
constructing the required infrastructure is lower. Stating the
obvious, if the interest rate is lower, the "all-in" cost of constructing aa
the infrastructure is lower. This benefits a landowner, as a Merle- |
Roos taxpayer and as a developer, as well as subsequent property.
owners. For subsequent property owners, the benefit is equal to •
the amount by which the present value of the stream of special tax II
payments is lower than the present value of the stream of
increased mortgage payments a buyer would have to make if the •
developer passed the cost of the infrastructure through as an |
increased home price.

(vi) Lower Financin_ Costs: The Mello-Roos Act permits the I
infrastructure of an entire development site to be financed under a

_m_i_ fiaan,'mg piam As a rcsuih die developer, an(_ theretore tae I
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I purchasers, avoid th6 expense of implementing a number of
financing vehicles. For example, rather than create a special

i assessment d_ct and a MeLlo-Roos district (and incurring thecosts associated with the formation of two different districts), a
single Mello-Roos district can be used.

I (vii) Less Costly Housing: Because the cost of the improvements
financed by Mello-Roos are not borne by the developer, the

i development community believes (which belief is supported by thedata presented by Dr. Joseph Evans at the Hearing) that home
prices are lower. This benefits the developer if the decrease in

i prices does not reduce its profit margin. Purchasers benefitbecause less money is needed for the down payment and mortgage
installments. In addition, because most tax experts believe that the

i special tax payment is deductible from gross income for income taxpurposes, the purchaser's annual costs are lower than if the
property owner paid for such improvements through an assessment.
As a result, Mello-Roos financing provides easier access to the

I home buying market.

i (viii) Dis_ct BouQdarv Lines: The boundaries of a CFD may be non-contiguous and drawn to exclude certain types of properties (such
as residents). This flexibility allows a developer and local agencies

i to form a district and include only those areas that under thecircumstances should be taxed. In addition, if the CFD crosses

jurisdictional boundaries, a lead agency may be the CFD

i administrator, instead of a Joint Powers Authority. Theopportunity to use a lead agency rather than form a Joint Powers
Authority reduces costs signifi(mntly. Although cost reductions

_ benefit the developer, they also benefit the ultimate taxpayer.
Ill

As the above list demonstrates, Mel/o-Roos is important to developers for

I many significant reasons which also benefit the ultimate users of the developedproperty. In addition, from a public policy standpoint, having the users of
infrastructure (who are residents of the CFD's developed property) pay a higher tax is

I riot unacceptable public policy. The owners of the undeveloped land do not benefitfrom the infl-astrucrure in the same manner as the residents of the residential property
or the owners of the commercial or retail property involved. Undeveloped landowners

!
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the parks or bikeways, schools and community facilities. Their use of water, Ido not use

sewer and roads is limited.

In fact, the notion of taxes based on usage is a standard concept of tax
equity. Assessment districts are often criticized because two homes of unequal size,

u

but the same frontage, might be assessed the same amount for a sewer or water main, mm

even if their use is significantly different. These critics of assessment districts agree •
With us that the party which has the greatest likelihood of using more of the
infi-astructure item should pay more. MeUo-Roos allows this to happen. Melio-Roos

of proper'des (increasing normally with size of property) Itaxes often vary _mong types
on the theory that different types (and sites) of properties enjoy different benefits. This
same logic applies when dealing with differences between developed and undeveloped

property. I

Finally, we support David Taussig's position that different developed and
undeveloped land taxes make sense. With respect to developed land, home buyers •
usually want a limit on tax increases. The way to achieve this as development occurs is
to retain the flexaqgilityto increase the undeveloped land tax if absorption is delayed. In I

addition, when major infrastructure, such as a treatment plant must be "front-loaded" •

into a development, sometimes it is possible to meet the various credit-worthiness tests
w

for bonds only if developed land pays its full tax early, with undeveloped land paying
for later infrastructure items. The necessities of multi-phased development mandate •

flexibility in developed and undeveloped land taxes. It is, therefore, overly simplistic to
compare developed and undeveloped property using a common unit of measurement

andthenmandatea flattax. mR

B. Ca'oreCollatemlka_n of Protumy m CFDs •

CDAC has summarized the tension among a number of public policies

with respect to cross collateralization. We concur with the CDACs conclusion. !
The characterization of capitalized interest as a "subsidy" to developers is I

unfair, and the assumption that capitalized interest always costs taxpayers money is
flawed. In fact, a refusal to permit capita!{:,ed interest probably is more expensive to II
taxpayers, because the increased risk of a default during project build-out will |
necessitate higher bond interest rates. In addition, as inustrated below, the developer's

u_e oi its conveauonaiiy available rnoa_y to pay M_ilo-Roos ta_s ca_ly ha a proj_¢t'_ I
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I life may result in greater bank debt and higher interest rates on the construction moneyactually used to build homes. All of these costs are eventually passed through to the
home buyer, and the price of a home may ultimately be higher due to these costs.

I For example, assume Developer A arranged for a CFD to construct $10
million in infi-astructure financed by MeLlo-Rons bonds. Developer A now borrows $1

I million from its bank to pay the annual Mello-Roos tax and $5 million to construct theremainder of the infrastructure. The net result of this activity is $15 milHon (less costs
of issuance) in new infrastructure. The yield on the Mello-Roos bonds is slightly higher

I because the bond structure lacks no capitalized interest, an element favorably receivedby the capital market. The interest rate Developer A mustpay its commercial lender
is probably also slightly higher because some of the funds are used to pay taxes, rather

I than for construction. Carrying costs of any type of financing, of course, get passed onthrough the home price. In this hypothetical, the homeowner appears to be negatively
affected from two directions: higher interest rates on the Mello-Ro0s bonds (which

I translate into higher taxes) and the higher cost of the conventional loan being passedthrough in the home price.

I Alternatively, Developer B arranged for the CF'D to construct $9 millionin infrastructure and reserve $1 million for capitalized interest. Developer B then
borrowed the same $6 million from its bank to construct the remaining infrastructure.

I The net result of this activity is also $15 million in new infrastructure, the same result
as Developer A. The yield on the bonds in Developer B's ease is slightly lower
because the bond market is assured of payment when the land is primarily vacant.

I This, of course, translates into lower taxes. Conventional loan costs are also slightly
lower because the money being borrowed is being converted into infrastructure which
increases the value of the underlying security. The amount passed through to the

I homeowners in increased house price costs is less, and the Mello-Roos tax is less.Overall this seems to be a better result.

I In a recent letter to Senator Mello, David Taussig concurred
with and

amplified this analysis. In that letter, Mr. Taussig wrote:

I "It has been that capitalized interest costs homeownersargued
money. However, if capitalized interest results in a safer bond
issue, the interest rate on the debt will be less, which will save

I homeowners In most capitalized interest will notmoney. case.%

cost the homeowners anything. Bond proceeds are usually
..,_ ...._;.o,.a o; t_._- .... e ._-._etl _. a ...n-XL"X!.U.'.T!_:2.g.... s ....... by ..t .... "..m_.xi'num --',' -_" v; ,,, .,,. • ,
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burden. The public improvements that need to be financed usually Iexceed the bond proceeds ava/lable. Whether the Iimlted amount
of bond proceeds available are spent on capital!_ed interest or on

public improvements, total debt proceeds, and therefore, total debt Iservice, is the same and homeowners' tax bills are the same."

We agreew/thMr. Taussig'sconclusionand urgeCDAC tolookbehind Iwhatappearsinitiallytobe obvious.We believethatonceitdoes,CDAC willfindthat
bondamountsareconstrainedforthereasonsMr. Taussigsuggests.The conclusion

which follows from this analysis that capitalized interest should not be portrayed as a Isubsidy, but as the bondholder protection it is.

z,2 |
L/rn///ngTheMa_dmum Spec/a/TaxRate

If enacted, the two percent of assessed value Ifmitation suggested by I
CDAC should only apply to residential properties. Raw land often has a very low

assessed value ff the developer has held it for some time, yet its appraised value may Ibe quite high. Thus, limiting the tax in this manner would be unproductive. Such a
limit also undermines the concept that undeveloped land should bear the burden if

absorption is less than anticipated. In addition, if the Legislature adopts a per acre tax I
equity concept, the raw land would significantly reduce the amount that could be levied
and, consequently, theamount of infrastructure which could be constructed. With

respect to commercial property, the tax is just part of the rent and the market witl I
adj_t its lease or rental rates accordingly. Thus, the two percent limitation is
unnecessary in the commercial content.

We alsorecommend for style reasons that the language in the third I
paragraph of this section regarding the ability of developers to "unload" their property

be reworded to state "if developers are unable to sen these properties" .... I

I
I
!
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Finally,CDAC staffiscorrectthata taxratelimitationmay havesome
undesirableconsequences.We questionCDAC's fearof"squandering)'dollarson lower
priorityfacilities,however.The questionofpriorityisrelative,and thepriorityamong
therelevantjurisdictionsoragenciesmay VaRy.Moreover,asdiscussedabovein
conjunctionwithRecommendation#5,developerswillhavetobuildneeded
inf:rastrucmrepursuanttotractmap conditionsora developmentagreement.Thus,the
fearedoutcome-"leavingthedevelopingareawithouttheresourcestoaddress
T'mmediateneeds"-LsIdgldyunlikely.

We agreewiththeconceptthatthevariouslocaljurisdictionsshould
adoptPlanningGuidelinesasa policymatter,butwe questiontheconsequencesof
statutorilymandatedguidelines.Inurbanareas,theGuidelinesprocesscouldbe
lengthy,and theprimaryvictimcouldbe thedeveloper.Iflegislationisenactedthat
requiresthatsuchGuidelinesbe adoptedpriortotheissuanceofMeUo.Roos bonds,a
developercouldbe heldhostageby an uncooperativeagencythatwishestotrade-offits
agreementtothePlanningGuldel/nesforadditionalinfrastructure.Such an exampleis
notfar-fetched.Inthesedaysofworseningfiscalcrisisformany governmental
agencies,additionalburdens,some notdirectlyrelatedtothedevelopment'simpact,are
beingshoulderedby thedevelopers"voluntarily"inordertoachieveconsensuson a
designor projectschedule.]Evenifthevariousagenciesarecooperative,themere time
involvedinreachingsucha difficultconsensuscouldsignificantlyincreasethecostof
development.

/zsue 3

17_ _ed for Unifmm and I_:Jende_ Land Appmi_la

We have no comments on CDAC's discussion of appraisal issues.
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Inconclusion,we wishtothankyou foryourconsiderationof our Icomments. Plcnsefeelfreeto call upon eitherofusffwe can provideany further
information.

I

UrsulaH. Hyman Iof LATHAM & WATKINS

PatriciaT. Sinclair Iof LATHAM & WATKINS

I
[
i
I
i
I
I
I
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1 ALLIANCI= for LocallyFundedScol Facilities

March5._992

!
SteveJua_z,ExecutiveDirector

• C:.lifomiaDebtAdvisor,/Commission R E C E _'tJ_ O
l

915 Capitol Mall. Room 400 MAR 6 1992
Sacramento. CA 94209-001

I .+'_f" ' , s_:._"

C*_L+r_._
+r _,*-. .+o.tI..+,_i_,dt,t

DearMr.3ua_z: A0v._u_,Y._,._,.,,._-,3

I The AllianceforLocallyFundedSchoolFacilitiesisacoalhionofschooldisn'ictswhichrelyinwholeorinpartonnon-statefundsforprovidingschoolfacilitiesinourgzowingdistricts.
Inadditiontosupplyingourmemberswithinformationandassistancewithlocalfunding

I opdons,theAlliancealsoactivelyseekstoprotectandenhancetheseoptionsandtheabilityofschooldistrictstoavoidorminimizeseekingfundingfromtheStnt_.We a_:therefore
very.concernedaboutanypotentiallegislativechangeswhichwouldjeopardizelocalfunding

I opportunitiesforschoolconsn'uction.
Mcllo-Roosisa viablefundingtoolforthemanydiverselocalentitieschiet'lybecauscofits

I flexibiliw.Itconbecustomizedtofitalmostanysituationandaddressanyneed.Individualcommunitiesarcdifferent.Whatisrightinoneisabsolutelywronginanother.Thebeauty
ofMeUo-RooshasbeenitsflexibilitytoaddressCalifornia'sdiversity.No twomember

I school districts from the Alliance who have employed MeUo Roos financing started with thesamesetofcircumstancesnordevelopedidenticalresponses.Thisis nottosaychangesare
notneeded.Butbecauseofits verycomplexnature,noquickfixsolutionsbasedonsurface

I issueswillbeappropriate.
Nonetheless.asschooldis_'ictsfocusedonlocalsourcesoffinancingtobuildschools,the

I membersoftheAlliance_cognizethattheM¢lloRoosinsnrumentmustbeusedresponsiblyinorderm remainaviableoptionfort'_nancingtheconsn'ucdonofpublicschools.Debt
insn'umentspredicatedonMelloRoos_.xeswillreceivetheirbestpossibleacceptancein the

I marketplaceonlyiftheMeUo Roos£mancingmechanismconbeproperlydefinedandarticulatedtoprotecttheg_atestarrayofinmrests:taxpayers,developersandschooldish-lots.
Towardthatmumallydesirableend,theAllianceisplead togenerallysupporttheeffortto

clazifypracticessurroundingM¢lloRoostaxationand£mancing,andtoofferthefollowingcommentsmga,,'dingCDAC's mcommendatioasforpossiblelegislativechangestotheMetlo
Rooslawiuelf.

DISCLOSURE

The Allianceissuppor_veofimproveddisclosurerequirements,bothfortheinitialsaleand

the resalemarket-Infact.improvementabsolumly proposalmay go
is needed and this not far

enough.Thepublicagency,now hasnocon_oloverthedisclosureprocesssinceitisa
", .... v', :¢sp_n'_,,;._,:. _L;,:',:.,;v.,':",_.--.'J,"',;c,,,.q ..... efc_ra _ _:,;,ip_;;.iv,"b,,y,': ,,,,,',,_vcn

startthebiddingprocess.Every requi._d a prominently
salesof_ce shouldbe rn have posmd

I P.O. Box15204 "> Sacramento, CA _so95851.0204 _ (916)447-8420
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sign identifying the special tax and advising prospective purchasers to ask for details. The
public agency should have approval authority over the disclosur_ statement and su'engthen it •
if necessary. Specifying the exact conmnts in statut-" may actually lessen cLisclosurc in some |
circumsranc,'s by making it difficult to include important information regarding a particular
district. Therefore, we believe the statutory requirement should be a minimum disclosure to m

which the public agency can add additional information. I

Secondary market disclosure is also an important issue, although the practical aspects of how am
it would function clearfrom thereportThe existingtaxbillon a resalehouseshould •are not

givea clearindicationof whattaxesexiston theproperty.Any disclosureinthesecondary
J

marketshouldIx:tiedtothetitlereport,and shouldnotbe theresponsibility,ofschool

districts. I

ANNUAL REP(JRT

The Alliancegenerallysupportsthe annualcompilation and reportingof informarion relative
tothespecialtaxand thedebt itsupports.However,a distinctionneedstobe made between
information that a school district can readily provide and that which should be more

appropriatelyresearchedby theinvestmentbankingcommunityinordertoservicethe
secondary,market.

Annual reportingand compilationofinformationis an excellentproposal,aslongasthe
requirementsforthereportarereasonable.Currently,an annualtaxreportispreparedasof

March I todeterminetheappropriatetaxlevies.Annualauditsarealsoprepa_d,asofJune
30. Ifa calendaryearreportingscheduleisestablished,itshouldbe basedon information
collectedasoftheMarch and Junedams.

im

What we reportisalsoa concern.Some oftheinformationsuggestedinthestaffreport I
would be verycostlyand time-consumingtocompileand would provideminimalvaluetoan
investorseekinginformationabouttheDistrict.Number and valueofsalasand •
commercial/industrialvacancyratesmay be verydifficulttoestablishina largedismcton an
annualbasis.In addition,a CFD may notbe notifiedofbankruptciesof propertyowners

withinthedistrict,making this reportingrequirementimpossible.The valueofthe •
informationon an annualbasisoverthe30 to40 yearlifeofa CFD needstobe weighed

againstthecostofpreparingtheinformation.Requiringsome of thisinformationaspartof

the Official Statement disclosures for a bond sale may bc more appropriate. Im
2% INCREASE IN SPECIAL TAX

m

The Allianceissupportiveof theproposedlimitationofan annualtwo percentmaximum tax I
escalatorforlandowner-approvedCFD's,alongwiththeproposedexceptionaccommodating

me provmon otservicesoasextupona measureotmflauon.However,thistinutauonshould •
onlyapplytoresidentialdevdopmenm Itisalsoparticularlyimportanttoacknowledgethat
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the proposed restrictions apply prospectively only. There is a definite risk of rendering

i existing CFD's powerless to meet the needs for which they were established by changing therules lain in the game.

i The Alliancealsosupportsthepremisethatregismrcdvomr-appmvedCFD'sshouldbegovernedbythepoliticalmarketplace,andthatnolimitationsshouldbeplacedon the
escalationoftheannualmaximum taxinsuchentities.

I SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST IN FACILITIES

The Alliancehasseverereservationsaboutthelongtermdesirability,ofresortingtosweeping

I this issue. While the of "Mello-Roosgeneralizations when approaching alleged practice
shopping"shouldbeprohibited,thereareoftensolidpublicpolicyreasonsfortheleadagency
ina Mello-Roosconsortiumtobeotherthantheagencywiththemostsubstantialinterest.

I To thebroad theCDAC isabsolutely tothe
create prohibition proposed by contr'L_ concept

of coordinamd local planning and efficient financing of public facilities. It may also be asking
for trouble in a way that might not be obvious on the surface. An example is an existing

I CF'D in Stanislaus County which is providing facilities for the Sanitary., Fire, Elementary and
High School districts as well as the county. The most money (35.7%) goes to the Sanitary
District - an agency with no staff other than the =_aanent plant operator. The next greatest

I useistheelementarydistrict(33.1%)-a 1500studentdistrictwhosestaffisbarelykeepingonestepaheadofhousingkidsandwithlitreexperienceinthefieldofpublicfinance.The
nextgreatestuseroffundsisthecounty.Whilethecountyisa largeagencywitha large

I staff and they've handled a numberof financial ¢ansactions, they've also been in trouble withthe grand jury, the FPPC and many others related to the execuuon and fiscal soundness of
those transactions. The next greatest user of the funds - with only 9.5% - is the High School

I Disuict,a 28,000+schooldistrictwithstaffspecializingandexperiencedinthefieldofcapitalfinance.Who wouldyouratherhaveadministera $42M bondprogram?This
a'ansactionwashandledthrougha.rPAbutmighthavebeendonemoreefficientlythrougha

I joint financing agreement with a single agency acting as lead.

What was done in this case - despite the headaches involved in coordinating among several

I agencies-iswhatshouldnlwaysbedone. To bringalltheagenciestogetherina foruminwhichnoagencygetsanythingunlesstheycanallreachagreementtomeetallneedsinthe
bestinterestofthecommunity.

I REDIRECTIONOF FUNDS

I The Allianceissupportiveoftheproposedadditionofamfer=ndumrequirementbasedona20percentcriteriaofredirectionofbondproceedscoupledwitha 25percentofregistered
CF-'Dvoter criteria for the validity of a petition, However exceodons need to be made to

I allow the continuation of programs which may not have been implemented but for whichobligations have been made. It does not serve wider public policy m croat,- an oppomanity
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for voters to eliminate a program which may have been a mitigation requirement under
CEQA or as part of the project approval process, simply becaus¢ costs have escalated due to m
inflation or new requirements (suchas increasedschoolconsu'uctionsafety standardunder the •
FieldAct).Ifa highpriority,authorizedfacilityendsup costingmore thananticipated,voters

1

shouldnotbe giventheoptiontonegateprovisionofthatfacility.Sincefacilitiesnot mm

includedintheoriginalResolutionofFormationcannotbe fundedthrougha redixcctionof •
fundsby thelocalagency,taxpayersshouldstillgetthefacilitiestheyexpected,unlessthe

1

totalprognm costsmore thanoriginallyanticipated.Inthisca_, thelocalagencyisinthe m

bestpositiontodecidewhichprojectsaxeof highestpriority. 1

DIRECT BENEFIT

The Alliancecannotsupportthestrictadherencetotheconceptof "directbenefit"when it is
appliedtoCF"D'sestablishedby schooldismcts.No matterhow pothicallyoremotionally

at=activetheconceptmightappear,ithasthepotentialofeliminadngMello-Roosasa 1
financingmechanismforbuildingschools.Insimpleterms,itdoesn'twork.Forexample.
directbenefitwould be an infeasibleconceptinthefollowingsituations:

when a CFD consistsofa number ofdifferentdevelopmentprojectsscattered 1
throughout a school dismct but all conmbuting to a single new school:

1

when facilities,suchasa juniororseniorhighschool,arcregionalizedin I
nature;

1

when desegregation plans which have been mandated or adopted volunmriJy 1
require attendance boundaries other than CFD boundaries;

1

whenes=iishingcote=noasC/a==ceboon=swooldresoitio 1
factosegregation:

Ill

when theCFD schooliscompletelyfilledwithCFD studentsandmore CFD 1
studentscontinuetoenroll.

I
Furthermore,how cantheconceptofdirectbenefitbe appliedtothehomeowner/taxpayer

who has no children to send to school? Is such an individual to be exempted from the special •
m.x? 1
Ina registeredvoter-approvedCFD any questionsofbenefitareresolvedattheballotbox. •
Landowners-approvedCFD's requirea differentapproach,and theAlliancehasone tooffer. 1

i'heAt_ance0clievesmatme proviszonof schoolfacmoesisa generaJsocie_ benefit •
which supports thepropen? valuesof all theproperty ownersof thecommunity,whetherthey II
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have children to sand to school or not. Nonetheless, having advanced such a position there is
question of establishing the grva_r benefit received by a property in the CFD as opposed to

I which does the The Alliance believes the rcsolurlon of this inherent
one not pay special taX.

dilemmais containedintheMello-Rooslawitself.The lawallowsforthe cappingof
previouslyestablishedbondedindebtednessintheprocessofCFD formation.Ifsucha

I provisionwererequiredinlandowner-approvedCFD's,theobligationsfor"old"debtonthe
land would be capped at the relatively low raw land value prior m the creation of any "new"
special tax. In such a fashion, the societal benefit for the additloniof new school facilities to

I servethecommunitywouldbemoredirectlycreditedtoproperties_thintheCFD, whileat
thesametimerelievingthemfromtheobligationtoshareinquiteaslargeaporuonofthe
previouslyexisdngdebtam'ibutabletotherestofthecommunity.

! If some resolution such aS the one offered above cannot be found, then the most the Alliance
can support is the proper disclosure of the purported Iack of direct benefit at the dine the

I property,is sold.

ThankyoufortheopportunitytoprovideinputtotheCommission'sreportonproposed

I legislative changes to the Mello-Roos Act. If you have any questions about the Alliance orour positions, please call our legislative advocates at (916) 447-8J.20.

I Sincerely,

I Paul Reed. PresidentIrvtheUnified SchoolDisn'ict

I Ron Feist.Vice-PresidentEurekaElementarySchoolDistrict

I AllianceBoardofDirectors
DebbeBailey,

I Modesto City Schools Page O'Connor.San Diego Unified School District
Mike Chambers,

I Tech5 Corp. Ron Weinen. .OxnardEIement-_'ySchoolDistrict
DavidCa.snocha,
,,_.... °.
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buildinq [ndus_tq_._ciadon c_ southern cali_rnia, i,x. •
2001 _as! _urm 8_'e_, Suite _,24 * SAnta Arts, _ g2708 (_4) _47_042 II

I
March 9, ),992 I

Kathleen Brown ICal_ornia State Treasurer

Chair, California De_t Advisory Commission

915 Capital Mall, Room 400 •
Sacramento, CA 9420g-0001 I

Dear Treasurer Brown: I
m

Attached are the comments of _he Building _ndus=ry Association of

Orange County to the "Report on Proposed Legisls_ive Changes to the m
Mello-Rocs Act" prepared for the California Debt Advisory ICO.lesion.

BIA/0range County represents g50 local member companies _nvolved in •
residential and _ommerclal development activitzes.

These c=mments were compiled wi_h the assls_ancs of John Yeager,

Esq. (Pe_tis, Tester, Kruse & K,-insky}, Meenan Rice (David Taussig •
and Associates), and Tom Daly (BIA/OC Director of Government

mm

Affalrs ].

!
Sincerely,

Dave. Colgan, Esq.

McKittriok, 3ackson, DeMarco & Peckenpaugh •
Chairman. Ad Hoc Committee on MelIo-Roos

DClJw

Attachment: Response to the Report m

lChristine blamer, E_m_u_ive Director
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i ON PROPOSED L_G_eLATIVE CHA/dGES TO TH_ MELLO-ROOS ACT

These comments are made by the building Industry

I Association, Orange County Region ("BIAOC") in response to theCallfornia Debt Advisory Commission (CDAC) "Re_ort on Proposed
Legislative changes to the Mello-Rocs Act" (the "CDAC Report").

The comments have been prepared by a special BZAOC committee of

I Mello-Roos experts that was established in December 1991 and
given the _ask of recommending reforms to the Mel!c-Roos Act.
We appreciate CDAC's efforts tc molicit oommen:s from the

I building industry, and we look forward to working with you andthe Stats Legislature to s_rengthen and improve the Mel!o-Roos
Act.

I A combination of circumstances make :he Me!lo-Rcos Actindispensable to the provision of housing in the Staze. These

circumstances include the local funding constrRints created by

I Proposition 13, increased statsmanda_es in the areas of planningand environmental protection and increased local demands for the

concurrent provision of public infrastructure _nd housing.

I Legislative changes to _he Mello-Rocs Ac_, if notcarsfu!!y considered, may be detrimental to e_f:rts to provide

housing in California at a _ime when, as explained by Ward

i Connerly, a gubernatorial appointee _o the California HousingPartnership Ccrporatlon, "our housing delivery system is in its
most chaotic state ever" (Land Use Forum, Fall 1991, 6). Changes

in the Msllo-Roos Act, if _hey do have a de,Titan:el impact on

I housing, will most hurt middle-to-low income households. Thedamage, however, is not res:ric_sd :here; as the high cost of
housing affac=s the business and indus:ties in California, all o_

the people of the State are affec:ed. As again explained by Ward

I Connerlz:

There is hardly a major employer in the S=ate that does not

I worry about the effecK o_ the housing cri_as on its abilityto attract and re_ain a labor force. Lower-income housing
advocates, public policy makers, and the building industry

i have for years delivered the message tha: California hasserious housing problems, but the message merely _ad social
or self-interest implications until the business sector of

our State, led by the Chamber of Commerce. made housing a
• prominent public policy concern. The business community's

interest in housing has made i_ all too clear that the
-¢

economic future of California is directly ..nked to the

i solutions we find to our housing problems. (ibid., 6-7)
We urge CDAC to co_sider the effect of its recczmendaticns on

I foll_wi_ comments as concerns we have regarding the impact ofCDAC's recommendations.
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RESPONSE TO R_COM_NDATION 01 -- Discles_e to Buve_ mm

The building industry agrees that improving the I

dissemination of information regarding a CFD to homebuyers within
the CFD is essential. In order to be effective, disclosure must •

be simple and accurate and the disclosure program should be =
workable. The BIAOC Msllo-Roos committee is currently developing

a model "Notice of Special Tax", a draft copy of which is
attached hereto, which is intended to provide a uniform, simple m

and clear description to homebuyers of the CFD special taxes, CFD
facilities, and authorized and outstanding bonded indebtedness.

Please note that the model form has not been finalized by the •
committee nor approved by the BIAOC Board. The committee is also |
seeking to develop a simple method for recording information

annually with respect to a CFD that would serve to enhance
disclosure on the resale market. The recorded information could •

include a description of outstanding bonded indebtedness and the
actual special tax levied for the previous year.

We support CDAC's recommendation to amend the Notice of l
Special Tax requirement to advance the disclosure requirement to
the time t_at the buyer signs a purchase contract. We recommend

adding a requirement that a copy of the signed notice be •
forwarded to the issuing agency.

We substantially concur with CDAC's reco_.mendations
with respec_ to the type of information which should be included •

in the No=ice of Special Tax with two exceptions. First,
including :ost estimates _or each facility and service authorized

to be financed through the CFD will only lead to confusion, not •
clarification. _n many cases, such cost estimates may be
preliminar Z in nature and subject to substantial modification if

the facilities are to be constructed over a long period of time
in order to accommodate and be coordinated with the build out of •
a large planned community. Second, we believe that including in

a standardized disclosure form language advising a potential

homsbuyer :o "consider the higher annual tax payments associated •
with the property when formulating her bid price" ignores market m
economics and the unique circumstances inherent in each CFD. For
example, in many situations, it would be appropriate to advise

the potential homebuyer that without the CFD, she would be paying •
more for her home. Moreover, although the sellers of real

property are obligated to disclose to a potential buyer various
items that _ay impact the buyer's decision, we are not aware of •

any existing statutes or cases that would require the seller to m
advise the same buyer that she should take into account the

matter disclosed in formulating her bid price. I

!
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! We a_ree that increased reporting on Mello-Roos bonds

would be beneficial in enhancing the credit quality of the bonds.

i Because annual reporting may have various costs and risks,
however, it should not be mandated. Rather, the decision _o
provide for annual reporting should he lef_ to the discretion of

the issuer who may be best able to weigh the costs and benefits.

I For example, while CDAC has attempted to eliminate the potentialliability its rsqulrements could have for local agencies, we are
not convinced that all liability has been eliminated. State law,

for example, cannot protec_ the issuer from liability under

I federal law or the laws of other states in which the CFD bondsare sold. The liability implications of mandated reporting
requirements should be very carefully considered. In addition,

I compiling information, such as vacancy rates, that is not publicinformation may prove to be both time consuming and costly.

_f CDAC is correct that improving the flow of information

I will result in lower bond yields, then it appears tha_ the marketitself will provide adequate incentive for issuers to accept

covenants to provide annual or periodic reports of specific

i information. Mandating annual reporting, therefore, _ould appeartO be unnecessary and should be left to the discretion of the
local agencies.

I RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATION #3 -- Annual SDeci_l Taw _ncrease

CDAC has proposed to limit the annual increase in the

i maximum special tax to 2% for landowner-approved financings.
Changes in the Mello-Roos Act should address areas that have

proven to be problematic in practice. The CDAC Repor_ clearly

states that there does not appear to be a problem with annual

I special tax increases. Local agencies have shown their abilityto be self-regulating in this area. Consequently, we question
the need for State legislation.

I _f CDAC still perceives the need to make a
recommendation to restrict annual tax increases, however, we

suggest the limitation only apply to residential property after
occupancy. CFD's are often formed to provide facilities that are
needed as communities build out. Some of these facilities may be

for future residents and will not be needed for many years. The

i cost of _he facilities may increase by more than two cercsn_ per
year. Limiting special tax increases to Only two percent per

year before homes are actually built and before the facilities
are actually needed will cause the first residents in a community

I to subsidize future residents and will impede the ability of theCFD to finance all of the required facilities.

"l
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RESPONSZ TO RECOMMENDATION 04 -- Substantial Interest In

YaoilitiesBy Xssuin_ A_e_eY I

CDAC has recommended that "the local agency forming the

CFD be the governmental agency responsible for providing the •
majority of the facilities and services financed through the |
CFD_" Like CDAC Recommendation #3, this is another

recommendation that does not appear to _e necessary to address an

existing problem or past abuses. CDAC'e speculation that

requiring the issuing agency to be responsible for providing a
majority of the facillties and service financed through the CFD
will prevent landowners from "preying on less sophisticated W
agencies" is unsupported by any evidence before the CDAC and is |
unfair to both the development industry and to the state's local

governments. Such a requirement is unnecessary and unworkable.

The Mello°Roos Act was amended last year to require that joint i
financing agreements be executed prior to adoption of the |
resolution of fo_ation establishing a CFD by all agencies which

will own facilities to be financed through the CFD. This brings •

every agency with an interest in the CFD into the process early |
on and requires each agsncyPs consent before the CFD can be
formed.

RESPONSE TO RECOmMENDATiON #S -- Redirection of Fund s I

CDAC Recommendation #_ does not address the essence of =

the homebuyers' concerns expressed in the CDAC hearing, which
were with the type of facilities financed through the CFD, not

the reallocation of bond proceeds. The only way to eliminate the
homebuyers' concern, however, is _o eliminate the landowner vote •

provisions of the Me!is-Ross Ac_. The landowner vote provisions |
are essenzial to a local agency's ability to provide necessary
infrastructure concurrent with new development. Not every

homebuyer within a CFD will agree wit_ every facility thaz is •
deemed necessary for a development, but that is not a reason to
amend the Mello-Roos Act in a manner that will render it useless.

Requiring registered voters within a CFD to approve H
facilities cost increases imposes an unnecessary burden on
issuing agencies without providing a realistic solution. As

stated in the CDAC Report, the real problem ks disclosure and H
improving disclosure is the solution. The facilities anticipated
to be funded through the CFD should be clearly described in the

Notice of Special Tax. A statement could be added to the Notice, •

similar _o that proposed in SB 1464, disclosing that some or all |
of the facilities have not been constructed or acquired and it is

possible that some may never be constructed or acquired. I

,!
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i Redirection of funds is already restricted by existing

law. The improvements to be financed by a Mello-Roos district

must be disclosed in the petition, the resolution of intention,
the resolution of formation, the engineer's report and the

I disclosure to prospective buyers. Improvements not disclosed inthese documents cannot be paid for with Mello-Roos funds without
approval of the registered voters in the district.

I As previously Mello-Roos districts
explained, are

important to planning efforts by local agencies. Mello-Roos

districts are formed to provide facilities that may not be needed

I for many years. It is not always possible to predict what theCOS_ Of these facilities will be for many years in the future.
CDAC's recommendation does not prevent redirection of funds.
Existing law already prevents redirection of funds. CDAC's

I recommendation would only have the effect of penalizing localagencies for coordinating long term development plans with the

provision of infrastrubture over the long term. The

I recommendation would also penalize their inability to predictrates of inflation many years into the future.

RESPONS_ TO RRCOMMENDATIo_ _6 -- _ect Be_e_ _ C_D Residents

I CDAC has recommended that "CFD residents receive a

direct benefit from all facilities and services funded through

I their special tax payments." CDAC defines "direct benefit" to
mean that "CFD residents must have full use of all facilities and

services funded through their tax payments."

I One of the reasons that the Mello-Roos Act is sobeneficial to local governments is that it permits financing of
facilities that cannc_ be financed through traditional special

I assessment districts. There are two important differences inassessment districts and Mello-Roos districts, which explain why

Mello-Roos has become such an important public financing
mechanism in the last decade. First, assessment districts can

I only finance improvements that have a specific benefit. BeforeProposition 13, local agencies could afford to pay for general
benefit improvements. Local agencies are no longer able to pay

i for these improvements, and a financing mechanism such as Mello-Roos, which is able to pay for general benefit improvements, has
become necessary. Second, assessment district apportionment
methodology is inflexible and is cumbersome to use in the planned

I areas -- which usually have many phases that build-ou_ over manyyears -- that are re_irsd by current planning laws. Mello-Roos
has the flexibility required to provide infrastructure, on a

i timely basis, to these planned areas.

!
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;Ca perceive that one og uhe problems with a

"direct benefit" reqUirement is the various interpretations of m
CDAC's recommended definition of direct benefit. Does "full use" |
mean that the property owners within the CFD are the sole users

of the facility? If so, CFDs would no longer be available to

finance the completion of regional capital improvements such as m
major circulation, water and sewer facilities. Such an
interpretation would impose a benefit test more strict than the
special and direct benefit test used for assessment districts, am

We do not think that is CDAC's intent. It appears that CDAC's |
intent is instead to ensure that CFD taxpayers can use facilities
financed through CFD special taxes. This concern should be

addressed through the statutes and regulations governing the
particular service provider and not through the Mello-Roos Act.

Zn the intersst of time, we will not address some of

the additional issues identified in the CDAC Report for which
recommendations ware not prepared. To the extent that those m

issues are not addressed by other commentors, we will address |
them in subsequent communications with the CDAC or the

Legislature. We would obviously tame exception to some of the l
statements with respect t_ the perceived subsidization of •

developers by homebuyers in CFDs. Many of the attributes of the
m

Mello-Roos Act and common practices in structuring CFDs which are
purported to provide the so-called "subsidy", in fact, enhance

the credit quality of the MelIo-Roos bonds. The CDAC Report |
ack_owledges, fc_ example, that "capitalized interest clearly can
improve the credit quality of bonds." Given CDAC's stated

concern with credit qualizy, any recommendations that are made to •

reduce the "subsidy" should be oare:ully evaluated agains_ their
credit quality impact.

m

Limiting the maximum special tax rate or allocating I
taxing capacity to many various local agencies would appear to be
unnecessary because there have been few if any abuses that would

require such limitations. On the issue of uniform appraisal I
standards, we agree that uniformity in the appraisal methods
utilized in connection with Mello-Roos bond issues is a worthy

objective and would be welcomed. I

!
!
!
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_ha _ollO_ln_ _nffor_atio_ _= _e%n_ provi=e_ _o all

I prospective _uyerl in the [name Of project] pro_ect to info=_ you

i that the p_ope_y _ou in,and to purchase iS located in a Me_lo-
Ross Community Facilltles District, =rea_ed by t_e _name of

l en_ity f_min_ ¢_D], This _ea_s _ha_ a Mello-_oos Special TaX
alan has =een placed on this propez'cy, and _ha_ ae a _omebuyer in

I this development, you will _e responsiD%e for paying Special

Taxes whi=_ are in addition _o t_e standard property taxes paid

i by homeowners inother parts _f [inser_ name of city Or county,.

i Informaui_n sumnerizinq the mpe=if_¢ _ax iiabilltie, a_sociat_d
with thi_ community Facilities District, plue fa¢i_Ities t_ be

I financed, is presented in _hle D_oc_ure. A copy oZ t_is dOCUmenU

w_h you_ signature will _e kept on _ile with _he _name o_ e.ti_

I forming CF_].

i A Community _acil_tios District (C;D NO. __) 5as _een
established in t_e [lnee_ n&_a of pro_e_; project pursuan_ to

nas_._t_'Mel_o-R_. CO:unlty...;,_..,acilltle, A¢_ of 198,. toThls,uhli-A°_we,

funding limi=a=lona imposed _y Proposition 13, in o_de= _o

provide an atts_na_ive _a_h_d to g_na_ _e cen$_t@_ion o_

I pu_li= facilltiem le_vlng [in_e_ name o_ p_o_ec_] in a _ime%y

I
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A C_D may issue and sell bonds to provide funds to acquire i

or ¢onsUruct p_bllo capital facilities. These bonds qualify for i
_ax exemp_ s_a_us, _heraby providing a lower in_eras_ rate _han

conventional, _axable financlnq methods. I

CTD _o, is authorized to issue up _o $__ in b_nds.

C_n .. , CFD No. . issued $ in bonds. I

The bonds have a -year _erm, These _ands ate secured by all I
;ropsr_y within CFb No, and will _s repaid by a levy of a

Special Tax on _his proper_y, Therefore, ¢_e levy of Special Tax I,

_o pay all indebtedness in connection wi_b such bond i=suancs is

_oJected to terminate as of t_a - • tax _ea_._ lit is i

anticipated that CFD _o. -- will issue Caddi_ionall bonds in the

=ear _utura.] The issuance o_ [additiomal_ bonds could rs_ul_ in I

:_e levy o_ a Special Tax [_eyond the - -- _ax year] [For I
=_a term o_ _bs bonds o_ until _he faci!i_ies are completed,

_icbeve_ occurs la_t.] _T_e _erm of _e _onds canno_ exceed 40 I

years.] This Special Tax will be levied beginning in _e -

tax year and wi_l be collected se_i*a_nua!ly a_ the same "I

_ima and in the same manner as regular proper_y _axes. The

_acilities _ha_ will be financed by Uhs levy of _is Special Tax I

are listed below in Table I. I

_Aa&£ % i

[%nae_ desorip_ion of all facili_les._
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J N_LLO-ROOS 8PHCI._kLTJLI_S

J As mentioned above, CFD No. Cwill issue] [has issued]

i tax sxemp_ bonds _o be re,aid by mhe levy _f a S_e¢lal Tax Qn
each [reeidenulal u_i_, ccmmeEcial propermy, o_heE

classiflca_ion_ within the CFD. Table 2 outlines the maximum
-- - ..__ MeI!o-RooB Special Tax _o be paid by each category o5

land usa. CT_e _Daflal Tax _n_ each _a_e cf _rc_s_v lis_ed

below _s sub_sc_ tq an annual In_rsa_e _f _wo psr_enn,] Th_se

i Special Taxes wo_!d be paid _ the standa=d level of

property taxes paid by p=opar_y owners within zhe [inser_ name of

I ' city or county,.

I
TABLE 2

I iZnSs_t _ax rates i_cludin_ descrlpmlo_

of al=arna_ive max Ease, i_ any._

I CDasc_ibe prepaTmen_ option, if available.l

|,

I Z, the undersigned, acknowledge _ha_ I have read _hia
dlsclosu_e and understand _hat a Special Tax will be collec_ed

I along with =egular proper_7 taxes to finance public facilities as

listed in Table I. By reference mo Table 2 o_ this discloeu=e, I

I r_o_nize _ham _he propsT_y _ am considering for pu_cha_s falls

i into Class _._, and I unde=s_aad _a_ I may be =eaponei_Is re=
e.._e co_reepondin_ maxi_u_ Mello-Rooe Specia$ Tax. Z aloe
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understand that a copy of this dla¢iosure with my slgna_uZa will I

be kept on file with _he _name of city or county forming CFD.]

I
F'_ have _ have no_ executedan agreement to purchase.

(fnitietane) I

Signed:

Oa_ed: .......... I

Signed: .

IDated: .......

NOTE: IF YOU .RAVE EXECUTED A PURCHASE AGREZMENT BEFORE

RECEiViNG THIS D_$CLOSL_E, YOU SMALL HAVE TF_EZ (31 I0AYS AFTER DE_!VERY OF THIS D_SCLOSU_E IN PERSON OR
FIVE (5) DAYS A_TER _EL_V_R¥ BY DEPOSIT _N THE U.S.

MAIL TO TERMINATE TI_ PURCHASE AGREEMENT BY DELIVEI_Y OF IWRZTTEN _OT_CE OF THAT TERMINATION TO THE SELLER.

This brochure is only in_ended _Q provide a summary _f _he ,I
information Gon_ained in _e "No_ice of Special Tax Lien" from

the _it!e repor_ f_r your property. For more detailed I
information, a pEospeotive homeowner should review the entire

"Notice of Speulal Tax Lien," which can be obtained from _he I

lin_ert na_e of en_ity foxing CFD]. I

I

I

I
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March 6, 1992

I The Honorable Kathleen Brown ,__ _

i State Treasurer y915 Capitol Mall, Room 110
Sacramento, CA 95814

I DearTreasurerBrown:

The purpose of this letter is to respond as lobbyist for the California

I Public Securities Association to your request for comments on the CDAC reporton proposed legislative changes to the Mello-Roos Act.

I My comments reflect the perspective of CPSAs Directors and memberswhose function is to underwrite state and local tax exempt bonds and, therefore,
have concerns for the quality of bonds we sell to our customers and the

I maintenance of the security of outstanding bonds. Directors discussed theCDAC report in detail at a special meeting last week and offer th_)following
comments.

In response to Recommendation No. 1, the securities Industry has a long
record of support for comprehensive consumer disclosure standards and

I endorses efforts to Improve them.
From the securities Industry and Investor viewpoint, implementation of

I Recommandatlon No. 2 would be holpful. Socond=W market Iiquldlt,/is allimportant and investors need accurate Information which currently is not easily
available.

I Deveiopment status, however, can change overnight and this volatility
makes the cost.benefit of an annual report less.

I Recommendation No. 3 would appear to prohibit any increase in the
specified tax other than the two percent Increase. One of the features of most

i Mello-Roos special taxes is the presence of a "back-up" tax.
This back-up tax allows for a higher levy on a residential parcel if, as the

i result of changes in development, project density is slgniflcanUy reduced. In

, SUIT ¢r 2_ • PARK EEX_'CUTIV_ BUILOIN_ • 9_15 t..¢iTREET • SACRAMIENTO, CA 9581,d. * (S)1(5} d,_1,1._18
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other words, the per unit tax is established by assuming a certain number of I
units will be built and will generate the required taxes. If less units are built,
there may not be enough units to generate or produce the required taxes to pay IB
debt serviceon the bonds. II

The back-up tax is generally established on a per acre basis sufficient to •
produce enough taxes to pay for debt service regardless of whether one unit is I
built per acre or six units per acre.

If the project ends up with the number of units per acre which were I
forecast originally, everything works fine. If density is below expectation, the

possible back-up, which Is disclosed, is needed, t
II

Standard & Poor's has stated in theiL;January 27 report on Features of
Investment Grade Mello-Roos Bonds that this coverage feature sets Mello-Roos I

apart from 1915 Act Bonds and is one of the credit strengths of Mello-Roos. It
might also be noted that general obligation bonds have a similar feature,

BE

although much more open-ended. In a G.O. situation, if a large part of the tax
base does not pay, every other taxpayer's property taxes will be increased to ._
whatever level is required to collect enough taxes to meet debt service.

m

Generally, Mello-Roos taxes provide only about ten percent coverage. •
n •

Recommendation No. 4 is a public policy issue which can be resolved by
the dominant local agency refusing to take part in a CFD formed by an

unqualified agency. This is occurring in many jurisdictions. I

Recommendation No. S could easily pose a threat to the security of bonds
already issued should projects included In the original resolution of intention be
materiallychanged. I

Recommendation No. 6 presents a major public policy Issue. I

Issue No. 3 In the CDAC report discusses value to lien ratios and
appraisal standards. While in most cases, the investment community endorses a
3 to 1 ratio, CPSA feels it would be better to require local governments to
include value to lien requirements as part of a comprehensive Mello-Roos policy.

m

CPSA supports the concept of independent appraisals and feels the
appraiser should be the agent of the sponsoring public agency. Uniform

i
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appraisal standards are highly desirable, and efforts are being made at the
federal and state levels to achieve this goal.

The Mello-Roos Act has worked well, generally, in fUUngpart of
California's infrastructure needs which developed following the enactment of
Proposition 13.

Some glitches have developed as this Innovative program has been
Implemented In the fast growth areas of the state.

CPSAs officers and directors are pleased to participate in the discussions
of Improvements in this important body of law.

Sincerely,

1
i _V_.cr_

JCC/Jsh
cc: CPSA Board of Directors

I
I
i
I
!
!
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S:eve Juarez, Executive Director

C,lifcrnia Debt Advisory Commission
P.O. Box 942809

S_cramento, CA 94209-0001

D_ar Mr. Juarez:

I have read the Commissions' publication "Mello-Rocs Financing in
C_lifornia" and find it to be generally well-presented. I have

c _e specific comment on an item which I believe needs to be
c_rrected, either in interpretation or by legislation.

C_ page 58 under the section titled "Identify Service Standards
i_ the General Plan" a Statement is made that "the oper&tive
s:andards for school facilities should be the cost and area

s_andards promulgated by the State Allocation Board." This
S_atement appears to be addressed to concerns over the potential
";old plating" of schools if local standards are used. This

i_terpretation presents two problems.

F .rst, the State standards used by the SAB are generally

• acknowledged to be mimim_m standards and are severely limited in
c,_mparison with other States' allowances or recommendations. A
local community should be allowed to set standards for what is

educationally appropriate rather than what the SAB views as the
minimum to be constructed when State funds are requested.

S_cond, current State law allows local districts to build beyond

S:ate standards using local funds, the source of which may well

b _ Mello-Roos. Restricting expenditure of Mello-Roos funds to
S_ate standards may result in local districts never having the

opportunity to build educationally appropriate facilities, even
with the support of the local community.

............................ .
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Page 2

I Juarez2111192

!
i I believe the bonding capacity restrictions already inherent instructuring a Mello-Roos financing will naturally act to prohibit

"gold plating" of schools. If such a possibility is of concern
to the Commission, I would suggest standards should be applied to

I all local agencies, not Just schools. How fancy should parks or
city halls be? These are issues which should properly be decided
at the local level if local funds are being used.

I As you know, I am very interested in the use of Mello-Roos and
all other potential funding sources to deal with school facility

needs. I hope that the State will not create needless

I restrictions within the already limited options available toschool districts to provide adequate educational facilities and

opportunities to the children of this State.

I Please call me if you have questions or need further information
about my concerns.

Sincerely,

M_ 0=schools
/ 7I

/D_15-6rah S. Bailey, D_rector

Planning and Researc_

!
i
I
i
I
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__. MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS _-_ |l
_._ a_,_,,. 426Locust.....Street, Modest'o, Cali_rnia 95351-)699.Z _h '_" '• '

m,.:..,..1_ AdmJms_rauveOffices(209)_76-R3111Fax(209)_/6..4184 I°. td,_m

california Oebn Advisory Commission i

Sacramento, cA 942O90001

.+Y; +:............. I
M_ students) K-12 school I

L_ Mello-Roos financing 1

_+..._.t. ++_set+MI
acing .major expansion at !
several existing sitss_p aced nearly 60% of our I
elementary students on year_hedules and expect to have I
approximately 75% of our K_-round within _wo to j
_b.!_ge+. t.othe •
_'mit our ability to

The issues raised in the Commission's staff proposal really come down 'l
tOUr the impacts of growth. I
G'_es which California _,1
wi_a t thing we need to do is •

T_acts of growth: general [] I

obligation bonds, fees or special taxes.

171 _ I
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I 31/92
When an existing community is experlenclng _e impacts of growth,

I asking them to pay higher taxes so more people can move in to causemore traffic congestion, air pollution, etc. is highly unlikely to
succeed. What's more, is it fair to ask _hose who have paid to
develop • community's infrastructure over time to share in the

i additional costs of improvements not needed if new houses aren'tbuilt? The average voter usually isn't aware of the economic benefits

associated with new development. While general obligation bonds

I should not be written off, _hey cannot be relied on glven currentapproval rates. In addition, what does a community whlch has already

approved general tax increases turn to when new growth impacts must be
mitigated? The Modesto communlty approved $I09M in school bonds in

I 1987 tO deal with existing needs wi_h _he expectation that new growth

would, pay its own way.
Developer fees can be used to pay for mltigating impacts of new

I development. But if fees are used a_one, $30,000-40,000 will be added
to the price of a new home, resulting in not only a higher purchase
price, but higher interest payments over the life of the mortgage.

i The bigger up-front cost also prices many developers ou_ of theCalifornia market and over time will, based on simple laws of supply
and demand, drive up the cost of housing by even more than the amount
of the fees. Fees have their place, but they may not be a feasible

I way to do it all.

I This.brings us to special taxes, such as Mello-Roos, which is quite
possibly the most economical way to fund growth in infrastructure
needs. We don't want to do anything _c jeopardize i_e use or we have
two alternatives: insufficient infrastructure or less

av:ilable/affordable housing.
wi Whlle Modssto city Schools supports most of t._e changes proposed by

CDAC staff, we are particularly concerned abou_ two of the proposals:

I: 1. substantial interest
2. direct beneflt

i S_gST_TL_L '
ZNT_ST

Modesto City Schools strongly believes in comprehensive community

I planning. All agencies need to wo_k together to best meet thecommunity's needs and the local agencies should have all tools
available to accompllsh this goal. Restrictions such as the

"substantial interest" proposal may actually Greats more cos_s and

i potential problems, we ere espec_ally'imp 1 _ment at io_ cones .rned.tha_
even school projects jolntly financed between non-unified d_strlcts

I a proposal to implement a comprehensive "schools Hega-Mellc" whichcould be accessed My any development pr_Jec_ any where within the

M_lee_o High School Ois_,Tict and eight £eeder elementary districts. "

| oi
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I
This would provide the most cost-effective financing, provide

comparable costs and mechanisms throughout the area and simplify the
process for everyone involved. As the largest and most experienced
entity, Modesto City Schools will probably be the "lead" agency but em
would not receive more than 50% of the benefit. We do not think it |would be in the best public interest to instead require each

elementary district and the high school district to implement separate

Community Facilities Districts (CFDs). I

In addition, the City of Modesto has developed an 1800-acre specific

plan project which includes a comprehensive financing plan. It only i

makes sense to pay for all the infrastructure, including schools, •
through a comprehensive plan. If the final decision by the local 11

agencies to have schools, sewers, roads, etc., all included in a

single bond package, the administering agency should he r_he one deemed l
must appropriate at the local level.

i
Although this is an issue with a lot of surface emotional appeal, the J
direct benefit requirement would be absolutely unworkable in a number

of situations related to schools. How long would the locally elected i

officials' hands be tied in providing the best educational program in |
their district? I could support a mandatory consideration by a school
board of the interaction between attendance boundaries and CFD

boundaries. Any absolute restriction of this nature could preclude
Mello-Roos financing for schools. The last thing California needs is

to reduce the options for funding school facilities.

MULTI-P_2 PROJECTS i

Modesto City Schools would also like to comment on one of the "other

issues" identified in the staff report but not placed in the form of
recommendations. The draft report appears to be concerned that a |
long-term multi-phase approach to CFD financing is inappropriate and
that later debt should be subject to a registered voter vote. How, m

then, does a local planning agency ensure that all impacts will be |
mitigated as required by CEQA or the general plan when a long-term

project is approved? An agency could not agree to a mitigation
measure that consists of an assumed voter bond approval some time in •
the future. |

An additional issue was approached in the original.draft report but
was not included in any recommendation. Consideration needs to be |given to how all local agencies can be assured of equal access to the

I
%
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I To protect agencies which do not have land use development approvalrights, consideration should be given to adopting a mandatory
consultation process similar to _he fiscal review requirement in

'1 r?development any time any agency proposes to implement a Mello-Roos
dlstrict. Something akin to the fiscal review process would force a
public prioritizaticn of infrastructure needs. An additional
requirement to mandate that the forming agency allow participation in

I the financing plan.by any agency that can demonstrate need and by notallowing flnalizatlon of the CFD until agTeement has been reached

would ensure that those agencies that do not bold devel?pment approval

i authority - such as water, fire, sewer and school distrlcts - would beguaranteed access to this funding _echanlsm and ensure that none are

shut out of the loop while the available tax base is used up.

I As stated earller, Modesto city Schools is very concerned that Me!lo-Rooe remain a viable option for school construction. We've already
done all we can through developer fees and general obligation bonds.
Given that the State program is likely to become a program of last

I resort, we feel it is imperative that all existing financlng tools bemaximized. Our taxpayers should not be forced to again experience

overcrowded schools because the new growth can no l_nger be required

I to mitigate its impacts due _o changes in the Hello Roos law.

I Sincerely,
MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS

Deborah S. _irectorI Bailey,
Planning and Research

I
I

I

i
I
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March 9, 1992 M_ I i I792

Mr. Steve Jlla_ AI_vI_ORYC0_._,+P.11,+_._i_ g
Executive Director

CaliforniaDebtAdvisoryCommission
P.O. Box 942809 •
Sacramento, CA 94209

J

RE: Comments on the "CDAC Reoort on Protx)sed Legislative Chanzes to the Mello-Roo_ I

Act" I

Dear Steve:
m

[ appreciate the opportunity to respond to the "CDAC Report on Proposed Legislative Changes 11
to the Mello-Roos Act." Overall I believe CDAC's report is excellent and [ commen d you for
the thorough job you and your staff have done researching Mello-Roos issues. The Ill
recommendations made in the report make a positive contribution to the use of Mello-Roos I
financing.

m

At the CDAC hearing on Mello-Roos on January 15, I discussed different special tax rates on n
developed and undeveloped property. I recognize that CDAC has not included proposals on this

issue in its recommendations for legislation. [ also recognize that my _'m has provided you I
with considerable input on this issue and that you are probably ready to move on to other issues. n
However, the tax differential between developed and undeveloped property, is discussed in your

report as an issue for legislative consideration and the remarks in your report concern many of ii
our public and private sector clients. II

Steve, I want to emphasize that CDAC's comments about tax differentials between developed I
and undeveloped property concern our public as well as private sector clients. To give you one I
example of the public sector's concern, we are now working with three school districts in

Central California that are forming a Mello-Roos district to include most of the undeveloped area II
in their districts. As property progresses in the entitlement and development process, tax levels
will be increased, with the highest tax levels on developed property. The special taxes will be
used to finance new schools, and inclusion in the district will mitigate school impacts from new i

development. This type of structure for Mello-Roos districts is increasing in use and is valuable U !
to local agencies' planning efforts; however, owners of vacant land will only agree to join these

Mello-Roos districts if special tax rates remain low until they are ready to development their R
property. Mello-Roos financing has become an important part of the planning efforts of local I
government agencies and flexibility in apportioning special taxes is critical to this use of Mello-
Roos.
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I ___'_museofmy firm'sexperienceasa specialtaxconsultantinmany MeUo-Roosdistricts,weareprobablymostqua,fledtodiscusstaxapportionmentissueswithyou.Accordingly,we have
preparedthislengthy--andI hopethorough--letteron developedandtmdevelopedproperty

i specialtaxratesforyourconsideration.I havealsoincludeda few remarkson capitalized
| interest.

I Tax Differentials on Develooed and Undeveloved l_n¢]

i Mello-Roos is a very flexible financing mechanism. This flexibility is one of the reasons Mello-Rooshasbecomesovaluablein California.To understandwhy thisflexibilityiscritical,itis
necessarytounderstandwhy Mello-RoosisofsuchimportanceinCalifornia.initsreport,

i CDAC acknowledgesthatMello-Rooswas madenecessaryby Proposition13. Whilethisis
true, there am other reasons Hat have contributed to the need for Mello-Roos. In the last two

decades in California, there has been a considerable expansion in the pl_nning obligations of

i local agencies. In 1971 the legislatureadopted legislation that mandated the general plan as thelanduse constitutionofcitiesand counties,governingallfuturedevelopmentwithinthe
community,in 1970,thelegislatureadoptedtheCaliforniaEnvironmentalQualityActand
applieditsprovisionstorealestatedevelopment.The lasttwo decadeshavealsoseenthe

I adoptionofpoliciesof and theadventof specificplansandlargescaleplanned
concurrency

communityzoning.

I One resultofthisincreaseinplanninghasbeentheneedfora financingmechanismto
implement the plans that are prepared. Meilo-Roos is this financing mechanism. Mello-Roos
hastheabilitytoensurethatneededpublicfacilitiesaredeliveredattheappropriatestagesin

i thegrowthofdevelopingareas--areasthatmay build.outovermany years.The flexibilityoftaxratesthatadjusttotheultimatebuild-outofacommunityandtheabilitytoissuea seriesof
bondissuesiscriticaltothepurposeMello-Roosservesastheimplementationmechanismfor

I planned areas.

The importance of this flexibility may not be evident to CDAC. In its report, CDAC stated the

I following:

One argument presented against taxing developed and undeveloped land at the same rates concerns the impact

I of such a policy on residential tax rates for multi-pha.sed CFDs .... In our view, while thimargument is corvectmathematically, it does not presunt a persuasive cam for maintaining the status qao. The broader question is
whether the design of special tax formulas should be subordinated to the goal of _commedating serial bond
imumces extending many years into the future. Many CFI_ are formed with enough bonding capasity to

i address service levels for decades into the future, com:eivably be_.,m of difficulties faced by.immers inobtaining_ninsauthorie/throughconventionalm,'_-,,_

!
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Mello=Roos districts are designed to provide for service levels many years intothe future
because general plans require that local agencies be able to provide these services as their g

communities build=out, and local agencies are requiredto plan their ultimate build=out. One of
the most important attributes of MeUo-Roos financing is this ability to accommodate serial bond •
issuances and to accommodate communities that will build=outover many years.

CDAC recommends that improvement areas be formed in multi-phased projects, so that •
developed and undeveloped special taxes cartbe the same. Improvement areas would have little l
or no effect on the special taxes paid by developers; they would just result in the special taxes
being spread over fewer acres. The disadvantage of improvement areas is that the developer
may not be able to pledge property with enough value to achieve the necessary value-to-lien.
Often to obtain a sufficient value-to-lien, developers must make all of their property subject to
special taxes. Developerstypically use improvement areas where they ate able to obtain a •
sufficientvalue-to-lienwith only thepropertyin the improvementarea. II

CDAC suggests that to overcome one of the difficulties that results from the need to phase Jj[
improvements--consistent tax levels on homeowners--'it is possible to accelerate special tax |
collections during the earlier stages of the debt service schedule to maintain level tax rates over
time." It is not always possible to collect more in taxes than are needed to pay current debt •
service. MeHo-Roos bonds typically cannot be prepaid for at least ten years, and IRS II
regulations may Limitthe amount of excess funds that can be collected. This recommendation

by CDAC does not make muchsense in any case:it is not designed to save homeowners money, •
it just levies higher taxes on developers. Since developers usually pass aLlof their costs on to II
home buyers, this recommendation by CDAC would increase the price of homes to the

consumers CDAC intends to help, without saving them anything in taxes. •

CDAC has made these recommendations that would reduce the flexibility of Mello-Roos because

it believes that homeowners are subsidizing developers. I do not believe this to be true. 1
IJ

CDAC stated in its report that "in practice, most MeUo-Roes special tax formulas tax
undevelopedpropertiesat lower rates than developedproperties." This is not necessarily im
accurate. The maximumtax rate on undevelopedproperty mustbe at least as high as the I!
maximumtax rate on developedpropertyto ensuresufficienttax revenuesto pay debt service
if the communitydoesnotbuildout asquicklyasanticipated. If the maximumspecialtax rate ,==
on undevelopedpropertywere lower thanthe maximumspecialtax rateon developedproperty, I
and the propertydid notbuild out asquickly asanticipated,therewould be a risk that special
tax levels would be inadequate to pay debt service. In practice, because improvements are often ,=
phased and oversized for early phases, the maximum special tax rate on undeveloped property |
is often much higher than the maximum special tax rate on developed property.

I
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I The special taxes actually levied--as opposed to the maximum tsx bespeo rate---may higher
on developed property than undeveloped property, because special taxes are generally levied on
residential property first and then levied on undeveloped property to a sufficient level to pay the

I balanceofdebtservicenotpaidbydevelopedpropertyspecialtaxes.Thisisdonetominimize
fluctuationsindevelopedpropertyspecialtaxesandtomake thespecialtaxeson developed
property consistent and predictable from year to year; however, levying special taxes on

I developed property in this manner does not result in developed property paying more than theirfair share of special taxes or in a subsidy to developers. This apportionment methodology
Usually results in special taxes being levied so as to approximate the benefit received.

i Forexample,ina communityof5,000homes,thefirstphasemay onlyinclude500homes,or
ten percent of the total. Improvements will be installed to serve these 500 homes, but will

I usuallybe oversizedtoservefuturephases,so thatmore thantenpercentof thetotalimprovementsforthecommunitywillbeinstalledinthefirstphase.(Developersendeavorto
minimizetheexcessimprovementsrequiredbyearlyphases;however,inevitably,improvement

I costsarefront-loadedtotheearlyphasesofa development.)Developedpropertyspecialtaxrates will have been set so that the homeowners in the first phase pay only ten percent of the
total special taxes that can be levied in the community at ultimate build-out, equal to the

i improvements necessary to serve these homeowners; however, since more than ten percent ofthe improvements have been installed, the developer will be required to pay for improvements
that serve future phases of the community. Individual homeowners will also only pay their fair

i share of special taxes. Each homeownerwill payapproximately one five-thousandths (l +5,000)of the total special taxes that can be levied in the district at build-out, equal to each homeowners
approximate share of the improvements necessary to serve the community. In a phase that is

I fifty percent build-out, the existing homeowners will pay for fifty percent of the improvements
U necessary to serve this phase; the developer will also pay for fifty percent of the improvements

necessary to serve this phase and will pay for all of the improvements necessary to serve future

i phases (unlil homes are sold in future phases). The result is that taxes are levied so as toapproximate benefit received and each homeowner pays only their fair share of special taxes.

i Specialtaxeslevelsmay givetheappearancethatdevelopedpropertyispayinga muchhigherspecialtaxthanundevelopedproperty.Thisisbecause.undevelopedpropertyspecialtaxesare
spread overalloftheundevelopedproperty(includingpropertyinfuturephasesthatwillbe

i public property). In the previous example, the community of 5,000 homes may have consistedof 1,000 acres of land. The first phase Wouldprobably have included approximately 200 acres.
Undeveloped land taxes, however, would be levied not only on the land in the first phase not
yet purchased by homeowners, but also on the 800 acres that are not in the first phase, even

I were not yet to serve this property. The result is that what appears
thoughimprovements built

to be a very low tax on undeveloped property may in reality be a very high tax. (If
improvement areas were used. the undeveloped property,s'vecial tax oer acre would be much

I special taxes paid by undeveloped property would be exactly the same.)
higher, but the tOt_
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Althoughspecialtaxratesarenotsetondevelopedpropertytoreflectagreaterbenefit,inmany
cases there would be justification, based on benefit received, for undeveloped property special
taxes to be lower than developed property special taxes. Undeveloped property may benefit
from the installation of improvements to the property; however, it does not benefit to the same
extentasdevelopedproperty.Undevelopedpropertydoesnotgeneratetrafficforroads,children
forschools,ortheuseofmostotherpublicimprovements.Accordingly,developedproperty
clearlyreceivesa greaterbenefitfromimprovementsthanundevelopedproperty.

TheexamplesoflowundevelopedpropertyspecialtaxesCDAC providedinitsreportignored J
theeffectofapportionmentmethodologythatresultsinhomeownersonlypayingtheirfairshare
ofspecialtaxes,didnotconsidertheamountofundevelopedpropertythatdevelopersmay have ii
beenpayingtaxeson,anddidnotconsidertherelativebenefitdevelopedpropertyreceivesfrom
improvementscomparedtoundevelopedproperty,soitisnotsurprisingthatCDAC's examples
make itappearthatdevelopedpropertyissubsidizingundevelopedproperty.The examples •
CDAC provides,however,areinaccurate.Theinaccuracyoftheseexamplesaddsconsiderably II
totheappearanceof"subsidy."

Ill.

DonaldSwiftstatedthatdevelopersoftenput30homesonanacreofproperty,andthenreferred _ I
toan examp!ewheretheaveragedevelopedpropertyspecialtaxis$I,000perhome and
undevelopedpropertytax$600 to$I,000peracre.CDAC usedthisexample tosupportits •
argumentthathomeownersaresubsidizingdevelopers,withoutverifyingtheaccuracyofMr. I
Swift'sstatement.We estimatetheaveragedensity(oftaxablearea)intheCFD Mr. Swift
referred to in his example to be approximately 5.5 units to the acre, the average special tax on •
developed property for the 1991-92 fiscal year to be $ I, 121 per unit (which is also the maximum I
special tax), and the tax on undeveloped property for the 1991-92 fiscal year to be $2,519 per
acre (the maximum special tax on undeveloped property for the 1991-92 fiscal year is $13,919 •
per acre). At 5.5 units to the acre, developed property special taxes for the 1991-92 fiscal year II
equate to approximately $6,165 per acre, compared to $2,519 per acre on undeveloped property.
This does not take into consideration, however, that the improvements in this CFD are being II
installed in phases, and as a consequence, the developer is paying special taxes on several I
thousand acres of land that are not yet served by improvements, and will not be served for many
years.Undevelopedpropertyis also payingspecialtaxeson acreagethatwilleventuallybecome gl
publicproperty(streets,parks,openspace,etc.)andwillneverbedeveloped.Ifundeveloped I
propertyspecialtaxeswere spreadoveronlythepropertyservedby theimprovements,

undeveloped property special taxes would be much higher than developed property special taxes. II

CDAC also quoted Mr. Swift as testifying that "one bond consultant estimates that the
landowner/developer will pay less than three percent of the total debt service" in a particular m
CFD. We are not told which bond consultant said this or how they arrived at this estimate. •
Considering that improvements are phased to at least partly match home sales, and that debt

!

service wm oe pma tor many years after the CFD is beaR-out, it would not he surpnsmg to I
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I expecta developerto payno more than threepercentof total debtserviceover the life of aMello-Roosdistrict.However,basedon calculationspreparedfor the administrationof special
taxesfor the 1991-92fiscalyear,undevelopedlandspecialtaxesin the CFDsin the community

I Mr. Swift referredto are !ik_ly to be in excessof twentypercentof total debtserviceoverthelife of the Mello-Roos districts.

I In its report,CDAC alsousedthe Lake ElsinoreUnified SchoolDismctCFD asanexampletodemonstratethatdevelopedpropertysubsidizesundevelopedproperty. In itsexample,however,
CDAC assumedthat densitiesin the Lake ElsinoreCFD were twelve unitsto the acre. [n tact,

I. densities (of net taxableacreage)are less than 2.5 units to the acre. It shouldagainberememberedchatthe improvementsin Lake Elsinoreare being installed in phases,so the
developeris payingspecialtaxeson landnotyet servedby improvements.

I A correctionalso needsto be madein the informationI presentedat the CDAC hearingon
Mello-RoosonJ'anuary15. [ presentedinformationshowingspecialtax ratesin Lake Elsinore

I as a percentageof assessedvalue. The percentageswere basedon esdmamdpropertyvalues,not assessedvalues. Additionally,the pointof my examplewas to showthatdevelopersare
muchworseoff payingfor improvementsfinancedwith Mello-Roosbondsthantheywouldbe
for improvementsfinancedwith genera/obligationbonds,the traditionalmethodof financing

I genera/benefit improvements.

i In its report. CDAC also quoted the testimony of Carla Stalling, who statedthat "her firm hasexperiencewith CFDs wheretheundevelopedland nevercarriesa taxburdenbecausetheinitial
year's debt serviceis coveredthrough capita!Jzedinterest,and in subsequentyearsthe tax

i formulas shift the entire tax burdento developedproperty." If a community or phase issubstantiallysold-outby the end of the capitalized interestperiod, obviously,the developer
would pay LiMeor no specialtaxes. This wouldonly occur, however,if thehomes in the
communityor phasewere substantiallysold-outby theendof the capitalizedinterest period.

I This is nota typicalsituation;for example,in one of the CFDs in the communityMr. Swift
referredto,forthe1991-92fiscalyear,totalundevelopedlandspecialtaxesare$5,857,611,

i whiledevelopedpropertyspecialtaxesare$1,494,913.Ms.Stallingprovidednoinformationon thepercentoftheprojects--orofa phase,ifa phasedproject--thatweresoldout.Her
testimonydoesnotprovidea meaningfulexampleunlessthisinformationisknown.

I High absorptionrates were common a few and as a result, Ms. Stalling have
years ago, may

seen projects that were substantially sold-out by the end of the capitalhed interest period.
Absorption ratesaremuch lower now, and it is unusual to see projects sold-out by the end of

I the capiraliT_ interest period. The credit problems currendybeingexperiencedby Mello-Roosare a result of the slower absorption ramsnow being experienced in the real estate industry.
(One analysis we have seen demonstrated that undeveloped land special taxes would double with

I a twenty-rivepercentdecreasemme absorptionrate.) Increasmundevelopodpropertyspecial
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taxes would greatly add to the credit problems.

The argument that homeowners ate subsidizing developers is also contradictory to market _1
economics. Developers must pass on all of their costs on to consumers and make a sufficient
returnon capital, or they will not be able to stay in business. Some have argued that developers •
do not set prices, the market sets prices, and that developers price their homes to the market, m

and as a result, developers do not pass on their savings to home buyers through lower prices.
It is true that the market, and not developers, sets the prices for homes. However, developers I
plan the product they build based on market prices and their expected costs. If a developer

I

incurs a cost that is not expected, the developer will probably not be able to pass the cost on to
home buyers. But developers will plan their product to pass on all expected costs to home _1
buyers, otherwise they will not stay in business for long. It is also true that developers price
their homes to the market. Competition to sell homes and to buy land will usually result,
however, in developers passing on their cost savings to home buyers. If developers anticipate •
higher undeveloped property special taxes, they will plan their product so that these costs will
be passed on to the home buyer. In most cases, whatever the level of undeveloped land special
taxes, all of the costs incurredby developers are passed on to home buyers. And in most cases, •
if developers pay less in undeveloped property special taxes, eventually, as a result of

competition with other builders, these cost savings will be passed on to home buyers. Im

This is not to argue that developers are never subsidized by homeowners as a result of low i
undeveloped property special taxes, If CDAC were able to identify when inequities occur, and
if CDAC knew of a remedy to the situation, and the remedy would not otherwise be detrimental •
to the use of Mello-Roos, then these inequities should be remedied. But identifying when an |
inequity occurs is difficult. And the remedies proposed by CDAC would not remedy the
situation, but would instead create new inequities. Additionally, the remedies proposed by •
CDAC would be severely detrimental to Mello-Roos financing.

CDAC has recommended that disclosure to homeowners should include information on the •
special taxes paid by undeveloped property. Given the difficulty CDAC has had in 1
understandinghow special taxes are apportioned, homeowners wouldcertainly only be confused
by such disclosure. As already explained, homeowners are not subsidizing developers and no I
worthwhile objective is served by trying to make homeowners think that they are subsidizing
developers. As long as home buyers are aware of the special taxes they will have to pax, and
thesespecialtaxesareconsistentfromyeartoyear,thelevelofspecialtaxeson undeveloped •
propertyisnotrelevanttothehome buyer'spurchasedecision. II

I
I
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m Canitalbmion of Interest
CDAC recognizes the need for capitalized interest "to cover debt service during the time that

m the county assessor is adding the special tax to the tax rolls." CDAC estimates that "a periodof one year should be adequate for this purpose." Eighteen to twenty-four months are act..lly
neededto ensurethat_ collectionshavebeen receivedin time to pay debt service. For

m example, if bonds are sold in September, special taxescannot be levied until the following fiscalyear (which will begin the following J'uly). The first payment of special taxes will not be
received until the following December, and the first payment on the bonds that can be paid by
specialtaxesis thepaymentoccurringthe followingMarch, a full eighteenmonthsafter bonds

m have been sold.

Providing sufficient time to ensure that _sx collections have been received in time to pay debt

I serviceisonlyoneofthe however,forcapimILzedinterest.CDAC hasrecognizedthat
l'efl.._ons,

"capitalizedinterestclearlycanimprovethecreditqualityofbonds."Practicallyallformsof
constructionloansincludeinterestcarryfortheconstructionperiod.Thisisdonetoprotectthe

m lender:an almostworstcasescenariofora lenderistohavea loan intodefaultbefore
go

constructioniscompleted.

m Capitalized interest is an important means of decreasing the risk of default in Mello--Roosdisu'icLs.Thegreatestriskofdefaulton Mello-Roosbondsisinthefirstcoupleofyearsafter
bondsareissued,beforehomeshavebeenbuilt,andwhen thereisonlyoneora fewproperty

I owners.Capitalizedinterestensuresthatfundsareavailabletopaydebtserviceduringthishighriskperiod.By decreasingtheriskofdefault,bondholders,homeowners,andlocalgovernment
agencies all benefit.

m out of the $3.5 billion in Mello,-Roosbondsissued,only onebond issuehas goneintodefault.
Thisdefaultresultedfromfundslostasa consequenceofbeinginvestedwithExecutiveLife

m InsuranceCompany. Thisexcellentrecordofperformanceby Mello-Roosbondshasbeencriticalto thecontinuedviabilityof Mello-Roosfinancing.This recordwouldnotlikelyhave
beenachievedifallMello-Roosbondshadbeenissuedwithonlytwelvemonthsofcapitalized

m interest.

While recognizing these benefits, CDAC believes that "capitalized interestcanamount to a

m significantsubsidyfromhome buyerswithina CFD to thedeveloper."In mostcases,capitalizedinterestdoesnotcosthomeownersanythingandisnotasubsidyfromthehomeowner
to the developer. Bondproceedsare usually constrainedby either a maximum value-to-lien or

m a maximumtax burden. The public improvementsthat need to be financed usually exceed thebond proceeds available. Whether the limited amount of bond proceeds available are spent on
capitalizedinterestoron publicimprovements,totaldebtproceeds,andtherefore,totaldebt

m service, is the sameandhomeowners'taxbills are thesame. Additionally, if capimlia_=rl iilterest
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results in a safer bond issue, the inlereat rato on the debt will be less, which will save

homeowners money. I

The benefits of limidng capitalized interest on Mello-Roos bonds ate tess than often thought.

At most, capitalized inr_restconstitutes about IS percent of a bond issue (when earnings on the i
capic_li_d interest zccoum are used to pay debt service). The questionable benefits gained by

• limiting capitalizedinterestshouldnotbe obtainedat the costof sacrificing the financial

' integrity--andthecontinuedviabilRy--ofMello-Roosfinancing. I

Iappreciateyourconsiderationofthesecomments.Ifyouhaveanyquestionsregardingthese

comments,orwouldlikeadditionalinformation,pleasedo nothesitatetoletme know. I

l
!

Sincerely,

!
i
!
!
!
!
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ERN_ S_
COUNTYADM_STRAIT_BORmr--

I ) U NTY 0 F HALLOF_,_ONl0CIVtCCI_'TI_PLUm.&.
S/uSrrA/_l_CAg_%01

I ,M.A__G ADDRF_S:
P.O,BOX_014

SANTAANA. CA927_-_14

"rELEI_ON_
(714)834-6200

I COUNTY ADMINISTRA_VEOFFICE FAX:(714) 8_L8

I March 3, 1992

I Mr. Steve Juarez
Executive Director

California Debt Advisory Commission

! .P.O. Bo X 942809
Sacramento, CA 94209-0001

I Dear Mr. Juarez:
Thank you for offering us the opportunity to comment in greater
detail on the Commission's proposed recommendations regarding

I Mello-Roos. I'd like to use this opportunity to elaborate on ourFebruary 18, 1992 comments regarding Recommendation No. 2,
proposed annual reporting requirements. We support the
Commission's intent of making measures of a district's fiscal

I soundness readily available to bond-holders and taxpayers. We areconcerned, however, that the specific list of data elements the
Commission has proposed to accomplish this will place a costly
data-collection burden on issuers statewide, while yielding data

I of questionable accuracy.

As we noted then, some of the proposed information is only

I available to us from secondary sources. As an issuer, the onlyinformation items on the list which are produced within the County

are Development Status item 3, Capital Projects Status Items i _

I 2, and Financial Status Items 1 - 6. (We are assuming that the
"foreclosure actions" to be reported (Item 4) are

County-originated only, and do not refer to bank foreclosures on
properties within a district.)

I The other items, and their most probable data sources are:

i Deve_oomentStatus
I. Number of developed residential properties - Developer

self-report, checked against permits drawn.

I 2. Square footage of commercial/industrial - Builder/projectmanager self-report.

4. _Tu_ber _d value _ oroperties sold - DeveloDer

I self-report; for re-sales, real estate multiple listingreports (not presently received)
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l
5. Vacancy rates of commercial/industrial properties - i

Building manager self-report.

6.. Percent of CFD developed by land-use classification - •
Developer self-report.

7. Names and addresses of all property owners who own at least m

10% of the assessed valuation within a district - Special B
computer run, from tax-setting engineer.

None of Zhese parties is presently obligated to provide this •

information. Compliance with the reporting requirements could be m
problemazic, especially for reports from building managers
(Item 5) and real estate sales reports (Item 4), where the data

source has no vested interest in informing bond-holders, i

F' - ' Star l

7. Overlapping tax rates - Cal-Muni printouts. U
We hope uhis summary is helpful in suggesting the magnitude of the
ongoing administrative responsibility CDAC is proposing for i
issuers.

If we can answer any questions about this information, please m
contact me (714) 834-3055, or Susan Zepeda, Manager of Public |
Finance (714) 834-4775.

Respectfully, I

nEileen T. Walsh

Director of Public Finance & Advocacy

SGZ:ds I

I
I
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ERNIE, SCHNEIDER

I COUNTY ADM_I_A_B. OI,VIC_HALL OP AJ)MINtS'I_AT1ON
Of= ,.cnnc Pt .A

SAbrA A_A, CA _27_I

I MAII,INO ADOR_$:+ P.O.BOX 22014
| Q E SANTA A_NA. CA 92702-2OI4

I TI_.EPHONU:
' (714) 8_2OU

COUNTY AOMINIeIRATIVE OFFICE
FAX:

(714) R_-_I8

!
I February 18, 1992

I Steve Shea
Hr.

California Debt AdviSOry Commission

P. O. Box 942809

I Sacramento, CA 94209-0001

RE: Proposed CDAC Reco_nendations to Legislature

Dear Hr. Shear

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on CDAC's proposed

recommendations to the legislature, while they are still in draft.

We endorse the intent of these recommendations, although we have some con-

terns about their execution. Throughout, we are assumin_ =hat thesechan_es, if incorporated into law, would be implemented _.ospec._ei>, for
suidance in the creation of future CFDs, and the future issuance of debt

within them. Any effort to constrain existing districts and existing bond

issues, mid- stream, could seriously impair _he ability, of those districtsto service outstanding debt and to maintain the covenancs to bondholders
contained in financing documents.

Other cerements on specific reco_endstions are:

Recommendation NO. I

We strongly support requiring both disclosure to initial homebuyers, and
redlsclosure to subsequent homabuyers. With resard to disclosure item (&)

in the recommended list, it may be s premature effort to address an issue -the comFaratlve benefit from dlstrlct improvements obtained by owners of

tlndeveloped vs, developed properties - which, as you later note (Other
Issues No. I), may best be deferred for further deliberation.

recommendaclonNo. 2

-.,--.,_..,, -_ w_a_,_ un _uJ_ q _nLt_OerlVeAue el pEopertles solG) and5 (co_er¢ial/industrial vacancy ra_es) is from secondary sources; we make
no independent efforts ¢o verify its accuracy. Developers and nmrchant
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builders within the districts ate not presently required to notify us of i
sales and rentals; the staff time needed to log this information would
result in an increase in district administrative costs. I

We do not see any problems with collecting the other types of information •
listed. iN

Recommendation No. 3 : m
m

This limitation (1% of value) for all special taxes, is a laudable guide-

line; in practice, it is harder to define or implement. In Orange County. lm
we structured taxes to adhere to this guideline, only to find that slgnifi- 1cant downward shifts in pricing of new housing stock in the present market

have caused us to break through this intended "coiling" in some o£ our long-
established districts. Your recommendation that the guideline be one per- •
cent of "anticipated fair market value" at build-out, rather than of asses- 1
wed valuation, may address this concern while creating another: How are

uhese anticipated values determined7 How do we avoid penalizing the more Im

conservative issuers, whose lower projections of anticipated value reduce i
their ability to generate tax revenue today? Assuming this concern can be m
addressed in some consistent fashion, we do recommend that the _ax ceiling
be a percent of projected fair market value, derived in a systematic way at •

the time a district is formed, from current comparable home values confirmed |
by an MAI appraiser. This standard would recognize that tax rates, as a

percent o£ actual hems values, may subsequently rise or fall as home prices

_luctuate. m

Wealso recommend _hat lucal gwneral purpose government jurisdictions play

a stronger role in the coordination of special district debt issues: A
local financing review process, which requires special services agencies _o
coordinate their financin_s with affected cities and counties, would accom-
plish this.

Recommendation No. 6

Your discussion in this recommendation addresses substitution or elimination •
of proposed facilities - we concur that this process should be s visible
one. However, we feel deleted projects should be treated differently from

facilities which will be developed, but will be funded from another source,

reducing the burden on the district. Further, we do not agree with the •
recommendation which follows: That an elactlon be required whenever costs

are ten percent under or over original cost estimates. In today's volatile
economy, great savings can be realized in construction costs, through pru- •
dent project manaeamsnt. Let's focus on results - thaC the roads, schools,
fire stations get built - and no_ tie project managers D hands in dealing

significant delays to facility construction, or leavin_ some projects un- Ifunded, we would support a public heartns process, to assist the district
board in prtocitisin$ proposed uses of limited resources.
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I
Mr. S_eve Shoe, CDAC

I February 18, 1992Page Thre

I
• With regard to _he other issues you have identified for lesisla_Iva study,

I we asree _Ith your assessment tha_ these need further d_iberatlon. _ewould be pleased to work with you in ehe further examlnatlo, of these
issues.

I Respectfully,

,
I Director _f Public Plnance & Advocacy

SCZ:hw

i
]

]

i
]
i

i
]

i
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ECONOMIC _t PLANNING SYSTEMS E__• Land Eeonomics * RealEstat¢ * Public Finance

March 6, 1992 ,, _,_, ! 6 1992

Mr. Steve luarez •
Executive Director

California ,Debt Advisory Commission
P.O. Box 942809 •
Sacramento, CA 94209-3269 1

St_,ect. P,o;....._-edAm.,,,n%nts t. M .no-Roc_q A I

Dear Mr. )'uarez:

I am a principal in the firm of Economic and Planning Systems. Our firm does extensive work 1
in planning MeUo-Roos Community Facilities Districts (CFDs) and in writing the Rate and

m

Method of Apportionment of the Special Tax (sometimes referred to as the special tax formula).
This letter s_es our comments on theAmendments to theMeUo-Roos Community •
Facilities Act of 1982 presented in CDAC's 2/19/92 staff report.

l

As you know, the MeUo-Roos Act provided local government and private developers with a •
flexible method for financing public infrastructure. In recent years the volume of Mello-Roos

bonds has grown to over $3.6 billion. Due to the increased use of this financing
mechanism, the need for reform of the Act is clear. In the remainder of this letter, I will •
summarize the proposed amendments that we agree with, and the proposed amendments that
we feel should receive additional consideration.

AMENOMEN'I'S WE SUPPORT 1
Recommendation #1 - Support I

CDAC proposes a demilecl '_'_otice oi Spech_ Tax" that mu,t be read and signori by any I
prospective homebuyer before signing a purohaseagreement. We agree that homebuyers
shouldhavethebenefitof this typeof straightforwarddisclosure.Thisway homebuyerswill l
know inadvancethattheirtotalpropertytaxbillwillbehigherthannearbyareasthatdo not I

havetheMello-Roostax.We alsofeelthatitisimportanttoestimateand disclosetheprincipal

amount of the tax lien so the homebuyer can compare the total costs of his/her purchase. I
Recommendation #2 - Support

roll

Ingeneral,we supporttheideaofan improvementreportsystemforMello-RoosCFD. Much 1
ofthis informationshouldbe providedin theAnnualSpecialTaxreportrequiredaspartofthe

189
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We flunk, however, that your reporting requirements may re_e too much i_ormation that isnot relevant unless bonds are about to be issued. Items 4 and 5, under "development status,"
may require substantial effort yet have little impact on the status of the CFD. Once bonds are

I issued, the taxes must be paid regardless of the number and value of properaes sold orvacancyrates.Items4 and 5 arerelevantatthetimebondsarebeingsoldand shouldbe
includedaspartofan appraisal.

Recommendation #3 - Limited Support

The generalconceptoflimitingtheincreaseofthemaximum taxto2% isreasonable.However,we haveseveralpracticalconcernsinestablishingthisbroadpolicy.

The firstconcernisthed_Rnition,_f"ResidentialProperties."Does thisaoolvto"develot_ed"

I residentialproperties,i.e.after5ulldingpermitisissuedordoesitalsoapplytoundevelopedresidentiallandaswell?

The secondconcernisintheuseofthisconceptforphasedprojects.Ifthedefinitionstatesthattheratecannot_tn'easemore than2% peryearfromthefirstyearthedevelopedresidential
unitissubjecttothetax,thenthispolicywillbeworkable.

I However,many schooldistricttaxforn_,.l_,_allowfortheannexationofadditionalpropertyto
theCFD overmay years.IfthebasetaxrateforthoseunitsissetattheformationoftheC"FD

and cannotincreaseby more than2% peryear,thenthetaxrateforunitsbuiltseveralyearsoutwillnotbeadequatetosupportthelossininflationwhichexceeds2%. The solutionforthis
would be tosettheinii'_itaxhigherthannecessarywhichwould penalizetheRrstunitsbuilt

in theCFD.
We proposea solutionthatpermitsthemaximum taxratetoincreasebasedon theneedsofthe
infrastrt_ctureprogramuntila finalmap iscreatedfortheindividualresidentialparcels.At

thatpointthetaxratewould be frozenforthoseparcelsexcept/ora possible2% annualincrease.Homebuyerswould know withcertaintywhat theirtaxrateswould beand how
much itcouldincrease.However,unitsbuiltseveralyearsinthefuturewouldhavea taxrate

reflectiveof theinflatedconstructioncostsapplicableatthetimetheirinfrastr_cU.u'ewas_-__Jed.

I Recommendation #4. Support
Recommendation # 5 - Limited Support

The reallocationoffundsmustbecarefullyconsideredbecausemany ofthecostsoffadlities
arebasedon preliminaryengineeringestimates.Theseestimatestypicallyinclude30to50
percentcontingencyfactors.CDAC would notwant torestricttheuseofav_i_blefundsifa

I project came 30% underbudgetsolelydue toengineeringestimates.

consistentwiththe estimates.
preliminaryengineering
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We recommend that the reallocation of funds be based on a redefinition of the projectsto be
constructed rather than the cost estimates of such projects. If a four-lane road is changed to a
two-laneroad,orawatertreatmentplantisdoubledincapacity,thenamajorchangehas •
occurredthatmightrequireavote.

Recommendation #6 - Limited Support I

Whilewellintentioned,thisrecommendationmay haveseverefutureconsequences, m
partiofl_rlyforschool_'_c_g. C_refu.[word._gofanypotentiallegislationwillbecriticalto |
avoidcausingproblemsthatarenotintended.

We favordisclosureasthemorepracticalway ofhandlingthisproblemofdirectbenefit. I

We havesig_i_cantdiffic_.dty_*_ theconcept_fb,_._!d!_g._ac_es"th_.t_ide."_o._theCFD
arenotpermittedtouse.However,havingworkedfornumerousschoolc_c_, we •
understandtheproblemschooldistrictsarefacedwithinconstructingfacilities.The
Legislatureshouldtakeotheractionsintheareaofschoolfinancingtoavoidthesituation
whereaDistrictmay taxoneareatobuildschoolcapacityinanotherareaoftheDistrict. •
Approval of ACA 6 would be a good start toward resolving the school financing issue. |

Issue#'I I
Thecomplexsm_cO.n'ingoflargescaledevelopmentprojectsrequiressignificantflexibilityin
designingthetaxformula.Limitingtheabilitytoallocatethetaxburdenbetweendeveloped
and undeveloped property may create significant problems in marketing the bonds to bond •
buyers. Bondbuyers usually wish to see a diversified tax base and taxes coming from revenue
producing properties. Ifhigh tax burdens are maintained on undeveloped property, the bond
holderswillperceivehigherriskandrequirehigherinterestrates,thereforehurtingalltax
payersintheCb"D.

inthetaxformulasthatourfirmhasprepared,we establishamaximum specialtaxthatis
fixedandmay notincrease.Itistheannualtaxlevythatisallowedtovaryaslongasitdoes
notexceedthemaximum specialtax.inatypicaltaxformula,thelevyisbasedontheannual
costsencumberedbytheCFD ina givenfiscalyear.Theseannualcostsaretypicallylessthan •
',hemaximum sp,_-,'d._!tax,esFe'd_1|yintheem'lylye,.u'se,ft._e"_Y"_. |

Allowingtheactualtaxlevytovaryhasanotherimportantadvantage:propertythatis
receivingmorebenefitscanbetaxedatahigherrate(aslongasitisnotgreaterthanthe |
maximum specialtax)thanpropertythatisreceivinglessbenefit.AfteraCFD isformed,
constructionofeligiblepublicfacilitiesbegins.Asthesefacilitiesareconstructed,various
parcelswithintheC'b"Darethenabletodevelop.Our form,la_usuallytaxdeveloped •
propertiesattheirmaximum specialtaxratesorclosetothoserates,andthentaxundeveloped
propertyifthereisnotenoughrevenuefromthedevelopedproperty.

m

This method is fair because developed property is receiving more benefits fromthe eligible
_cilities tha_ u.-de,.,elo_,._J_rope.,_,.,. Ttis f_ir _._t,/!fthe de,.,e!e_'._l._reFe."Z.," is Fa3.d.-.__;.sfn_.:

shareofcostburdenoftheproject.Ifitstaxeshavebeensetataratehigherthanthefair I
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I sharecostburden, _.en taxing thesedeveloped propertiesat their maximum rates is in effect
subsidizingother properties. If developed properties are being taxed a rateequivalent to their
fair share of the costburden, then they are being taxedonly for the benefitsthey receive.

I CDACs reportreconu'nendsthatthespecialtaxbeapportionedbasedonbenefitreceivedand
we concurwiththatrecommendation.We thinkitisappropriatetoestablishthemaximum tax

I basedon theappropriateshareofbenefit.However,we disagreethatdevelopedandundevelopedlandshouldbe treatedthesame withineachyear'staxlevy.We thinkthat
developedlandshouldpay itsmaximum fairsharetaxbecauseitisfullyreceivingthebenefits

I fromtheinstalledinfrastructure.Undevelopedlandisnotutilizingthefacilitiesand shouldpaya lesseramount althoughthebenefitintermsofincreasedvalueoftheL,'nprovements
shouldbe recognizedthrougha limitedtax.

I In regard to the conflict between equal tax rates and residential tax stability in multi-phased
CFDs, we a_ree that local officials appear to be relying on the landowner to lock-in
long-term public financing for CFDs. However, due to the environmental mitigations

I requiredfornew development,localofficialshave a responsibilitytoassurethatthe
environmentalimpactsaremitigatedoverthebuildeutofa project.

I [hope thesecomments havebeenhelpfulinyburdeliberation.

Sincerely,

I ECONOMIC & PLANNING SYSTEMS, [NC

i i- /k
T_ R.Yo_ans

I Principal
/ms

I

I

I

I

I
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I
March 6,1992 I
Mr. Steve luarez

Executive Dlrec(or ICaUfor_daDebt Advisory Comn_sion
915 Capitol Mall,Room 400

Sacramento, CA 94209-0001 1
Sll

SubJcct:CDAC ReportonProposedLegislativeCl_ax_gestotheMello-RoosAct;EI-_#1097
ll

DearMr.J_arez: 1
EconomicandPla_u_i1_gSystems(El'S)hasbeenhlredbytheCRy andCountyofSan
l.'ra_cir,co to act as Spec_l TaxConsultant for the Mission lJay r_-oject. [n that role, we have •
reviewed the CDAC report on the proposed legislative changes to the MeUo-RoosAct.
Thesecommentsareasupplementtothemoregez_eralcommentsprovidedinaseparate •
leter fromTim Youmat_of theS_cramentoofficeof EPS. =

Re: J_stle#IB: 1
1

We agreewiththeLegislatureandtheCDAC thattheremay bereasontobeconcerned
regardingtheeffectsofcross-collateralizatlonofpropertyInCFDs.However,we •
additionallyagrc__sdththeCDAC thatthisconcernisnotofsuificientma_'Rtudetoreqttire
theestablishmentoftaxratesoffixeddollaramounts,giventheeffectontl_ecreditquality

ofMello-Roosbonds. 1
TherearemanyreasoL_swhy actu',.dtaxratesmay differsubstantiallyfromthemaxi.mum
potentialrate.Maximum taxratesmustbeestablishedatthetimeofDistrictformation: mm

Themaximtunrateaarebayedonestimatesoftotalcosts,interestrates,ad.r/dnistratlve •
costs,anallowancefortaxdelinquencies,andanallowanceforconrlngencies.Theratesare
alsosetbasedonthemaximum debtservicethatwillbeencounteredwhenallofthebonds 1

areissued.IntheearlyyearsofaCb'D,Iti_likelythatnotallpotentialbondswillhave I
beenissued,_ndactualdebtservicewillbeslgnlftcantlylessthanthemaximum annual
special taxfor theCFD.

thecaseofthepropos_ML_!on13ayCFD,ItispossiblethatthisCFD may'neverissue •
anydcbt,due toits natureasa contingentbinding source.However,themaximu.mtax
ratemustbeestablishedbasedontheassumptionthattheCFD issuesdebttofinanceallof I
theCFD'apotentialfacilities.Ifthis_ isrequiredtocollecta fixedtaxamount,rather g

thanallowingtheratetovaryfromzeroup tothemaximum,theCFD may collectmillions
u; du_;=,,,ui ,,=_revenuewmcnwm neverbespentby the C.FD,andwill have to be 1
_tumed totltetaxpayemIn the Clq.3atthetimetheCI_ isdbsolved.This is obviously

1.93 I
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not a realistic alten_ative, If CFDs are limited to a fixed tax amount, the City and County
would unable to utilize MeUo-P,oos financingto cnst_e the orderly development of the
MissionBayProject,

Ihope float these comm_nta are useful in your delt_ratlons regarding the proposed
legi_flative changes. Please give me a call if you have any que6tior_t on thes_ comments.

Sincerely,

ECONOMIC & PLANNING SYSTEMS, INC.

Principal

i
i
I
i
I
I
I
I
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I
WI_ C laetM

L_ irLr_t4 IMr. Steven Shea

California Debt Advisory Commission _-_,.,_915 Capitol Mall, Room 400 II
Sacramento, California 94209-0001

Re: Proposed CDAC Recommendations to Legislature

IDear Steve: ....... 'r ';" ......

Initially, I want to apologize for being a month late in

responding, but a number of competing bond issues that did close •
in February and are to close in March have consumed virtually my
entire time in the last four weeks. I do have comments with

regard to certain of the recommendations: •
i. Recommendation No. 1 - Notice to the potential

purchaser of a parcel.
I

a. Your policy addresses only residential I
purchases. The County in its contract with the developer of a CFD

requires such notification be given to purchasers of or lessees of I
commercial/industrial buildings. I

b. Our contract with the master developer presently

requires the purchaser of a residence or commercial site or the •
lessee, in a triple net lease situation, of a commercial/industrial |
building to execute a one page document which acknowledges the
existence of the Special Tax, identifies the classification and

rate to be applied to the subject property, and acknowledges •
receipt of a copy of the Rate and Method of Apportionment. This I

is to be accomplished prior to the individual taking occupancy of
the home, building or leased space. Our experience has been that •
the home owner does not acknowledge that they receive this l
information when they have in fact executed the document. Also we
have experienced a compliance problem with merchant builders, not

necessarily in _roviding adequate disclosure, but the form of the •
disclosure made does not necessarily conform to that required by

.......... __. _........ mas.., deve!o_er.

!
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i c. Your recommendations as to the content of thedisclosure statement causes me concern.

I i. A description of the special tax formula canlead to the criticism that it is incorrect or
insufficient. The actual Rate and Method of

Apportionment should he provided;_ the buyer

I can read it and come to his own understanding.

2. The requirement that a description of the

i facilities and the cost of each he provided is
excessive. Presently a list of the general
facilities is required in the recorded Notice
Of Special Tax Lien; more than this is

I inappropriate. During the construction Of thefacilities cost overruns could be experienced
that require shifts in the budget, a possible
deletion or modification of facilities,

I contribution of monies from the
developer,

etc. By listing the estimated budget for
facilities to be constructed, you are

I suggesting to the homeowner or taxpayer thathe has the right to require that the budget be

adhered to and subject the legislative body to
legal challenge should the estimated budget be

I varied. This would preclude the legislativebody and its administrative staff from
responding to the realities of the

I construction project with the flexibility anddiscretion that is required.

3. What is your object in disclosing the amount

l of capitalized interest and the number ofmonths that it covers. Invariably the

purchaser will be acquiring the property after

i the capitalized interest period has expired;their knowing it was utilized to insure timely

payment of debt service on the bond can not be
important. For any bond issue which closes

l after August 10th of any fiscal yearcapitalized interest for 3 to 12 months is

mandatory to carry the transaction until the

i Special Tax can be enrolled and the Special
Tax revenues can be collected and transferred

to the fiscal agent following the initial
December 10th installment payment. This is a

!
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I
fact of life and, in reality, is not a
gratuitous extension of credit to the i
developer. The use of capitalized interest on
the part of the County is to fashion a bond
transaction that is fiscally viable and •
marketable. To limit its use because it may B
be perceived by homeowners as improper is
simply unwise and could make the issuance,of

this type of bond financing impossible, i
w

d. Finally you may require disclosure statutorily,
but how do you propose that it be enforced? What penalties do you i

consider appropriate? And, more importantly, who will pay for its •
enforcement. Your answer will be the CFD, but its only revenue i

stream is the Special Tax and the administrative expense component
thereof. So the homeowners will see their Special Tax rise to •
enforce a requirement for which no meaningful penalty can be
secured. Certainly the Mello-Roos Act and statutory structure
providing for land secured financing does not contemplate that the
general revenues of the issuing entity are at risk for •
administering or enforcing such financings. And if general funds
became statutorily required to enforce various provisions of the
Mello-Roos Act, there would he a real hesitancy on the part of any •
governmental entity to utilize this type of financing. |

2. Recommendation No. 2 - Annual Reporting Requirement

This proposal needs to he significantly reduced or the result will
be that the administrative staff on the issuer assigned to the CFD
will be spending all of its time preparing a report at great •
expense, which will be borne necessarily by the homeowner through l
the Special Tax and the administrative expense component thereof.

In making this recommendation, your staff needs to limit the •
information to be included to that which is absolutely required
and clearly specify that the basis or source of the information is

to be a public or other source that is very accessible. •

The number of residences and the square footage of commercial
buildings for which building permits have been issued is important
to determine whether initial absorption projections are valid. •
And assessed valuation, as shown on the tax roll, is proper to
establish that the aggregate tax bill is, in fact, within the two
percent range. But market valuation is not and would be expensive IL

to determine even once, let alone on an annual basis. Similarly, R

!
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m vacancy rates with regard to conuuercial property is notinformation which is public or can easily be obtained, if at all.

m Fund balances, delinquency rates, etc. can easily be obtained and
can be supplied without too great an effort.

3. Recommendation No. 3 - 1% limit on Maximum Special Tax

m Rate

while this is essentially consistent with our County's policy, we

m couple this policy with the 2% overlapping tax limit. The effect
is that the maximum Special Tax is limited between .75% to .90%
of assessed valuation because the existing combined taxes will

exceed 1%. The problem with a statutory limitation, as opposed to

m a policy guideline, is that it cannot be varied from even whenthere are extremely valid policy justifications for doing so.

4. Recommendation No. 4 - 2% escalator

m No Comment.

m 5. Recommendation No. 5 - Issuer having substantial
interest in financial facilities.

The objective is valid, but the proposal will not work. In the

m county we have attempted to address this issue in our policyguidelines. There have been more than one occasion when the

percentage of facilities financed that eventually will be owned,

m maintained and operated by the County has been the smallestpercentage for any of the participating entities. We have issued

these bonds because a coordinated approach to the construction of
all of the facilities consistent with the conditions which the

m county set on the project is extremely important to the County.We have done so because the affected water district or flood

control district desires the County to take the lead. The

m recommended _olicy would preclude this and would result in
stifling the use of Mello-Roos in situations when it should be
utilized.

m 6. Recommendation No. 6 - Redirection of Funds
Initially, I take exception to a statement made in your initial

paragraph. While the legislative body during or following the

m public hearing delete certain facilities or services before
may

adopting the resolution forming the District, it may not delete
facilities after the formation resolution has been adopted. More

......... c.._ =_'=_e! has _dvis_d this _ffi_ that _ f_rma!
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• Ihearing process with notice to all property owners of the deletion

is required along with an election. Consequently, I think your
recommendation is unnecessary and you should review it carefully
with various firms advising issuers on CFD's and the deletion of •
facilities after adoption of the resolution forming the District.

As to the recommendation, the County has experienced several i

situations where substantial shifts in the projected budget has •
occurred to accommodate cost increases as a result of the g

finalization of the design of a facility or contract bids coming
in over budget. There have been occasions when site conditions •
discovered during construction have resulted in cost increases of |
hundreds of thousands of dollars. In each instance, the cost

increase has exceeded ten percent of the original budgeted amount

for the particular facility. In some of these instances i
anticipated contingencies and cost savings on other facilities
have allowed us to meet the aggregate budget for the total

project. In other instances, we have had to demand the short-fall •
amount be paid by the developer. Our ability to do this m
efficiently and professionally would have been destroyed if we
would have had to comply with your recommendation.

II

7. Recommendation No. 7 - Direct Benefit i

How do you propose to legislatively define "direct benefit'. Do II
you feel confident that the legislative definition you advance l
will satisfy the three or four property owners that testified at
the public hearing. Having worked for a public entity for fifteen

years, I do not feel that you can draft such a definition. •
Certainly not in a manner that will satisfy everyone and preclude

any derogatory comments. A direct benefit may be shown by some
standards to be the proximity of the facilities to the taxed I

property with access availability during all appropriate hours. •
But if the property owner has no reason to use the facility in

i

question or does not desire to, he will assert no direct benefit

shown that justifies his paying the special tax. I
II

There is a saying that is frequently used by lawyers: "Bad facts

make bad law." Essentially, your attempting to make the egregious

fact situation expressed by one witness that has not been i
collaborated by further testimony as an accurate factual
representation of the situation nor shown to be occurring to a

significant degree in other situations to establish a legislative •
standard that can not be met or is necessarily required. m
Personally, the testimony given at the hearing as summarized in

your report does not support your recommendation. The testimony i
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I of three or four individuals does not Justify what yourproposing. It indicates a potential problem, but there are
hundreds of CFD's in existence and more than one or two should be

carefully reviewed by objective third parties before a policy

I recommendation should be established.

I have not commented on the "Other Issues" portion of your

I report. The discussion on subsidization of developers wouldrequire a substantial amount of time to comment on and require
data which I cannot readily produce; although it is available.
Let me Just say, the statements of Carla Stalling and Mr. Swift

I were way off base and your dismissal of Mr. Taussig is notjustified. I would suggest you go through a very thorough

analysis of a variety of special tax formulas with one or more

i underwriters or bond counsels before you make any further
recommendations on this point so you can determine, if in fact,

the developer is subsidized to the degree that you suggest.

I I thank you for the opportunity to comment and, again, I apologizefor the delay in getting these comments to you.

Very truly yours,

I WILLIAM C. KATZENSTEIN

County Counsel

I Timothy J. DavisDeputy County Counsel

I TJD:cm

!
!
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March 6, 1992 I

71,1/I._1212

Mr. SteveJuarez _,,_
Executive'Director n_.._p=
California Debt Advisory Commission

915 Capitol Mall, Room 400Sacramento, CA 95814 zsss._o_D.,v,.._
1haitim

Dear Mr. Juarez: o,,,,,.r=_=*t •
407/141-O'/11"/

Evensen Dodge, Inc. has recently been selected by the City _a,_n
and County of San Francisco to serve as its financial advisor for the _,m.==P= m
proposed Mission Bay Development Community Facilities District. II
Laura Wagner-Lockwood of the City s Office of the Chief _N.p,,,,,.=,,S,,.=
Administrative Officer asked us to provide comments on CDAC's ._.,=u
Mello-Roos legislative recommendations, particularly as to how II
they might affect San Francisco and the Mission Bay C.F.D. Tim r,=_,_,,N,,=,Jl'//alW-(_o
Schaefer and I prepared the enclosed memorandum in response to
this request. )tT_=,.,_P=,

Laura Wagner-Lockwood has asked that we provide you _®¢.,=_,,.. i
with a copy of this memorandum so that the City's views of the _,=,zu
legislative recommendations may be reflected to CDAC.

As you may know, the Mission Bay Development in San _.,-=._2e=
Francisco is one bf the largest mixed-use development projects

underway in the United States. Briefly, the project covers 313 Iacres in an area less than a mile southeast of San Francisco's t,_,,N._t..=,P,,,o_,

financial district. Proposed for development are over 8.500 sw,,=

residential units; 6-8 milhon square feet of office, commercial, hotel t_,._ ,=ta •and retail space; 6_ acres of park and significant highway and other )_m.,,,,
infrastructure improvements. The City signed a development _"'==
agreement with the developer, Catellus Development Corporation, 3t_,,t.,,s,_=
just over a year ago. The City is proposing to form a community •
facilities district (or several C.F.D.s) for this project to fund with tn,_,,_.t,,,,
Mello-Roos bonds the cost of public improvements in the form of p.,p,om=
project-serving infrastructure, basic subdivision, or in-tract, _.v=-,,=, •
mfrastructure, and hazardous waste clean-up. Total financing m.m.=, II
needs may well exceed $100 million. It is likely that the initial _*tra_,_,=
C.F.D. may be formed within a year.

/011_tam I

M_tgonmt_ Str_ct, Suite $00 sut'm.t4_t_s
San Francisco CA 94104,

•41J/gJ$.2675 1415_9_$-2676Fax 2 0 1.
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Mr. Steve Juarez, Executive Director
CaliforniaDebtAdvisoryCommission
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Due to the large scope of the development and the uncertainties related to
when the various development stages will be phased in, the City faces a challenging
task in developing a financing plan for the district. Such issues as taxpayer equity and
apportionment of the special tax will need to be addressed.

The proposed changes to Mello-Roos financing will most certainly have
varying levels o_ impact on the Mission Bay C.F.D. and on how the City WIllproceed
in developing its policies and financing stratei_y for the district. Consequently, the
City will very much want to remain acuvely involved with CDAC in the
implementation of any new Me]]o-Roos changes. We hope the attached will provide
some useful initial feedback from the City.

Sincerely,

EVENSEN DODGE, INC.

Richard Morales
Vice President

RM/cp

enclosure

cc: Laura Wagner-Lockwood
City and County o_ San Francisco
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S EVENSEN DODGE INC \ I

I
MEMORANDUM I

!
TO: Laura Wagner-Lockwood

Office of the Chief I
Administrative Officer

FROM: Richard Morales ITim Schaefer

DATE: March 5, 1992 I
RE: Comments on CDAC's MeUo-Roos Legislative Recommendations

I
You have ,asked for our thoughts on the legislative recommendations which

arose from CDAC s hearings on Mello-Roos financings earlier this year, parxicularlv
in light of the proposed Mello-Roos for the Mission Bay Development. Thi_ I
memorandum follows the recommendations in the order in which they were

published. We have also indicated in some of our comments the thoughts of other Imembers of the CDAC Technical Advisory Committee (TAC).

Recommendation #1 I

Improving Disclosure IWe agree with the CDAC staff here. Most of the developers we have worked
,with hold the opinion that the mere presence of evidence of the special tax lien in the
white sheet" (the subdivision report required by the California Department of Real

Estate) provides sufficient disclosure of the nature of the tax. We do not agree. I

In fact; properties that are sold as resales have no "white sheet" requixement

and accordingly the only. certain disclosure relative to the Mello-Roos tax that a Ihome buyer would recewe would be in the preliminary title report provided in
connection with title insurance applications.

Though the staff's comment about "hidden subsidies"provided to developers I
in some Mello-Roos financings is well taken, it was the TAC's opinion that it is not
the primary downside to an uninformed purchaser. We maintain that there could be

an even greater downside effect on the actual security of the bonds as a result of I
improper disclosure. Buyers of property in California spend considerably more oftheir disposable income on housing than people elsewhere in the U.S. This .Snancial

leverage assumes that mortgage payments, utilities and tax payments are predictable. I I
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I To the extent that a MeUo-Roos tax, or the notential for its increase, is inadequately
disclosed,..,one could argue_ that taxpayers .might not.. have. adequate 6.nancial

I capabiliues to make payments, and that some inferenual mapawment of the strengthot me security for the bond pledge has occurred.

These recommendations are particularly relevant to San Francisco because it

I ' is that the audience of for Mission will have thelikely buyers Bay probablynot same
familiaritywithMellodRoosthatSouthernCaliforniahome buyersdo. MeUo-Roos
has had significant .lymore history and exposure in Southern California. The concept

I of a Mello Roos special tax is probably quite foreign to your typical Mission Bay

n.1

home purchaser.

I Recommendation

I Annual Reporting Requirement
This recommendation provoked the most animated debate among TAC

members. The general consensus was that this was a "too far, too fast"

I recommendation.

Notwithstanding that, the fact remains that "follow-through" information is

i very hard to come by and, according to testimony at the hearing, Is usually availableprimarily to those investors or interested panics who have the time, the
sophistication and the zeal to pursue it.

I Specifically, the information on the development status as recommended inNos. 1,15 and 6 appears to present an administrative nightmare. Nos..,.4 and 7,
while not easy to provide, do provide for some basic sense of how rapidly

i development is occurring and how quickly the property is diversifying.
We concur with the staff's recommendations in capital projects stanis without

exception.

I As to items inj_nancial stants, only No. 4, foreclosure actions, gives us trouble,
and then only because we do not think that we or the staff knows jast what it means.

I Finally, we agree emphatically concluding a
with the remai'k that CF'D should

be required to file an addendum to the report in certain default or financial stress
situations.

I There is no question that these reporting requirements would result in a
tremendous administrative burden on the staff of even the most sophisticated public
jurisdictions, such as San Francisco. Particularly now when municipal budgets are

I being trimmed, the last thing that a public jurisdiction needs is to add more staff tohandle the reporting. A consideration would be to allow for the increased
administrative cost to be budgeted annually into the special tax so as to deflect the

I burden of reporting onto the tax payers, as is done with normal on-going districtadministration costs.

!
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Recommendation #'3
_a

Limitation of Maximum Special Tax and Total Tax Rate (Landowner Approved I
FOumcmgs)

important distinction here is the landowner-am_rov_¢] nature of the taxes. IThe

Though the TAC agreed that this made for good noli/S, there was no consensus
J

about how good a law it would make. -
Ill

Interestingly,Steve Zimmerman of Standard & Poor's pointed out that the I
limitation could actually impair creditworthiness, an event which was not considered
._aCDAC staffwhen the recommendation was crafted. We agree with Zimmerman. II

ougn me "2% total tax rate" idea makes for good policy, it does not provide for •
year to year fluctuations in tax receipts. We think this recommendation needs more
exposure and broader debate. Perhaps the best outcome would be some sort of

"linkage" of this to the special tax formula for developed/undeveloped land tax rates. I
[]

Since Mission Bay will fail into this category, we think San Francisco should be
aware of this and ask for, and take part in, any additional debate on this topic.

!
Recommendation #4 I
Limitation to 2% of Annual Increases in Tax Rote •

The TAC agreed almost unanimouslywith this item and so do we. We do not •
see any problems with this vis-a-vis Mission Bay. II

Recommendation #5 I

Substantial Interest I
There was spirited debate on this recommendation. [t is primarily aimed at

developers who "issue-shop", primarily to school districts. At the end of the day, we Ill

do not see any danger to San Francisco here, unless developers begin "cutting deals" •
with the San teraneiscoUnified School District away from City Hall.

Recommendation #'6 I

Redirection of Funds l
!

Tim Schaefer was uncomfortable in advising CDAC staff to push this issue.
Everyone in the business has experienced the phenomenon of "kitchen sinking" a •
bond issue in order to satisfy bond lawyers that our intended purposes were I
contemplated at the time of district formation.

I
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I
Several of the TAC members felt that this is the most important point for

I disclosure. In other wor_, effectively .sa_,ng to p.roperty owners: "This is where your
Meuo-_oos tax oouars wlu go. tt you aon t like mat, consider not buying here."

I Regardless, the political appeal of this, since it vurvons to establish additionalcontrol over the process, is irresistible. In fact, the te;_tin_onywhich fanned the staff
up on this issue came from a community representative in Orange County where just

i sucharedirectionoffundsisabouttooccur.ThisitemcouldbeproblematicforMissionBay,wheretherewillbea needto
financea gooddealofproject-servinginfrastructure.Ifthecostand phasingofthe

I totalprojectlistisveryspecificallysetforthatthetimeofdistrictformation,adevelopmentsuchas MissionBay willbe somewhatrestrictedwithrespecttoits
abilitytoreallocatefundsatsomelaterdevelopmentphaseforsuchitemsasproject-
serving facilities, a goal which in time may be found to be most beneficial for the

I development.
This item needs to be explored further by San Francisco, and should be made

i an issue for further exposure and debate, as we are sure that other jurisdictions withlarge, multi-phased development projects will have similar concerns.

I Recommendatiml#7

i Direct Benefit
This is another recommendation which is _ointed primarily at school districts.

This provoked comment primarily among those TAC members who are involved in

I school finance.
We have an urge to agree with the CDAC staff on this one. The original

intent of the Mello-Roos bill appears to have been to "wedge" this financing tool in

I financing, very area or neighborhood specific,
between assessment district which is
and general obligation financing, the most general financing tool of all. It is
important to remember that the original Mello-Roos bill anticipated a nexus

I between burden and benefit, just as the assessment acts do. There is no evidencethat the authors ever expected proportionality of interest to reach zero.

This could be of considerable concern to Mission Bay, given the distinct

I possibility that a good deal of the financingcould be for hazardous wasteclean-up. To the extent that MelloMae!l°'R°°SRoosbonds for hazardous waste clean-up are
issued which are supported by special taxes on properties which cannot firmly
establish proportionali.ty of interest, this recommendation, if enacted into law, could

I seriously alter the credit apparatus of such a bond issue. This item should also beexamined further.

I
I
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Conclusio_ IThe scopeoftheMissionBay Developmentwillbe largeand expansive.A
great.de,_ of unce.rtainty.stiU remains as to how the development will eventually
uIIIOla, tne COStot DaT_roous waste clean-up is st/]] largely unknown, and there is no
firm plan yet on how each proposed subdivision, or development node, will be I
phasedinandatwhatcostsv.qthrespecttoprovidingtheso-calledbasicsubdivision
infrastructure,aswellastheproject-servinginfrastructure,

ThereisnoquestionthattheCDAC legislativerecommendationswillhave I
some amount ofbenefitforSan Franciscowhen iteventuallyformsa C.F.D.for
MissionBay and beginsto issuebonds fortheproject(i.e.disclosure;annual

reporting). However, due to the nature of the Mission Bayproject, as well as other I
large, mixed-use, multi-phased development projects in the State, we have concerns
that some of the legislative recommendations (i.e. Recommendations #._. 6 and 7)

may, without further debate and analysis, not necessarily result in the good public Ibenefits that were intended. Further exposure and discussion should be generated
on these issues before final promulgation or enactment of new regulations or laws.

In addition, the "Other Issues for Legislative Consideration" which CDAC has Iset forth will, we believe, have profound impact on Mission Bay, most notably Issue
#1, 'q'he Subsidization of Developer by Home Buyers in Mello-Roos CFDs". We

agree with CDAC that these issues need much further deliberation and discussion Ibefore making specific recommendations.

The Mission Bay working group needs to discuss these issues further and

present its thoughts and recommendations to CDAC so that whatever corrective Iactions are taken will be in the best interests of San Francisco and the Mission Bay
project.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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